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PREFACE

The National Environmental Manpower Planning Conference was held in Phoenix,
Arizona-On December 8-11, 1974 in an effort to assist State and local
agencies in meeting environmental manpower and training needs generated b the dele-
gated responsibilities to carry out environmental programs mandated by Federal Legis-
lation. Planned and conducted by the Office of Education and Manpower Planning, Of-
fice of Flanning and Management, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, in cooperation
with the Arizona State Department of Health, the Conference provAded the participants
with an excellent opportunity to share information and take part in meaningful dia-
ldgue aimed at acquainting each with available resources and Federal/State activities
regarding the development and utilization of-an environmental workforce.

Invitations were sent to over 300'person6; the 2Q0 participants and 48 Speakers
represented the full range of Federal, State, local and private agencies, as well as
-professional associations, universities, colleges, community and junior colleges and .

vocational technical schools all with interests in environmental manpower development
and training. The majority of the attendees were senior level policy making officials
within their respective organizations.

Each session included individual speakers and/or panels with prepared remarks
which addressed specific items relating to major environmental programs and the im-
plication& of those as they relate to the quantity and quality of the present work-
force engaged in environmental protectionservices. Needs, resources and problem,
areas were. considered both in, the presentations and the, question and answer periods
which followed each session. Audience participation reflected the serious nature
of the Conference while the comments, opinions and suggestions of the participants
proved invaluable in moving toward finding solutions to problems of both a general
and specific nature.

The response received from the participants indicated that there should be an-
nual conferences of this nature, as it proved to be a worthwhile experience in terms
of providing the operKforum for exchange of information, problem solving and general
advancement of the stale of the art of environmental banpower development and train-
jug which is critical to accomplishment of legislated environmental program require-,.
meats.
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GENERAL SESSION

JAMES D. GOFF, Panel Moderator

. MR. GOFF: Good morning, ladies and gentlemen, It is my pleasure to serve as
moderator for the opening session. For those of you who do not-know me, my name is
Jim Goff, now residing in Phoenix and.serving as Assistant Director of the Arizona
Department of Health Services. We are pleased to serve as your Phoenix hosts. My
staff and I ark: available throughbut your stay to assist you in any way possible..
The Valley of the Sun offers many interesting places to visit, shop and just plain
have fun.

At this time, I would like to introduce Mr. Art Vondrick, Director of Water and
Sewers Administration for the City of Phoenix, representing your host city, who will
welcome you.

MR. VONDRICK: 'Thank you, Jim. Good morning everybody. I hope you all got up
to see our sun this morning. How does it look? Any different? At least, you could
see it. Right?

Obviously, the first words I should utter here today are:- Welcome to Phoenix
and the' Valley of the Sun. I've looked forward. with some anticipatiOn to this oc-
casion, because this affords me the opportunity to repay some, of you for very simi-.
lar courtesies that you've extended to me in the past when I was doing some trav-
eling, and. that'sanother way-of saying getting even with you.

I'm glad to see Sam Warrington here from Texas. How can you have a training
program, a meeting, without good old Sam? When I went to Texas a couple of years
back, Sam took.meto a place called Snook - that was a place in Texas.

Sam, we have a place here that's something like Snook, but we call it Cave
Creek. It's just like Snook almost; only the people in Cave Creek don't like
Texans,.so in case you go up there, keep that in mind.

When I was in Georgiaoa couple of years ago, someone took me to Atlanta Under-
ground once, and what happenein Atlanta Underground at night happens here in
Scottsdale at theFifth Avenue shops in the daytime, and if your wife wants to go
there, please relieve her of all her credit cards first.

Speaking of Scottsdale, which is the West's most western town, you shon0 be
are while you're here that horses have the right-of-way. If you get in trouble
with a horse, don't come to me to yet your ticket fixed. Can't do it. Jim might
be able to', but I can't do it..

When I was in Montana, I was taught to ask.for a Bourbon and ditch, which
turned outoto be Bourbon and water. In the South, I was taught to ask for Bour-
bon and branch water whigh also turned out to be Bourbon and water. The nearest
I've been able to figure out all by myself is that branch water is the clear,
cool,.cleansparklitig water from a branch of the main stream which is likely to
be polluted and I thought a ditch perhaps had a same connotation in Montana, be-
cause in Montana, i-hey brag that all water starts in Montana, and there ain't no
such thing.aa dirty water, so if I can get you two guys togfther today, I'd.ap-
preciate that'.

. But no matter where you go - North, South, East or West - all the super-
maikets you know carry labels on their products that say, "Just add water and
serve."

What kind of water is that in Montana or Georgia or Alabama, I asked myself.
I don't know, so I kind of need your help. I hope you gentlemen and ladies that
don't jiave that kind of trouble in communicating with yourselves in any of your
sessions here, but maybe I do hope you have a little trouble communicating,



becapse that makes life interesting and keeps you alert, and that way the speakers
willlhave someone to talk to.

314ow, if the instructors and the program leaders can't communicate, it leaves
very little hope for the students.

. Now, you'll find a lot to do here in your spare time I'm sure - if you have
"any. Are they going to haye any spare time, Jim? No/ No spare time.

You'rd going to have a good_time probably because of our weather. The Chem-
htr of Commerce has a slogan that says, "Come to Phoenix and play golf in the
seventies." That's not strokes - that's Fahrenheit.

And, as you might guess, the Chamber of Commerce is against the metric system
unless someone cancome up with a way of counting golf strokes in meters or liters
or in metric'tons or something. Maybe you can solve that while you're here, too.

Now, during your stay here, we encourage you to drink water, along, with, any
other beverage that you may prefer, whether it be coffee or tea or soda pop or
fruit juice or whatever. The water tastes good standing alone, on ita own merits,
or diluted by other liquids or solids that you may run into from time to time.

Our water is also safe, and Isay this not because we have a relatively un-
civilized water shed or that our laboratories are certified or because we have a
reputation for conducting our affairs in a businesslike manner, but also because
we passed the McCain., M gazine test as well, as a self-imposed examination that
was sent to us,by"Ral ader.

We try to,conduct our wastewater activities in much the same faShion. As you
may or may not_know, Phoenix and allthe Valley cities here are involved in what
we call a Multi-City-SevieragePlan. We sell all our effluent from our two acti-
vated oludge plants.

.

I might add that our system is so simple and effective and uncomplicated that
sometimes EPA has trouble understanding it, but the effluent that we have that is
not actually reused at the present time is undercontract for future use and is
paid for under an option agreement, co when I encourage you to drink water,, I have
a double purpose in mind. I'd like to encourage you to use the plumbing facilities'

often. In fact, it wouldn't hurt if each of you, each morning, would give it a
couple of more flushes for good measure. Now, maybe I shouldn't have said that.
If the newt media in present, and considering the nature of this meeting, I can
just see the headlines: "Vondrick Gives A Lesson In'Toilet Training."

But, we do believe in training of all kinds, because it works, and nm.sure
Jim Goff and his staff have made ample provision for you to take care of your 1/*

every want while you're in town and to satisfy all of your needs while you're with

us, but let me add my own offer. 0

In the event you get loot while you're here, please call Jim Goff. But; if

you have ,a desire to GET loot, please don't hesitate to call me. I am known to be

an acknowledged expert at that. All kindo of people always keep telling me to get

loot anyway. I hope you havb a wonderful conference, and I'll be geeing you later
on through the meeting. 4

MR. GOFF: Here with urn this morning to relate the goals of the conference is
Mr. Alvin Alm, the Assistant Administrator for Planning and Management with the
Environmental Protection Agency in the Washington Headquarters Offide.

In this position oince July 1973, Mr. Alm is responsible for Agency evaluation
of program°, otandardo and regulationd and policies. He io also in charge of re-
oourceo management, including planning, budgeting and progress reporting and many

other related activities.
From 1970 to 1973, Mr. Alm wao Staff Director for Program Development with the

Council on Environmental Quality, where he supervioed moot of the professional

otaff of CM.
Hi° reoponnibilities include otaff coordination of legislative and administra-

tive initiatives, preparation of CEO annual reports, management of the study program



and oversight of the impact of federal-programs.
Prior to that time, he was with the U.S. Bureau of. Budget, now the Office of-

Management and Budget, for seven years as a budget examiner. .

From 1961 to 1963, Mr. Alm served as a management intern and contract ad-
ministrator with the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission.

He received his B.A. degree from the University of Denver in. 1960, and his
Masters of Public Administration degree from Syracuse University in 1961. Now,
it is my pleasure to present to you Mr. Alvin Alm.

MR. ALM: Mr. Goff, Mr. Vondrick, ladies and gentlemen, I am delighted to
he here at this conference. I must say that Mr. Vondrick,is going to be a hard
act to follow.

I'm going to try to make my remarks relatively brief. I'm reminded of Will
Rogers' comment that, "No speech can be.completely bad, if it's short."

I'll begin briefly talking about my perceptions of how the environmental
movement has developed, and discuss aew o the major programs directed at ac-
tually achieving ourentrironmental obActives.

Water pollution programs tend to be our oldest' environmental programs, Some
of them dating back tethe 19th Century. But it wasn't until recent years that
the Congress enacted demanding statutory deadlines, detailed statutorrrequire-

.
ments, and greatly increased funding.

In the Clean Air Act, you have somewhat the same situation. That Act estab-
lished statutory deadlines foi achievement of ambient air quality standards, spe-
cifiClimitations for automotive pollutants, and a requirement that States develop
implementation plans to achieve the national ambient air quality standards.

In the noise pollution area, there was-no national legislation until 1972 with
the Noise Control Act. -

In 1972 also there were major amendments to the FIFRA, the Federal Insecticide,
Fungicide, and Rodenticidb Act. These amendments for the first time focused.on the
use of pesticides and on programs for certification of applicators. 0

The legislative framework for this legislation grew out of the concerns ex-
pressed most diamatically in the first'Earth Week in the spring of 1970. These
concerns grew from a national consensus that pollution needed to be controlled, and
tha o do so, the Nation needed to set very firm deadlines and very specific pro-i..t-&

.g ams f i control.

It is certainly desirable to set national policy through clear-cut national
goals. n the other hand, the mandating of goals does not necessarily mandate suc-
cess. 're finding in the implementation of all of these laws, especially the
Water Pollution Control Act, and to a lesser extent, the Clean Air Act, a. number
of very difficUlt practical bottlenecks.

Some of these include the need to deVeiop adequate technology to achieve the
goals. In other cases, pollutioncontrol expenditures will.place a significant
burden in certain areas of the country or in certain industries.. We have a great
deal of management inertia to overcome, at the Federal level and at the State and
locarlevels, as well as the priv to sector.

We're all being asked to do,things differently. And we're-being asked to do
them in a very short period .of ti e.

And, finally, there was not 11 consideration given,- in these various legia-
lative enactments, to the manpower requirements. This:is what I wanted to basical-
ly focus on: the manpower requirements to meet our environmental goals.

Some have argued that we merely need to pass environmental control laws and
then the market will react and somehow the trained manpower will readily appear.
I don't agree with this view. While the manpower will ultimately be available,
this will take a great deal of time. This time can be very expensivevespecially
considering the very major investments society is making in water pollution control,
air pollution control, solid waste, andthe like. Trained manpower is necessary to

4



achieve our environmental goals in the most cost-effective manner. In some cases,

as in the pesticides program, we won't achieve our goals at all unless we have

adequate training programs.
Traditionally, EPA and its predecessor,agencies have had a number of tools

to provide manpower training. We have conducted direct training programs, as you
all know, which are currVntly in the process of being phased out.over the next few

years.
Another mechanism for training is assistance through State program grants.

EPA is making a major effort to increase the support for our State and local air

and water pollution program grants.
.Re have conducted a number of programs with direct EPA training of sewage

treatment operators.
And, finally, we've used MDTA and other Federal programb, ouch as DOD's Pro-

ject Transition, to greatly augment our training activities:..'
The most critical training needs are in the water pollutioA.area. The 1972

Federal Water Pollution Control Act amendments requite permits for all municipal
and industrial discharges, a greatly increased funding level, a nationwide com-
pliance monitoring system: the list could go on and on.

The pant is simply this: we're going to have to have trained manpower if
we're going to fully meet these legislative goals. In many respects, we have not

yet faceid the really tough challenges. The 1977 statutory deadlinefosumes a
greatly increased number of personnel to operate treatment plants, assure com-
pliance, and the like.

Since 1969, the EPA has been cooperating with the Department of Labor on
several interagency agreements. These agreements have been extremely important
in expanding the supply of trained manpower.

In the spring of 1973, EPA agreed with Labor tobegin to disengage from these
categorical programs and participate in the Comprehensi/e Employment and Training
Act (CETA).

4 4

Initially, I think all of us faced this new program with a certain amount of

trepidation. We had grown acCustoMed to a categorical program, in which we knew
clearly how much money was available. With CETA, we are now required to compete

with other programs.. But, actually CBTA has been extremely successful from EPA's
pOint of view. Already $15 million has.been tapped by prime sponsors for environ-

.

mental_programo.
For example, through Bob Knbx's efforts; $4 million has become available for

environmental training in EPA's Region II,
. .

Some of the States have been very successful.. Chris Beck, Deputy Commissioner
for Connecticue's environmental agency, has been successful in attaining $1.5 mil-
lion for training within Connecticut.

The purpose of this Conference is to-provideia forty for information on-how
these programs -work and what the possibilities are,efor environmental training.
Others on the program will obviously discuss these programs in much greater detail.

I merely wish to impart to,you my sense of the importance,a this activity:
. I plan, after the meeting, to get a summary of the meeting and to provide it to

the Administrator. I think it's important he be fully aware of this effort. Ad
you know, he has sent out letters to each Governor and Mayor as CETA prime sponsors
urging greater efforts in using CETA funds for environmental training. Our Re-

gional Administrators will follow up 1.1r. Train's letter with letters to each public

works director. ,
. - .

.

The next new yeay is going to be-a Teal testing ground whether we can actu-
ally achieve the very comprehensive goals that,the Congr so has set lor,us.

Often we think only of the environmental issues as ,hose receiving current .

attention, ouch as the potential conflicts between envir*ental requirements and
the energy crisis or economic problems. I believe, howeve

\
.,7these issues are
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really ephemeral compared with the niral management issue. The real. challenge
is whether EBA, the States and loca governments have the manageMent capacity to
make these prograns work: M'anpowe a very key ingredient and it mlyhave a
very high priority in our efforts achiev,p our environmental objecti es.

I appreciate this opportunity to speak to you. I think the Co ference has
been extremely well-deslgned and I am iipressed with he-represent tion. I wish.
all pf you the best of luck. Thank you.

MR. GAFF: Next on our program this morningis Mr. Clyde D.(Eller, repre-
senting Mr. Paul DeFalco, Jr., Region IX; EPA Administrator, who was unable to be
with us today.

Mr. Eller is the Director of the SUrveillance and Analysis Division of EPA's
Region IX, with offices in San Francisco. This Reggn covers the '-States of Arizona,
California, Hawaii and Nevada, and the Islands of the Pacific.

Prior to his appointment in his present job, on November the 1st, 1974, Mr.
Eller had served the Regional EPA Office as the Director of the Categorical Pro-
gran. ilvision and as Deputy Director of the Air and Water Programs Division.

P 'offs to the creation of EPA in December 1970,, Mr. Eller was with the U.S.
Public H alth Service, wit regi nal offices both in San Francisco and Cincinnati.
Before going with the Fed overnment, he worked for a number of years in docal
and state health departments.}

Mr. Eller has a B.S. degree in Engineering from Iola State University, ob-
tained in 1942, and a Masters of Public Health from the 'U iversity of Michigan,
obtained in 1947. He has been a member of a number of pro essional organizations,
including t e American Public Health Association and the Conference of Lo a1 Health
Environmen 1 Administrators..

He wa responsible for the development of the Public Health Service Manual on
'Environmen al Health Planning. Mr. Eller, we. ppreciate you being with us today.

MR. PILLER: Mr-::Goff, Mr. Vondrick, Mr. Al , ladies and gentleMen: I'd like to
add Regio&tIX'swelcome.

,A quick Scanning of the topics on the program indicates. that this Environmental
Manpower- Planning Conference hopefully will bring 4,/some'practical answers to prok,..._
lems we 'are all well aware of, problems concerning need to provide sufficient
numbers of well'- trained perWonnel to carry out our environmental programs.

Manpower needs in environmental protection ar,eurgent needs and represent se-
vere deficiencies, These needs must, be met through combined Federal, State and
,local efforts.

As you recall, 1970 was hailed as the year of the environment and was the peak
of public expression about how our resources were being badly managed. The decade
of the sixties saw a slow but distinct build-up to the fervor of the 19)0's, and
this fervor was evidenced in the passage of several environmental laws that Mr. Alm
has described, and evidenced particularly in the acceleration of Federal funding of
wastewater treatment facilities..

Spending more and more money at both the Federal and local levels obviously
called for better facilities planning. However, in the area of planning, the govern-
ment was caught short. Basic planning at the Federal level represented some of the
first efforts and -pointecLup the 'need or more local involvement in planning and
commitment tp its implementation.

The whole planning process went through a process of evolution, so that today, '
with state leadership and much local input in plan'development, we now hope to wit-
ness.significant progress.

In spite of this tremendous thrust forward made in environmental planning at
the State and local levels, there remains, a planning element inadequately covered
in the overall planning process, and that's the'area of manpower planning. .

'6
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Manpower planning, as'we're all aware, is as important a plan element as any

other in the clotely connected scheme to get the job done, and we need to stress

this no fUrther. -

At the professional manpower development level, the Federal Government has,

provided scholarship's and training grants to train hundreds of people who'are now

assuming lead roles in environmental jobs. This has been a high accomplishment,

and while there is much support within EPA tdday to continue this academic support,

it's doubtful that the Federal Government will'be able to continue in this prodam

beyond June of 1976. ,

,
At the subprofessional level, we in EPA haVOlad to depend primarily on the

_

Department of Labor Manpower' Development and Training Act, MDTA funds, for training

water works and waste treatment plant operators and, more recently, landfill opera=

tors, vehicle inspectors,- instrument technicians and pesticide applicators.

I think we all agree that there have been some excellent training programs in

these fields. So,- with the passing. of MDTA and what appeaus to be little funding

directly available through EPA authorizations, we must look ',0 other funding sources,

andthis is the main theme of our Conference. ,

,

MDTA included a collection of various categorical programs that were adminis-

tered in a highly centralized manner at the Federal level. The stbprofessional

training activities which EPA carried pil with limited funds were not intended

of course to meet our massive emaronmental training rieds. Rather, these programs

were really designed to develop'State and local training capabilities to the "point

where most jurisdictions could have an ongoing environmental training delivery sys-

tem,tem.
t

The commitment. of the states to environmental manpower development will in-

crease in direct proportion to the implementation schedules of Federal and State-

environmentalecompliance requirements. The precedent set by EPA in utilizing hu- ^s;..

man resource funds, coupled with the relative success of the MDTA on- the -job train;

ing programs lends validity to the EPA's desire to continue this training'effort.

On December 28th, 1973, the President signed"the Comprehensive Employment and

Training Act., CETA;. the enactment -of this legislation was the culmination of a three-

year administration effort t17 achieve comprehensive manpower reform.
Since the President vetoed the Employment and Manpower Act of 1970, no other

manpower proposal has advanced beyond Congressional Committee levels.

CETA is now the principal legislative vehicle for support of federally assisted

manpower programs, replacing the Manpower Development and Trainingct of 1962.
Essentially, the law provides for special revenue sharing with Federal funds

going directly to'more than 500 State sand local governmental jurisdictions, This

represents a considerable deg ee of mariPsorr program decentralization and decate-

gorization. Although the law prOvides for\certain national programs to be retained

at theFederal level, the bulk of available funds will go to the 500 prime sponsors

'as block grants for a wide array of manpower services tailbred to community needs.

Since manpower revenue sharing is a relatively new concept, especially in the

area of environmental manpower,, the State and local environmental agencie may be

uncertain of the potential impact it could have in their individual situati\ ,-,an

it should be a goal of our Conference to seek out such a possible avenue of tund /
Ar

i

tailored to fit community needs.
Other avenues of funding will also be discussed here, such as vopational/

adult education sources and the agency grant mechanism. Decentralizdtion

(1

a. -

categorization are the key words of these times. The Federal Government w not

be able to provide direct contracts and grants for education and training 0 the.

degree-that it did in the past. .

EPA's, role will be to stress and technically aid the planning process, pro-
,vide policy guidance and offer staff expertise in its own area of competence. Not

bei\'g, able to directly provide money for training and manpower development, EPA'will\',
'*

assu e a catalytic role. We are,not lessening,our efforts to obtain financial \

7
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support in Congress to carry out a more effedte e training program but in, this era
of inflation and tight money, we must be rw. more Creative and look to available
alternatives to get the job done.'

_Let me mention certain specific' ,ftPower needs which shotild be considered at
this time. (1) The training of wO' et and wastewater treatment` plant operators at
bOth the entry and the upgrade-'evel. (2) Training of instrument technicians in-
volved with ambient air quaYiLy monotoring and training of vehicle inspectors for,
mobile source control. ,J"/ The trainipg f sanitary landfill operators and others
handling and disposinp".3 ,solid and 4,-,,10,4-, Szardous waste. (4rTraining of pes-
ticide users at va levels of apr2,., -en. (5) Training of noise monitoring-
technidians,and agpectors.0 ,-IngT'M emergency response pergcrinel who)
would be :invo -fed with nucl 4$?210,' ,7*Ne are many others...r.: course.Retu ..ng to these, r'''.'.4.11c1we'i' ,A4;" iaewhat more the manpowe), -needs
in water are le.;-,4.4 greatly in the yeary ilead.

, the-Fele4r, fOin'Control Act of 1972 re,,A.ted in
apT-opriat-,' of $2; ,$3` sr- 711111A, Gr fiscal years 1973, 74,,,l'Ad 75 for.con-
-e...ructicof ,. 40/1.gatf' tom this and other auth ,-.I.Zations are' =runa?..ag betweeP'V-'r -A1-47/9 yearly.

In a r6."een,- tpvcrt-', _tie Congress on water poll ion control and oil the
manpower dew red -and- .wining activities, it starphat even with a vigorousprogram p". ,......t.r.8trUctip of-new plants, waste may",rbe ttolted at planned levels

,

due 1,4,411,tcvihor".,aies of well-trained persop,-.' )

2*-

,:iik,for(Lie will result, in specific
. +4,need for increasing numbers in the

hi'..-tda ,Al or both, entry-level and upgraded L-aining. In order to meet this demand
I'fo crained manpower, increased operat _raiing programs both it the classroom,
m?t4,1,it-the7job will be needed.

The peed is not only to tak' 4re of new plants but also for improving the
effectiveness of existing penel io plants with operltion and maintenance de--. ,
ficiencies. .

,;;;Let look briefly at the need in the airpiution field. As you know, Qpresent Fe al activ ies derive from the Cleat Air Act of 1970 which directsEPA to condu es tch and investigate tgays(to control air pollution and provide
technical and dial assistance to. State and local air pollution control agen-cies. Feder:4- nteragency cooperation is encouraged and EPA's own' research is
Xlirected ,t1.1.;:15 specific areas such as health problems, cost benefit studies and
qpntrell Y2Chnology. With the increased need Apr monitoring of ambient air quality
14,-,,, prospect 4 more stringent standards, manpower development becomes in-

j.ngly more impiprtant for effective implementation of the air, legislation.

/
Rdssive training implications are present in the area of motoi vehicle pol-\ ,

A alone. At present, 26 air quality control regiOns.in the United States
haye 'incorporated Motor vehicle inspection and maintenance programs into'their
tranapotation,control Plans. These areas involve some 68 million people'and an
estimated 4 million priv4pi,.y owned ,autos.

Full-opale training of'emissirA control technicians must occur before insped-
tion=-maintetande programs dan bP'properly implemented. Several vehicle, ins ector
training programs have alrea4 been instituted, such as the one initiated b ,EPA's
RegioniNIIT in,Denver ily; Arizona State DepartMent of Health has identiti d the
neeAfot vehicle inspe9,'Jr training and has developed a curriculum to this end.

One of the mogt4ressing needs in the fulfillment of the national and state
air pollution control strategies is the training of instrument technicians, aimed

\Oat

heightetingmr data,quality assurance. Those of you in the air pollution field
now the difcolties in obtaining adequate equivalence in ambient air quality data

\Soine of thPvd if ficulty lies with the lack eifthe .standardization of methods but much,

is due )Z inadequately trained field technicians These are areas in which Federal,
State, 'nd local agencies must devote much more cooperative attention:7 '
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Another major area is- that of solid and hazardous waste. In 1965 Congress

enacted the Solid Waste Disposal Act and by 4970, the far-reaching implications

of disposing of used resources. and waste products were recognized.. Congress a-

`'mended the '65 Act with the Resource RecoVery Act of 1970 which officially recog-

iiized the potential economic benefits of recovering waste
EPA is making specific nationwide training efforts in the area of toxic and

hazgrdous materials.. The responsibility is by necessity shifted to the State and

local governments who must provide financial assistance to implement this impor-

tant training program. \

'The Area of hazardous waste management is particUlarly requiring of manpower

development and training. At present in Region IX, we:might very well be building

environmental time bomb6 in the burying of some of our hazardous materials
How to- handle; transport and dispose of, detoxify, reuse or otherwiee\neutra-

lize such substances as "agent orange", "tri-arsenate", nerve gases and 800, other
hazardous materials involves not only good top-level policy development but also

trained workers who can saf4y.'deal with these substances.
Likewise, the hazard of increased, indiscrlminate and improper use of pesti-

cides has increased in recent years due to their intensified use by agriculture,

by industry, by JlOuseholdera and'by the governmeqt. Although pesticides are of

great benefit td man in controlling 'disease-carryIng insects, crop pests, weeds,

plant diseases,lrOdents and other pests, it also is important to prevent pesticides
from adversely affecting the health of our society and our environment;

The purpose of the Federal EnvirnnmentalP-esti-ol-d-e'=ContraL_Act__of_402 is to.

meet. this chalieng-e. This Act extends Federal control in regulating the'MArketing

of pesticide products and to the actual application of the pesticides by,the
Finally, let me not neglect two often overlooked training challenges: nog, '

control and radiation surveijlance. With the adoption of noise ordinances by more
and more local communitieS, there is a.growing need.for technical expertise in noise

monitoring and inspection, particularly 4,11 instrumentation. In the area of nuclear

radiation Region IX is currently-working with severaljederal and State agencies in

developing emergency response training system6 in relation to nuclear accidents.

.
In summary, and in conclusion, our Conference will deal with manpower training,

, and development implications Of all our environmental programs. The thrust of the

Conference, hoWever, is to make you aware of possible avenues of funding for manpower

development and training,: avenues tailored to the.needs-of your community.
We have extended invitations to those people we feel are in a position to take

the-revenue- sharing ball and run with it: the decision-makers, the people whO 1,41.11_

be dictating What course each State and local agency will take in the area of environ-

mental manpower.
Thank you, and our best wishes for a very successful Conference.

MR. GOFF: Imish'to thank our General Session guest speakers that were with

us this morning and turn the program over to Mr. Frank Lostumbo, Assistant Director
of the Office of Education and Manpower Planning, who will moderate the first pangl.

°-
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MANPOWER IMPLICATIONS OF FEDERAL

ENVIRONMENTAL PROGRAM STRATEGIES-

RIC'S J. LOSTUMBO, Panel Moderator
2

MR. LOSTUMBO: It is interesting to note that four years ago this month; EPA was
formed from many diverse organizational units. A most'difficult task that the agency
fased at that time was to pull together those many diverse components into a cohOsive
whole,, and achievement of that cohesion still elude us.

Today, we have a panel representing those components drawn together by a common
concernthe manpower implications of their respective program strategies. Hopefully,
this Conference will initiate a-communication link that will move us a ptep closer to
achie'ing that cohesive organization. This Oknel,and each succeeding panel, hopefully,
will be an open communications forum. As a result, the speakers have promised me that
they will limit their discussion so that we will have a lengthy question and answer
period after the'last speaket.

The first,speaker -today will be Dr. Frederick Whittemore, who is the Deputy
Directorof Operations with the Office of Pesticide Programs. Fred joined the EPA
back in 1973, and prior to his appointment spent ten years with the Food and Agii-
culture Ofganization of the United Nations, Rome, Italy. He has his Ph.p.; from
the University of.Massachusetts, and has brought quite an international'flavor-to
the Agency. Fred? .

DR. WHITTEMORE: , Thank you very much, Mr; Lostumbo. My particular interept pf.

course, is with applicator certification and the implementation of the amended Fedetal
Insectilide, _Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act. Now, the enactment of this particulat
legislation introduced a number of new imPliCations with respect'iothe handling of
pesticides. in this country., .

Fot one thing, the Act provided fot the first time for intrastate registratiOn of
pesticides. Prior to the enactment of the Act, pesticides which werakotmulated, dis-
tributed, and used wtthin a state were not subject to federal regulatiOns. The Act
changed:this. ,.

,

,,

Furthermore, it'became a felony to use a pesticide inconsistent with the label. In
the past, this ha4 nat'been true, and this phraseology, "Use inconsistent with the label,"
is causing a number, of Problems within the Agency Witb, respect to interpretation of just
what this means. .

Third, and most important, the_Att piovides for the classificatiOn"of pesticide's
into general and restricted use, and,,it is this section of the Ace,.Section 3.*' which
leads directly to Section 4 of the Adt4 the Certification of applicators to Use
testricted-use pesticides. .

,
.

I have distributed in the foyet some publications which may be of interest to you.
I'll hold them up at this time so that you,,can see them. The orange one is on, "Some'

Answers on the Certification of Applicators." The pink 'one is on, "The. Federal Environ-

mental Pesticide Control Act of 1972." And t4e black one is on, "Standards for Certifi-
cation of Pesticide Applicators."' If there are insufficient copies, you have.my name
in the program, and l'Il_be glad to send you additional copies at your home address if
you will let us knoli. -' . ,

.But to deal with this matter of classification of pesticides into general and
restricted use, the Act provides that, if the hazard is an acute toxicological hazard;
the'pesticide.use,Will be classified for restricted use and can only be used by a certi -

ffed applicator.

11
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If, on the other hand, the basis of classification is the environmental
v

e nse-
quences of the use, those particular pesticides can be used only by a certified \"
applicator or subject to such other regulatory restrictions as prescribed by the
Administrator.

Now, it is'this phraseology which has caused great difficulty in some states. The
legislative history statea specifically that the Administrator is authorized to employ
other regulatory restrictions with respect to the use of restricted-use pesticides; but
an the law itself, this enabling part of the law applies Only to those pesticides which
are classified for restricted use because of.their environmental consequences, and this
wording causes some difficulties in some states which wish to go the permit route. But
j.t does not appear at this time that this is a-possibility. We will probably have to
have certification of applicators to use restricted -use pesticides.

The Act provides for two groups of applicators, commercial applicators andprivate
applicators. Within the meaning of the law, the private applicator virtually equates
with the farmer, and the commercial applicator consists of all others. Now, this again
causes some problems; because we have public.health applicators; we have any people who
are in the true sense not commercial applicators, and Ot they must fall into the commer-
cial applicator category because they are obviously not farmers.

The definition of the,word "farmer": One who produces an agricultural commodity,
a private applicator. This sometimes raises some difficulty. For example, what is the
status of the private cemetery owner? He is not producing an agricultural-commodity,
and therefo must be classified as a commercial applicatbr; but he is a private cemetery
owner, and w have a number of other cases that are'very difficult to handle.

We have tplished standards f V2 certification of applicators in the Federal
1 ''Register, and re are copies of t n the foyer. . .. _

With resp 'c,, to the numbers o licators who we estimate must be trained in order
to be competent an certified, this is the key to the law. A person must be determined
to be competent to use restricted-use pesticides, and having been determined to.be cora-
petent; he must len becertified.

How many of these are involved? This is what thid meeting is all about. What are
the manpower training requirements for these persons? Ladies and gentlemen, I wish I
knew. I wish I knew: We have estimates of this number, but I will be the first to admit
that our crystal ball is rather cracked and crazed. We have come up with some estimates,

.The estimates, as we see them, are %00, 00 commercial applicators and somethi9g onS

andLI,hope that we are somewhere in the ball
\

ark with respect to these estimates.
1

he order of 2,000,000 private applicators, but this again will be determined later on --
now, this is one of the difficulties in the implementation of this program at this time.-
When we know the full scope of the number of restricted-use pesticidesthis we do.:not
know at this time because pestieideS have not yet been classified.

However, all is not lost in this respect, because we dO know the general basis for
the classification which I referred to earlier, acute toxic hazard or environmental
consequences. And when we look at some of the pesticide uses that we have in this
country today, and wp consider such compounds as. parathion, with its 'very acute toxic
hazard, and we consider the pattern of use of parathion in agriculture, it is quite
probable that a very large portion of private applicators will have to use parathion and
will therefore have to be certified.

Now, I'm not saying at this time that parathion will be classified for restricted
use. Certainly, in my mind, this is a very likely candidate for restricted use.

Possibly some of the environmental pebticides - those which produce long -term.
effects - may, if the current courses of action are pursued, almost disappear, especially
with this most recent cancellation--if it stands up--on chlordane and heptachlor.

However, the fact remains that we will have a number of restricted-use pesticides.
Persons, to be able to use them, must be certified to be competent. If they are going
to become competent to use them, in many instances they Will have to receive training;
and if they are not certified, the use of these pesticides will be denied. They simply
will not be able to use them, either for agricultural production or for the protection
of the public health.
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How i/uch training will be required?- Again, we have estites. We are thinking
in terms of something in the order of eight hours of training for private applicators
and something in the order of 4P hours of training for commer4a1 a licators.

Nowi'you might ask, why the difference between the private gppli for and the

commercial applicator. If you. will recognize the fact that the private applicator is
a farmer who, in many instances, has worked his own land for a long umber of years,

Who is thoroughly familiar with the crop pests and diseases which he st control,

has had experience with the compounds and'the materials over the past ars, it

becomes quite evident.that he does not have to receitve the scope of training with
respect to the numbers of different pesticides that would be required of the commer-.
cial applicator who must of necessity, particularly in the agricultural field, deal
with a wide, variety of crops, crop pests and diseases. Thith is the explanation of
why we think that the private. applicator, although he must know just as. much as the
commercial applicator about certain products, will not have to have the broad general
knowledge of a large number of products that will be required of the commercial
applicator. ,

.

We visualize this certification program, and it is mandated by law, to be a
state program, a state certification program, -and a number of the states area now ...\

developing their state plans as is required under Section 4 of the Act for approval
by the regions of EPA.- All plans must be submitted to EPA by October. of 1975, there-
by allowing one year for review and approval of the state plans to meet the mandatory
date of October 21, 1976..

.

In summary then, in the pesticides area we have a new program in many senses.
We have a new program in the sense that we will be classifying pesticides for general
or restricted use fpr the first time,:but those classified for restricted use:can
only be used by certified applicators who must in turn be determined to be competent
and, in many instances, will require training.

In thin effort there will be little federal assistance.. We have tried to
obtain funding for this virtually without success. Therefore, thin particular con-
ference is apropos to the proliteM-that we have before us, that we must uncover other,
sources of funding for the training anti the certification of pesticide applicators if

we are to meet the. mandatory date of October 1976,1ind have these materials available

as they are required for agricultural production and for the protection of the public

health.

MR. LOSTUMBO: Thank you very Much Fred.
Our next speaker, Wendell McElwee, is a Senier Sanitarian with the Office of

Solid Waste Management Program, DPA, and Wendell has 14 yearn' experience with the U.S.
Public Health Service and related programs - many of those with solid waste. He has

a D. S. in education from Kent State University, and his M. P.' H.- from the Univer-

sity of California. Wendell?

MR. McELWEE: Thank you, Frank. I might elaborate just a little bit on the

last nine years. Frank did not mention it, mainly because I didn't ankh* to, but I
have been involved in training in one aspect or another for about eight-and-a-half-of

those years. For four- and -a -half years, as many Of you know, solid waste training
was located in Cincinnati, where I worked for the illustrious Dr. Wilcomb. The last

four years I have been involved with the federal solid waste training grants - both

the university training grants, and the -state training grants, which were initiated

in Cincinnati.
To understand our present situation, we really need to consider-need to con-

sider the past. I think moot-everyone has been doing that this morning on the pro--

gram. I Would like to continue that for just a feWminutes also.
The federal solid waste program originated when the Solid Waste Act Was passed

in 1965. We did recognize the state and local 'needs for training. We knew that this

wan needed very badly, but had little idea as to the magnitude of the need for solid

CfA
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waste training. Werdid not have survey data available for guidance. Information was-
obtained from various sources and later surveys, which, did emphasize the need for
training.

Along with the direct training short courses'in Cincinnati, there was addition-
al need for these courses in the states. The need for-courses to be presented away
from Cincinnati became appareht by 1970, when class attendance fell and We were
informed. that people, at the local level particularly,.ceuld not travel out of state
for training.

At this time we also planned'and initiated'a state solid waste training grant
program whefeby we could provide funds for the states to establish a training program
to fill the needs in their state, particularly at the local level. This was a very
modest program, with only a total of 12 states that'did receive training grants,
which existed fbr two years` Some of them--twe, in fact-7are.still in existence due
to. extensions- of time to give them dh opportunit to utilizg all the funds which
they had been awarded.

Now, before the state- -grants were award d in 1970, the Univer%ity Solid Waste
Graduate Training Grant Program had originate when the federal solid waste program
started in .1965. Those grants began in 1966 w th a total of 16 universities xeceiv-
ing awards. These grants supported graduate-level training. To 'date, there are
still six.of the universities, operating. Similar to the states, they'are utilizing
the funds which were originally awarded to them. Our budget cutbacks and restric-.
tions started about 1972, and consequently, these grant programs began to phase out
fat that tithe, and then technically close out during July of 197$. Also, about. that.
time theAission 5000 program was phased clown.. This occurred when our office in
Cincinnati was moved to Washington, D. C.,

Final results of the university and state-training grant programs can not be
determined. The grants are not completed, and it is very difficult to conduct sur-
veys of an ongoing training program and produce realistic figured. Concerning the
state grants, I can estimate from the final reports receiVed_from ten states &mi..;
pleting their grants,that over 7,500 people have receive} training at the state
level. from state petsOnel, and that is junta 0=11 measure of what we feel those
grants have accompliu ed.

With the university grants, it is even more difficult to estimate results.
That program had..,been in existence for a number of years before-I became involved
with it, and come the universities had already been-terminated. We have an esti.,
Mate of the number of graduatestudents produced which is approximately 200 who have
received a.Master%s degree in solid waste management.

There had been swab controversy concerning the university grant program, and I.
feel that it becomes a matter Olviewpoint'in evaluating this program. .Some people
have felt that results were not worth the money spent to develop these grant pro,
grams at the universities. ,COmments are tbat the graduatb students are not necessar-
ily going to the area of need. It was one--Of our goals in this program to have
graduates go into federal, state, or local government. In these three categories,
federal, state and local government, the graduates employed have been about equal to
the number of graduates employed by consulting firms.

There are some who felt that this was not bur purpose - to provide graduates
for consulting engineering firms. Here is where I think it depends upon your view-
point. If you are considering the environmental needs of the'country, what is the
difference whether a man goes to work for a federal, a state, a local agency, or
whether he is employed by a consulting engineering firm? If they are working in
solid waste management, and it is our goal to improve tbe conditions of the country
in this field, we felt that this was being 'accomplished, regardlessof where.the
graduate was employed.

That is just a little bit of the background on polid.waste training, and brings
us up to today and our program,' We still knew there,is a tremendous need for
training at the state and locallevels in the area Pf'solid waste.



We have some rough_ estimates, and as previous speakers have mentioned, we also
do not knOw exactly what the training need is. Particularly, we do, not know what the

need is becaute of the emerging hazardous waste program. At our,own level, the fed-

eral level, we know that virtually-all of us'will need some training in hazardous

waste management. Our lack of budget and manpower.restricts the-amount of assistance
which can be provided at the state level.

As far aslegislation is concerned at the federal level, there is legislation
pending in Congress. A bill.before the Senate Public Works. Committee does include

training. At this point, we can only guessas to what will actually happen with this

legislation. °Apparently, this legislation will not be passed until next year., Even
with the money in that bill and the inclusion of training, passage of the bill next
year still means that the money will have to be authorized for purposes of training.

In the ar a of tyaining aids,q4 we still have some training aids that are avail-

able. One is,P0 eration Responsible," and the other is on actual operator training.
Both padkages include'fiims, slides, manuals, and are available from the National
Audio-Visual Center in Washington, D: C.

In summing up, I am trying to tellyou that we recognize the need for training
at the ttate and local levels. We know there has to be funds for this training, and
I emphasize to you that if you have an"opportunity-to work width regional offices and

utilize the CETA funds, we urge you to do so and to use these funds for your training

in tolid waste management. 0
. .

I'd like to mention also that vary shortly your problems are going to be my ' '1

problems.. I am in the process of being detailed to work with a.state for two years,
and:so I feel like I am wearing two hats this morning. I am speaking from the fed-

eral level,; and I will be working very shortly at the state level with state problems; 1

0 , ,

MR. LOSTUMBO: Thank you vbrymuth, Wendell. Our next speaker is the Chief, of

the Water Quality Training Branch, Municipal Permithand Operations Division, Office

if Water Programs.
Joe Bahnick has a B.S. in chemical engineering from P,nn State; and he has

served for 12.years wIth_thOduptont Company-in supervisory and management positions. .,

He hhs been with the Federal Water Pollution Control Administration since l968,-and

subsequently, with,EPA where he has developed a number of operator training courses,
-------...

HO current position is Chief, Water Quality Control, Manpower Training Branch,

Municipal.Permits and OperationtDivision, OWPO, EPA.

,,- MR. BAHNICK: Thank you, Frank. I'm going to cover the manpower implications
of the EPA water strategy and prograts for Public Law 92-500, the Federal Water

Pollution Control Act.
Programs under this Act include the Construction Grants Program - that-billion

dollar effort to build water pollution control facilities - the National Pollutant

Discharge Elimination SyStem (NPDES), perMit compliance, operation and maintenance of

wastewater treatment plants, and manpower training. Due to time limits, I-i412going to

cover the 'manpower requirement's of operating municipal wastewater treatment plants,

the operator training program. -Direct training, professional training, and the 109(b)

state training center sections that are also authorized by our PL 92-500,,will be

covered in panel cessions'on Tuesday.
The needs for manpower at municipal wastewater treatment facilities are, to say

the least, very large. This past year, .Our Office conducted a survey to estimate

theSe needs. The survey was conducted by our regional manpower people in conjunction

with state agency people. We have data from about 41 states, and in summary, the

survey indicated that the cureni employment in these plants is at 67,000 to 70,000

people.
The people whoemade the,ourl:rey made au estimation that to meet NPDES secondary

effluent limitations, we should have _around 85,000 people in those plant right now.

-Mere is a.ohortfall of about 18,000.'
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Based on this survey, a guesstimate was made that new-entry requirements for .

growth, new plants, and turnover is about 10,000 operators per year for the next three
or four years. Upgrading bf aboUt 35,000 people is required to get these plants into
operating condition to operate under NPDES permits. Copies of this survey report are
on the table back in the registration section, and if they disappear, you can get .

extra copies from me or from the Regional Manpower Offices.
Now, in addition to that survey, our Or& M people conducted some studies on

water pollution control plant operating conditions. This study indicates that approx--
imately 50 percent of plants designed to provide secondary treatment, and recently
constructed - within the last couple of years - with construction grant funds, could
not meet secondary effluent limitations.

Now,both the survey and this study pretty much indicate the magnitude of the
manpower problem and training needs resulting from Public Law 92-500. To'what degree
does manpower affect the National Water Program Strategy? Well, the answer to that
is very simple. Without trained manpower, the Strategfjust is not going to.work.
Without trained manpower, municipal water pollution control plants, and for that
matter, private industry plants, are not going to be able to cOmply_with the NPDES
permit effluent limitations. These plants, large or small, have to have operators
skilled in process control techniqUes and laboratory techniques. They've got to
know their business. .

The Office of Water Programs issued National Water Strategies - we've had some-
thing called the'year of the NPDES permit. We're starting in FY '76 the year of per-
mit compliance. There is no question in my mind, theyear ef,manpower has got tdi
come along,soon. In fact, I think we'd be a lot better off if the year ofmanpower
had come before these others..

The third point I want to cover is manpower training activities administered by.
our Office, and again'I'm going tq concentrate here on operator training. For the
past four or five years, our Office has administrated operator training programs
funded by MDTA. Now, this program is primarily geared to entry-level training, and
to meet the objectives of the Labor Department and the Manpower.Development and
Training Act, and that's to find jobs for unemployed people. Unfortunately, this
source of funding has been phased out.

The replacement program, the focal point of this conference - CETA - is geared
to be covered this afternoon, but again, CETA is geared to entry-level-type training,
again to meet the objectives of 'providing jobs for unemployed people. In addition,
our Water Programs Office has administered operator training, authorized under
Section 104(g)(1) of the Act. Now, these training funds are used primarily for
upgrade training of treatment plant operators. We can train people in laboratory
controls. We'can do some supervisory training, some maintenance training, and
training leading to operator certification.

In addition to those funds, we've used some for developing and administering
training for instructors, full-time aftd part-time instructors, who conduct operator
training programs, both at the state and local levels. We've also developed a man-
power planning manual and have conducted some training courses to assist states
improVe - develop manpower planning capabilities.

The NPDES permit program has really magnified the need for upgrade training for
personnel to operate these plants. We've got to meet secondary, effluent limitations
and we've got to start, meeting these so-called self-reporting requirements of the Act.

For the self-reporting requirements part of NPDES, we are currently developing
four levelb of laboratory-type training programs for operators. The first level is
to,provide training in the fundamentals of lab techniques. This is training for
those operators who would have problems handling balances, using pipettes.
National Training Center has developed a second - level course, a one-week course, in
which we 'can help the operators to perform the five basic parameters 7-BOD, SS, p11,
Fec Cblif.,'FLOW--that all municipal permits. - all municipal Plants have to report on.
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We will also develop courses on nutrient analysis and on metals analysis. Now, each
of these courses will include'an instructor manual, something we call a Trainee
Effluent Monitoring Procedure Guide, and audio-visuals.

The second course that Harold Jeter & Company have developed out at Cincinnati -
the instructor's manual and the monitoring guide will be available for distribution

in January. -We'llget copies of these things out. to the states. The National Train-

ing Center is going; to conduct a course for state instructors,.those who conduct this

kind-of training, again, in January in Cincinnati. Word of these courses will come

74 out through our regional manpower people.' ,-
The instructor's manual,.and also some training materials for this first course

that I've talked about, will also,be available for distribution in January or Febru-

ary. Currently, we have three training centers:- one in Maryland, one in Florida,
and one in Missouri conductin"g pilot efforts in these courses. We. have some training

funds to fund three more sites this fiscal year, and, hopefully, we can'get one of

these demonstration grants in each region. .

This effort is keyed to effluent monitoring and the compliance assurance pro-
gram. The whole effort is based on the NPDES self-repotting requirements, and if the

lab data is not reliable, the whole prograth is going to be in trouble'. To assist

plant operators in meeting effluent limitations, we're going to develop similar-type

programs in process control techniques.
By April 1975, we hope to complete some model standard-operating job procedu'ies

for treatment plant operations. These operating procedures will contain some control

technology developed by Al West and used in the Seattle metro plant. Agajm,

try to get these materialstut to the state agencies and to the instructors.

In addition to these types of programs, we'll be working with ABC, the Associate

Boards of Certification, to develop and improve operator certification, certifying

programs, especially in the testing procedures. We'll work with instructor training,

.

afid we'll provide some training for state' planners.
In,summary, our operator training strategy will focus on assisting states, to

develop operator training capabilities. We're going to provide $650,000 in FY '75

ef 104(g)(1) state giants funding to state agencies. This will go through our

regional manpower people to Regional. Administrators to award these &ants.' We'll

continue to deVelop courses, curriculum, training Materials, and audio -visuals to

. support these'' training programs. We will continue to train instructors, and'we will
'continue the demonstration grant for short periods to get some of the new programs

aping. We feel at this point, in time, with these limited resources, tiat this, strat-.

egy is the most cost-effective way of trying to meet some of.these needs of PL 92-500.

MR. LOSTUMBO: Thank'you very much, Joe. And now, we'll hear,from the clean

water man, the Chief of the,Special Studies Section in the Water Supply Division,

James E. Warren. He is a commissioned officer of the PUblic Health Service, and has

been inv(4.ved with water supply and pollution control programs since 1963. Jim has

a Bachelor of Engineering degree from Vanderbilt University.

MR. WARREN: The remarks that I'm going to make are going to differ slightly

from those that you've heard from the pollution control people. We are not operating

an up-to-date legislative mandate that includes positions for manpower development,

but I hope that the efforts that we have made in manpower planning will be of inter-

est to you, and perhaps you might be able to offer us some suggestions as we get into

this new legislation.
Prior to 1900, the epidemics Of water-borne diseases in the United States were

commonplace. With the introduction and use of,filtration and chlorination at the

turn of the century, the incidence of disease fell rapidly. These epidemics were

virtually eliminated.
It's not surprising, therefore, that a complacency with the quality of drinking

water arose. This complacency was feltet the state level of government in terms of
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insufficient resources to provide an adequate program of water supply surveillance,
training, and technical assistance. The growing national concernover other sectors
of the environment, such as air and water pollution and solid waste disposal, has
placed water supply at 4 competitive disadvantage for resources.

In recent years, however, many sanitary engineers and healthprofessionals saw
indications that this cotplacency was resulting in a dangerous narrowing of the
margin between a safe and an unsafe water supply. These indications took the form
of failure to meet constituent lariats, poor operation and maintenanceof facilities,
inadequate badteriological and chemical surveillance, infrequent sanitary surveys,
and inadequately trainecrsystem opeiaters.

Frequently, these deficiencies ledto sporadic disease outbreaks which are now
occurring at the rate-of one reported outbreak per month, and have 'resulted in an
average of four-to-five thousand cases of illness each year.

Of greater significance, however, was the realization that reported outbreaks
represented only about One -tenth of those that actually occur but are not reported.
Fufthermore, the role of drinking. water quality as a possible cause of chronic ill-
ness, such as'cancer ana heart disease, is just now being recognized.

These determinations haven't escaPed the notice of Congress. Over.. the last
four years, legislation to ensure a healthful supply of safe drinking water has been
under development. In the past few 'Weeks, the legislation has passed both Houses of i
the Congress, and it's my understandingnow that it's gone to the White Reuse to be
acted on by the President. The Safe Drinking Water Act of 1974 would-authorize EPA
to establish drinking water regulations or sEdndards which would be applicable to
nearly all public water supply systems in the country. The states'would be responsi-
ble for enforcement, with back-up authdrity vested in EPA. The legislation would
also expand EPA's research and technical assistance activity. This recognizes that
a successful water supply program involves more than just the enforcement of the
standards.

Grant funds would also be available to assist the stat90 to expand their pro-
grams, and specific emphasis would be placed on programs for training personb for
occupations involving the public health aspects of drinking water.

Well, despite the current lack of a legislative mandate,.the Water Supply
Division harts been working with the states all along in an 'effort to upgrade the
states' water supply programs. And we hope.that this will lead to improvement in
this nation's water supply systems.

For instance, our region4 offices have completgd, or have in:progress, _compre-
hensive evaluations of water supply programs in 13 states. These evaluations, which
include a review of the state laws and regulations and administrative policy activi-
ties and organization and resources, are being used by the states to make improve-
ments. They form the basis for justification of needed increases in-fundO and.
manpower.

During the course of these evaluations, it been necessary to define'the
esSential program activities and to estimate manpower needs. Recently, the Water -
Supply Division has developed, with the close cooperation of the. Congress and the
Conference of State Sanitary Engineers, a manual for the evaluation of state drinking
Water programs. This manual builds upon experience gained during prior state evalu-
ations, and forms a rational basis for estimating state water supply manpower needs.
While it provides an estimate of resource needs for various activities, the form
contained in the appendix to this manual provides an opportunity to customize man-
power needs to the particular state under study. This flexibility is essential in
order to account for differences, that exist from state to state.

I would now like to outline that nortion of the manual that relates to the
development of manpower needs. .Rather than go through each of these activities and
explain the rationale, I think I'll just briefly note them and then,- if there are any
questions about how we came up with the figures, I'd be glad to answer the questions.
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The basic building block used to calculate manpower requirements'is the number

of public water supply systems. We define a public water supply cyst s any system,
that provides water to the public for consumption, .and this is exclu e of,water

that is sold in bottles or other closed containers.
And we define two classes of public systems. One is the larger systems that

provide water to ten or more premises, or to 40 or more resident individuals. Then,

there is a large group of other public systems that'also provide water to the public
but are small, such as systems found at recreational areas, and self-stpplied motels
and restaurants.

An effective state program must-conduct certain activities for each public
system to determ ne compliance with state laws, regulations, and policies, and to

r)provide-assista (e to correct deficiencieS,when they are found, and we've categorized
these activities, as you'll note on the screen, into five areas.

One is the engineering and technical assistance activity; others are bacterio-
logical surveillance,%hemical surveillance, laboratory evaluation and certification,
and operator certification and training.

Based On these activities, we Game up with a system estimate of manpower needs. .

While these national figures are of primary interest to us, the states quite properly
have their own individual state requirements uppermost in mind.

Each state may wish to use the manual as a tool to calculate its own individual
needs, and although we feel our estimates of manpower needs for various progrAms are
reasonable, I'd like to stress that when individual'ctate needs are being calculated,
the-evaluator should think through the conditions applicable, to its own particular
situation and develop different figures as appropriate.

. To assist in this process, the manual explains the assumptions And derivations
that were used in reaching staffing needs, and it includes a form to assist in the

calculations. By applying our per-system figures to the number of public water sys-
tems in the country, the gross estimate of total manpower needs can be calculated.

At the present time, i..Te are in the middle of an inventory of municipal water
supply facilities. This is the first update of the last inventory that was done in

1962.. At that time, there were slightly more than 19,000 systems. Now, we estimate

that, it's going to he Somewhere in the neigyi/rhood of 40,000. Based on this 40,000

figure, the states would require a staff 44proximately 1,600 engineers, chemists,
bacteriologists, technicians, and other suliort personnel.

In addition to these community systems, we estimate that there may be as many
as 200,000 of these other small public systems. These systems will be covered under

the Safe Drinking Water Act. This will require nearly 2,900 additional state people,

for a total of some 4,500 employees.
We really don't have any accurate statistics on the current number of employees

involved in state drinking water programs, but the best estimates we have indicate
that there are somewhere in the neighborhood of 500, or only about 11 percent of the

number that's needed. .

Most of the current state programs devote their efforts to the community sys
tems; but, even so, the current manpower is less than one-third the amount that we

feel is needed for this class of system. So, obviously, the buildup of state staff

is going to be a gradual process spread out over a number of years. We are highly

encouraged by the progress that has already been made in the states that requested
f

evaluations of their prOgrams. Armbd with the results of an irdependent evaluation,
many of these states have hired, or have been authorized, sizeable increases in their

staff. We hope that this manual can be used by the other states an a tool to develop
and support esource'needs, and that similar program growth will take place.

MR,. LOSTUMBO: Thank you very much, Jima Our next speaker is,Mr. Jean
Schueneman, who is currently the Director of the Control Programs Development Divi-

sion in the Office of Air Quality Planning' and Standards down at Research Triangle
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P. in Durham, North Carolina.
Jean has been involved with.air pollution activities since 1948.0e began in.

St. Louis in the Health-Division 4lere he served-as an. Air Pollution Control Engineer
until 195. And afiet that he spel)t i3 years in the Public Health-Service. Prior to

,.
joining EPAi he spent fobt years as DirectOrof the Air Pollution Control Program in
the. State of 'Maryland. Actually, Jean has worked so long and so well in air pollution'
activities that, most recently, he returned from a technical assistance mission with
the Pan American Health,Organization down in Peru.

MR.. SCHUENEMAN: I fitst want to tallOpkiefly about where we are in the air
pollutiOn field and how we. got there. Wecan.*Atart with old smoke abatement-prOrams
that were operating about 1900 and thereabouts. The programs at that time were to
train boilet operators to burn soft coal in such a way that they would not snake
'smoke. They tried that approach for 40 years;.after 40 years of trying to teach

Y boiler operators how to fire coal smokelessly, they gave up And took the bold approach
and prohibited the use of high-volatile coal in hand-fired furnaces and solved the-
problem. ..- .

I'm not sure that that's not going to turn out to.be the case with. some of the
thins that w ire. working on at-this time. The answer may be better technOlogY

' rather than tr ng to train people who often don't care to'dothings that they don't
realty want to . It's a tough job. Maybe we can do it. Later on,came broader-.
scale progranis the mid 1950s. Growth'began to happen:in the middle 60s in most
.programs-wifh s exceptions. But even in 1965, they, were only 1,600 state and
.local government pollution control employees. ;

Major growth has occurred since 1967 in.variou0ederal grant programs in con-
junction with the environmental awakening. But even 'in 1967, there were only 2,000
people, and now there are about 6,500. We've about doubled the number of people in
the past four years in state and local programs.

The national air pollution program depends upon the performance of a particular
task by well - trained people in almost every sectorotkoCiety. It's the federal
government; it's the state and local air p011ution Control.agencies;' it's polluting.
industries, control equipment manufacturers, scientifid instruTent vendors, universi*
ties, political bodies, citizen action groups, Automobile manufacturers, manufacturers
of basic process and combustion equipment, urban planning organizations, transporta-
tion agenCies, the-automobile maintenance industry, fuel suppliers producers and
'converters, and consulting. firms.

So, all we have to do is get all the people involved in air pollution activi-
ties trained to do what the ,should do, and-the problem hopefully would be solved.
That doesn't seem to' be wha s\going on; howeVer.

The overall scheme.ris r government. at the various levels to identify air
quality goals, to develop overall management planS, to adopt laws and regulations and
then.to enforce these laws And regulations and evaluate status and progress.

The commercial and industrial sectors are called upon, with some hip from:the
goVernment, to provide the tools needed. to actually keep pollution out of the air, to
apply, control equipment and to maintain and operate it, to do research and OeVelop-
merit, and to develop better ways of doing jobs to make less pollution.

The general public and.legislativebodies are expected to try to understand
and support our progr'ais\ to adopt laws that we need, and to provide budgetary support
for governmental activiti' s.

The academic communi y is supposed to provide training and conduct some kinds
of research. Alf Of these activities take trained manpower.. The:basic education is
provided by universities, by high schools and the primary schools, but theseinStitu7

qtions do not provide.people who are fully trained and-'prepared to do the variety-of
jobs that need to be done. There's a great need to adapt the basic education that
.people receive in formal. schools to -those specific purposes and, jobs that -we have to

o
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do in the air pollution control field at the professional level.
Since the field is relatively new and growing, a pool.of Aained manpower did

not exist and does not now exist to which we can go and convert people over from what
they were to some kind of an air pollution control specialidt, without some kind'of '
training and reorientation. .

. In the commercial and industrial field,l,the job of training seems to fall
mostly upon the commercial\.9nd industrial sector, andthe,training must be done by
them rather than by government. We-hope that they will take that responsibility, and
they seem to do fairly well. -*

So, take a look.at the state and local governments. What are, they expected to
do under provisions of the Federal Clean Air Act, which says the state and local
governments are primarily responsible for doing the job of controlling air pollution,
as specified and identified .and interpreted by EPA? -

They have to measure air quality; they have to develop complex programs for
managing the air resource in terms of identifying emission sources and cleaning them
up and findiAg ways and means to do so; they have to review environmental impact \\,N
statements; issue permits on new construction for thousands of different kinds of
facilities; enforce regulations; inform the public;' integrate air quality considera-
tiong in the land use and transportation plans, including the new goal of developing
whatis known as a transportation control plan, which means nothing more than revising
the whole tranSportation system of a city so that air pollution will be reduced, as
well as .move people from one place to another.

. They have to collect, store, analyze and report on masses'of air quality and
emission data, and they are suppoeed to participate in motor vehicle inspection main- '
tenance programs, including, presumably, training the people necessary to get the job
done.

Again I Would'say that people fully prepared to do this kind of wideranging
and complex job just are not produced by unlversities, and probably will not be pro
duped by universities since we have so fewjeople on a. national basis--perhaps no '
more, than 10,000engaged in governffient activities. You just don't have the market
necessary for universities and others'to train those peOple without federal support. ,

We know that more than half of the people who are now on-board in air pollution
control agencies'have been there less than four years, and it does take some time to
understand the complex field -of air pollution control. We also know that state and
local .governments need an additional 3,000 people to do, the job in the complex air-
resource management field, and we don't see where these are coming from, nor who, will
train them. We don't think the state'and local governments can do the air pollution
control job without proper training for the people that they need.

'Some, of the results of a lack of trained personnel in state and local govern-
ments will be the development of poorly done,comprehensive plans. There lust won't,
be a strategy-and-tactics document indicatingl where we're going and how we're'going
to get there, because it takes a.rather vast knowledge to figure that but and to lay
it out in such a way that it:will come to pass and happen.

We'll have inaccurate air quality data, resulting in large expenditures of
money. for inappropriate purposes and based on faulty data with questionable outcomes.
We'll probably have inaccurate emission measurements, because the staff and personnel
are not properly, trained to make them, making it possible for some sources to pol
lute without getting caught, and resulting in court cases and long harangues.

We'll have poorly directed programs because the administrators ckprograms are
not adequately preparedt, As far as I know, there is only one place in the United
States that attempts to train the fellow who runs a control Program. Where do pro-
gram directors come from, unless someone does train him? ,Most Agency people rise up'
through the technology field and end up directing a program with little or no know-

, ledge of the total impact-of it and how to integrate it into.the community and how
to take care of, the budget, persOnnel, political relationsfiips, public information,
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etc., which are all new to the'rithing technologist.
We'll find that abatement schedules which agencies. develop, becaust of inade-

quate knowledge and training of personnel, will not be public interest abatement
schedules, but rather, they'll be industrially oriented compliance schedules. We'll
lose public support and political support because of poorly operated and ineffective
programs that may be expensive,

We'-ll probably have more new sources that pollute unneces'aarily because some-
body did a bad job of reviewing the. plans and specifications for new plants. Apd
we'll have other kinds of various,unmet goals in our programs.

EPA,has a direCttraining program that operates out of Durham, North Carolina.
It conducts. abOUt 90 coursesa year - about half of them in North Carolinas .the
othevhalf_atyaxious locations throughout the country,-id cooperation with our ten
regional offices andthe states.. These cover about.34 subjects. Some 3,000. students
attend each year, bu
of the .training ne that has been identified through cotprehensive studies. We'do01)

.even at that, we expect that this fulfills less than 20 percent
t

.:- produce:soke'self-instructibnal courses sip that people can teach themselves in their
own off1Xes, and those materials can be used by control asendies in training their 7
people. We provide training materials-and consultation to state and local agencies
that want. to conduct their own training. . .

..--

EPA has provided some support for universities to conduct graduate training'for
personnel who want tO:work in the air pollution field. We used to support 40 Univer-

:sitiesinlithis work; we now support 18, with 180 people being trained\eadh,year. We
also support consortia.ofuniversities and an Environmental Management\ nstitute for
training directors of control programs. The OffiCe.of Management and 13dget has
directed that this program be phased out, with fiscal 1975 being the last year of
funding, although as Mr, Alm indicated, we are trying to get that. extended.

. We provide tellowships for control agency personnel to go. to graduate school .

and find out more about what they're to do and get them combat-ready and operational
in a shorter period of time. We now provide 70 of these each year. Hopefully, after
they receive their training, they go back to work in their home control agency.

Our activities in the training of industrial equipment operators, who run the_ .

contrOl equipmenCtoprevent pollution from going into the atmosphere, has been zero.
.>

We expect and hope that-the industrial community will take care of training those
peple;

. . ,

We have done nothing to train the people who operate the hundreds of thousands
-of air pollution sources, such as home heating plants, water heaters, automobiles,
backyard trash burners, and all the boilers in buildings. We don't think we can do
much in this field because the people are so numerous, so diverse, and generally
unavailable for training. , We'll have to get at that problem through foolproof
equipment that can't be improperly operated, and by technological change that will
make the, source or operation clean no matter what the operator does to it.

.

We do see a limited role for state and local air pollution control agencies in
training their professional staffs, and certainly in training the technicians .who
work within state. local air pollution control organizations. And we t h nk per-
haps they can a() something about training-the motor vehicle inspection staf

t
,if the

federal government can-help them out to some .extent. We don't believe it advantage-
ous for state and local governments to do many\of the kinds of professional training
that need to be done. The federal government is in the best position to do it
properly, effectively'and efficiently, although we do see inadequacies in EPA's
program in that field at this time.

ThereAs mud' to be done in the field of training motor vehicle Mechanics. As
you all know froehaving taken your car to an automobile mechanic rip-off man, you
just. don't get particularly good service. The federal government has done almost
nothing about training automotive personnel, but we have promulgated regulations that
say there shall be adequate automobile maintenance. Our actions seem to indicate

0
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that this is sufficient; we don'.t have to do any more. It just 'doesn't happen that
way, and you all know it. We've got_to get something tooled up; get the 'automobile
industry, the oil companies,"and vocational schools working with state and local-
governments;weneedloprpvide training materials; we need' to get peOple in and gee
th-'i taught how to do what they are supposed to do.-

*
Generally speaking, I think ourevaluation of our own training program - and I

may i properly reflect :EPA's views; these are my person4 views - is that our train-
ing p gram is totally inadequate todo the job that it's supposed to do.

veiew is that if the federal gornment will set the goalsand targets, pro -
vide in ation on methods and procedures, train the people,who are needed to do
the job, d then turn the-state and-local governments loose'to cid it, that the job
will get ne with some policing and overview, hopefully a minimum, by the federal .

. government. The ke that seems to be lacking and seems not to'be understood at the
federal, sta e, and ocal levels in government is the crucial need for manpower
`development a d-trai g at the professional level, at least, and'perhaps at the
operational an tech ' 1 levels as well.

This bein the s perhaps this conference will help draw attention to that
need and-set som reorientation and redistribution of funds. I doubt that we can
count on much inc ease in total available funds, but we've-got to identify those
things that are be ng done which are 4ot as productive as manpower training, and get
the money shifted f om those things into manpower training.

MR.. LOSTUMBO: Well, now that Jean,has c#erged us all up with that stirring
speech, I'm sure there are many questions from the audience.

MR. MILLER: My name aCharles Miller.' I'm-with the Iowa Department of
Environmental Quality, and I haye a pair of,questions for Mr. McElOee that I would
like to ask him in the mature CrEsolid waste.' Why does, the national strategy contain
no specific manpower needs at this time? And the second one, with the first question
in mine I really don't understand why the Mission 5000 project was dropped%

MR. McELWEE: I'll answer the second one first. --Mission,5000I think that
this was a casualty of the budget cutback; 'budget cuthacks invqlving money and man-
power which, as I.mentioned, occurred last July 1. That's when, our Office' as moved -

. from Cincinnati to Washington, D. C., and we experienced our bigesliceback. Would
you repeat the first one again?

MR. MILLER: Yes. The national strategy for manpower training in solid waste -\\
I wonder why you haven't got more figures on what's needed'. Why doesn't the national
strategy contain more specific manpower needs?

13

MR. McELWEE: Well., I.Mentioned that we-have some estimates on that, and I
must confess I wasn't involved with this. Jon Perry and personnel at Frank's office
were involved with the survey that I mentioned, and we do have some figures. I' have

some tables with me, and Frank can correct me here.if I'10.n error, that as ofJuly 4
1974, we,felt there was a need for 91,000 positions to receive Upgrade7level
training.. o'

,

MR. LOSTUMBO: That's man-weeks, Wendell. Let me perhaps clarif this a little
bit, too. There was a study done by the Officepf Solid Waste Managemen several

'years ago--I believe it was in '71 or '72--which indicated some'tanpower ortages.

The problem is, with that study and our most recent study, we don't h ve a.
sufficient statistical sample to.lay on the line ancLsay'these are.really wh re the
needs are. Nov, we're depending on.you people in the ptates to help ,us fill ose-

factual data gaps that we have. It is a major problem at-the national level t



identify the specific needs when, the data. we.have does not constitute a statistically
varid sample. Does that 'answer' your qU'estion?

MR. MILLER:. Yes, it does. Thank you.
1

MR. VASUKI: My name is Vasuki., I'm with the State. of Delaware. I'd like to
complimdnt Mr. Schueneman for an excellent summation of manpower problems faced in
the enVironment41 field. While _I think he expressed very clearly what the states and
local governments need, I'd also like to suggest that perhaps EPA does need some of
that °trained manpower because of a' very vacillating policy, which indicates that
sometimes they don't knbw what they're trying,to direct.
o

A VOICE: The question I have is for Mr. Bahnick. He mentioned that many of
the plants were not able to meet the secondary treatment standards. ;rhe(question is:
Werefhe secondary treatment standards under Public Llw 89-660, or.is it Public Law
92-500?

-
MR. BAHNICK: Public Law 92-500.

A VOICE: Well, again, this points up a problem of changing federal. standards
and regulations.. The inertia of the political system to carry out some of these goals
indicates that we should not have major changes in national policies-anything less
tan a,decade.

MR. BAHNICK: 'These plants were designed for secondary treatment: They should
have been meeting the standards. It wasn't a situation of primary plants not meeting
the secondary treatment reqVirements.

MR. SUDDRETH: I'm Jim Suddreth,from the Water Pollution Control Federation in
Washington. I.have a couple of questions for Joe Bahnick, and one tf them I think
he,answered. What is the current status of 104(g)(1)? When the amendment that
carried on 104(g)(1) this year expires, what will happen? Will it be continued?

MR. BAHNICK: We will have funding for X least one more year ending June '76.

MR. SUDDRETH: For one more year you're,going to have that funding. Is the
C.E.W.T. Program and the TV Program in Wyoming going to.b$pcontinued? What's the
situation on the National Impact Programs?-

MR. BAHNICK:- The TV Program in Wyoming was funded by the region. Development
1411 stoat this point, and we'll be looking at what we're going to do with-the
program-as far as distribution and utilization are concerned. And which is the-other
one?

MR. SUDDRETH: The other one was the C:E.W.T. Program.

MR. BAHNICK:. We will fun' one of the three community. colleges for at least
one -year. We're at the point now where the instructional materials, the curriculum.'
and all associated resources are ready.- They should be'ready-for distribution by
the end of this yeavto any.community college that might want to put op the course,
without funds from EPA.' ,

MR. SUDDRETH: OK, so after this oneMore-year funding, you have other pilot
. programs you expeCt to go into on the National Impact?
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MR. BABNICKC'The second pilot program e re developing is a program.at the two-
year,AssOciate of Arts level being 'developed New York.right.now, geared: to water

quality, surveillance and-analysis. Hopefully, we'll get two-year people out who .can
work for state agencies in this big job O'f water iiality surveillance.

,
.

. A.4

MR. SCHRADER:, IeS, I'm DaVe Schrader. I'm 'th the Environmental Protection
Agency, and I'M on loan to the State of Maryland, an I'share that feeling of having.

.. ,
a home.in either place.

'V e question relates to National Impact Programs. We 'n the State of Maryland
are very h in favor of National Impact Programs. We like to participate in them.
We would like o know.who determines the priority. of what a National'Impict Program
is, where it shall,be'held, and what .input the states shoull,haVe whenthe'major
pottion of a"NationalImpact Program is going to be conducted in a statet:

We're'concerned because the question _relates to a number of incidents over the
'last year where we'd gdt to the office in themorning and have questions from the
secretarial level, the Governor's office - whA is this national Program going on in
our state? °And they've not teen clued in and neither, have we. We'd like to know
how t4 regional office and the state office are supposed to fit into that pkocedure
in the past, and what's going to happen in the future.

I. BAHNICK: On the priority for National Impact Programs, that's etty much
.

in our shop, Dave, with myself and my staff-ind, of course, my able leaders up above.
We're going; through this again with FY '75, and we'll be doing it in FY '76. Yes,

we've had some ,problems, I think, pith communications once we have a,program going in
a state.. We'll tiy'

.

t
o improve this.

-A VOICE:, Bud Hovey, New York State. :This is mainly directed at Jean, but also
at 'everybody eiS-a here. I get very disturbed when I hear that the. Office of Manage-
ment and'Budget is telling the EpAto'phaSe out this'program-and that program, partic-

_,

,ularly the training programs,
We have 250 people working just in our air polution agency.alone, and it would

become an impossible task for us to train all of these people'the way that EPA can
provide the training, so we need the EPA training cente4:aVailable to us, particu-
larly for our technicians' training.. ,

Another thing I want to say to Jean id that - he.talked abciut training auto

mechanics. We have a pilot'Program going on right now for the training of auto
mechanics in the servicing and maintenance of the air pollution control systems on
cars, and if anybody is interested in knowing anything-about that program, they can

g

get in touch7With me in my office in Albany and I can send any of the information to

them.
:

. ,(.,,

MR. SCHUENEMAN: I don't knew howthings operate in the national headquafters
'because I've never worked therd,Amt we down at the working level--we work in North
Carolina, as you know. But we at thd working level understand ;that OMB has directed
this, that, or something else. Certainly, EPA is not without influence in OMB, and
certainly we do have some prerogatives to direct priority within EPA.

One can debate, and I have debated unsuccessfully, as:to the relative importance
of manpower and other program activities ::Part of the reason for; lower priority being

assigned to training is that we don't get strong'support on the need-for manpower
training. It's a non-visible kind pf thing, partly because Frank King and his group,
I think, do it so well. We almost never, get a complaint. All we get are letters

saying, "Thank you so much for having conducted the program."
But If people don't get trained, you don't'see headlines in the New York Times

that say, "The XYZ Corporation Has\heen Thrown_In Jdil." It's ust not a big public

attention-getter. We-think that peraps. state and local govern ent6 can assist by
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making their views known more often and mere,vociSer4isly as to the merit, need for,
and usefulness of manpower training, so that We can develop a constituency that will
assist EPA's management people in the upper echelons in assigning pribrities to this
program or that program, and where'you put a limited number of dollars, and what:the
most important things are.

. .

With respect to auto mechanic.training, we don't see a great need for EPA's
direct activity. We.de see a supportive role in the development of channels of /

Communication, development of training materials, and -working with nationalvleVel
organizations. If. EPA can sensitize them to the need' for training, then when`state

. and loCal people try to get the job done-, they'll have support from the national-level
organization.

. 6:*

BAUNICK: Let.me add, something to what.. Jean has said on professionaltrain-
ing. We initiated fellowships for state agency... personnel two years ago. We had some
43 fellowships in TI '74 out, and.me'll:continue that,this fiscal year, in FY '76;

We issued a grant to UtahState for Joe Middlebrooks to survey state agencies,
to get a handle on what impact the'phase7out of the professional training grants will
have on providing those professionals for ybur program's. When/it comes around to
your agency, here's a chance to do what Jean was just baying.: tVoice your opinion one
may:or another on just what that phase-out of that program means to your agency.

MR. LOSTUMBO: I-think the key point here, too, was stated earlier by Al Alm.
The Agency is pushing very strongly to at least put the phase-Out program on a'hold
basis while we're acquiring data. We are hopeful that our appeal will have'some
success, at least keeping the.phase-oue plan at a level that it was in FY In-
the interim, we expect to. gather data to determine what the professional training
situation-will be a year or two from now .

MR. BENNETT: Ernest Bennett, State of Illinois EPA. I, top; am disturbed when
I realize that state and federal budgetary groups can make statewide, nationwide
impact by deciding what will or will not be budgeted. I'm equally disturbed when I
hear comments that'we don't have the buckS at the federal level; and with that, we
sort of seem to pass the buck to the state.

I'm disturbed when I hear the naivete that industry will pick up or should pick
up the tab for training their people. 'I don't know how it works in.other states, but
I know that)with the salary levels at municipal government, we train them at the
municipality - industry hires them. And so, .. in reality, we have been'training for
theindustry. And 1 think it's time we quit fooling, ourselves.

But I think I'm most disturbed as I see the states being told that they are to
take up the training endeavor. Some of us are achieving-Some success in that, at
least working-in that direction. I'll-be mentioning this tomorrow, at least for
IllineiS. T'lli.disturbed when I see thing6 like tuition games played with the national
training centers. Today there's tuition, tomorrow there's not tuition, next. day
there's tuition. We play the game.

I don't* know, again,hew it works in other states, but I am now committed, and
theres nothing,' can do about budgetary changes until a year called'FY '77. Now,
this makes it a little bit, rough when we play games. I'd like to direct this to
Jet. Just what are we going to do about Jeter's shop and being able to get some
money in there so that we can get guys from our states down to places like Cincinnati,
get them trained, and get them back so we can make some use of that capability to

. carry on this training endeavor we are supposed to take up?
I've got another imporiant problem. In order to train in Illinois, I've got to

have instructors. To get instructors, I' °ve get to have some capability. I'm having
problems getting things, like a book from Ken Hay, as I'vd indicated to you, Joe,
personally.
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MR. LOSTUMBO: Would you like me to start.offon thatAoe? We have two

training centers, as a. matter-of fact. There's the-training_center at Research
Triangle Park, which is managed by Frank King. And then there's the training center'
in Cincinnati, managed by Harold Jeter.. ti

With regard to the tuition fee, once again we have a policy conflict where OMB
decreed that we would charge a user-fee or a tuition fee for agency direct training

activities. Believe me, the Agency senior policy staff tried to do all they'aould
do to overturn that decision, but to no avail. However, we have gotten some relief
in the fact that waivers area available through the next fiscal year on a rather
liberal policy, provided you have a sufficient justification. Now, Joe, I'll yield

to you.
.

MR. BENNETT: -hist a minute, Joe, before you start, because it is the cruel hoax

of this that I'm disturbed about. When-you- went from no tuition to OMB's tuition,

that simply ruled out for us any chance of sending people. The net result of that

was that we did not budget something called travel and per diem expenses. You know,

if you're not going to send anybody because you don't have tuition money, then you
don't: need travel and per diem. All right, so we have a budget sane travel, per,

diem end tuition. :

Now, you come -back to waiver, but I don't have travel- funds. Now, where am I

going to get enough to have travel funas? You. know,,the.ball's got to stop bouncing

Somewhere, and I don't think you can abrogate your responsibilities away so easily at
the federal level, and just say, today this is what we're going to.do.

MR. LOSTUMBO: Well, the question - the core of the question is a.deeper matter
in terms, of what federal policy is, and the Agency,hascertain constraints which it
tries to catry out and provide technical assistance the best possible way that it can,
given those constraints.

We here can't give you a policy decision or a policy ruling that EPA is suddenly

going to shirk these constraints' and reach its hand out and help you in the training

area. That's why We've. used CETA and .other activities to get training through other
mechanisms, because there isn't sufficient resource support. We've also tried to

package programs to give.to states, so that in some states they could train theirt
seivea as opposed to having to come to our activities, but even there, that's limited.
So; it's not the kind of thing that we can say to you, yes, AmYre going to solve that

problem and help you, because we can't ignore the policy constraints.

MR. BAHNICK::Probably the only way to make it settle down would be to put
something in thefeaeral law that says, "Training.ahall be provided without tuition."

Otherwisa,At's going to do this same kind of oscillation again and again, far year
after year. I just don't see it settling down,

MR. IOSTUMBO: We're running out of time, but I Gee there's one more question.
Joe, did you want to make avery quick comment, 6r did you want to pass.

A VOICE: Well, I was just going to say, on the strategy for our direct
training, we're trying to move out of what's'been defined as basic courses. We're

having a little problem with this because orke of the courses we wanted to cut back on
or drop was an environmental statistics course, and here we find Region IV wanted

this thing, and we did put it on. So,'we're going to have to get some better defini-

tion on just what are these basic courses that we can drop and ones that we shouldn't

drop, because they're required by state people., But I think the emphasis in our

direct training will be for developing materials and training instructors, and hope-

fully we can get into putting oh these advanded kinds of courses with the new treat-
ment technology that might be coming out of our research.
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MR. LOSTUMBO: We have one more question, here on the right, iand then we're
going to have to wrap up, because we're running a little late.

HR. O'NEIL: My name t4 Jerry O'Neil, and I'm with-the California State Air
Resources Board.which is about 320 people alone in just the air program. I think
what disturbs me a little bit about the Conference is that you, for a national %vent
like this where you have h very limited opportunity for people to get together any-
way - I thinkties'a very limited scope.

CETA funding is 4 method. It's simply a tool. I'd like to find out*from the
panel generally what is EPA doing about affirmative action? Where loam, affirmative
action is the name of the game. We're required to come up with a plan in California"'
to clean up our work force, not just our air. We have to integrate women and minor-
ities in our work force, and we have to provide for mobility.

I haven't heard a word from EPA about asking us if we are a federally funded
agency for an affirmative action plan. I think if CETA is simply a kind of arra sly
tool to get us thinking about bringing in minorities and women, you ought to bring
the whole issue out on the table. Are you really serious about affirmative action?
What are you going to do about it?

MR. LOSTUMBO: Anyone on'the panel wish to volunteer that answer? I don't
know, and I'm not sure anyone here really does know, the true answer to that question.
That's a damned good question. Maybe it's the kind of thing that, during the course
of the Conference, we'll be bringing out some perspectives of that view and of that
problem.

MR. O'NEIL: I know other federal agencies are asking states to come up with
.plans, and I know some_federal employees are asking their own agencies where is
their plan. If you're planning on coming out in one or two years and asking for it,
I'd like to find out right now so the rest of us can start gearing up. We have one;'
we've spent five months developing it, over 2,500 people hours. If any of the agen-
cies,here today are interested in talking to me a little bit.about it, I will be
.glad to share with you what we've done.

MR. LOSTUMBO: ,Pine. Hopefully, during the course of the Conference, we will
be able to exchange some views on that with you and other people will, too. Thank
you very much. I'd like to thank the panel for being present today, and I'd like to
thank this splendid audience for participating in the-discussion.

4
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SELECTED ENVIRONMENTAL LEGISLATION:

MANPOWER IMPLICATIONS

ROBERT G. imal, Speaker

O

MR.,LOSTUMBO: At this time, I'd-like to introduce our next speaker; Mk.
Robert G. Ryan.

Bob was educated at Georgetown University and New York Law School and is a
member of the Bar in New York State and the District of Columbia. He is a forMer.
Foreign Service Officer with the U.S. Department of State. ielas been engaged
in the private practice of law in New York State for the past four years. He is
.currently the Director of the Office of.Legislation of-the Environmental Protec-
tion Agency and he has been with us in that capacity since May of 1973.

MR. RYAN: Sitting in the - audience this morning, I remember a day in the fall
of 1972 when Bill Ruckleshaus was socked in at some lonely airport in the Pacific
Northwest. He called me at the Washington office'at 8:00 in the morning and asked
me'to make a speech for him before the Indianapolis Chamber of Commerce that after-
noon at 1:00;

I got on dplane*but at National about nine.. The weather was very bad-Ovet
Indianapolis and we were-an hour circling the airport.. Finally we got down and I
dashed to the convention hall. I was ushered immediately up to the speakers' table
and I told what I thought was a grand joke. I don't remember what it was right now,
but it was a sensational joke or.so I thought. at the time; And I got absolutely no
response from the audience. I thought, my goodness, these Hodsiers are,lacking in
a sense of humor. It turned,out that two of the previous speakers that same day had
told the same joke.

I thought of that'Occasion while sitting'in the audience today because I am the
Director of the Office of Legislation. My bag is legislation and dealing with then
Congress, and it seems to me that every EPA speaker that we've had so far has touched
on legislation in one way or another and stolen My thunder. .

I should tell you that when I did come to this post, I made it clear to every-
one that I talked to that I needed all the help I could get. I think my nostrumhaS
sunk In; I'm getting more help than I expected in many of these areas.

But, I welcome it. I need it. I think the rule is and ouiht to be that Con-
gressional relations and'legislative matters are everybody'S business at the EPA.
To the extent that everybody here has talked about legislation today, I hope I'm not
going to repeat anything they said like my joke in Indianapolis: Butt maybe I can
make a few observations which are somewhat different from their comments.

I am, as Mr. Lostumbo mentioned-, a New Yorker, a Now Yorker by birth and a resi-L'
dent of Maryland by choice. I remember 4tthe time my first child was born in 1963,
I went to a conference on pollution'at the Association of the Bar of the City of'New
York where a representative from the mayor's,office was answering-questions about the
environment in the' ity.

One of the questions from the floor "What about all that raw sewage that's
being dumped into the Hudson River at 79th Street ?"

And this fellow said, "Well, you have to rem mber,that NeW York Harbor is.tidal,
and thete is this marvelous flush action. The tide come up and -it gets this foul
waste and.it scoops it out to sea. Next question."

I think if a representative of a public body made a statement like that today
the kind of statement that Mayor Wagner's representative made backA.n 1963, he would
be subject to verbal, if not physical, abuse.

O
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And I think that's a telling lesson because it shows how far we've come. My

daughter is now 11 years old and we have anew ball game in this country. It's well,

though, to remember that it's not so long ago that belching smokestacks and foul

sewage being dumped raw into the rivers were looked upon by government officials and

by businessmen alike as some sign of. progress.
,Since those not-so-distant years of the sixties we've had, I think, an agonizing

reappraisal as John FoSter Dulles, my former Secretary of State would have said, an

agonizing reappraisal -of some of our cherished notions about progress and growth and

the way things ought to be.
It's clear to me that the environmental movement is here to stay. 'It is demon-

stably true, as Time Magazine suggested in a recent issue that the environmental

movement has become "institutionalized." You no longer hear talk about if we can

or should protect the environment. Now we're down to very specific things. I no-

ticed the questions to the last panel, very specific questions abOut how we do it;

where we get the money; and how we carry it out and by what date.

It seems to me that"what we have in our hands, and I think we're all part of it,

and we should all be happy to be part of it, is a movement which - with the possible

exception of the civil rights movement - is the most important sustained and unifying

concensus movement in our recent past.
Now, Al Alm and other speakers have talked to you about the legislation which

Congress has enacted in the last few years. Seventy-two was a fantastic year for us

for legislative enactments, as you know. PL 92-500, the Noise Act, the Pesticides

Act, the Ocean Dumping Act and so on.
111 Congress did lay some groundwork for manpower concerns in previous enactments.

In the Comprehensive Employment Manpower and'Training Act of 1973 - I suppose this

. is on the tip of all of our tongues right now; we're going to hear more about it this

afternoon.
-

In 1966 Congress directed a complete investigation of environmental manpower

needs at State and local levels to implement the provisions of the Clean Water Act

of '66. The Congress also demanded an investigation of-existing Federal programs`'

for training needed personnel.
The report of these investigations, submitted in July of '67, documented a cri-.

tical need for subprokessional training in the field of wastewater treatment. Fur-

ther, the report identified the Manpower Development and Training Act and the coopera-

tive manpower planning system as the vehicle for training these people.

This report early on acknowledged the relationship between success in protecting

our environment and the support for manpower and training activities.
The fundhmental thrust I suppose, when you strip away all the verbiage, of the

recent enactments is to put EPA in the role of a regulatory and enforcement agency,

with the implementation and the actual day-to-day carrying out of the statutes left

to the states, and that means the manpower development ultimately left to the states.

You know all about the disengagement of direct funding of State and local prb-\

grams. That decision means that State and local resources will have to be programmed

through channels of other Federal agencies like HEW, Labor and Agriculture, and so on.

And your state's responsibility, I think it's fair to say, becomes to pick up

where these Federal programs leave off. Your responsibility as manpower planners and

developers, it seems to me, is to lay out for your states and to your legislatures

the plans 'to meet your needs for training and employment of State and local environ-

mental manpoWer. And we're going to help you do tbat.
In controlling water pollution the State's role,.1 think you all know, is ex-

panding on an almost daily basis. The '72 amendments mean that $9 billion in con-

tract authority ultimately will go into the economy, and this 'at a 75 percent Fed-

eral share. That means that $12 billion in construction of municipal wastewater
'facilities will be carried out in short order. That's a lot of money and it m ?ans

a lot of people being employed, a lot of people doing good things.
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I'd like to pick up on a theme,whiCh Al Alm started 'to develop this morning:
;that is to demolish some of the myths which are abroad in the land. One of the most
widek)read.and most pernicious, in, my judgment, isthat environmental programs are,
somehow inflationary and they are the cause of unemployment. It simply is ribt true.

Administrator Train replied very well, I think, to this charge last month in
testimony before Senator.Proxmire's Joint Econo ittee. Let me quote some of
the things which hesaid then:

'"There is simply no evidence,"she 'Said, "that environmental,
requirements have had or will have a marked adverse impact on
jobs or existing productive capacity, especially since invest -.

ments in environmental protection create new markets and new
jobs and new profit opportunities."

'"There are now," he said, "some 55,000 people directly em-
ployed in EPA financed construction activity, and by the mid-
dle of 1977, that number will more than double to approximately
125,000."

And that's direct. If you consider the indirect empldyment, it is even greater.
We are convinced at EPA that the inflationary effect of our activities will be

next to nil. A study by Chase. Econometrics, by the way, will be available shortly,
and I urge you to get ahold of it and read it. I can flatly make the'offer to send
.it to you if you'd let us know your addresses.

The Chase Econometric Study forecasts 7: well, let me quote again: "Pollution
control programs will Cause an average annual inflationary rate Of about three-tenths
of a percent for the period 1973 to 1978 and two-tenths of a percent for 1973 to 1982."

The next myth I think I'd like to puncture a.hole in is that,unemployed persons
are traditionally unemployable and untrainable. This might be true in a tinY per-
centage of cases. For the vast majority, unemployed persons are unemployed through
no fault of their own,.and many are very well educatOd and perfectly suited for high
levels of jobs that they're seeking. And others can be qualified for higher skilled
jobs.

-And.then there is the persistent myth that training costs are too much and de-
crease-the productivity of a particular operation. .

In.a study of an EPA administered public service careers.program in North Central
Texas, performed by the Harbridge House, it was'shownthat for every one dollar.iik4c
vested in treatment plant operator "training, the incremental return in stock capital
loss and equipment down time was'$91. That's a pretty good figure.

In another study, done by the manager of water distribution for the City of
Dallas, we find that the retention rate for trained personnel was 40 percent higher
than the retention rate for untrained. And in addition, the retention of trained
personnel in an ocaupation with a Career potential will inevitably increase the tax
base from which most of you as pdblic administrators derive your operating budgets..
So, it's good.

It appears then that there is a case where a skilled work force in environ-
mentalprograms, and it's to everyone's advantage and everyone's benefit. The ques-
tion is, how do we'reach'the point of full and.proper staffing with adequate, quali-
fied personnel? that, in essence, is really what this Conference is all about.

As we go down the pike with the administration of so many of these statutes,we
find that more and more people are needed; We've gone through with Mr. Schueneman
the need in the air program, the water program, the solid waste. We have a Safe
.prinking Water Bill which is on the President's desk right now. There will be per-

,sonnel needed there.

Another area is recycling. .By.the way, I should bring you up to date: the
Senate Public Works'Comtittee.will be meeting in executive Session tomorrow, and
it may report out its solid waste bill. at that time. I'll keep you posted if you're
interested.

r
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Of more general interest to you, I'ihink; is this proposed legislation speci-

fically in the manpower area. Senator Taft has introduced a bill which is 54129,

entitled the National Employment Assibtance Act. The program is aimed at high unem-

ployment areas. It would provide grants to the states by the Labor Department,

including environmental improvement projects. It.represents an opportunity for

states to check unemployment while at the same time protecting the environment.

Last Thursday, the Educational and Labor Committee°of the House approved a

hill authorizing two billion dollars.in Federal funds for State and local govern-

ments to hire jobless workers between now and June 30th. ReprNentative Marvin

Esch has said that if the bill becomes law, the President will request an immediate

supplemental appropriation in the amount 9f one billion- dqllars td get this pro-

gram started.
1

EPA has done some pioneering work,'some of which you already know about, some

of which you'll hear in the course of'this Conference with the human resources

agencies, namely HEW, and Labor. We've shown that manpowei and training programs

can meet some portion of the environmental manpower-needs that you have. Through

interagency agreements and transfers of funds;, EPA has piloted $15 million in pro-

grams designed to develop the State and local manpower development capabilities.

But, with the coming of the Comprehensive Employment and Training Act of '73

we're no longer providing the funds directly. We fully intend to keep working hard

with Labor and HEW and 'provide technical, assistance to you so that you can pick up

this ball.
It's really lip to you, 4.n a way, to insure that the resources provided by the

manpower revenue sharing are applied properly to meet :your needs and similarly to

insure that the Federal and State vocational educational system responds properly

to the need for occupational development, technical training, pollution control

workers.
As you will hear this afternoon, we've had significant success under CETA.

In fact, the current figures demonstrate that by 1976 CETA will have provided more

money for, environmental manpower programs in one year than was provided in the five

previous years under the old program.
So, if it succeeds, and I fervently hope that it will, this Conference should

supply you'with enough information so that you can go back to your states and do a

good deal.
Ivas pleased to hear my friend from Albany over here talk about his pilot pro-

gram in hutomobile inspection and maintenance. I think that's one of the blessings

of a conference like this: you can plug into other people's.ongoing projects and

save yourself a lot of work and false starts.
If I may, before I get off and let you all go to lunch, I have a couple of

suggestions which I think you might consider:
--I would urge you to pull all stops out and get together with your states'

resource development agencies and make your needs known to thefn. I know you have

in many instances, but make it a point. Search out your CETA prime sponsors and

make yourself known to them;
--Actively develop and promote manpower programs through 4,our own offices and

the offices which you serve and try to provide for manpower placement capabilities.

in ybur'own agencies through the state program grant;
7

--Be. on the lookout for State legislation and mo itor yiour,state legislation

which provides for training and education;

--Talk to your state assemblymen and senators. I know you do, but don't hesi-

tate to make that effort. My own experience on th Hill has been that the more

diligent and responsible the legislator, the more willing he is to listen to, you

and to heed you;
--If you haven't already done so, I think you ought to try to get representa-

tion on the state manpower planning councils and vocational education committees

and make your views known.
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And finally, make your views known to EPA and together, I think, e can do
good things.

I said at the beginning that the environmental' movement has become institu-
tionalized and I stand by that statement

. 91 don't think there is -any doubt about
it now but thatodoes not mean by any stretch of the imagination that the job is
over or anywhere near completion. Al Alm was right when he said this morning that
20 years from now we'll be looking back and we'll not be talking abou&details;
we'llbp talking about how we carried out the responsibilitieb that the Congress
and the states had imposed upon us. In the long haul, we can do Much together.

Please know that we appreciate your diffi6hlties. We are not tnmindfulrof
. them. We are mindful of the fact that we have made mistakes 1.n the past at EPA.
We are after all fallible h h beings like the rest oft,the world. well'old out to
you an unqualified pledge of.c operation and help wherever and wheneVer we can give ,
it. 'We recognize, I think, that we need one another dnd that together we can do
enormously good, things for our country.

.

,41-
I thank you for,your kind attention and I appreciate being here ivthis beau -

. tiful city today.
. '

.
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HOW ENVIRONMENTAL\MANPOWER

NEEDS CAN BE MET THROUGHTETA

JOHN M. ROPES, 'Panel Moderator

MR. ROPES: We're going to ask our panel hera, who are experts in the field of
labor, to give the.epvironmental peoplea dose of their .own medicine this afternoon.

oSeriously, I think that.because wehave a wedding ra marriage, we hope, of
people in the environmental agencies who are, interested in the proper development.of
manpower in their agencies and resource people'who are here from the various manpower
and education programa,, we should take into consideration that we don't always talk
the samelanguage and that we're notalwaya familiar, with each other's pieces of legis-
lation and 'the acronyms used as shortcuts. '

Let me also say at the very outset that in no way.do we mean to tell you today
that we're going to solve all-of your manpower needs with the programs that are going
to be explained this afternoon.

We've been.very successful in the past in .the utilization of Manpower Development
and Training Act Funds, and many of you here in the environmental agencies have used
them, but we hope to also indicate to you how well we might use, the'Comprehensive Em-
ployment,and Training Act.

Is Mr. Bennett from Illinois here?
.

Let me tell you, Mr. Bennett, we agree with you, too, about thO'user charge yo-yo
that we've gone through with you on Direct Training.

Foi those of you who are not, familiar with Direct Training, the verbiage we use
in EPA, that.just means the'programs that EPA sponsors at various environmental centers
around the country where our own staff provides very specialized training programs.

And the user charge we refer to, for those of you not familiar with the problem,
is the charge that we had to levy on people attendingthe courses at the direction of
people higher up. But, they were very appropriate, Mr. Bennett, and' the proceedings
of this meeting are being transcribed and we hope that they are referred to the proper
'levels following the meeting.

To tie' gentleman who maae the queries to)the panel,this morning on affirmative"ac-
tion, we're going to look into that, and we're going to address'your question before
this meeting is over one way or another. Yes, we are interested and yes, we are going
to find out about it. 4

The panel this morning that dealt with the various program strategies dealt with
, the manpower implications of several pieces of legislation, and-as you are aware, in
some of thejegislation and some of the programs we have very specific needs. We know
what they are. We've been able to measure them. These programs are a bit more sophis-
ticated in analyzing what their manpower needs are at the state and local level. Others
are in the process of doing that. But regardless of whether they have specific figures
to give you, I don't think there should be any question but-what we could arriye at the
conclusion that there is a tremendous manpower and training need out there, in state and'
'local governments.

The Environmental Protection Agency has never involved.itself and I don't think we
will in the future, in the training ofsubprofessionals in any great numbers. Funds in
Small amounts are available in the various'program activities for the development of
curriculum, training aids and training materials that, can assist you in the/development
of your programs.

We've always taken the view - and properly so- that there are agencies whose pur-
pose is training, whose purpose is manpower development. For EPA to build a super-
structure on top of these would just not be good business. So we have identified ana
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worked=with people in vocational education and in the Department of. Labor. under MDTA

and now CETA to pick up on these needs. The people that are going to be on the panel

today and tomorrow on the vocational education panel are hereto try to impart to you

who you will work with, who administers it, where it's administered, where the pOint

of authority 1.6 and some insight into the funding process.
Al]. these people here today I've worked with for many years now in Washington and

they've been most generous. As has been pointed out too many times, I guess, theDe-
partment of Labor has given EPA over $15 millionin the past five or six years which

has ome'down to you at the state and local levels for.training activities.
e regret on the one hand that they're not going to give us anymore money di-

rectly but on the other hand they are helping us find the mechanism and identify the

systet to get more money from the Comprehensive Employment and Training Act.
So, without further ado, the first panel member is Mr. Richard Brunner. He's from

Region V in Chicago, with the Manpower Administration there and he's a specialist on ;

polity issu so if any of you have questions, ask ''Dick.,

He prev usly served as Regional Staff Coordinator for CETA I plementation Task
Force and Coot inator for the Public Employment Program. He's a graduate of Heidelberg

College and holds a Master of Science in Community Development from ehf University of

Missouri.
Without further ado, Mr. Brunner.

MR. BRUNNER:, I know this morning we
,

\hegan to hear'a lot,about the Comprehensive

Employment and Training Act and'I think that it's probably approipriate now -and I don't

plan, to waste too much of your time doing it - to go over each and every one of the ba-

sic provisionsOf that Act.
'Fiist of all, you already know that the Comprehensive EMPloyment and Training Act

basically decategotizedjuanpower programs funded by the Department of .Labor. It'picked

up where the.Manpower Development ad.Training Act of 1962, the Economic Opportunity
Act of '64 and '66 and the Emergency\Employmeni Act of 1971 leave off. In fact, CETA

supersedes all three pieces of legislation.
Basically, it's divided into six titles. I'M going to spend most of my time talk-

ing about Title I but let me go through.all six so you can get a feel of what CETA does,

and basically, I'm trying to give it to you frodthe perspective of the Department of

Labor.
In other words, the thrust of this meeting is obviously aimed at the environment

and environmental agencies. -But let me give you ah idea of how the Department of Labor

sees the six titles of CETA- and we'll see if there's a match; there should be a pretty

good match..
I. Title I represents the basic multipurpose and flexible nature of

CETA, as envisioned, by the Departmentof Labor and provides funds to all cities and

towns in each'state. The population minimum is 100,000 to'be considered-a prime spon-

sor.'

Basically, all the services including training, education, job creation, work ex-
,

perience and\supportive services provided by the prior EOA and MDTA funds are possible

under Title I.
The service population - those Who are go\ing to receive service under Title I -

must be economically disadvantaged, underemployed or unemployed; there are definitions

for each of these three categories. The prime sponsor has the option of determining

the type and nature of programs and services he will offer in the CETA program.

Now, the Department of Labor really, takes this seriously. We are not going to

tell a prime sponsor, which is a local. government or state, how to spefid the money'.

It's up to them (p ime sponsors) to decide, which means for you people, it's up to you

to get them to deci in your favor on certain kinds of expenditures.
In addition to t e basic Title :J grant, which everybody.gets, if it's got 100,000

population, each gover r receives a governor's'special grant. The governor's special
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grant is made up of three kinds of money.- When I talk percentages now,, talking
of percentage of the total Title I allocation.

One percent monies, are monies for the State Manpower Services.Council
which is basically a council set up involving stafe,agencies, the governor's office
and local jurisdiction along. with certain specialized groups that are interested in
manpower programs.

The second kind of money is the four percent money which. is money for state man-
power services which is basically open -ended funds that the governor can determine
to use at his discretion for creating,experimental programs, assisting in rural areas,
quite open-ended.

Then there is the five percent money which is basically for vocational educational
services across the state. Those are the three kinds of Title I funds.

In Title II, using the same prime sponsors again, counties; cities and states,
with 100,000population, plus the added provision of, 6.5 percent unemployment or more,
prime sponsors receive,funds to create public service employment jobs. This will, be
discussed in more detail by another panel member. I'm sure you're all familiar with
the EEA program and you're probably familiar with'the Public Service Emplo7ment-Pro-
gram. Basically, it's subsidized employment.

Next is Title 111(a). Title 111(a) is meant to assist-special manpower target
groups such as exoffenders, Indian and Alaskan native communities, migrant and sea-
sonal workers and, finally0.youth and special program groups. This title will also:
be discussed in more detail by another,member of the panel. It should howeVer be
noted that this title'describes a variety of program concerns of historic and con-,
tinuingnterest to the Department of Labor, and I think to some extent, of interest
to people in the environmental field.

Now the-remaining titles of the Act are of somewhat less interest to-this dis-
cussionbutlet me go through them quickly so you are aware of them.

The Title III(b) section provides limited research, training and evaluation funds.
If anybody here feels they can deYelop an experimental project that has some major imr
plications for dealing,with manpoWer programs, I recommend that you review Section
311(b).of the Act. To my knowledge there has been no final decision made on who gets
research money, although, I must tell you it's supposed to be quite limited in terms
of the amount of'dollars available.

Title IV continues the Job Corps Program.
Title V establishes the National Commission-for Manpower Policy.
And finally, Title VI contains the general provisions and definitions to be used

in operating CETA funds.
.

Now as a final note, you should be"aware that generally speaking,: any activities
that are described in Title I, Title II or Title III(a) can be performed witkthe funds
received from the other two titles.

In other words, if you want to run a Public Service Employment Program and you
have Title I funds, no problem. If you want to iun.a training program with Title II
funds, no problem.. If you have Title III funds and you want to do Public Service Em=
ployment or Training, no problem.

Now at this point in time, from the kihacif reviews I've had of prime-sponsors'
plans, I have not seen a lot of flexibility in terms of using Title X or Title II,
although there is some of this going on, or using Title II for Title I. There hasn't.
been a lot of "cross-pollination" between the titles but the Act allows for it and in
the future we expect to see more of it.

But now let's return to what Title I can do for you in thie environmental field..
First of all, Title I is, I think, the basic vehicle for 'providing substantial

environmental education; training and employment needs as long as people are CETA
eligible clientele.

The state as you know already is a recipient of two grants. The regular or
balance of state grant for Title I serves the balance of state, meaning any area
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°that-is not in the property.of another prime sponsor; genelally, it has a tendency to

be the rural areas of the state. It is the basic grant I feel that a state agency in

the environmental field should go after. The state environmental agency needs to know

-6-and this has been brought up this morning, but let me repeat it - the agency has got

to know the director and the staff responsible for carrying out the CETA programs.

That's, the first touchstone to get into this program.
The Act requires, as mentioned-this morning, under the basic Title I grant that

every state have a Prime Sponsor's Planning Council. As I read the regulations per-

taining to the Prime Sponsor's Planning Council, there is no question that the environ-

mental agency has every right to sit on that council. I think you should be repre-

sented.
The state environmental agency should/ have already or be in the process\of sub

mitting plans and programs to the CETA staff aimed at-meeting joint CETA environmental

goals. Such programs and plans, and this will be discussed I think a little later in

the program, might include vocational training programs, on-the-job training programs,

work experience programs or public service employment programs in the environmental

field.
Again, the decisions on what kind of programs will exist in the CETAplan are made

at the state level or local level. The Federal Government is no longer determining

what kind of programs a grantee will run.
The second TitleI grant, the Special Governor's Grant,-provides, as previously

mentioned, three types of funds., In mlost states, the staffing for bothstate grants

overlaps. In other words, the same people that operate thebalance of state grants

generally tend.to operate the Governor's Special Grant. However, there is a require-

ment for aState Manpower Service Council under the Special Governor's Grant. Gener-

ally, this council does not overlap with the Prime..SponSor's Planning_Council under

the regular Title I grant.
It is even more clear in the special grant that an EPk. representative, an environ-

mental state agency person, has an obVious interest in sitting on the Manpower Service

Council.
The special grant, unlike the,regular grant, is meant to serve the entire state.

It is not limited to just the balance of state area or those areas that didn't have the

population to qualify to get their own prime sponsors.' This'grant serves the entire.

state.
Of particular interest, I think, to the people in the environmental field is that

four percent of the portion of the grant aimed at manpower services, because this allows

for the development of model training and employment programs among other allowable ad-

tivities.
The questions I think the environmental state agency has to ask itself if it wishes

to'be involved in the CETA process or already have asked itself, if it is involved are:

(1) Do you know the state CETA operations director or staff? (2) Are you or did you

attempt to be a member of the State Manpower Services Council or State Prime Sponsor

Planning Council? (3) Do you have a plan, or did 7wrspbmit a plan to be involved in

CETA?
If you can't answer positively to all three of th se questions, odds are you prob-

ably are receiving little, if any, CETA services orfu ds.
I have had an opportunity to look at a review conducted for EPA which will be dis-

cussed later in this program. How much CETA money is being used for environmental needs

(and again this was mentioned this morning)? The figure'of 15.5 million dollars, on

the basis of a partial review of CETA grants. These represent. - 15.5 million - less

that one percent of CETA funds. While I think it's a pretty fair state in some areas,

you'll notice that this is not evenly distributed across the country. Certain regions

. have more - others have very little. I think less than one percent,' nationally, leaves\

a lot a room for improvement. I recommend that there be a greater degree of coopera-

tion and coordination developed at the following levels:
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For one, as a regional perb the Department of Labor, I recommend that - we
started this in Chicago there beVmore inter-relationships on issues and problems be-
tween r gional EPA and manpower administration staff. This would benefit you in the-
sense t at your regional people, regional EPA staff, through discussions with manpower
staff ca provide you with, if you don't have it already; the names of contact people
in state-CETA organizations. Also with copies of CETA information and CETA policy,:
which will give you an idea of what direction the Department ofj,abor is going.

Let me add a.note of caution. The Department of Labor has takena definite hands-.:
'posture in terms of what a prime sponsor chooses to do with his'money. But by the

sam token, we would.like our prime sponsors to know.about every opportunity-available
in their area, so they design the most comprehensive prograMs possible.

My second concern is, I think the state environmental agency has to develop and
continue a linkage between the state CETA operation and itself.' I think this is not
a one -time shot to:pick up funds but should be a continuing relationship so that you-
are aware of what the CETA staff wants and they're aware of what you want.

CETA is still new enough to-accept new ideas and programs in the majority of
states. Remember when you contact CETA counterpart staff"in4Our state, they control
the money. This means that prior to your contact, I think you'should knoW Something
about CETA., I think you should know that what you're proposing makes sense from the
CEWstandpoint, not just your-own, and finally, I think you're going to have'te ac-
cept the reality of compromise because I think that some of you might have found out
already what the CETA staff wants is not necessarily just one hundred percent what you
want.

. ,If you talked with CETA people four to six months ago, nd drafted some plans,you.
probably got pretty much what you wanted,. I think if youwait another four to six
months, you have a good_chance of notgettin&anything.

As far as the Manpower Administration is concerned, the more proposals,'plans and
concepts that go to the CETA staff the better'and.mote well- rounded the program. The
prithary CETA:goal, as the Department of Labor sees it, is to create employment

In the long run we feel thatenvironmentally related jobs, hoping that current
economic conditions will change,-represent a very promising area.for employment ex-
pansion.

Title I can pay for the education, training and hiring of environmental workers
If you have not tried to be involved in CETA, or it you are involved - and on close
review, it is really quite limited - I think you're missing a chance at the only sub-.
stantial Federal monies which are availabldto cover these costs at the present time.

MR. ROPES: Thank you, Dick. Our next panelist is Mr. George Chartrand. George
is the Deputy Director for ManpoWer Administration in Region III ft)r the Stateg of
Maryland, Delaware and the District of Columbia.

He is a graduate of New York University and has done postgraduate work at NYU, and
holds a degree in Vocational and Technical Education.

,George is eminently qualified to speak on this subject because, like myself, be's
a young fellow that's been involved in this program a long time, from its very incep..,
Lion in fact, and he dates back to the Manpower Development and Training Act, you know.

George is an educator whohas been busy and effective in many private businesses.
He's been Assistant Professor of Management at the University of Delaware and has
served as a consultant to many industries in the Delaware area.

In additio,-he has contributed articles'on management and training to outstanding
national publications prior to his joining with the Department of Labor in 1966.

It's a pleasure to introduceMr. George Chartrand.

MR. CHARTRANU: It was agreed by the panel that one of our objectives really is to
make certain that the tainted EPA environmental officials in the state particularly,
particularly the appoin ed offidials of environmental departments in the various states,
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be-made aware of the fact that they play a key role in getting CETA money to support

environmental training in their respective areas.
As Dick pointed out, you should be active, either on the State Manpower Advisory

Council or the Prime Sponsor Planning Council. If you're not, what part can you play?

Number one, you can develop and you must develop a good working relationship with

your prime sponsors through your Advisory Council - that's either the State Manpower

Advisory Council or the Prime Sponsor Planning Council, and you can do this simply -

as an appointed official, use your influence with the planning council to place CETA

participants in various environmental jobs. .

You can survey the jobs that currently exist in yOur.department for projected de-

mands, replacement needs - and /br expansion in relation to.the projected supply of labor

in your respective area. ,.

You know, the planning councils need a lot of help, and only through yourcexper-

,tise in areas of environmental training needs and so forth can they gain from this

knowledge that you have and really be an effective planning council.

You can also advise on current labor union practices affecting industry, your up-

grading of employees in various enviromiental occupations.

Or you can inform the planning council and also prime sponsors inventory of man-

power resources available under the auSploes of EPA, such as the scholarships that

exist at the Greenville Technical Education Center or at Charles County Community Col-

le.ge in Mniyland, and/or there might be-other air or.water programs being condubted by

HEW and/or the state vocational education departments:

You can let the planning councils know that these exist and frankly, participate.

There is a great need for the planning councils to' be educated.

You can advise them on preferred training conditions and design employment oppor-

tunities:
You can identify those environmental occupations it your department which are

Ardest to fill on a continuing'basis. Perhaps you might have to get into job crea-

ion or job restructuring. Discuss this particular point with your prime sponsor. How

d they v w,this job creation and this jolt restructuring? _Money can be made available

. f r Jo structuring and job creation.
In addition, you can advise on the quality and the acceptability of current 4-en-

power or other programs which exist in your state that have an impact on environmental.

training needs. .

These ate only a few of the ideas, a few of the suggestions that I wanted td share

with you this afternoon. How can you become active, even if yod are not On the planning

council or the advisory council? You can be a resource person, and believe me, they

need a lot of help and 4 lot of luck in their endeavors. , .

MR. ROPES: Our next panelist is a longtime friend of mine, a native i the State

of Iowa. "Shirley Sandage is the President of Shirley Sandage Associates tcorporated.

She is an officer at the National Center for Human Development and she se ves as a con-

sultant to the U.S. Department of Labor and the Speciaflask Force on Rur lrProblems

and Welfare Reform Planning. r

She has been a consultant to State and local governments or rural and migrant.pro-
,

blems and she has in the past been the Director of the Migrant Action Program in lowA

and Minnesota.
4

She's the author of the book, "Child of Hope," and has written numerous articles

in professional Journals on the problems of migrant workers and transitory workers.

Shirley is a graduate of Cornell College in Mount Vernon, Iowa, and I could tell

,,, you, from many, many long years df experience she has run some very fine manpower pro-

grams and human resources programs. "She is most knowledgeable in the field of migrant

workers and for the utilization of migrant workers in the environmental field. Shirley

Sandage.
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MS. SANDAGE: When I opened the door of my. hotel room this morning, I, picked up
a complimentary copy of the. Phoenix Republic. At the top, in the right-hand corner,
I saw' "Today's Chuckle." I would like to read it to you. It says, "The quickest way
to become an old-dog is to stop learning new tricks."

I think -what we might says to you this morning, "If you, are to survive long enough
to become an old dog, you'd better.learn new tricks."

And that is what we're talking today: new manpower-programs, and new ap-.
--proaches to manpoWer programs. The passage of the decategorized.and"decentralized
manpower bill generally called CETA meant that in the future we would loOk to State
and local governments_to provide the coordination of governmental resources and pro-
grams that long have been lacking.

As a part of tie ETA bill, -Congress provided for special target gii%ps under
Title III which included Federal administrative responsibility at .the national level
of programs for Migrants and Indians; and' ebpowered the Secretary of Labor to estab-
lish programs to.aid offenders, youth and. older workers; to develop a comprehensive
system of labOt market information to develop cominterized job placement - develop, a

-system to.aid persons of limited English speaking ability and, as Mt., Brunner pointed
out,'establish research, experimental and demonstration programs. Prime sponsors must
also provide fo evaluation of all programs established under the Act.

In short, guess, -Title III of CETA is a "catch-all" section in which we have
identified pers ns and programs with particularly difficult social and/or economic pro-
blems for speci 1 national attention and have funneled reserved funds to_serve these
particular gtou s. We believe without-an emphasis of planned intervention, entry -level
jobs with poten a for career development and adtiancement would undoubtedly go to
people who are r ently entering the job market in increasing numbers due to disloca-
tion caused by: hecurrent economic climate.:

-

In truth, ithin'the next 30 months, we are going to see a revamping of the
ent job market a d of the labor market. However visionary the architects of CETA were
initially,.certa nly today CETA offers the most rational approach to determining how
the disadvantage will. fare in the future job market. We are going to have putput
away unrealistic expectations and to recognize and determine the .limited numbs of jobs
and resources that are available and identify just exactly what employment op ons
exist.dnd how those options will be utilized or distributed.

Coordination of faCts.and utilization of resources_is certainly going to e a con-
tinued watch word. You who have addressed human problems before are going to counter
a variety of difficulties and unmade decision that are different from those f d under
MDTA. You are now in what we call bottoms up planning, where the sc6pe and t = direc-
tion ol the program is well developed from the local and from the state level end
pulled together in a comprehensive manpower.program. to aid and serve those gr u s you
identify as the most in need.

As we look at EPA agencies, we look at you as a source of Countless numb rs bf new
jobs. You identified to us this morning - in listening to your presentation + that you
are unique among.most governmental agencies today, in that you are presiding over an
expanding job market. It:seems to me that there is a natural wedding then of CETA
legislation and of the Environmental. Protection-Agency Manpower needs:

I thought Bob Ryan this morning discussed this very well in bringing to your at
tention your need to become environmental manpower development specialists. Perhaps

.i.out of this Conference will come the new job classification of "environmental manpower
developmentspecialist," because in planning you will haVeto be very much aware of
all the resources in your state; not just CETA but also educational resources sudli as
vocational education and vocational rehabilitation. CETA cannot take care of all:of
your manpower training needs. Your technicians and professional personnel needed at
the state and local levels must be trained from these other sources of revenue as
well as the established EPA training centers. EPA agencies need to identify exactly
what their needs are and look at their state to determine how they can best integrate
alf-such resources into their over-all planning to meet manpower needs.
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By endeavoring to- have manpower capability e tablished in each metropolitan area,
EPA hopes to fix responsibility for a coordinated approach to cooperative manpower

planning. Title III of CETA, by providing suppl mental funds for training and assist-
ing specific disadvantaged groups in relationt the job market should not be over-

/
looked by your agencies as you plan to meet yo manpower need's.

,

Because the Environmental Protection Agen y in Washington is looking at he farm-

worker group, I would like to discuss with yo -this afternoon specifically hoW environ-
mental planners might work with their state r with a Title III Section 303 CETA agency

tS7
to develop a program to help alli viate both your need for trained manpower and the em-

ployment needs of this paricula group. .,,,, ,

Title III Section 303 CETAiprograms may include the following major activities or

services: it will pay for classroom training or on-the-job training, work.experience
training and services to clients, which includes all supportive services, such as health
and medical services, nutritional services, residential support, legal services, child
care services, relocation assistance or other supportive services; and services, such

as outreach, intake and assessment, orientation, counseling, referral to training, job
development, job placement and transportation and other activities such as economic

development. Now, there's a program mix for you!
MA prime sponsors, as well as other public and private nonprofit groups are eli-

gible applicants. However, the Act requires the Secretary, ybengrer possible, to uti-

lize Indian tribes; bands or groups for provisioh-Of manpower services to reservation
Indians.

By this time, State environmental agencies should have gatheredoccupation-and
manpower requirement information and havevailable public and private industrial pro-.

jected needs. If you have not already identified the manpower training needs of your
jurisdiction by the four broad environmental classifications of equipment operation,
technology, technology and education and science and research, you should do so. In

addition, these should be further broken down into specific localized needs - needs
that are mandated by. state and local laws and regulation, or by new plant Construction,

soil conservation projects, wastewater treatment programs, controlled use of pesticides
and herbicides to meet the need for increased food production and land use and other
activities undertaken that affect the environment.

In other words, take a look at your specific manpower classifications, break them
down to where you can project there will be need - manpower need - to wherb- there will

be jobs. Once you have done this, evaluate the identified need for potential entry-
level jobs, since 'farmworkers - and that's the group we're talking about this afternoon.
- will have had little or no previous experience in related activities, yet do have
demonstrated ability in farm related fields such as pest and weed control. You will

then need to acquaint yourself with the migrant and seasonal farmworker groups in your
jurisdiction. You will need to know something of the dimensioh of the farmworker prob-

I, '
lems because don't forget that CETA, under all three titles, is to serve disadvantaged,

underemployed and unemployed. Title III recognizes migrants as one of the special tar-

get groups. Therefore, you will need to become very well acquainted with the problems

that are faced by this group. i

Farmworker problems are compounded by the lack of any explicit Federal manpower
policy for agriculture. and the fact that a large portion of the farmworker force is

still excluded from the benefits and protection of major labor legislation. However,

I should like to point out that enough statistical evidence exists to conclusively
demonstrate that migrants and seasonal farmworkers are among the most disadvantaged of

any group in the Work force today. They are generally underpaid, undereducated, poorly
housed, receive-Inadequate health care and have no occupational upward mobility. I

cannot think-Of a single caseIghere a member of the migrant or seasonal farmworker

group would not be qualified participants in CETA. One of the important things that

you should know is that members of the migrant and seasonal farmworker work force, by

the very fact of their migrancy, are demonstrating .a willingness to work, a desire to
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work, and a.desire to work under very difficult conditions. Therefore, if you.elect
to develala,CETA environmental manpower program to train migrant and seasonal farm-
workers, the participants you are working with will undoubtedly show a high degree of
success and a high degree of retention in the program.

The problem with farmworkers is one of an unstructured and unstable work force,
wOrkifig-in labor intensive seasonal employment. Unfortunately, or perhaps fortunately,
the increased exchange of capital for labor, changes in mechanization and increased
technology in agriculture has resulted in a diminished needffor farmworkers. A study
conducted jointly by the Department of Health, Education and Welfare and the Depart-
ment of Labor in 1973 concluded that most migrants and seasonal farmworkers would
prefer to move out of seasonal agricultural work if they had other options with re-
spect to employment. °

A recent survey conducted by. the Economic Research Service shows that out of
1,037,000 farthworkers, both migratory and nonmigratory, whose major source of income
is farm wage work, white farmworkers comprised 52.5 percent of that total; the re-
mainder was made up of 18.7 percent Spanish-American; 16.3 black; and 2.5 percent
other.

Of this total 169,05Vwere from families with incomes below the poverty line.
Once your manpower needs are. identified and matched with the potential skills of

the available farmworker group, you should contact your Governor'-'s office-and any prime
sponsors in your area. If there is a migrant agency in your state, they will know
about' it and put you in contact with that agendY. Undoubtedly the migrant agency will
have beep designated the Title III CETA agency for yOur state and willalready have
submitted to the National Office of Programs in Washington, D.C. a plat that they will
be anxious to discuss with you.

In addition, you should work with your state and local employment security office.
They.have placed a high national priority on providing the full range of manpower ser-
vices to migrant workers, and are under a United States DiStrict Court Order to provide
outreach services -to laform migrants of available manpower services and how they may.
benefit from participation. The employment office should also be a va1uable resource
for the recruitment, selection and referral process and can also provide assistance in
task analysis and job restructuring that may be involved. They may proVide work ex-
perience tests and other tests to-determine a particular applicant's or participanes.
potential for success in the training program.

To a lesser degree, Welfare food stamp offices may also, provide you with informa-
tion as well as the Department of Agriculture's,Stabilization and.Conservation Commit-
tee.

The important thing is to use your imaginatian'in identifying; the existing and
potential job opportunities that could:be available.ta migrant and seasonal farmworkers
with the training and supportive servicesavailable-through Title III of CETA. Be-
cause of CETA regulations the bulk of these funds_must be available for direct services
'to migrants and farmworkers. Performance criteria for programs operated under Station
303 are very high." Because of these performance criteria, I believe you will MO the
Title III CETA agency very diligent in providing follow-up to training programs and in
providing the necessary supportive and manpower services to ensure a jointly successful
training and placement program.

You should develop an'empleyer relations-program as well. You' may ask the Title
III CETA agency to develop the program, or you may prefer to develop it yourself. HoW-;
ever, the important thing is that you develop.a cooperative program with the Title III
CETA agency that is tailormade to meet Your needs and the needs of the partidipants
from the farmworkers group.

Once you have agreed upon a cooperative program; you will want to design curricula
that considers the-probable limited use of the English language of the participants,-
Talk to your vocational education people and to your community colleges. Talk to other
training resources as well, public and private. Your State Manpower Planning and Ser-
vices Council should be*brought into your planning very early, as they may be able to
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identify additional resources. The national office can provide or arrange for addi-
tional techniCal assistance to help you design your training progral.

The national office of the Manpower Admibistracon, USDOL is presently, in the pro-

cess of considering applications foi Title III Section 303 programs. They have already

identified potential qualified applicants.. Forty-one are former Title III (b) Office

of Econoac Opportunity applicants; thirty-three. are CETA Title f_applicants, siX are

community action agencies; and the balance are private, nonprofit organizations." 'Your

State Manpower Services Council or your Governor's office will be able to tell you who

their agencies are'in your state,
It is not too early for you to begin to plan to make application to the Manpower

Administration for dirept TitldrIII funding in fiscal year '77. However, if you 'de-

cide to develop a manpower program for farmworkers this }fax, you will have to tie in-

to one of the Title III 'CETA agencies that have already been designated as qualified

for FY'76.
Although we've been talking mainly about thafarmworker group, we should remem-

ber that the environmental field offers potential for many part-time or half -time jobs

that could be of interest to older workers or to youth, such as water testing and samp-

ling.,' EPA presently has.some projects with reservation Indians and there is great po-

tential here. On. November the 25th of this year, the Senate passed and sent.to the

House a bill to .provide an expanded health care progiam forAmerican Indians at a cost
of 1.6 billion dollars for five years. Among other provisions it provides for improved

water supplies and waste disposal systems. If finally passed and signed into law, there

will be need for additional training programs for Indian-workers, not only at entry-
level, but also'for upgrading, supervisory positions as well.

Certainly if you are located in an area near reservation Indiafts, you will want to

look into this, Acooperative Environmental Protection Agency end Title Iff CETA pro-

gram could provide the necessary training and certification for career etployment and

occupational advancement. n, ,

It's clear in reviewing the wide range of possible program components and service%
-authorized and funded under CETA, Title III that 4410kage with the ekpanding ob mar-

ket of the environmental field would be highly desirable and-beneficial to.a la e num-

ber of workers who have previously had limited access to the job arket. Just as

portantly, they offer a valuable human resource to industry th is expected .to req re -

more and better trained people, and-industries who are alread forecasting the availab e

supply of trained personnel as inadequate. The actual new try level for trained per-

sonnel apparently far exceeds the supply. Funds availabl through CETA can supply the

'training and supportive services to these special target groups, the voices at the back

door.

MR. ROPES:.. Our final speaker today is Mr. Fred C. Bolton. Fred is with the U.S.

Department of Labor in Washington, D.C. He's been a teacher for 27-years in the D.C.

Public Schools and the University.of Maryland and the University of Nancy, France.

Fred operated the GED program which many of you oldtimers in the Army will remem-

ber and it's still continuing; he still works with the Department of the Army and the

GED people.
He's operated management training programs for the Bureau of Employment Security

and the Manpower Administration for two.years. .

He helped establish the DepartMent of Human Resources in the District of Columbia,

and is head of the unit on DOL Welfare Reform Planning Staff for Bob Paul who is now

head of the Manpower Policy Commission. He's been with the Job Corps and with theCom-
prehensive EmPloyment and Training. Act from its very inception.

im.130LTON: Thank you, Sohn. I certainly appreciate the dpportunity you've af- .

forded me'to come down to the fine State of Arizona and the great City of Phoenix and

to partake of this marvelous sunshine and beautiful mountains, and its fine food.



Also, I welcome the opportunity to appear with my colleagues. I've discovered
that we're "sort of - well, not incestuous, but we do work around together. George
and I -did tours in Job Corps; Shirley and I were on the Welfare Reform Planning staff
together; and Dick and I have been wotking together in CETA.

I shall endeavor to support those colleagues and try not to cause them too much
trouble because they've got to stay and face you for the next few days, while' /.wing
off to another conference.

I'll hazard a few generalizations, venture a few homilies and talk to three points.
,

As most national office people, I'll keep it general. I'd like to talk a little about
the state of the economy and the CETA program and people in CETA - which I consider
very important..

It should be clear to you that we're in-bad times in terms of the economy. ,Last
Friday, BLS, a.counterpart organization in the Department of. Labor, announced a six and
a half percent unemployment rate, and if you're familiar with their data,. you are aware
that that is certainly not an exaggeration. If it errs at all, it would be on the un-
der side because of thd nature of the data. ,

.

There are nearly six millionAmericans without work:in this country who want to
work. There are more Americans out'of work now than there have been at any other time
since 1940.- NoW, we're not at the'fourteen and a half percent unemployment rate of
1940. But we're a much larger labor force.and there's a lot more people out of work.

Five hundred and sixty some thousand more workers have joined the unemployment
roles in the last month. There are 1.9 million more unemployed than there were in.
November of '13. More job'layoffs have been.reported since the data was c011ected for

e month of November.

li
And certainly thq December unemployment rate might well approach the seven percent

mar .: The December figure was 7.1%. ,The January data will reflect post-Christmas sea-
sonal lay -offs. God knows what it will be.

There is'a drop in total employment of nearly 800,000 so we're down to a working
labor force of 85.7 million.' And.the civilian labor force has declined by .three huh-
dred and some thousand, and it goeaon and on. I'm quoting from an' article in the
Dallas Morning News of last Saturday. That's a grim scene, ladies and gentlemen, and
it's going to get grimmer.

CETA has two and a half billion dollars to spend this year and it has about a bil-'
lion of that in Title II, Which is Public ,Service Employment and which is the primary
concern of thii Conference. ,

There are plenty of PSE slots in this country unfilled. We,estimate that'of the'
six million Americans unemployed, there are only about 60,000 who have fotind some sort
of income under Public Service Employment.

We estimate that with the billion 'Sollars that we have put out since last June,
there has been ai absolute minimum of 150,000positions available On an annual funding
and'if, as we prefer, all of the money iAexpended by June 30, we're up to 180,000 or
190,000 slots, but only about 60;000 actually drawing a check under PSE:

It's imperative that those jobs"be filled, and there'are a number of us wandering
around .the countryside trying to persuade prime sponsors to fill those jobs. It cer-
tainly is a very opportune moment for me to encourage yeti to help get those jobs filled.

The specifics of what jobs and what people must'eonform with the CETA design. It
must meet the eligibility criteria and it must make sense in terms of the local prime
sponsor's problems.

But, surely, if you are seeking 'manpower,.and,if there is a six and a half percent
unemployment rate, and if you-cannot effect a marriage at the local level, somebody is
not working very hard at it'. I'll return to that in a moment.

Not only is there a billicin dollars in Public Service money now in the pipeline,
but'we anticipate that perhaps by Christmas, certainly in January, there's going to be

.even more'money.
.

There are various proposals on the Hill. The'President has submitted the National
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Emergency Assistance Act'which would extend unemployment insurance to persons now un-

employed 'and would certainly, if you will, infranchise or entitle, .many of the people

Shirley Was describing, andwhich will put money in people's pdckets.

AhOther part of that program will very definitely fund additional Public Service

Employment programs. There is no partisan argument about the necessity for more P :lic

Service Employment.
Now, everybody's favorite game in Washington is second-guessing the Congress, and

I'm not going to indulge in that.' I don't knew:what,kind of ntrigger out" it's- going

to be;.i don't know whose bill will prevail or what the length of unemployment respon-.

sibility has to belor what. the PSE entitlement is and all ofthose.things. I don't

know what the appropriation levelis going to be. 'I just know there's going to be

more money-out there because PUblic Service Employment is viewed by all members of the-

political spectrum as a necessity in coping with a sikiand a half percent unemployment

rate that's on the rise.
We have a lot of people in our system who are concerned about the mortgage. They.

say, "Well, you know, I don't want to hire somebody for the. remaining five or six months .

of the year; what will I-do after the. 1st Of July?"
I think it is fruitlebs to speculate foe much on just what form that Public Service.

bill will take, but 'the fact that there's a billion dollars out there and the. fact at

'it is not yet being spent and that. there's more `money on the way is ample proof of my.

contention that there are plenty and*plenty of opportunities for you to help with this

/ massive problem. ' 0
We are, as I.mentioned, tryirig to.persuade prime sponsors to spend that money. We

are doinvitsdVeral Ways. One is throdgh, direct and informal contact. Another is that

'we shall very shortly, through national issuances, be persuading prime sponsors to re-

examine plans they put together last June. 1:1

It's a perfectly logical assumption that a plan that wasput together in April or

May or June, under the economic conditions then.prevailing, may not be absolutely ger-

mane and on target in January.
So it is logical that all CETA 8ponsors take the money they now haveand,"re-examine

the intended use of that money in terms ofl, the clanged economy.
That gives you an opportunity, if you've missed out on the first round of doling

out the money at the local level. It gives you'another opportunity to try again. It

gives you another opportunityto help the CETA manager with his problems which are to

insure that the people of, that district are served and that, there is an effort to help-
/
with the 'unemployment problem. ,

In addition to replanning, we're asking prime sponsors to engage in contingency

'planning. That's our way of saying we don't know what Congiesp is going to, do so be pre-

pared-for,anything. Againf it's a common sense proposition. It might well be a worthy

investment ofyour time, as my colleagues,have suggested, to contact your local counter-

part in the °ETA program and say, "Hey, I know you don't know what they're going to. do

next, but if something happens, I've got a plan. Here it is. Put it on the shelf -

not file 13 - and there may be 'a ch nce for us to do something down the pike."

There is plenty of opportunit through CETA to meet many of the EPA manpower nepds,

plenty of opportunity. Let me suggest, again to reinforce my colleagues, that you locus

on\the possible. Thttteis 80 muei that can be done within a clearly defined boundry

that one should not waste time a guing about the outer limits of Federal policy or the
'outer limits of the local polit cal options.

I knew that you are very uch concerned about up railing., I know that you are

very much concerned about our definition of eligibility and our definition of unem-

ployment. All right. Those are policy questions that Cenpresb is addressing; the ad-

ministration will cid what it can.
But, aside from those, which really try to probe the frontiers of a legitimate

use of this money, well within that perimeter is an enormous' opportunity, at entry-
level jobs, an enormous opportunity to train, an enormous opportunity to employ the

unemployed.
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With luck the new bill that passes thrOtigh Congress,, ill relieve us pevhape lot
a specified period of tithe of the aisadvantaget unemployed Problem.. I look-at that
as a two-sided question. _The primarypurpoSe.of manpower.prograts pto
vice to the pmemployed and the disadVantngeCiand that.should and must remain the pri-H
mary purpose or focus of manpower prOgrate. Title I-is fOrthe. disadvantaged: Thepeople who do. not have'the opportunitiesand

priVileges that you and I, bylrirtue of
our presence here,-so obviously enjoy.

:

Now, in adeclining economy, you\obviously provide'alternative sourteeolor
disadvantaged" people..Perhaps; as .I say; there will be monies for that purpose inthis new legislation For the moment, there are not. Please don't be too rodgh.on
Dick and George as .they try to stick to ,that line.

Look within the art of the'poesible. There's plenty. there to be done.
I'd like to make one third point and'that concerns people staffing the CETA sys-tem, and that specifiCally includes you We're dealing with a system.in change! Some-1one said -I_gues6 it was Dick - that the only constant is change. We've tade-enOrtous -changes, in the way we do business over the last year, and were only half Way throughthat. ,We're trying to. change people from,CAMPS planners into. program operators-.

. Weare trying to change regional people from compliance officers:into technical assistants:and we're trying to change. Oureelves from dictators and meddlers into helpery..
Everybody is involved in this change, and we are in - at the risk of exaggerating-

--a magnificent experiment in government in this country, We ask that you help us withthat: that you bear with us; that you tolerate us in our. paranoia, in our egocenttici-ties, in our frustration, and that you help all of us.: Join the'move forward.
Not only are we changing the system,'but just as we change the old categorical:pro-grams into CETA, the economy is changing on us, so,thateome of the concepts on whichour program is built, which are very valid. in an expanding economy, perhaps need re-.examination in a contracting one Now, that's tricky, ladies and gentlemen, and nonr.of us pretenato know all of the-answers:
I would like to sayin closing that the people in thiesetem_havea. joint pro-blet, and you are part of that.' We are in bad. times in the economy4Tand.there arestill a great number of people, who were on bad times when the reet,ofthe economy was"living well. -.That'swhat we're all about, -ladies and gentlemen, and if we keep the

fOcuS on -helping those peoPle, itcertainly.will' make life better for all of us- thankyou.

MR. ROPES: Thank.you, Fred. ,We will entertain quesdons from the flbor now.,

MR. LINDSAY: I'm Roy jAndsay from Jefferson Parish, Louisiana.
Mr. Bolton, you had mentioned,. insofar as the Public Service Employment, I justwant to clearsomething up in my mind, under the Title II, I believe, that the manpower

funding will handle Public Service Employment for one year, andrthen it would be up to
the local agencies to, take care of the funding after that. Is that correct, insofar asemployment?

MR. BOLTON: Well, you're referring to transition. Incidentally, Dick knows much
more about"policies thah I do, but yod're referring; I believe, to the transition goaland let me point out that that is a' goat. There is no transition requirement underCETA. The prime sponsor is required to establish a goal for transmitting people fromsubsidized to unsubsidized employment/and that's what it is, a goal.

MR. LINDSAY: In other wordsQ1 there s no -'is there a limitcion - there isn't a
limitation of one year? 4

'MR. BOLTON: No, no.
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MR. LINDSAY: So, conceivably, the. Federal GoveihMent could foot the bill, for

instance, on progrfims of this type fOr a number of years?

MR. BOLTON: Let's take it .year by year.- Let's get that six and a half percent

employed.
.

MR. LINDSAY: OK. 'Fine, great.

MR. ROPES: Yes, sir?
. 1

MR. WRIGHT:. My name is John Wright, from:Santa Fe, New Mexico; My question is

to Shirley Sandage. '
.

. .
.

She mentioned four areas that the: Manpower. Report ShoUld cover. I

caught technology, operational and scientific, but I couldn't catch therestof that;

I couldn't quite get thosefotir areas. Could you-go over that again, Pleaset.
.

MS. SANDAGE: In addition that would be technology and education, and science

and research. There are four broad classificatiOns,that EPA designates in defining

the areas in which they work. .Under each of these you break it down into job clas-.
sificatiOns, such as wastewater treatment - the kinds of jobs you, were talking about

this morning. For your own jurisdictional area, you identify what your potential and

actual manpower needs are As'a basis forany kind of planning.

MR. .ROPES: Mr. Wright, we have some forms on that-in our office. We.'d beglad

- if this will give some commonality in language, we'll get them to you.

The gentleman in the back row?

MR. PENN: Bob Penn-from the Kentucky Department of Natural Resources,.Environ-
.

mental Protection.
I would like to react to what I'Ve experienced with CETA and EPA thi past year.

Would thisbe the proper time to do this?

MR. ROPES: I don't know what you're asking.

MR. PENN: Mr, Brunner liSted three things he thought we should do with CETA, and

we have done these, and we've evidently got to go a lot further'than that.

I kind Of equate this trying to convince the Manpower Council that we do have en-

'vironmental,needs to the time that my wile caught - she. didn't catch me; I wasn't

guilty,. but I had a red spot on my collar and I tried to convince her that it was ink

instead of lipstick.
I've run into the same thing - we got to know the director of our Manpower agency

.pretty well, and this all started in 1973 when a letter, ybu know, came across the

Governor's desk and z, got about the 23rd Thermofax copy that said we could possible

get money this way,. So we startecrasking for it. The one good thing that developed

out of it, we did develop needs within our department, training and within the State

of Kentticky in the environmental field.
From there we make a plan, we got to know the Council real well and we were on

the Council, About the time that I learned their lingo, they disbanded the Council

and set up a-new 'Manpower Services Council, which-we were omitted from.

'MR,. ROPES: We're running out of time. I would like to move on to the next cities-
.

-eion please.

MR. COOK: I'm Harold-Cook, Manager of Public Works with the State and County of

Denver. My question is diiected:to Mr: Fred Bolton.
As you knoW, the cities are having.a terrible problem just trying to maintain
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our present programs in environmentally oriented projecta Such as solid waste and
wastewater.

MyNuestion.is this:,. What is the possibility of using CETkofunds for main-
tainingcurrehtjobs,.in these programs?

MR. BOLTON: You've put your finger on a problem area I'd hoped I. could hit and
run; about a program designed for an,expanding economy and being applied in a con-
tracting one. I trust that you've discussed this,.with Joe Lambrecht'and Marty Flahive
and that you're at least together orr it

It's a problem that more and more of tfiecities throughout the country are facing.
There was an enormous expansion of local government Services through the.sixties, and
an enormous buildup of those programs and those budgets. I just came here from the
National League of Cities Conference and those mayors were so worried about meeting
their payrolls that they really had difficulty worrying about the national economy.
must say.that's a very real concern..

We have two principals in CETA that focus around the problem. One is the main-
tenance of effort requirement, and the other is the tr isition requirement. Sorry,
strike that, In EEA there was a transition requirement; there is the principal of tran-sition in CETA.

I guess the only comment that I can make is that there must be a 30-day layoff andthat any proposal that comes to our regional offices that propodes putting n more Pub-
lic Service Employment people into blots or positions that.have just been a olished, we
would look, at it closely and see that there was fair play, that there was effort to
ride the Federal fund,*that there was an honest contraction of the personne base in the
jurisdiction. Once we had satisfied ourselves that there was an honest cont action ofthe base, that there was a legitimate layoff, and that the unemployment requirement had
been satisfied, then I suppose Public Service Employment is appropriate.

MR. HARRIS: My name is Lee Harris; and I'm from South Dakota. I figured I'd,bet-
ter get up and ask a question and let everybOdy know we're here.

.

I have one question that can either be answered by Mr. Bolton or Mr. Brunner, al-
though this is probably a personal question.

If the current trend in,unemployment does continue, what's the possibitity of
Public Service programs set up under the guideltnes of the old work projects adminis-
tration? To handle the scope of the problem, isn't it like that that type of set up
is going to have to occur?

MR. BOLTON: We could only speculate on that and it would probably be inappro-
priate on my part. 'Such proposals have been introduced in the Congress; they've been
subject to subcommittee hearings. Certainly,; es pure speculation.

MR. ROPES: Thank you.
I think we'd,better move on; There's gOing to be a panel follow this that's:going

to deal with what a number of state people have done in developing data programs, and
viewing from the panel members, it's going tOj)e very, interesting and very effective.
Some of the questions you might'have could-follow that panel.

,Ladies and gentlemen, I'd ltke to personally ask you to join mexin.a round of .ap-
plause for these.fellows because for five years, six years now, our office has spent
more time over with the Department of Labor, and in.carrying money bag over the years
that has gone out.to the,State environmental agencies, and these are the fellows for
all of you here who are with environmental agencies that.made all the MDTA money avail-
able to begin with.
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PROGRESS REPORT ON

UTILIZATION OF CETA

WILLIAM F. HAGAN, Panel Moderator

o

MR. HAGAN: I think at the beginning we're going to try to streamline this par-
ticular session, in order to allow for more question and answer time. It would be
nice if we could confine our questions and our answers to the particular subject;
however, we.vmuldn't feel too averse to slight deviations.

The thought that comes to mind here, as I, stand up here bewildered and over-
whelmed by all these policy makers, is what Dr. Harlan Randolph, the former presi-
dent of Federal City Collegein Washington, said at the recent llth Annual Joint
Apprenticeship and Training Committee for the International Union of Operating En-
gineers at Orlando. Dr. Randolph said one of the things that really strikes the
theme of this Conference.

'I'd like to share that with you. I'm paraphrasing, but I wish I could quote
him on it.\ He. said, "To the extent that you as educators and/or trainers can show
that education and training generate wealth, so too, should the resources be made
available commensurate with that level of activity."

And I think that's exactly what we're trying to show. The topic of this con-
versation is a Progress Report on Utilization of CETA Funds, Titles I. and II. What
appeared to be a rather dismal effort through the discontinuation of interagentS,
activities started 'back in Federal Water Quality Administration days has taken a
delightful upswing. When we consider that, as was stated earlier, the amount of
dollars equalled this year under CETA is surpassing the amount of,dollars formerly
available through national contracts, between EPA, DOL and HEW, and that's.a rather
startling fact. ,

However,,that $15.3 million thgt's been impacted by the environmental agencies,
either directly or indirectly, for environmental manpower activities, only repre-
sents something a little less than one percent of CETA funding that is available.
Taken in that respect it doesn't seem too delightful.

This data has been extracted from three hundred and seventy some prilim sponsor
plans, and whether or not the environmental agency at the local or state level or
our regional offices were aware of if, there is a significant amount of activity
that is going unnoticed.

I think Dr. Albright, in his presentation, can give us some ideas as to the
possibilities of maybe parallel systems operating withinpur states. We may not
have a good infOrmation system whereby we can extract the eat data or the hard
data.

With 'this in mind, I would like to introduce Dr. Darold Albright, who is Pre-
sident of National Field Research Center. That operation was retained by EPA to
perform a study on the impact that environmental activities have had on CETA and
vice versa.

Dr. Albright is from Iowa City, Iowa. He received his'Eachelor of Science
degree from Iowa State University, his Masters from the University,oF Iowa and his
Ph.D. from the University of Iowa. He also went to the University of Northern Iowa
and Drake University. He is a private consultant, so he doesn't represent a govern-
mental agency, and at this time, I'd like you to welcome Dr. Albright.

DR. ALBRIGHT: Thank you, Bill. I'm reminded right now of the comments made by
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Robert Ryan this morning, at which time he told of arriving in Indianapolis, and
having somebody already telling all his jokes. I'm arriving here having Somebody
already given all my,speech: I still have the jokes, though.

The Environmental Protection Agency, in the past, as had been stated,'admin-
istered several national MDTA and/or OJT interagency agreements designed to provide
job related and job opportunity training for over 6,000 individuals.

These programs. represented major Federal assistance available to State and lo-,
cal jurisdictions for environmental subprofessional training. With the signing in-
to law the Comprehensive Employment and Training Act'in December 1973, the bulk of
the funds for national program activities has been distributed directly to the State
and local prime sponsors for their discretionary use in manpower programs.

It hasj, therefore, become essential that State and local officials utilize newly
available CETA funds as well as other fund sources, to enable them to continue en-
vironmental occupational training within'their respective jurisdictions.

`:-Itecognizing the need for information, background and training, the Environmental
Protection Agency contracted with the National Field Research Center to, develop back-
ground material to provide,training to regional and state environmental. officials.
This was done in April and May of this year. Three informational'booklets were sub-
sequently produced. Onewas an instructional tool for programs review on CETA and
proposal development. Seondly, asample CETA'plan, abbreviated. And thirdly, a
sample CETA plan; detailed.

Upon completion and review of the materials, training seminars were scheduled
and carried out in eight,of the ten. Federal regions. Each seminar, although desigfied
'to cover the Comprehensive Employment and Training Act, was tailored to meet the.
needs of the participating groups. The first such training session was held at Phil
adelphia on April 3rd and 4th, 1974. The final session °was held on May 8th in Seattle.

In addition to conducting these training sessions, thedeveloped materials were
provided for persons in all regions Of the country, More than 60 regional and state
people participated in die direct training\phase, and morethan 300 sets of booklets
and training hids were distributed.

The Office of Education andiManpower Plannineof,the EPA assisted its regional
offices and stateagencies in_developing plans to Submit tO prime sponsors; This

effort generated the need for data on ,funds impacted and/or training slots reserved.
This data is essential in terms of future planning by all agencies,.

Therefore, a second research project was initiated to:- research the national
environmental manpower training activities proposed under plans'developed by prime
sponsors throughout the nation. Secondly, to collect data on funding levels, train-
ing slots, and innovative programs, as it relates to environmentaIagencies, and
thirdly, prepare a final report for dissemination to state and regional environmen-
tal agencies.

My report tod.0 is aresult of the information collection phase. The study was
initiated with letters to every prime sponsor, which were mailed on October 5th.
Subsequently, follow-up letters were mailed on October 16th, 1974, and at the end of
October, all prime aponsors who had not responded were personally called. Each plan
was read and critiqued upon receipt, and the results of such study form the body of
this report. ghe 4uthor of-the report and reader of all plans is with us at this
Conference, Elizabeth Nielsen. She 'taill be happy to visit with you later on con,

cerning this project.
With this time frame,t's little wonder that we at NFRC feel a little like the

crap shooter who moved into the Las Vegas gambling parlor, laid a thousand dollars
down on thetable, picked up the dice and rolled them. As he did, a third one came
right^out of his sleeve and onto the table. The man operating-the table looked down
at the dide, picked. one up, put it in his pocket, picked the other two up and handed
them back to him, and said, "Go ahead and roll, sir. Your point is 15." We at NFRC
feel that we have been trying to roll 15 with two dice for the last month and a half.
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We have prime sponsors who have still not had their plans printed; therwill be forth-
coming. Plans vary from 10 pages in length to over 600 pages in length. And, some
copies were extremely poorly printed.

In order to gain reliability in the data-gathering process, it was necessary to
develop a uniform strategy for extracting information from the plans and arriving at
the estimates presented. One of the few items that can consistently be found in the
CETA plan is the fmOject operating plan.' This project operating plan contains finan-
cial projections for each general program activity. Total projected expenditures for
the year were utilized in arriving at the environmental funding projection.

The narrative portion of each plan, describing activities and services, were then
studied in order to ascertain if any environmental programs` or job slots were included.
If notexplicityly stated, estimates were made as to the specific funding level. If
only wages were stated for environmental jobs, such as those taken from other service
employment occupational summaries, an extra 15 Percent was added on to cover costs of
administrative, supportLve Services and fringe benefits.

After the environmental costs were extracted from the appropriate service cate-
gory of the project operating plan, study of the narrative again was undertaken to
determine which activities or portions of activities listed on this plan were defin-
itely slotted for areas other than environmental, and the funding level again was es-

.timated:'

Finally, allocations which were not predetermined as far as occupational areas
are concerned were then estimated. At this point, estimates had been reached con-
Cerning use of funds, that is, environmental or nonenvironmental, for each of the fol-
lowing categories: classroom training, on -the -job training, public'service employment,
work experience, other, and projected expenditures for supplemental vocational educa-
tion grantsoto_Governors.

To conclude, the allocations for services to clients were added proportionately
to each of thethree cost estimates. It should be noted that non-CETA funds were not
included in these estimates, that is funds that were raised at the local level. Spe-
cial vocational education funds were included, asthey are usually an integral part
of the CETA program. For this reason, and considering the practice of carry-over funds,
total expenditures are not always equalto,the prime sponsor's'allocation. Every ef-
fort throughout the study was made to err on the side of the conservative.

In total, 322 Title I glans or abstracts have been reviewed to thit point. This
will be updated as a result of some of the ones that are currently being printed coming
in, and a final report will be aailable by the first of January. Nonetheless, it
amounts to about 80 percent of the'Title I plans. Seventy-three Title. II plans and
two Title II abstracts were alSO estimated. In viewing the data, it is toped that per-
sons who look at it will not view the figures as exact representations in CETA programs.
Many limitations exist which contribute to the, questionable preciseness of the figures.

Several of these are: (1) Not all prime sponsors' plans were received and re-
viewed. (2) Funds that were unslotted occupationally at the time of the writing of
the plan may be filled at this time. (3) Many occupations were slotted that could be
environmental in nature, but the ambiguity was such that-these slots could not be
counted as environmental. For instance, public works trainees or utility men: (4)
Plans differed greatly in their lucidity. Many were ambiguous enough that estimates
were extremely difficult to arrive at without a great deal of speculation. (5) Time
constraints Were very tight. Something approaching immediate turnaround was requested
of the prime sponsors. For many reasons, this was not always possible.

The conclusion should not be reached that the data is therefore invalid. It is
valid to the extent that the reader understands that the figures are representations
of reality, not reality itself.

A great variety of environmental positions was found in reading and compiling the
information. Specifio positions were located and categorized in'the following areas:'
Air pollution, pesticides, conservation, environmental research, public water, wastewater,
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solid waste and sanitation, environmental maintenance and beautification, support,
and then we had a miscellaneous category which had such things,as: apprentice bio-

,

logical technician, environmental quality inspector, pollution abatement aid.
We are currently abstracting some of these exemplary or innovative programs,

not necessarily those limited to environmental areas. Copiaa-*of the resulting book-
lets will pe distributed to regional and state environmental personnel for future use.

Of prime importance to this group is the totalof funds impacted under this ef-
fort the first time around. The figure we have arrived at is over $15 million, exact-
ly $15,338,765.00, which has to be a cause for a sense of pride for persons associated
with this effort. The source of pride can only be momentary though, because efforts
must now begin - and they have,. as you will hear in other parts of this Conierence -

to do several things: (1, Produce actual training and career opportunities.' Funds
are impacted; now, do the job.' (2),. Begin intensive efforts on CETA Title II. (3) Con-
tinue work in impacting ribndesignated slots for environmental areas. A lot of money
is yet available under these plans, under Title I. (4) Begin work on other funding
areas of benefit to the environment, and 0) As Mr.'Bolton just pointed out, gear up
for other employment producing opportunities which are obviously going to be forth-
cbming as a result of the rising unemployment rate.

In summary, I'm reminded of a short interview conducted by a reporter with a
newly elected Congressman. The reporter asked the Congressman about his reaction to
ignorance and apathy. The freshman Congressman replied, "I don't know and I don't
care." 'Persons in environmental areas'cannot afford not to know and not to care. An
abstract of the results of this study will be passed outlater in this session.

MR. HAGAN: Thank you, Darold. One of the points that I think might be made here,
as we go on to our"next speaker; is that manpower programs in and of themselves are
virtually useless unless they are attached to some type of industrial development ac-
tivity - and I say industry in a very wide sense of the word to include environmental
protection programs.

One of the main functions of our Commerce Department and our Labor Department
and our human resource development people should be to attempt to identify the activi-
ties in our economy which could use manpower services. I think in this respect en-
vironmental activity is one of the best.

Our next speaker is a native Hoosier frau Indianapolis, Indiana. He has a Mas-
ters in Sanitary'Engineering from Purdue University in Lafayette, Indiana. He moved
to New Mexico in 1962 and Since 1965 has been the State Water Pollution Control Ad-
ministrator for -the State of New Mexico.

He is presently a member of the Environmental Protection Agency, Technical Ad-
visoky Group on Municipal Wastewater Systems, representing the Association of Inter-
state Water Pollution Control Administrators, at that group. I'd like to introduce
Mr. John Wright.

MR. WRIGHT: Basically, what we did in New Mexico was study the need for environ-
mental manpower, particularly in the water and wastewater field. We did a specific
study and came up with about 666 man years of needed effort, and then we considered
on top of that the construction programs in wastewater and.water supply, the new man-
datory certification act for wastewater and water system operating personnel and the
changing needs of the permit program, NPDES, and the need for monitoring and telling
the story back to EPA. We made the decision that we're going to need some additional
manpower for water supply'and pollution control and thought about how to go after it,
and we started searching for funds.

Approximately two years ago, we were tipped off by Gene Chappelear, our EPA. Re-
gional Manpower Officer that MDTA money was phasing out and that it, was going to be
up to the Governor's Comprehensive Manpower Planning Council. We didn't pay much at-
tention - we forgot about it. Then last year, Jocelyn Kempe came by and said, "Look,
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now, CETA is the thing and you're going to have to get onthe stick."
We received some guidance package from EPA's Bill Hagan and actually satidown and

read them. After about six man weeks effort, we developed an initial proposal.to the
Governor's Manpower Planning Council for.funding a two-year college level progra& for
leading to an Associates of Arts Degree in Wastewater and Water Utility Management.
The proposal also called for a confinuation of our 44 week on-the-job training program
for currently employed operators. The request was for $ismoo. And now we've thrown
on top of that overall environmental improvement agency-manpower needs and kicked the
request up to about a half amillion.

We decided on a plan of attack, a strategy, on how to go about securingthe money.
We decided to work closely with municipalities, the Municipal League, the State Legis-
lature, and the Governor's Office. From February to September we worked'hard on the
project.

At this time, I'm going to ad lib, and I'm going to discuss how George Chartrand,
in his discussion with you, the honest side about how to get the money. I want to tell
you about the real side, of how to get the money.

We studied the Comprehensive Employment and Training Act, we read it, and we read
the Federal regulations that came out, and it was soon that we realized we knew more
about than the Governor's Comprehensive Manpower Planning Council. There were only two
individuals over in the Governor's office that had the slightest idea what wad going
on. There was a lady who was assigned to them from the Federal Government and one of
the planners, about the third echelon down. The rest of the bureaucrats didn't even
read the damned stuff.. We knew that the Governor was going to. make the ultimate deci-
sion, patticularly on the categorical on special funding, and any names, places or
episodes that / use in this discussion are purely fictional, and any resemblance to
actual petsons is an inadvertent accident.

Basically; we-hit the legislative finance committee. The chairman of the House
Finance Committeehappened to have just'received the first construction grant under
PL 92-500 that went to step three. That took some fancy footwork. but once it was
done, we had one chit that we could pull.

The chairman of the Senate Finance Committee had sponsored at the Governor's re-
quest the preyious year, a construction grant funding program for drinking water
'supply systems, and when hisicommunity came in for an application - his hometown came
in for an application, they didn't fit the needs. And when he got-a hold of my neck,
You can tell what happened to the rest of me.

We did some more fancy footwork, got the Mayor back in and straightened out the
application, so we made sure that that community got some construction money. That

d
was another chit we could pull.

The assistant directa'of the agency happened to grow up in the streets and fight-
ing with the - public works - no, actually - what's the head guy in the municipality?

MR. HAGAN: Mayor?

MR. WRIGHT:0 No, no, no, the guy that works.

MR. HAGAN: City manager?

MR. WRIGHT: City manager. He grew up with the city manager in one of these
small communities. An this particular city manager was the kind of guy who would
call the Governor for us. That was another chit we pulled.

I talked about w rking closely with the. Municipal League. Actually, what we
did, we followed the Municipal League around like spies, and we made absolutely_cer-
tain that every comment that was made by the Municipal League Director to the State
Legislature was recorded. o -

We worked quite closely with the head of the State Planning Office, and he did

6")3
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not respect our judgMent when we were guessing about the needs for manpower training..
Finally, but not of all least, Peaches Tafeya, can call the Governor and say, "Hey,

Bruce, I've got to have such and such done." Well, we happened to know that - the en-
vironmental improvement citizens gronp knew Peaches quite well, and we didn't exactly
have the Governor in a,compromising position, but we did have a little chit we could
pull..

,

So finally, it boiled down to the Comprehensive Manpower Planning Commission in
the Governor's office; they did support our request. Of course, we,tactively reduced
our reqdest frOniallof the environmental improVement agency activities from half a
million7dollars back-down to the hundred and fifty in water sandsewage.- We also tac-
tively reduced that to $50,000 just for the manpower needs forstarting the short
school, but we did recei'Ve the stipend funding through the local counties, and-that
was a project in itself, because we had to go to each county and educate the county
(!awhow CETA money could be given from an applicant from that county to go to a school
in another-county.

The results. The school began on schedule with 12 students and a full-time in-
structor, .By the close of the year, we expect to receive approximately $50,000 from
EPA and $50,000 throUgh CETA. By the way,. all this time that we were working along,
we decided to hedge our bet'and apply for 104(g)(1) money as well as CETA, money. We
ended up getting them both.

Next year, we hope to secure another $30,000 from 104(g)(1). Lhave to say that
the New Mexico State University, Dona Ana Branch had-to take a portion of the CETA
money to hire one employee to keep track of the CETA requirements and go after addi-
tional students to meet the CETA guidelines.

On the whole, we were successful in -our dealings with CETA and are quite pleased
with the results,'but for the.individuals on my staff at the university involved in
the process from February to September, it was traumatic. It wasn't until the.last
day, when school was about, to start, that we had anything concrete in writing that
we could assure the students of some funding.

To sum it up, this is the way it works. Do your job well. Know:the other guy's
job.. Do his job'forjlim and thank him for letting you do it. Do twice as much be-
hind the.scene as you dO-direct, and it helps to have a chit you can pull, such as,
you can make him an offer he can't afford to refuse.

MR. HAGAN: Our next speaker is George Kinias. He is the Chairman of the En-
vironmental Technology Division of the Indiana Vocational Technical Council. George
holds a Masters of Science degree in Environmental Engineering from the University
of Cincinnati. He got his BS in Civil Engineering from Valparaiso. George is a
Class 3 Certified Wastewater Operator in the State of Indiana and,the author of an
industrial wastewater treatment training manual.

Now, one of our things we've wanted to stress here is how we do and how we -don't
do, and George is the living proof - and I don't mean this derogatorily, George -
that in some cases we don't make it; we don't get CETA funding. And I think this
experience, if George will share it with us, might explain some of the things not
to do when you're approaching your CETA prime sponsor or your Governor's Council.

MR. KINIAS: I think after I heard John talk I know what I should have done.
I think we went too much by the book.

Since I arrived here, I have made a couple of interesting-observations. One

is, Phoenix and Gary have one thing in common. The folks from Phoenix will tell
you, and of course, they make claims about - that this is the land of the infinite
sunshine, and I go along with them. The folks from Gary, on the other hand, will
offer you an unconditional guarantee that you can have 365 days of gray skies.

The second scientific' observation I have made, is that since I came here to
Phoenix, I noticed a very peculidr odor in the air. To put it in scientific terms,
clean air smells funny.
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As Bill mentioned, I` do come from an educational institution in Gary, Indiana,
and I will try to talk to y9u tdday exactly from that standpoint. Not as a govern-
ment agent, but from an educational point of view. The things that you should and
some of the things you should not do about securing funds with CETA.

Our experience in Gary with environmental training, a'm sure) is quite different
than in most of the other states, due to the unique and very serious problems which
we face with air pollution, water pollution, and also with the lack of individuals
receiving the training to do the job which is needed..

As of today, we have not had an experience to do:training through CETA funds,
However, in the past three or fburaears, through EPA, Region V funds and through
some of tha,DOL funds, we have been able to do training in both entry and upgrading
level in wastewater operation, in air pollution and solid waste disposal.

Even though we have not had an experience with CETA funding, I will try to de-
scribe to you some of the 16chanisms we Wave developed in securing the training funds,
needed to conduct this kind of training. These mechanisms consist of basically three
components.' ,One, assessing the manpower needs for that particular area Two, develop
a training plan to meet the manpower needs for the area. Three, develop the training
capabilities to be able to do the job. -

In assessing the manpower needs of the area, we have used what we call Local En-
vironmental Advisory Boards. Members from the munieipal and industrial sectors are
serving on these advisory boards; their objectivetto give us the feedback as to what
the manpower needs,of the area are in relation to environmental training. At the
same time, we utilize whatever information is available to us through the State Board
of Health as far as-priorities and needs for training in particular geographical
areas.

Some of the problems, Bill mentioned, that we have encountered with CETA funding
are in the two following areas: one is the availability of the funds, and two, that
we have a very unique problem in Gary. The Northwedt region of the Indiana Vocation-
al and Technical College has five prime sponsors., The City of Gary, the City of
Hammond, Lake County, La Porte County, and the balance of the seven counties.

This presents a particularly difficult problem for us, because it's becoming dif-
ficult to develop a training plan to be able to serve those particular areas. How can
you develop a plan, for instance) to help - serve Gary, which has a particular need
with, let's say upgrading wastewater treatment, plant operators, when theyehave a need
for only four or five. This is not enough to write a proposal.

The same thing will happen with Hammond or the counties which I mentioned, se
this is a problem which we face. I hope maybe somebody from the audience or the fol-
lowing panels will address themselves to thisbparticular problem which is unique to
our area, and it's Very difficult for us to come up with a particular plan to be able
to serve the manpower needs of upper Western Indiana.

About four to six months ago, we submitted a proposal to the City of Gary, one
of the prime sponsors I mentioned previously, Mr. Bruner a while ago mentioned that
if you have submitted a proposal four to six months ago, you have a very good chance
to get just about what you wanted. Well, we've got news for you. We submitted a.
proposal. The agents from the City of Gary, CETA - as a matter of fact - were very
pleased. It was an excellent proposal, and we had a very good chance to secure our
funds.

The months went by, and we kept asking them about the starting date. This made
it particularly difficult for us because we have developed, to a certain extent, some
training capabilities in the college, and we had to know whether or not we could main-
tain our present personnel or we should let them go. And also, we had to make sure
whether or not we had to use the facilities for CETA training or for other kinds of
training, because Ivy-Tech is a state vocational technical college and has responsi-
bility to do other kinds of training.

We did not receive any response from Gary. However, they told us that the
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original prOposali'whioh was $75,000, had to be trimmed. down to about $55,000. Now,
keep in mind that the budget Gary CETA was expecting to receive was in thd neighbor-%
hood of 'about $7 million, and they.thought.$75,000 was too much for environmental
.training in Gary. Again, the months went by. We kept pressing them to give us a re-,
sponse as to whatye should do. As a«matter of fact, they said they could;not give us
a definite response prior to brie -o two weeks before the starting date of- the training.

Now, this- is something I'd like to bring up that nobody has brought tip so far.
As an educator, I'm concerned, about providing "quality education." Also, as an en-
vironmentalist, Ilm concerned about answering the manpower needs in the environmental

HOWeyer, it beComes:inCreasingly difficult to do either when you're faced with
situations like the one we had to face, that.we could not go out and hire teachers;
we could. not go out and order supplies;. we. could not commit our facilkties until the
actual starting date. Now, for any of you who might be teachers or educators, you
understand-that this is absurd.

One final point I'd like to.make is that one of the gentlemen of a previous panel
here stated that the oblectives of CETA are to provide the :disadvantaged people the
opportunity tohe employable. My question is: How canthey be employable unless they
are trained to be so?

MR. HAGAN: Our next,speaker is the Deputy Commissioner for Environmental. Quality
Division of the Department of Environmehtal Protection in the State of Connecticut,and
as such, he has the purview over the air, water and solid waste programs for the State
of Connecticut.

He is formerly'the Director of the Air Compliance Unit for that department, where
he organized and directed the professional and technical activities of the State!s air
pollution control programs. He is a member of the Air Pollution Control Association
and is,on the Board of Directors ofthe New England Section of the APCA, on the Tech-
nical Advisory' Committee with a National Science Foundation grant-for electrical energy
supply studies hd conducted in the New York area and was a recipient of a U.S. Public
Health Fellowship and has been active in many public service programs.

In December,of 1973, Deputy Commissioner-Beck was appointed Adninistrator of the
Connecticut Energy Emergency Agency by special order of Governor Thomas J. Meskill.
He served at this post-until he was appointed Chairman of the Connecticut Energy Ad-

.

visory Board in September 197... Commissioner Beckhas also served on the Gover-
not's task force on oil refineries. Without "any further introduction, I present Com-
missioner Beck.

MR. BECK:. He said that he was going to introduce me by saying, the best wine you
save for last. I'd like to congratulate all the speakers who went before me today for
being able to demonstrate their strength in making their presentations, because I know
how difficult it must have been.

But, the speakers today spoke the truth, and a lot of what I was' going to say has
already been pOinted out by them.- But I- think that it would be important for me to
give you my perception of some of the thoughts that they presented to you.

I think thb panel this morning spent a great deal of time talking about Federal
legislation and *hat it has done to the environmental programs in .the last three to
'four years. I should point out that our state agency is a mirror image of EPA, and
the division that I head up has essentially all of the sae programsthat EPA has and
not only includes air, water and solid waste, but radiatilk, noise and pesticides.

I think that we have seenthe effect of what I-like to call staff amplification,
and that's when you take one sentence of law; give it to EPA, and it comes but in a.
40-page set of guideline's and regulations. And we've seen that done with our hard ef-
forts to clean up the environment, and I don't mean to be critical of EPA, because I
do support what they do, and I share the same objectives that they hak're, and frankly I
know full well and good that the training staff, the manpower staff of EPA is way
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Underfunded. They can't support the necessary training activities that/must take,
place at state agericies and it's that problem that is bur problem, trying to maxi-
mize funds and turn to wherever we can to carry out the essential jobs,.which are
in essence, mandated by Federal law. 1

I'd like to just tick off very quickly what's happened to our Department of En-
onmental Protection since it was organized in October 1971.

It was just about at that time that we had to create an air implementation plan.
Most of you have heard of this. Its a program to clean up the air and meet Federal
ambient air standards. We had 15 people at that time, when this department was cre-
ated, and that's just about when I dame to DEP. When I left to become Commissionerl
we had 150 people,land that's the result of the Clean Air Act of 1970.

In the solid 'aste program, we have millions and millions of tons of garbage to
get rid of in the State of Connecticut, and in the last three years, it's grown from a
staff of five to 21.

The Pesticides, Act, that's being implemented in two years by the Federal Govern-
ment, hds been implemented by our legislature in October of '74, this year. This means
that we've had to establish a registration program and a training program for certified
operators, and I want to tell yqu that's one bear of a program. When that's implement-
ed statewide, or nationwide, you're going to find that there is going to be far more
than 10,000 people that are going to need training, Or 100,000 people; and there better
be resources made available to states to carry it out, because that program is killing
usright now. We have eight people who are working full time, just on the certifica-
tion program. Well, as I say, these are very real responsibilities, very important
esponsibilitieso objectives that we really embrace. Our problem as administrators is

to try to find a way to get the resources to carry them out.
About a year ago a fellow came into us from our State Personnel Department, an he

said to me, "You know, we have some WIN money, Work Incentive. Money." We haven't talked
much about that today, but I think we're going to be talking about it tomorrow. And,
"We can put people to work for you in your program - 100 percent of the salary the first
year, 75 percent of the salary the second year, 50 percent of the salary the third year,
to help you carry out some of these programs." The thing that concerned me was the fact
that they were welfare recipients, people who had not had any skills or any training in
the area of environment.

So, a year and a half ago, when that gentleman came in, I said, "I just don't think
that we could take on any of these recipients, because my people aren't trained to give
them the necessary skills that they'll need to be produ ive. It's a fine program, and
I think it's, a wonderful social goal, but it's somethi I think that the department can-
not carry out." .

Then the CETA Act came along, and we began to ethat there was potential for
training monies to give people who are underemployed and unemployed training and skills
so that they could be useful within our, department. CETA also could be useful to com-
munities that we had delegated some of our responsibilities to, or put new mandates on.

.With thWt training money becomin available, there was one missing piece, for me,
to give the go ahead and say let's tae the WIN recipients and let's train them, and
that wasthat there was a real lack o supervisors or people who were skilled in: 1)
establishing the training programs, a d 2) giving the special counseling tflat's neces-
sary for the individuals to become pr ductive, because really, that is something that
is the overall objective of the progr

So, EPA, in June, gave us a grant for $75,000, and loaned to us one of its people
from the Kansas City Region to come and head up the program. And with that now, we
have the three pieces that are necessa for us to put in place an effective training
program. We have WIN monies, which t/'al about $400,000 and that's to hire people,
train them and pay for their salary hundred percent the first year. We have CETA

"training money obligated in the amo t of $973,000 to run the other necessary training
program. We have a Federal grant t hire the people to supervise the training courses

,,
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and the individuals to make them productive, and with that, I think that Connecticut

is beginning to move to overcome some of theshortages that we now have in terms of

training programs.
.

Now, we're planning on putting some WIN people into the CETA trAning programs;

one, because they qualify for the training programs, and open up the training program

for other people in the field who need further training, thereby getting around the

necessary quotas to have the training program, and we're, thinking of training pro-

grams in many areas. One of the things I.want to caution this group about.is, I
think we're limiting our vision to the application of some of these training monies.

I've heard an awful lot about training sewage treatment plant operators, but I don't

think that the CETA money begins or stops with that program.
In the State of Connecticut, we have a State Building Code,, and we use the State

Building Code as.a mechanism to implement our permit prograMs for water, for solid

waste and for air pollution controls. Every city.needs a building inspector who is c4,

trained to carry out that Building Code, and we're using CETA monies to set up a
training program to train building inspectors-who will, in part, carry out the en-

vironmental mandate.
We're using the CETA training monies to develop a crew of technicians, moni-

toring technicians, who can help our technical staff in carrying out the necessary

implementation of our air monitoring and water pollution monitoring program's.

Sewage treatment plant operators; we have a program for them. We've run it un.7

der the NDTA program and we plan to continue it under' the CETA program. We're just

changing our state code for installation of subsurfacd disposal systems, septic tanks.

We're updating that code, making it more stringent, because we've found many failures

in our state, thps putting us into a situation where we have to sewer many parts of

the state that normally wouldn't be necessary if the systems were designed appropri-

ately.
We're using the CETA training money to train, a work force of people who can re

view installation of subsurface disposal oystema and make them available to the com-

munities so that the communitied can carry out their programs.
There's a whole range of offshoot programs which we are not immediately thinking

about, hut I think have potential for future application for CETA monies, Every one

of the municipalities in the State of. Connecticut.needfl to develop a 20-year plan for.

disposal of their garbage, and most of the Communities l&tht.State of Connecticut,

because they'te small, have got to rely on the old technolOgy of burying it and land-1

filling it«
The unfortunate things about the lack of talent at the muncipality is that they

don't have soil scientists or hydrogeologicto or hydrologists on the stafftha t can

help them to catty out an effective sanitary landfill operation and two, to_help_them

locate potential new sites for landfilling. I think one of the things that OETA

training monies can be used for is to train landfill operators who aren't necessarily

the guys.who run the bulldozers, but people who understand thd technology of solid

waste disposal.
You can give individuals limited skills in the areas that they need'to.carry- out

effective sanitary public health wise, safe operations. You can't hire a specialist

today. No municipality can do it, but I think you can train the specialist and make

him available to the cities.
We have a training program in the State of Connecticutlorlandfill.operators

right now. Presently,. each landfill needs a certified operator, and I think that

this is one of the applications that we'll be looking forward to in the future for

CETA monies.
The laatarea, and this is probably the moat important but the most distant in

terms of application, is in, the area of land use. In the-State of Connecticut, we

have a very controversial issue, and it's known as state zoning. Every municipality

does not want the state to enter into its development decisions. But, by thesame
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token, the municipalities are becoming increasingly aware that the ambient air stan-
dards, the water quality standards, and all the other environmental standards put
limitations to their growth and thatthey have to grow within,their naturafresource"
limitations.

The unfortunate thing is that most of the communities don t;havpthe indiViduals
on their payroll that could advise them how to grow properly. Many-of .the gities
have planning and zoning agencies and some full-time staff, but none ofthem are
really specialists in terts of environmental controls. They know an awful lot about
other things, like the economics of the community, or the social problems of tile com-
munity, the transportation problems of the community, and I see in phe future appli,
,cations of CETA.funds to upgrade individuals implanning and zoning agencies, to give
them the skills to make sure"that the natural resource limitations,' and the envirgn-
mental standards are adhered to I think it's important for the 'coMmunity,sand I
think it's terribly important for us in the environmental area. ti

The programs I've outlined to you I think you can see are of benefit to the D4-
partment of Environmntal Protection,and are of very significant benefit to the muni-
cipalities. 'And wheR you deal with a prime sponsor, the importantLthing that you-
have to tell them is, this is how our department iOmpacting your municipalityl.
This is the service that we can give you, or these are the individuals that we can
trp.in to assistlyour municipality. That's a very strong argument, and At's essen-
tially been theiargument that we want the CETA funding, and I think that in the future,
many states are; -going to be capitalizing'on these sums of money. It's an important-
sum of money to ,try to get ihto our coffers to carry out the very real mandate that's
been placed on ds by EPA, the legislatures and the Congress, and it's only with this
funding will we be able to really meet our mandate. :

MR. HAGAN: At. this point, I'd like to thrOw the panel open to question and an-
sler for as long as we can do it. Are there any eager beavers out there Who have
qnestions?

MR. LOTHROP: Yes, mY';name is Tom Lothropl. I'm with the Portland Water District
and here.with one other individual representing the Wastewater Control AspociatiOn,
and over 'today's session I'vebeen sitting here with growing frustrations in listen-
ing to a lot'of theinformationthat's being.passed through.

.

While CETA.ceitainly does appear to have a useful benefit in many areas, I'd °
just like to comment a little bit on some of the problems that we've had up in.the
great State of Maine, One of our primary goals of the'Association is - it's an.opera-
tors association - is to do what. we can in the training field.

One of the problems we have in the State of Maine is the state agency, which is
understaffed.to do the jOb, the big job that it has to do. So, as a result, training,
as in so many agencies-has taken a low priority. They pay lip service to it. basically,.
and that's about the extent they get, involved in it.. So, the Association, over the
past number of years, has been involved. At the beginning of this particular calendar.
year, we'were able to get-some MDTA funds to put on a. training course in Western Maine.
It went quite successfully. Unfortunately, we got into the program just as it was dis-
Solving, so we were then informed that -CETA was the new ballgame, so we went to the
various councils, the staff, the CAMPS groups as they. called it, andvut in an appli-
cation.

Now, this was back in Maine, as one of the gentleten.said on the previous panel,
if we had put in an application four to six monthsago, we'd be in good shape, We're''
not in good shape at this particular point. in Maine. Our basic goal or emphasis with
the technical training program that we had put,on the first of this year and want to
continue in other parts of the state was more along, the line of an. upgrading, and.I
know there were also some. references made earlier about the fact that CETA really does
not provide for upgrading.
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Now, it seems to be an awful gap here that has been somewhat *mentioned, but it

really hasn't Veen directly eluded to here. We've got so many new treatment plants

that are going tcPte going on line. so many billions of dollars going into this, we've

got primaries going to secondaries, we've got so much.of a need for manpower, and here

- is this gap that exists with trying to get operators now who are in many cases in-
- adequately trained as it is they are employed - they're not unemployed or underem-
ployed, but to bring these guys up,. to 'get them up to a level so that you can create

new.entry slots. Now, it isn't a question. It's just been simply twisting my gut
a little bit up there,'asj sit here and listen.

7.: MR. HAGAN: I'd like to respond to that if I might. First of all, CETA is-not

the be all and'end all. It is not all things to, all people, and primarily it is not

upgrading. We view, as a matter of activity, that the long-run solution to environ-
mental manpower problem g lies more with7the vocational education.systei. I' think if

your.efforts were directed-toward-impacting the state vocational education system so
that operator training courses could be offered through adult ed, career ed and voc
ed in, your local community colleges and high schools, you might. be more successful in
attempting to get upgrade programs for your Operations-

Secondly, your association might consider dealing directly with the New England
W4stewater.Institute, located in Maine. Mr. Pelloquin and M. Baker have long open-

atea a fine institution out there. I don't, know whether 'they've gotten any' CETA fund-
,

ing or not, but that's quite an' operation.

110a. LOTHROP: Now, we've put on oyer the last four or five years, through the
Association, a number of short courses.' The state has taken advantage of some of the
New England Waistewater Institute.- New England Interstate Water Pollution Control Com-

mission money as far as some of these training, courses.
But what weire.looking for or what we tried to get.going_the first of this year

was a full-time instructor type of program. You know, we've got other jobs that we're
trying .to do and to try to keep these courses going as an Association on a part-time
level is very difficult. I know the situation is maybe to some degree peculiar to
the State of Maine just because of the way the thing is set up.

'',. Mi. HAGAN: No, I don't believe it's that peculiar, but I'd like to take off a.

bit on:that, because we could gq.on all night. I'd like to refer you to Ed Bernard

over here.

MR. LOTHROP: I know Ed quite well. His agency certainly:wasn't involved with
the original grant that we got from MDTA, through MDTA at the beginning of this year.
But now the whole thing seems to be, as far as what We're .trying to do, just falling

apart. t 1

MR. HAGAN: Then-I would suggest you tell your Congtessmwto introduce a resolu-
tion 'to the floor.

"MR..BECK:, I'd just like to add something if ,I could. tom, one of the things

that we're doing with our training programs to overcome this upgrade training pro-
blem is to require the consultants who are developing the programs to develop cur-
riculum material and also audio visual aid material. Under one of the grants, we
purchased a Sony aping system so that all the lectures'and all the class presenta-
tions could be kept as program learning tools. It might be an offshoot for some-of
the prograits that we're thinking about in the future, but that's a way in part to
overcome-, the upgrading training problem.

MR. HAGAN: Yes, sir?
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MR. VASUKI: My name is N.C.'Vasuki; I'm with the State of,Delaware. I have a
question about the lag between training and the need.1We've been adVised'about CAMPS,
when that concept came out, MDTA,-when that concept came outi a number of Other pro-
grams, each of which suggested that if you followed the rules,A.f.you followed through
on it, you would have enough training slots available so that you trained. the people.-

- My problem has been that it seems to me that there is a lag. Today, we,need,
let's say, 2,000 trained people% By the time You gear up and go through the applica-
tion-process, getting the money; getting organized, and you actually start training,-
it'll be a year and a half probably. By that year and a half, either these 2,000
availaOlejob slots have been filled or some other new requirement has come in,
by the time you finish your training, you may be. ending up with a thousand trained
people who have no jobs to do: I hope I'm wrong in this and there's some attention
given to. this phase lag which seems to go through each successive manpower training
program.

MR. HAGAN: Well, I think.you're quite right. 1 agree with you. I think we can
back up and look at the time lag it takes to develop the manpower needs in `response to
a particular piece of legislation. In the profegsional and technical, highly technical
areas, it's often as much as five Or six years befbre the needs show up.

But I think one of the important things to remember is that the legislation such
as CETA and the Manpower Development and Training Act are responsive to national con-
ditions, conditions that existed,, whereby the needforliersonnel was great ift.particu-.
lar areas., such as prompted the Manpower Development and Training Act of '62.

CETA is a grandson of that, through the absorbtion of the 0E0 and poverty programs.
I think that the Congress/really showed that this 'is a national priority, that there
are people there in dead-end jobs, people with no employment skills'p We, again,
as environmental administrators, most of us, excluding te, have a bdilt-in technical
-bias toward our own programs. We're-not trying - we cannot make the Comprehensive Em-°
ployment and Training Act fit our particular needs across the board. We have to make
our needs fit that funding source so that we can go ahead anddola training program.

DR. ALBRIGHT: Bill, I think some.of the problem, of course, stems from our lack
of sophistication in refinement of projections, too. Now, we know - right now, you
are awareof the fact of FIFRA and its amendments. ,You'fe aware of the Pesticide Con-
trol Act. You know Ohat's coming down the line, but if we sit back and wait until such
date as it's implemented and then say we've got to train, we certainly are in trouble.

MR. COAKLEY: Jack Coakley, EPA, Region VII.. I'd like to ask Mr. Wright and Mr.
Beck, as state agency administratorsdid you have adequate staff to begin with that
you could afford the lux4ry of putting so much effort into going after these funds, or
did you feel it was worthwhile to the extent that yoticould defer something else to go
after these funds, and if you had it to- do'over again, do'you feel it's worthwhile
doing again?

MR. BECK: I can answer it very shortly. That's why I took Charles Oakley from
you.

MR. WRIGHT: No, we didn't havethe manpower. We did most of it in bars at night
aid at home. And we knew \e had to db it or we were out.

MR. HAGAN:\WOuld you do again?

MR. WRIGHT: Yes.

MR. HAGAN: I think one &f the things we might look at just as a particular ex-
ample Commissioner Beck WaS giving some examples of what he was going to do with
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CETA money. Somebody came up with the very bright idea with regard to the Federal
Insecticide, Fungicide and Rodenticide ACt, as amended in 1972.

Since the United States Department of Agriculture, Department of State Exten-

Sion Service has a readily available accessible system for.training of farmers for

increased productivitY_oefood and fiber, Woad-it not be advantageous through CETA

funding to hire a man under Title II and put each county agent's office to

_assist the county agent in delivering training programs. That's just an idea to

throw out.

DR. ALBRIGHT : As a matter of fact, Bill, the State of Iowa is doing that now,
not under CETA funds, but,under DOL funds that were given to Titie IX of, the Older
Americans Act, hiring retired farmers; training them and putting them in county a-

gent's offices.

MR. HAGAN: Richard ?'

A VOICE: Just to implement this problem which has been continuous now for four

to five years, the upgrading problem in all areas of environmental control, borrow-

ing on some .old military experience, a traveling. team.. We were not able 'to get 'the

personnel.dway froM the plants to.g6 to Cincinnati or even to spend more than four

or five hours away from their individual functions, because of the nature of so many

small installations in the territory.
But we developed a mobile training faCilityor van, a facility being more Ac-

ceptable in the grantmanship terminology, and that has been working for two years

under EPA funds, two and a half years under Art Baker, which is an adjunct facility

to his training institute and is available in the region.
'Effective last month, that has now been taken over in its entirety by the New

Englarid Regional.Commission. Supplementing that,. they are now.beginning through the

Regional Commission with innovative funds, the development of an initial pilot we

ran, using the Sacramento Forest in the case of wastewater treatment with itinerant

instructors, because we found it essential to reverse the dropout rate that is ex-.

perienced in normal correspondence courses.
When we initiated Sacramento, historical correspondence courses have a drop-

out rate of 80 percent, or'non-completion rate. I Charged my staff with inverting
that figure, and We adopted.a new idea, and we ended up with a 70 percent Oomple,-

tion rate, not'quite.the objective we went to, but very close.
We'Ve now augmented that throughthe Commission where itinerant instructors

will be made available in the state, not only the claSsroom work, but for on-the-job

training, and this is one approach toward. hitting your upgrading problem which we

have in.every area of pollution control.

'MR. WRIGHT: I'd like to make a comment at this point. I note that the basic

purpos of this meeting is a National Environmental Manpower Planning Conference.

And the way I read that, we're supposed to prepare or to stop and-think about what

we should plan to do to answer some of the problems that have been reported today.

And I'd like to jump on Francis Lostumbo this morning for not really coming out with

any proposals or anything that this Cpnference can do' to send something back to Con-

, gress.
'And I'd like to jump on Fred Bolton for saying we shouldn't look at the pie in

the sky problems.. We've got unemployment on us right now; we've got to take advan-

tage of that $2.9 billion dollars that's there. I can agree with that point, but if

this is a planning'conference, and we're,going to come out with some answers, we ought

to be:able to say something - the peoplein this room ought to be able to come up

with some kind of a-position to go to Congress to answer these problems, rather than

just sit here and chat about them for two, three days.
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MR. HAGAN: I'd like to point that up, John, I think it wouldn't be too out of
line for me to suggest that possibly just'that'vety thing be done, a statement be
se o possibly Peter Brennan, the Secretary of Labor, and to Russell Train, and to
the Cong .think the people in this room represent a constituency large enough
and strong enough to do that and probably be effective.with it. I would like to see
something like that happen.-

MR. WATTS: My name is Tom Watts. I'm from the Vermont Department of Education,
and I'd.like to follow on that statement a little bit, if I could. All through the
Conference, to'this point, we've heard the-need for upgrade training. If I under-
stand the situation correctly, it's practically impossible to-provide -that with CETA
funds. If there's...a state or prime sponsor that's doing that, I'd like to know who
they are.

If that's the case, as far as CETA is concerned, that we are not able to get-up-
grading funds, I would propose that the other agencies who have funds for training
usually have mortgags against- that money long before you come along looking for up-
grade money. If EPA'is going to promote legislation that will create situations
where upgrade training is necessary, I propose that that kind of money be put in
those pieces of- legislation and don't go. around begging for other people's money.
I think that's probably going to be like chasing your tail for the next five years.
Some of us have already got that:tail in our mouth by the way.

MR. HAGAN: Well, I agree. We've just been shut off - we had a.very good pipe-,

line from DOL over the past five years, and we don't have that money anymore. Our
operating budget is as low as yours. EPA is going to disengage or is disengaging
from .wholesale funding or large scale funding of training programs.

MR. WRIGHT:' That's what 0MB is telling you to.do. That's not what EPA is say-
ing they want to do.

MR. RAGAN: I don't think it's so much OMB. Let's look at it from management's
standpoint, from a Federal agency, seeing what other-Federal agencies-can do and are
doing. The system is there. It's up to us in Washington to help manage it; to help
massage it, and to be able to help people crash the state vocational education sys-
tem and the CETA planning cycle.

I don't think that's too extraordinary a job, and we'll reduce the Federal ex-
penditure which everybody is saying is inflationary.

MR. WRIGHT: I thought EPA was. getting out of the training for MS sanitary engi-
neers and MS people interma.of solid waste and the other environmental programs: You
are getting out of that because 0MB told you to. I heard several times, we're going
to try to hold on to that. Well, don't go into 0MB with a "try to hold" on that. Go
.into 0MB with, if you don't go our way, we're going to shut off the-construction grants
to your own town'and you ain't gonna have a job when you get back there. If you want
to do something, you've got to have some moxia,sou know. You can't be always - DOL's
got everything, and I can't do anything - I'M-like the kid with my tail between my
legs, asking all the time.

MR. HAGAN: Looking at it from a national standpoint, some $500 million is put
out.through the Federal and State vocational education.systems. Now, admittedly, it's
often difficult to crash that planning, cycle. I think we have an obligation to do it.
I don't understand why the funds that are. allocated tinder one piece of legislation -
I mean, it's beyond my comprehension - that the funds allocated for a specifid purpose
cannot be utilized to match the purposes of two or three agencies. This, to me, is
pretty sound management, and I think it's in line with the poliCy of beating inflation.
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.The Federal expenditure.. is one of our leading'indicators of inflation or one of the

causes of our inflationary spiral.
I think then that we have - it's incumbent upon us to insist that some of these

funds not be expended. But I think, by the same token, we{ have. an obligation to

manage what's there. If we can manage it to our own ends, to the ends of the environ-
mental manpoWer Activities, that's fine. I think.we should do that. p

A VOICE: You just did what I think is happening to the air pollution profes,-
sional training activity - that environmental training doesn't have,to be done by
EPA; it can be dolie through CETA. And when people hear environmental training, they
wipe out and throw in the same basket all the sewage treatment plant operators, the
garbage collectors, and the sanitary' engineers and public health engineers and pro-
gram administrators that CETA will not train. .

- We've got all the program people, who are profeasional people. There's nothing

in CETA to train those people.

'MR. HAGAN: I didn't say that CETA wouldn't train them. I didn't say that CETA

would train them, that EPA doesn4t have to. EPA's not,going to abdicate its respon-

sibility --
4

VOICE: Those were not the words that were in your statement. You said we donit

need environmental training.

MR. HAGAN: I didn't say we don't need environmental training_at all --.
°

VOICE: In EPA.

MR. HAGAN: I didn't say.we don't need it in EPAeither. I said there are sources

elsewhere that can be coupled with the -4-

VOICE: Where? Where, where, where? Where are you going to train the air pollu-

tion professionals I'm talking about? Where else?

MR. HAGAN: Well, number one, Research Triangle Park, with EPA resources, applied

to it.
Number two, our university system.
Number three, oUr,community,College system.
Number four, our own.states..

VOICE: Have you tried to train 6,000 United' States air pollution professionals
in the community college system? Have you costed that out?

MR. HAGAN: No.

VOICE: You'd better.

MR. HAGAN: Does ,that mean that EPA is going to have to go into a full scale

--funding operatioaT-to-Ltrain 6,0001air-16ollmtion-oontrol-t-echnicians-at-the-profes

. sional leVel?

VOICE: Yes.

MR. HAGAN: I think I have been saved by the bell.
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UTILIZATION OF VOCATIONAL AND ADULT

EDUCATON FUNDS

DAROLD E.. ALBRIGHT, Panel Moderator

DR. ALBRIGHT: To start Off the panel this-morning, we'll have an address from
C. Kent Bennion, who is Director of Occupational and Adult Education, U. S. Office of

Education,. Department of Health, Education and:Welfare, Region IX, San Francisco.

Mr. Bennion.

MR. BENNION: Thank you and good morning to al]. of you. I want to welcome those

who have'come here to Arizona'. This is part of.our region and we always are glad to

have people come and visit in Region IX. We have several distinctions in Region IX.

In our region.we have the largest state in population--California--and we have the

smallest territory--AmeriCan Samoai population. Sq we go from the largest to the

smallest.
I was a14e to attend yesterday afternoon and catch a little bit of a feel for

some of the thoughts that some of you were expressing at that time; and I think as a

result of that, those of us who are here today tall4ing about vocational education can

offer some assistance. We've done some in the past, and I think wecan continue to

do this.
I think one of the comments that has'been made--it was made yestelsayNand it has

been voiced certainly in the Congress-As that in some way we've got to try tti pull

some of our programs and activities together so that we're not duplicating each other.

It's still my fear, and I raise it now-i- that we're eqtablishing a dual educational

preparation system in. this country by providing the kind of funding that goes to CETA

though the Department of Labor, and setting up programs sjecifically for those so-

ca ed disadVantaged under that definition of disadvantaged: When we oPgrated under

MDT , we were able to pull some of thgse things together. In our region, hopefully,

even though the funds flow directly to a general-purpose govetnent prime sponsor, a

city or a county, they are in turn utilizing part of those funds for continuing some

education and training.
As we talk about vocational education and adult education, let me give you a

brief of these programs to start out. Then the rest of the panel are going tegive
you some specific examples of things that they've been doing and are now doing which

relate to certain of the. EPA activities.
First of all, an orientation of the ti. S. Office of,Education as part. of HEW.

Dr. William Fierce is the Deputy Commissioner for theBureauLpf Occupational and Adult

Education (BOAEY, and would like..to have been berg to participate in'your Conference;

but activities are moving rapidly on a number of things that we need to keep in'touch

with on the. Hill. As you know, the president still has not signed our appropriation

for this year.
In the BOAE organization, we have decentralized much of our operation to the

regional offices and to the states. This has been going on in the state operation,

' of,eouri;e, for many years--vocational education being one of the oldest federally

financed education programso- The .Adult Education Act is a program not included on

.
,

1
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handout. It started with the 0E0 program back 1.n the middle sixties when the
federal government felt there was a need to provide some money to help provide basic
education for,adults. We know that there are many people who have limited skills in
writing, communicating and in computation. Because of this need, the federal govern-
ment has been funding this activity for several years at approximately $60
The amount that is in the appropriation bill now is up to $67 million for this Piscal
year. That is divided by a formula allocation to the state departments of education
or the state agency responsible f6r adult education within the state. The purpose of
this program is to enable these adults to improve their basic skills, to complete the
secondary level of education, and help them so that they can become more employable.
This program is operated on the state plan system. After the state plan is approved,
the funds are given to the state agency, which usually passes them through to local
educational agencileso- community colleges or high schools operating adult schools.

One of the difficulties in the adult basic education program they have encoun-
tered is recruiting. They offer many programs providing English as a second language.
There are many people who come to this country, immigrants--in our area, the Bay Area,
many who are of oriental extraction--come there and need English as a second language.
We usually have no problem recruiting people for classes in English as a second lan-
guage. The ones we do have a problem with are those who have lived here and who don't
really feel that they need any more education; they are reluctant to come forward.

The kind of thing that you might work out in your programs is to provide basic.
education classes where you have people who are employed now and who feel the need for
basic education. Separate programs and classes can be established--many times right
on your premises or on some location close to where your people are working. The
state Or the local school district may be able to organize classes in basic education
to work around your schedule. We've seen this happen in companies,and in governmental
agencies in several locations. The federal funds are not large; but we are able to
hire teachers; and, in many-cases, the states themselves add some matching money.
The law requires that they match ten percent? but most of them spend much more than
that. There ih a special emphasis now in the amendments to the law which was passed
this last June, which requires states to give an emphasis to those persons who have
limited English-speaking ability.

The other point that I need to emphasize is that education is a state function..
From the federal level, we do not dictate to states. The Congress, in some cases,
has placeesome priorities and limitations on use of the fufids, but the state is the
institution that has the prime responsibility for education. Each state, therefore,
has some variances. Even within the region that I work with here--among California,
Nevada, Arizona and Hawaii--there are big differences. Hawaii, for example, does not
have local districts. It is just one big state.education system. And so, I have to
emphasize that whatever state you,are located in, you are going to have to get
acquainted with the procedures there in working out training.

One thing I think yoil will find important in nearly all states is that most of
our education at the high-school level'and below is supported by local property tax
dollars. School districts have to start planning their budgets right at this time of
year for next year. Usually, these budgets have to be firmed up by'about April or

because they have to advise staff whether they will be hired for the next year.
If you are going to ,be planning with them to try to implement some of the kinds of
training you need, I would suggest you start working on it now.

Now, let's look for just a minute at the vocational education program. The
little hand-out I gave you is trying to explain a rather complicated federal piece of

. legislation. The Federal Act is divided into several parts, an it indicates there,
and each one of these parts gives a separate appropriation of money. Nearly all of
these funds are allocated by formila to State Boards for Vocational Education. Only

' about 17 mil11on are retained by the U. S. Commissioner of Education for allocation
on what'we call discretiqnary grants. These discretionary grants are for research and
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demonstration exemplary programs. About half of that goes for research, for which

the announcements came out just a month-and-a-half ago with a closing date the end

of November of this year.
The exemplary programs' Part D funds are allocated usually on a three-year pro-

ject cycle, so we only have new programs starting about every-three years in different

states.
I have tried to indicate in each one of these parts the purpose for those funds.

Part B is the Basic Grant; nationally there is $409 million, and if. the>appropriation

bill goes through the way it is now, it will'be up to about $420 million for Part B.

That's the bulk of the funds in this legislation. The others are $20 million or less.

The states receive the.money on the basis of a state plan. The state plan is

not in great detail, but it does indicate the purposes for which they are going to use

the money and the prodedures they are going to use to allocate the funds within.the

state.
Most states allocate nearly all the funds to local educational agencies, such

as high-school districts,- community'colleges, and special area vocational schools.

Many states now haVe organized or established what they call area vocational schools

to supplement the vocational education provided in the high schools. In California,

these area vocational schools are called regional occupation centers and regional

occupation programs. In Minnesota, they may have different titles. That'is why I

am emphasizing again that you have got to look at each state individually.

The law provides that one of the requirements that states use in allocating the

funds.is that they are used for ptograma that have manpower needs. That is one.pf

the four basic criteria. Local school districts, in applying for these fUnds, have

to identify that they are going to use them for establishing and maintaining programs

that will meet manpower needs. This identifying manpower needs has been a real prob-

lem in most states. The law indicated that education could go to the Department of

Labor on a different basis than the way education is able to upe it in establishing

training programs.
Most of the state employment services collect information on covered employment

by standard .industrial classification, so they can-tell you within the state how

many people are employed in the manufacturing industry or in timber and mining; but

they are unable.to tell you how many of those who are employed in that industry are

welders, or secretaries, or how many of them arc truck drivers. So we have to go

back and either make some special studies, or go to the census we get every ten years.

People tend to give the occupation that sounds the beat, and so we've found in some

studies that is not too accurate. By taking the census data, we can come up with some

general areas of needs. I think you people also are able to make estimates for us as

to the training needs within the state and within the ideal area,. 'We need to identify

these, not so much by DOT because we don't usually set Up.training programs based just

on DOT, but by a broader classification. There are just too many DOT numbers.

For example, we have training programs we are operating now throughout the

country that deal with the environmental protection area.- A little over a year ago:

we had a total of nearly 2,000 people, according to the reports the states sent us,

who were being trained in the environmental protection area. Other specific training

is taking place in environmental control, environmental technology, air pollution

technology, and water and wastewater technology. These are programs that are now

going; they have enrollments in them. I think that, with your help in pinpointing

the actual needs in the environmental area, this will spur on the educators to develop

needed programs.. Remember, you can't just drop in one week and say-we need a program

and start in anothar week. The planning hats to go on in advance.

Now, one of the points I.think I should mention to you is that these federal

funds are only a part of the total expenditures that are going out for vocational

education at this time. On the.aVerage, throughout the country they amount to about

one-fifth to one-sixth, probably closer to one-pixth of the total expenditures. In
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individual states, varying amounts from one-half to maybe one-eighth will come frbm
federal funds, so that the bulk of the monies are coming from state and local funds.
This again makes it important that you are able to make your needs known to the state
and local educators. I would emphasize that you contact the director of vocational
education-in a'community college or an area vocational school, and get onto his advis-
ory committee for programs that deal in this area so you can provide input to this
development.

Mention was made yesterday of the need-for upgrading training in many of your
activities. I think this is certainly true for all of us. We need this; this session
today, to some extent, is a kind of upgrading training for all of us.

There is a part of the vocational program that we call cooperative education,
which we're trying to encourage the states and local districts to expand and improve
on, and in which they are providing related courses for people who are already employed
or getting them employed, sothey're working either part-time of full-time; and at the
same time they're taking related courses" in their area of work. If you have a number
of people who are already employed, and you feel they need some upgrading, certainly
the schools are a resource where you can go to.get help. Now, how you get this up-
grading arranged will vary by states.

In the State of California, for example, with the kind of financial system they
have there, a community college or an adult school can usually add an additional course
if you have 15 or more people to enroll. This will not be true in some other states
where they do not provide this kind of financial support, so the emphasis again is to
find out how this is organized in your state, and then work with that syste

I would emphasize that the cooperative programs are the ones that we e stressing
and encouraging the states to establish. This, I think, works in very wel with your
program because many times you have small numbers of people who need th training.in
scattered locations. You don't get enough students together in one particular place
for a regular class, so we have to utilize your, facilities for much of the training.

We have seen some programs that have been operating very well, and I think it
was mentioned yesterday, where there are mobile training units.",Thisvagain is a new
type of activity that some states.have developed. South Dakota, for example, in the

,State Department of Education, has established and provided mobile training units for
some parts of the state. This is the type'of thing for which these federal fnds can
be utilized, and I think they are being utilized in this case.

Well, I think that I'm going to stop at that point and let the other pane° mem-
bers talk; and then, hopefully, We'll have a chance to react a bit to some of your
individual questions. But let me just emphasize here at the end--remember that the

.whole area of adult and continuing education is a growing field for many reasons, ,One
of the reasons for this is we've just got a lot more people who are adults now than we
have had before. Our.population is getting older in some respects, as well as hang
a bulge in the younger area. The whole area of continuing education and retraining is
an important one. Many of our schools are just catching the vision of this; but, With
your help and encouragement and working with them, they can do a lot more.

But plan ahead with them and get acquainted with those people who are at the
local level, at the community college or high-school district or area vocational
school, regional occupational center, and explain to them the kinds of needs as you
see them; provide data to them as to the numbers of people and kinds of training;
serve on their advisory committees; and I feel sure that youtll'be able to find a lot
of the training that you need will be accomplished through this means.

DR. ALBRIGHT: Thank you Kent. As you listen to the speakers, I would hope that
you bear in mind variations or combinations Of programs that may serve you.

Kent talked about the many variations and variances. Now we will hear from Roy
Gillaspy, who is Director of Emissions Control, Industrial Sciences Department,
Colorado State University in Fort Collins. Dr. Roy Gillaspy.
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DR. GILLASPY: Thank you. I appreciate the opportunity to be here to wave out

banner as to what we are doing in the field' of training for emission control.

Now, we at Colorado State University are only dealing with-one segment of emis-

sions, anal that is motor vehicle emission control systems. We are developing an educa

tional instructional materials packet that we will be able to give to the teachers in

the educational systems or to the EPA regions, or to-any interested agency that would

like to conduct a training program. They will be able to take these training materials

and conduct their own training program right-in house at their leisure or whatever.

We are going to deve;op a complete emission control series that will go from start

to finish on the different motor vehicle emission control systems. We have developed

these, materials in the behavioral objective form.

We feel.that the legislation and laws that we now have really will not .be effec-

tive without a good training program, and so we have chosen the educational field as the

delivery system that we are going to use to get the information across to the people.

What I am going to show you is a series of different devices that we are using to get

this information across.
Now, we are using the conceptual principle method', and some of the materials that

we have will deal strictly with a concept. 'I will show you a series of slides depiAting

the approach we are using to teach different emission control systems.

In this particular system that I am showing y6u, the Exhaust Gas Recirculation

System (better known as the EGR), we have a character that we call VEC, which stands for

Vehicle Emission Control. He is showing us the exhaust gas recirculation valve mixing

exhaust gas with the air fuel mixture. Here we a explaining the content of air. And

here we are showing that NOx, which the EGR system is developed to control, doesn't

really create a problem until the engine gets above 2500° temperature. And this slide

is showing some of the different components of the EGR system.

All of the material we have developed is artistically illustrated. We have tried

to depict it as well as possible, and also to put VEC into the act where people might.be

able to associate with him or to use him as a crutch to understand the message.

And, of course; this slide shows California--no offense Mr. Bennion, but you

Californians have to be different. We have to show you what a transducer is, which is

used only in the State of California. And again, this slide shows the system using the

transducer.
We have another control series that we are developing which is the Thermostatic

Air Control System. Here we are.showing the different types of controls. This slide

shows a thermostatic type. This slide shows the air valve type, and most of the people

who we will be training will be mechanics and have some knowledge of the automobile to

start with, so we have made these assumptions and we are trying to develop these mate-

rials for these people.
This slide shows part of our testing series. We cover maiptenanee and testing in

all of our slide series.
Now, these materials are not new; nothing I have shOwn is new or secret. We have

borrowed most of our material from the manufacturers themselveswith their permission.,..

These slides will give you an idea as to the type of program we are trying to

develop. We will have approximately 244 slides depicting five different emission con-

trol systems) as well as a series of overhead transparencies. We have developed three

video tapes; one explains the characteristics of gasoline and how gasoline is involved

with the_emissions, and the control of these emissions, ,,
We have done the same thing

with chemistry. We try, in 28 minutes, to give a three-semester-hour course in chem-

istry so that you will understand the different modifications the manufacturers have

made in the automobile engine to control emissions.

We also have a'video tape on instrumentation showing how the different analyzers

function and how they are to be used properly.

We are also developing a series of hands-on experimental-type experiences for the

students to use in the laboratory. After they have taught about a concept or a system,

they can go to the laboratory and actually put this information to use. We are also

ti
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devel ping evaluation instruments to go along with all of our instructional material.
When I say "we," that is really what I mean, because we are utilizing 23 voca-1

tional auto mechanics instructors in 21 different.states.to help evaluate our material.
They are, being fed the material as we develop it, and then they teach theiremission
classes with this material and send back to us their comments, changes, and evaluation.

We hope, when we are finished ri May (and we hope we are finished in May), that
we, will have a full instructional packet for the motor vehicle emission control systems
to. be1 used by anyone to teach or better understand motor vehicle emission control sys-
terns.%

We have doedone anything with catalytic converters, spark control systems, and
the thermal reactors because they are so new that we were not able to pickup all of
the information from these manufacturers. Because they are new, manychanges will be.
made causing our slides to become outdated.

X would like to conclude by saying that,we will be happy to work with anyone on
developing emission materials, and we will be glad to share what we have with any and
all, because we think we have developed a good teaching packet for motor vehicle emis-
sion control systems.

DR. ALBRIGHT. Thank you, Roy. Obviously, you .have developed some fine material.
'1 encourage/you to talk with membets of the panel should they say something of interest
to you, and to contact them even when they get back home. For heavens sake, we don't
need to duplicate efforts that are already underway or being done in aneexcellent man-
net, such as this.

Our /next speaker is Dr. Robert Crabtree, who is Supervisor of Adult Education,
School of Vocational Technical Education, Idaho State University, in Pocatello.

Dr. prgbtree did his undergraduate work at Utah State, and graduate work at
Brigham Young University.

He has owned and operated a chain of automotive tune-up shops in Utalyand Idaho.
For the past five yearn, he has worked with MDTA wastewater and water programs,

OJT, EPA programs for, upgrade; and, at this time, will share some of, the work that he's
doing in Pocatello.

DR. CRABTREE: That's right. Most of the time vocational education has been
referred to as a group of boys gathered around an old car. It has become a sophisti-
cated aspect of the total training of career development for each and every one of our
students.

I think when Prosser developed his 13 theorems of 'vocational education, he indi-
cated that it was vocational education's responsibility to educate'all the children of
all the people. I don't think that's changed too much, but there have certainly been
very odd and underlying effects of vocational education.

I'd like to share with you a letter that I received, and I certainly don't antic
ipate being an Art Vondrick, who, I am going to have to say, is the George Burns of
Phoenix, and just did a fantastic job.

But I'd like to share with you,some of my particular feelings when it comes to
vocational education; and also, before I get too far along here, I'd like to, of course,
because I'm just a little bit mercenary.

Now, I need your help, ladies and gentlemen; I really need your,help. Could I
have a show of hands by those of you who' are in the audiedce today that have a bach -,
elor's degree or above? Could I see a show of hands? Now, I'm'going to ask you a
question. How many of your children are attending a vocational school? I ddnrt want
to see a show of hands; I don't want to see a show of hands. I don't want 'to be dis-
illusioned.

I'll tell you what some of the disillusionment comes from. This would be in the
form of thin letter. It says:



"Dear Bob,
"No,I'm not very good in school. This ifi'my second year in the seventh grade,

and I'm bigger and taller-than the-other kids. They like me all right, though even if
I don't havemuch to say inthe classroom,' because outside I can'tell them how to do a
lot of things, and they tag me around and that's where it makes up.for what goes on in
school:

"I ddn't know phy the teachers don't like me. They never have very much. It

seems like you don't know anything unless you can name the book it comes from I've:

got a lot of books in 'my room; at home, books like'Popular Science Mechanics, the .

Encyclopedia, -and the Sears and the Wards Catalogues, but I don't.very oftqn just sit
down and read through them like they make us do in school. I use my books when I
want toa find-something, like whenever Mom buys'anything second hand, I look it up in
the Sears or Wards first and tell her if'she's getting stung or not. I can use the

index in a hurry.
"fn school, though, we've got to learn whatever is in the book, and I just

can't memorize that. stuff. Last year,.I stayed) after school every night for two $

weeks trying to learn the names of the pre4dents. Of course, I knew some of them
like Washington, Jefferson and Lincoln;-but there must have been 30 altogethei, and I
never did get them straight._ I'm not really sorry, though, because the-kids who did

learn the presidents had to turn riiht around arid learn all the vice presidents.
".I'm taking the seventh grade over, but out teacher this year isn't so inter-

ested in the names of the presidents. She's trying to learn us all the names of the
great American inventors. I guess I can't remember names in history. '

"Anyway, thi6 year I've been trying 'to learn about trucks, 'cause my uncle
owns a truck. Fact is, he owns three, and he says I can drive one when I'm 16.' I

already know the horsepower and the number of forward-and backward speeds-of 26 Ameri-
can trucks, some of them diesel, and .I can spot each make a long way off.

"It's funny how a diesel works: I started to tell my teacher about it last
Wednesday in Science Class; when the pump we were using to make a vacuum in a bell
jar got hot. But she said she didn't see what the diesel engine had to do with our
experiment on air pressure, so I just keptostill.

"The °kids seemed interested, though. I took four of them around to my uncle's .

garage after school, and we saw the mechanic, Gus, tear down a big diesel truck. Boy,

does he know his stuff.
"I'm not very good in geography *either. They call it economic geography this

year*. We've been studying the imports and exports of Chile all week, but I couldn't
tell you what they are. Maybe the reason is missed school yesterday,. because my

uncle took me in his big trucktrailer downstate about 200 miles, and brought Oldest
1,0 tons of stock to the Chicago market.

"He told me where we were going, and I had to figure out the highways to take-
an d also the mileage. He didn't do anything but drive and turn where I told him to. '

Boy, was that fun. I sat with a map in mS, lap and told'him to turnsouth or southealit
or some other" direction.

"We made.seven steps and drove over 500 miles rouridtrip. I'm figuring now.

wh at his oil cost and also the wear and tear onthe truck. he callsit depreciation.
So we'll know how much we made.

"I even write out the hills and send letters to the farmetsabout what their
pigs and their beef cattle brought at the stockyards. I only made three Mistakes in

17 letters,flast time, my aunt said. She's been through high school and reads-rthem

over. .
q'

"I wish I could write school themes that way. .The last one I finT to-write wao

on what the daffodil thinks of spring, but I just couldn't get going.
"I don't do very well in school in arithmetic either. It seems like I just

ban't keep my mind 'on the problems. We had one the other day like this. If a 57

foot telephone pole falls .across Smith Highway no that seven and three-sixteenths
d.
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extends from one side, and four feet and nine-seventeenths the other way, how wide is
the highway? Thatoseemed to me like an awful silly way to get the width of a highway.
I didn't even try to answer it, because it didn't say whether it had fallen straight 1
across ar not.

"Even in shop, I-don't get very good grades. All of us kids made a broom holder
and bookends this term, and mine were sloppy. I just ,couldn't get into it Mom
doesn't use a brodM anymore with her new vacuum cleaner, and all our books are in a
bookcase with glass doors:.

"Anyway, I wanted to make an endgatefor my uneletstrailer, but the shop
teacher said that meant using metal and wood, and .f'd have to learn how to work with
wood first. I didn't see why, but I kept:still, hand f made a tie rack at school and
an endgate after school at my gacle's garage. He said I saved us ten bucks.

"Civics is hard for me, too' I've been staying after school tryipg to learn-
the Articles of Confederation for almost a week, because the teacher said e'cpuldn't,
be a good citizen unless we did. I really tried because I want to be a gbod citizen.
I did hate to stay after school, though, because a bunch of.us boys from the south end
of town have been cleaning up the old lot across fromaailor's Machine Shop to make a
playground out of it for the-little kids from the Mgthodist Home. made the Jungle
Jim from old pipe, and the guys.made me Grand Mogul to keep the playground going; We
raised enough money collecting,strap this month to build a' wire fence clear around
the lot. y

"Dad says I can quit school when I'm 15, and I'm sort of anxious to because
there are a lot of 'things I want to learn how to do. And, as my uncle says, I'm'not
getting any .younger.

"Uncle Bob, what can you do, to help me ?"

I think this is indicative of - and I'M.Aiat doing an,abOut7face as Yoi,WI'm
sure, heard frat the introduction. Certainly, I've spent some time.bbtai4ing an edu-
'cation; but if I were to give this presentation'any kind-of a title at all; I would
say, "No One. Calls Me Doctor." "The reason for thisLheing that I don't feel4I can do
an effective job in vocational education if I uralk.4WS a training group, and dt's
pr. Crabtree. I'm interested that they say "Bob." I want the rapport with themi and
I think it's imperative thatvocational educatorsfeel this way.

Now, to utilize the funds of vocational education, as'bur topic is directed
toward, I'm probably -going to put myself way out in left field With the majority of
the group. I certainly do nOt"planto be the-Devil's Advocatet but, ladies and gen-
tlemen, I think the time has come for us to getooff pur horse and get going. And the
horse that_I refer to is the soft money, that all of us in vocational education have
had for so long. Frankly, I tliAnk we've had too daMned much, too long, too easy.

Now, I'm sure that probably alienates two-thirds of the g oup, but I feel very
strong toward this. I feelthatit's the responsibility of

01?-4,d
ional education to

go after that which they need;' that which they-want, that W hey can defend, and
that which we can provide.

.
i/

Vocational education, is no longer asdirty word.. W're not a second-grade edu-
catidn offering. We're first rate. The CETA funds that are going to be available
drefotothe most part, gOing to be able to be-directed toward vocational education,
if yoU and You and you and-you have enough intestinal fortitude to go out and get it.
I don't know bOw you are going to get them, I don't have any magic elixir, that is -

going to tell you that by amighty swoop of the hand you are going to be,able to --
obtain all the vocational money that' you need.

LetNme tell you that I think that it's imperative. that all of you become
involved--i&olved.to.the degree that you're going to accept challenge, you'regoing
to accept the responsibility that goes with an elected office.

I'think that you need to be responsible on school boards. I think you needtO\
be responsible in-all civic activities; and that if yoy:.are responsible, peoRle are
going to be responsive.. 9
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We ha.;e a unique sitdatiOn within the state; and, by the way, I look out over
this great group and I'm wondering how I'd react If this size a group were to form at
one single place in the State of Idaho. I would think that it was nothing short of a

lynch mob. We do not have that large a population; subsequently, we do not command
the attention when it comes to dollars.° But, also\because of the small population,:
we probably-don't have some of the4problems. Some f the problems that'I'm sure are
chronic to all of us when it comes to cooperation bet een various agencies are pr0-
ably due to lackof cooperation.

I had breakfast this morning with a man who I adm re very much; nd, you know,

we solved all of the problems of the whole conference in e felled, p--he spilled

This milk on me, so that stopped that
One good thing that told him was that it pays to be ,in stature.- When

I talk, they listen.
. But also I feel I have only this to pass on to you

usage and- utilization of funds:. If you want them, you're
If you want them badly enough, you're gbing to find a way.
no magic. But there is no stumbling block that I know of
can't get° around it.

when t com to vocat
going to p, to go g t them.

I haxe/n magic. You haye
that it 'So large that you

My sugge4ion: Let's join hands and be educators, whether it bt ,Et demic,

whether it b vocational, whether it be'OJT, or whatever it be, la ies gentlemen;

we need each othe. I need you; you need me. ,

Paraphrasing'again one of the old laments, I think-of the ra rlOad brakeman. He

° said, "I'm not allowed to pull the throttle or even ring the bell; but let that damned

train'jump the track, and see who catches hell."
Your responsibility and mine is the sade. If it's going to jump the track, see

'who catches hell. .

. k

DR. ALBRIGHT: Thank you, Bob: .I think you raise a good point in that money
isn't going to come'easy.''Every(agency. is interested in needs, and particularly in

results. It' going to take a lot of hard work and a lot of cooperation to get the

,job done. iJ

Nexewe'll hear from David McCullough who is Adult Coordin tor,.Vocational
Technical: Division, Minnesota State Department'of Education.

MR. M.cCULLOUGH:. I want to thank' dll the people from AriZoua fOr inviting me

here to the Sun-Valley today', It made me feel right at home' when I looked outthe

window this morning, seeing all you natives scraping thatice,off your windshields.
It was 46°,in Duluth yesterday.- I'm goingeback where it's warm.

Yesterday I.heard.things I didn't want to hear. People were pretty militant.

I hope that you've had a goodnight's'sleep and you'll,be a little more receptive

today,.
I'm an employee of the Vocational Technical Division of the Minnesota State.

NDepartient of Education, have been for 25 years as a vocational administrator.
Yeaterday,. you said we've identified a lot of. problems here', but no way to

resolve them.: Well, I'm ncirgoing to go into a lot of detail of the administrative
,set-up in Minnesota, bUt you'll find vocational technical operatiOns are different in
every state. Everybody. operates different, and to say that the way we do it in
MinnetotA is the right way-.-we're different than. most states.

But I think the approach we have -'we.are on the right track, and it's serving

the need and dOing the job in our state, so'far. One thing about vocational technical
education--if it-isn-"t serving the need, we have ari advisOry committee; and if anyone

from the industry says that this is not doing the job,:we'll'change it immediately.

We're not plumbed into 'anything permanent.
,Vinancing, which I think.you're interested in, 4ndred percent.' No money from

manpower; .it's all voc ed-lunds. Now, in Minnesotai we re on a good ratio, about one
041
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federal dollar to.eight state dollarsthai we put into the programso most of this is
state dollars, and I'm-tnte that most of yOur states, are in the same situationL-you're
tiat'going, to get any more federal dollars; you're not going to get CETA money for up-
grading and retraining. You might as well forget it and look for another source, and
that's yOur,state.legislattre; and-I'm sure, if. we're going to increase programs and
help. more,peopIe, we've got to go'to legislatures; welve:got to. justify them, and
that's the waY we:operate.

I have a line on the'budget. meet with the Governor and his staff-every two
years, and say,'"Here are my programs-, here<!s what they're going to cost." And when
I've spent it, I'm all done. There's no getting it from anywhere else. So, I always
ask for a lot:more because I know they are going to cut it; and then you plan from
there.

So, anything new that goes into a program better be planned ahead of time.
You've got to be thinking ahead all the time, so we have a five-year plan. I'M sure

: you all know we're an a management -by- objectives system- -this is the whole total pic-
ture.

. ,

Now, we have in Minnesota about 675 municipal water systems and 487 sewage
plants. I am the vocational administrator. Don't ask me anything about sewage-plants.
I know it goes in one end 'hid it:comes out the other end and goes into the Mississippi.
I know it's that may because I read in the paper all the time about the millions of
gallons of raw sewage that are dumped in there. So that's where it goes. Its
pretty clean up our way-- the Mississippi, too. It's when it gets, down Southwhere it
gets pretty bad. We get rid of it and send. it on south.

But we have an intermarriage between vocational education and the Mihnesota
State Department. of Health. The Minnesota State Department of Health runs the water
programs, the certification-of water plant operators.. The Pollution Control Agency
has the wastewater plant operators. That's the way it is.

The Health. Department had been in the water thing for manyjears before EPA
ever came along; the same way with pollution control and our wastewater program. Prior
to 1969, the state agencies were upgrading sewage plant operators around the state at
certain of our area vocational technical schools,- and then found that they-weren't
getting out to the outlying. places of the state.

Now, we have in Minnesota,53 secondary vocational centers-and 33 area:voca-
tional technical schools, so I've got a pretty good delivery system-where I can cover
the state, statewide, an& this is why I'm in the act. We've got an advisory committee
set up and we set up the programs:in all these places.

Now,, the man from California related to the itinerant teacher program. We call
them field instructors in Minnesota because the men got a litt e indignant over being
called itinerant teachers, because Webster's Dictionary says "" tinerant" is a "hobo"
and they thought pit was'a little degrading to be called a hobo nstructor. So we
changed thet to field instructors, and,that gives them a little more dignity on the
job. not any more money, just a little more dignity.

.

I hgve 18 of those. .1' -ve been criticized on a state leveLbecause the State
Department of Education_should be administrative in "nature. Well, we're providing
service, and we're allowed to do that.by law in Minnesota to provide a service to
municipalities and other service organizations to those-school districts that would
not-be able to provide the service themselves. And that's how I run it. Eighteen
instructors on a state staff. Two of them are Warking as water and wastewater (the
so-called itinerant) instructors --one of, them in wastewater, one'in water treatment.
It's worked out real fine.

This is a.batic,'very basic, education. The water treatment program consists
of. an advisory committee. I do the administrating, and we sit down together with the
Department of Health, the advisory committee, and work very closely. They-lend all
their expertise, the technical advice, to thete programs. I just lend the delivery
system, the administrative, and I got the money. That helpt. That's the way, they run.
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'Now, the people who are in -these Trograms - and I don't khow if its different

in'your states or not - but we've found that this guy who's running a sewage plant

out here in a Small community is probably tile same guy who's running the water systems

plant, too. They're one and the same people. He flushes out the hydrants in the town.

He's probably on the local fire department and makes all those calls, too.. }?e also,

probably when it comes to meter reading time, reads the water meters aroundtown. If_

you've got a break in a main, he fixes that, too. He works on the water main. He

just does everything in that town, and he probably gets four or five hundred dollars

'a month to do it.
And you come out and say, "Hey, Buster, you gotta go to school, get a certifi-

cate." That's hard. Man, you're not going to get that guy to school.. But we've

been getting them there, but you've got to take it to them. You've got to take it to

those menuand make it just as easy for them as you can. You've got to realize that

the majority of those men probably never had an eighth-grade education.
So-we started out, and it was very frustrating. Basic math. We'd say, convert °

the fraction to decimals. They're lost; they're all done. Well, we spent seven weeks

in the 20-week program (50-hour program) in basic mathematics, and it's very basic.

Frustrating. I couldn't live in the ckass,with those guys; it was driving me crazy.
But we spent seven weeks with them to get them around, to where we could get

them inside the meat of this thing; and after the 20 weeks were done, we told them to

come down and get their certification exams.
6

From then on, we run the specialized courses to upgrade them in laboratory work

and so forth. We.had an idea of going into a mobile laboratory, but we didn't. We

have this elaborate vocational school systeth with some fine laboratories in them where

we're teaching industrial chemicals, .so we're using those labs. No use duplicating

the money ''and effort. They're not used much at night anyhow.
I was glad when the gentleman related the fact that vocational technical educa-

tion for adults is coming eb the forehand. We feel it's got to in Minnesota.''' We have

a declining enrollment in our colleges - our community colleges - and we have increased

enrollment in our vocational schools, but its not going to be there forever; so unless

we fill those buildings full of adults and adult programs, brother, we're going to have

a lot.of storage for sugar beets. And I think other states are in just as bad a. shape

as we are. It should be an increasing program.
But the thing I want to impress on you is the close workingship we have with

other egencies. Now, this doesn't happen--I know another agency that I deal with in

Minnesota--this doesn't happen all the time. Everybody's trying--state services and

fedetal services--everybody's trying to build their own empires. I've been accused of

it myself - everybody's very selfish about that. We are not; primarily, we're only

there to serve people, not to se vean individual, and this is what happens.

Well, this hasn't happene in Minnesota, and probably many of you know :Bill

Sexauer. He's here from Minneso a. Bill spends more time with field men or the sewage

instructors than I do. He spend a lot of time with them out On the road.

Same way with the Department of Health. fellow named Gary Engberg works with

him, spends the time on the road with this perso . I don't. I just see that he comes

in for the administrative things once a week, to ches four nights a week. They do -

two and a hal.f hours - with the related training in vocational schools. If there

isn't a vocational-school nearby, we'll go into a high school where we can get some-

thing for nothing, you know, a building, heat, and light.

Now, the success is the one-on-one relationship. This man spends time, with each

student; he gets to know every man .in his class--exactly what his sewage system is,

what his prokems are - local problems and administrative. He knows everything about

that guy because he spends time 'with him all day long. This is not an easy job. The

guy works all day, he works at night, 10:00 p.m. every night. All day long,-every

night.' Travel, work, night. It's hard to find competent men to take this kind of a

job.
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Young men--usually married, with families--they're gdne from home all the time.
A lot of them. don't like this. Our pay,ls fairly good. We pay really well, in fact.
I can hire these people rather cheaply because they don't get much out in the industry,.
so I bring them in at a.much better salary, and I get them out of the communities and
into the cities, which nobody wants to live in either - and I don't blame them.

They've been living out in this small town, walking to work every day, and then
you throw them into this metropolitan rush-rush where they have to have two cars, and
the smell of the smoke, and they can't even see 'til noon every day. - --

But this is the picture of what we're doing in Minnesota. We're running full
secondary programs, too, in wastewater. We have one in St. Cloud - entry level. When
they come out of there, those people do to work in solid waste plants, sewage plants..
We've got several of these programs.

I Can relate to you those few that we're doing at the entry, level. There's a
water disposal technician course at one V/I we have; we have one on environmental tech-
nology; we have one air and water analysis, and water and waste product treatment tech-.
nician.

'Minnesota is the.land of 10,000 lakes and a lot of forest products, a lot of
natural `resource, high-level technicians in water and fish and game, soil conservation;
and we're putting a lot of two-year technicians with those people as helpers. These
are all people with college degrees who are wasting time in menial tasks,. so we're
putting a lot of technicians in theDepartment of, Natural Resources as aids to the
biologists and the conservationists, 4o this program is going very well, at the entry
level.

In vocational education, somebody related yesterday about overtraining. This -

will never happen because the minut\we supply the market, the program is terminated.
We have a very close evaluation of our po'St-secondary system. Any tite a student
doesn't get a job, we know-about it. If he's not employed, we find out what the class
is and we don't run it any more. It's as simple as that. We quit. We can spend that
money elsewhere. But we don't overtrain-because our local higher-education coordinating
committee won't allow it--a very, very effectiVe evaluation system of our post-secondary \
course over at the University of Minnesota forever and ever. They don't care whether
anybody gets a job or not when they get out of there, but they've sure got their eye
on vocational education.

DR. ALBRIGHT: Next, we're going to hear from a erson who graduated from Oregon,
State University. Obviously he likes the state; he's stayed there ever' since his grad-
uation.in Oregon. In 1969, he was employed as a specialist in the Department of
Education, Career Education for the Occupational Areas of Natural Resources and
Environmental Careers.

Howard Brock is a Specialist in Conservation and Forest Products, Oregon State
Department of Education, Salem, Oregon.

MR. BROCK: When you're last on the program--I've already changed what I'm going
to say six times, trying to figure out something different. So, I'd kinda like to tell
you a little bit about what were doing in Oregon in career education. Just to give
you an idea of the picture, we're beginning in education from Grade 1; and in kinder-
garten where we have them, with what we call a career awareness impact. We're trying
to get the young people to start thinking about careers. This being a word in .a con-
notation (that'Sur friend said previously) that a career is a career, whether. you're
going after profassional, technical or whatever occupational level it may be, that it
always has dignity.

In the grade levels 7 through 10, we have what we call career exploration. Hope-
fully, they'll learn a little bit more-about themselves, about their aptitudes, their
interests, and something about a job that they may wish to pursue.
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Many schools
in Grades 7, 8, 9,
work. When we get
or what some refer

are 'incorporating work-experience-type programs, to where even kids
and 10 may visit workers on the job and. talk to them about their

into Grades 11 and 12, we have what. we call a preparatory program,

to as vocational.
In Oregon, what we call this is the cluster concept. Some of you may be familiar

witit Mat we have attempted to do is to determine within the state the major re-

lated jobs in each one of the major occupational areas. What we have defined coveO

about 80 percent of all the jobs in ,Oregon. Instead of training a young person to be

very specialized,' we train them on a broad base of skills that: cuts across the board

in the major occupational areas.
For-example, in, the construction-industry, students learn skills in electrical

wiring, plumbing, carpentry, and in masonry that are common types of skills across the

board to each of these occupational areas. We don't try to specialize as a carpenter

or a mason.
Spedialization is. the role of our'. community college. As the individual finds an

area in which he wishes to specialize, he can either pick it up through a trade school,

'apprenticeship program, or community college (depending On the particular career he has

chosen), or go on to an institution of higher learning. - Our community college system

is fairly well geographically distributed around the state, whict-allOws all segments

of the Oregon society to have a community college available to them,

.We're finding that many people in our community College system in the upper age

bracket are coming back to school. This is typical around the United States., -4

We have 13 community colleges. The programs, as mandated by law, will offer what.

we call lower-division, transfer-type courses, which is, the two-year academic program.

Then there's vocational/technical and adult,. Vocational/technical is our. preparatory

Program area.
Adult has two Segments. The one I will refer to this mornin&is in whaCwe call

occupational supplementary. ThiW is what 'we've been referringto here at this session

as the upgrading-type programs. /his is where people are employed, and you're trying

tG give them new skills or upgrade therdin their particular jobs in new techniques.

The other adult 'basic ed'that we have is what we call community education,. This

avocationally oriented, along with adult, basic-ed-type GEDs where adults are getting

their high-school diploma.
Occupational supplementary is one area that probably.we need to. do more in. In

manyoases:it'S difficult to offer these types- of courses'and then get people to

actually come in to them. We have many successes', and we have some failures.

The one thing in Oregon. that I think ia'very interesting (when they raised their,

hands here as to how many youngsters. are getting' into vocational/technical) - history

has shown in the community college effort that when you Start a system'such as we have

here, enrollments are very heavily vocational/technical. \

The next thing you know,, the community college will\be 90 percent academic and

10 percent vocational/technical. Oregon has maintained (tliough we're very new in

community colleges - since about 1964) a-50=.50 basis on vo ational/technical andqaca-

demic programs. Young people are coming into the programs ealizing that "technical"

has gained a desirable image where it isn't putting them :inl a lesser-type occupational

career. I think this is pretty good. I'm sure that in a fe years you're going to see .

a lot more hands going up that say vocational/technical programs'are pretty good to

your youngsters.
think today vocational/technical programs are where t4 jobs are. If You look

at some of ,the professional careers (except in some specialty areas), there, is a lack

of job opportuhities. Oreeon, for example, the School of Forestry has the largest

enrollment they've.had in their history--over a 'thousand young people enrolled. You

look at the employment opportunities for this particular area (as they also mentioned

in'Minnesota) - I tell you it's dog eat dog. The jobs are just not there. .

Vocational/technical prograts-in Oregon (I think it's pretty true by the federal

standaids in other states) must give to-students a reasonable opportunity to gain
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employMent, .that prbgram won't be there. It's just that simple. This is why young
people are choosing careers in these types of programs.

In the area of environmental careers, we have attempted in Oregon to define what
are the environmental careers. We began originally with a list of job classifications.
developed about,1970 by a community college group that met in. Denver.

I made some great transparencies and I was going to show them to yon. Yester-
day's experience showed that transparencies are too.difficult to read. Basically, the
developed list classified the jobs in the following:' environmental planning technology,
disease prevention technology, pollutionyrevention and. control technology, and resource
conservation technology. 'It covered quite a broad base of job cluster -type careers.

We used this in our advisory committee as a base. The advisory committee has
attempted to define and project the types of emerging environmental car ers that may
be needed in the whole field of environmental control and environmental ervices for
Oregon. 6

I think they have done a pretty good job. Through their reco ations, we have
made a balance of programs so that the young people are finding jobs; we're not over-
proliferated, and we're trying to stay on top of the various kinds of existing and .

emerging careers.

En Oregon we have a system in whiCh you can implement any kind of preparatory
ptogram as long as there is,job opportunity and need:' Federal money is only paying
for` the excess cost of vocational/technical programs through Part B monies. We have
categorical grants, of course, which are the specialized funds for program areas.. In
total financing of our community colleges,-the state puts in about 40 percent, and
about two percent for federal, and then the rest is picked up by local education dis-
tricts or community college districts.

I was interested-to hear California received $36 million from the federal govern=
ment.- his must be dice, because we get about $4 million in our basic grant. Of
course, they have many more people"to serve. 'Oregon's monies are shared equally
between the community colleges and the secondary vocational programs.

Like I said; I have a lot of material here, but I'm not going to try tobore you
with too many things that have already been said.

The community college could be the source to provide the need in environmental
training in either preparatory or upgrading. This is one of the services where the
community college can really do a good job. What many people don't realize is that
community colleges can bring the upgrading to the field to provide this training. You.
don't have to bring people into community colldge buildings for instruction; we find
the right guy to do the,rigyt Job. He or she may not be a person on the instructional'
staff of that community college; instructors can be an expert from the field who's
brought in to provide the expertise-essential in areas of learning.

In Oregon, it's pretty handy. Since the community college districts are located
geographically, we can provide the essential upgrading services that are needed. Up-
grading is a very important training need in the field of environmental careers. We
find few new careers emerging and are mot implementing many new programs. We find
that our existing programs (that we already have by adding specialized courses) is
adequate. For example, in civil engineering you could add an hydrology course, or in
the agricultural programs put in a pesticide-handling codrse, in chemical technology
you might put another option.

We're finding that by adding a course to the existing curriculums, we can give a
person a broad-based training background, making them more employable. For the people
already in the field and employed, we need to be able to reach them better than what
we're doing, and ptovide more diversity'in, our training emphasis in our occupational
upgrading.

In Oregon, we have three community colleges with specialized environmental
technology programs. Specialty areas include water and wastewater technology. We
have one with a four-year institution which is not really part of our system, but with
whom we work very closely., It has four-year programs in several environmental career
and other specialty areas.
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Weehave,(as mentioned in Minnesota) natural resources as one of our major
training career areas. Forestry and related resource careers are a major area for job
training.--7We're doing a very satisfactory job here. Probably more so than what the
job demand is at present. - o.

We have -put on upgrading oourses in auto emissions, and are attempting to pro-
vide the essential upgrading to meet the.new standard6 that-will be law in the POttland
metropolitan area. We are trying to proVide effective and adequate training in the
field of all environmental technology. We appreciate working with anyone who will let
us-know of their needs. :Appropriate action will be taken.to provide the training to
meet the needs of the various segments of Our society.

DR.-ABRIGHT: Thank you, Howard. Thank you, members of the panel. We now have
scheduled in some time for questions. DOryou have any questions? We'll be glad to
try-to answer them. Yes, sir?

MR. QUINN: William, uinn, from State Community College for Occupational Educa-
tion,.Denver.

First of all, I want to commend Oregon on their cluSter'syStem. I've studied it

,quite a bit and am very impressed.
Two questions. One for Mr. Gillaspy. He mentioned the trouble getting informa-

tion from industry as far as the upgrading needs for emissions. What are we dotng
about it, as far as getting this? If you'll hold, 1 have one more question for some-
body else.

Mr. McCullough, you said that you're not receiving any,manpower money. Title I
of the CETA act has set aside five percent money for vocational education. Are you

receiving, any of that?

MR. McCULLOUGH: It goes to disadvantaged, minorities and disadvantaged, most all
of our CETA money goes into those programs. All of.it does, in fact.

DR. GILLASPY: Speaking to the comment about obtaining information from the
emission control manufacturers, the reason they were reluctant to give us information
on the catalytic converter and the airnoid and some of the newer things that they're

working on, is because they have not passed their...50,000-mile test limitations that,
EPA has put on them. So it really wasn't that they were withholding the information,
they were just wanting to get some of the bugs clarified beforethey did turn the
information loose.
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UTILIZATION OF STATE PROGRAM, GRANTS

CHESTER.J. SHURA, Panel Moderator,

MR. SHURA: I had a small part in developing the program that you're being exposed
to here today and I think from my own personal observation there's a lot to be learned
by everyone. Sometimes it's refreshing even for those people who think they know the
bag of tricks that are available to implementing manpower programs. Sometime-At-is still
constructive to go over the laundiy list of the tools that are available and look at the
extent to which.you've made them work for you and, again, look at the experiences of
others and see that there are many., many faceted ways of handling a program, managing a
program - that it's an open-ended rocess, in constant flux, constant change, requiring
Constant innovative procedures.

There are some things, general things that I listened to yesterday, and I think a
good way to put it is that things.are constantly changing. Ijecall last year, when
Francis' Mayo (my boss) was sitting with our divisional heads, and we were talking about
fiscal year '75 work plans and sexieral division heads were at the table. One said,
"Francis, tell me how many positions and money I'm going to get SO I can, tell my people
their jobs are secure."

I remember Mr. Mayo looking at them and saying, "You tell me what you are doing
that is important and then we will look at what everyorit wants - other proposals that
people say are important. I will weigh these inputs and look at what I've got-in aggre
gate resources and tell you what you are going to get. We'll worry about where the
people fit afterwards."

I think, to a great extent,, that's the sign of the time. We're being asked to get
more of a bang out of a buck; we're being'held accountable for what we do. The only.
way we're going to do that is sAmehow ha;.re some sort of plan or approach that we want,
to take, a system of prioritizing, of looking at what resources available from various
sources-working with and through others to get a job done.

-We are no islands tb ourselves. We are going to have to learn how to interrelate,
integrate, get along and sometimes concede that we often have to comprbmise between our
objectives, your objectives, if-you've got three or four partied with different motives'
putting in monies. How can we, all of us, get a piece of production out of this ac-
tivity?

Another thing that I think is very central here = it deals with decentralization.
The big thrust, I think, in decentralization is establishing a capability at the State
and local levels. We've got to work at establishing that. The Governor of the state,
the sovereign of the state, is responsible for accomplishing environmental objectives
within the state. It seems to me whether we deal with State EPA, whether we deal with
higher-education, etc. - somehow at the state level there's got to be a mechanism-for
letting each other know what their plans and priorities are, how to work together to
impact existing work plans to get the job done effectively.

That'communication gap is very significant - so State environmental lead agen-
cies have got to go back and work at those communication gaps. You've got to relay
your needs and your availabilities to your delivery mechanisms (state offices of edu-
cation/vocational education). State environmental lead agencies are going to have to
somehow convey their needs of priorities and get these to the other interested agen-
cies and help work-with them to meet those needs.

t

Most of the agenda here has been of`general information to many people. The topic
this particular panel is dealing with is more restricted to monies that are available
within EPA from several funding sources - from the Clean Air Act, Clean Water Act, Sec-._

tions 105 and 106, respectively, and.some solid waste grant monies.



Too many people within our agency are a little remiss. They think of manpower as
an adjunct, ah somehow they don't realize, that the function of:management is.
to provide on -going funds for upgrading your own people and being respbnsible for.man-
power development and planning and\training implications of.Your legislative mandates
and achieving environmental ,goals. \,

The manpower function is often shortchanged in the process. We're building many ,

waste treatment plants and finding thathalf,of our secondary plants are not meeting-
secondary removal,requirements.

N
1

Today, we have three panelists. Two of them are from the national level and one
from the regional level.I-We're going to start from the top down.

The first person to appear on the program will be Jean Schueneman who is the Chief
of the Control Program Development Division, National Environmental Research Center,
Research Triangle Park, North Carolina.

He was.introduced to you yesterday and his background capsulized so I won't re-
,iterate those details.

Without"further ado, Jean Schueneman.

MR. SCHUENEMAN: supposed to discuss the utilization of State and local air
pollution control program grants i the conduct of the'training fpr various kinds of
people at various levels; Actually the title of the talk in the printed agenda is
wrong. It should include local pollution control agencies. They spend about half
of the money that's spent in the Ai ollution control field. There are about 150 lo-

. ,

cal agencies. and only about 53 state agencies. However, there areabout 12 states
which 'have no local programs at,all. TheState does all of the dir pollution control
work in those states. In-some states, the program grants that go to cities or to coun-
ties or multicounty regional distrlcts are!passed through state agencies with terms,
and conditions as to what the cities will accomplish,with the monies available and the
state and the local people develop agreements as to who will do what in the air pollu-
tion control field.

First, let's take a brief look .at what funding levels have been in the air pollu-
tion control agency opperations field and how these compare to estimates of needed funds.
Wecan take a look,at this slide (Figure 1). You can see the history of State and lo-
cal air pollution control program funds, including Federal grant funds'. In 1974 Federal
program grant funds are about 40 percent and State and local funds are about 60 percent
of the total. There has been a very spectacular growth with the funding levels doubling
since 1940 and increasing substantially since 1965.

There are several estimates available of the funds actually needed by control agen-
cies(Figure 1). The line labeled "Model" was developed.from estimates of the manpower
needed eo accomplish various tasks in air pollution control agencies, and then these
were converted into dollars: The graph indicates that we're some $50 million short na-
tionally_of funds available to State and local agencies. The other line is labeled "SIP
Estimate." Thee are estimates of funds needed, developed by the.State air pollution
control agencies, in preparing their SIP; their SIP being a State Implementation Plan
to achieve national ambient air quality standards. It has a'brokbn line at one place
since in 1973 new estimates were made. The dashed line goes seraight up. That incre-
ment was due to new program elements that evolved since the initial estimates of re-
sources needed. Those,new programs are indirect source reviews to determine whether
shopping centers, sports stadia, et al, will cause air quality standards to be exceeded;
no significant deterioration of activities; the maintenance of air quality standards;
and the development of transportation control plans to reduce air pollution. Growth
has-been substantial, but we're still far from meeting the needs.

The next chart (Figure 2) indicates what's happenedto State and local air pollu-
tion control agency manpower, in terms of numbers of equivalent full -timk people on
board. Again, we see very substantial growth since 1965. There has been a doubling
since 1970. The manpower model yields estimates that are rather high, perhaps because
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it's based curd rather idealistic air pollutiOn control program, where the other es-
timates, labeled ".SIP Estimates," were tempered somewhat by the contrq-agencies' views-
of their probable ability to obtain the necessary manpower. There may,have-been con-
cern that the Federal Government would hassle the states to get tile. estimated needed so
underestimation may have prevailed. But we are somewhere in the vicinity of.3,000 men

short of the need. Even though wee have about170 percent of the totalnatonal staffing
needed, in 40-percent of the states, we have less than 60 perCertt man- I,

power% We have a large number-of states that are grdhsly und&stafted and Unable to

meet their various program needs. ° - ' .

The Federal Government's management *control program grants in the early days, .

starting back in.1964, was directed primarily toward getting new ntrol programs estab-

lished pin urban centers and in states, and to strengthen those.existing,programa.that
were already there. We've changed our emphasis over the last year or two. We are now,: '

emphaglizing the development of programs, the content'df programs, and the-accomplish7:
D .0

menu of .specific tasks, particularly those related to carrying out they State It4plaMtpl.

tation'Plan. This year,weve emphasized the development of specific outputs -in`
varibbs'State and local.ageney programs2 We've used an inoeutive type of approack. 41e;,,

havd,enceuraged State and local agencies to get into, new programs such ag indirect siotfok

review, enforcement of national new source performance standards and ;:,o.

standards, the developMent of transportation control plans and_their enforcement, et
- cetera. 'These program *Is and outpUts are developed.in negotiation sesgions.betwegn
EPA4s regiondl Office staff,end the various State and local agencies. °

We have not pushed very hard.at the Federal level for the development of training
activities in State and-ltical ptograms. It's been considered that training was best

done atthe' Federal level. gtate"and jocal agencies didn't know howto conduct training
and had not been doing so, and to divert resources from oth4r State and local agency
operations. training Was not appropriate. The FederallWovernmen... does conduct short-

term training courqqa in North Carolina and in the fi ld for pAofessionals and subpro7

fessionals employed brgovernmental agencies., industr et cetera. Also,

training was availablfn universities, partly support d by grants from the Federal
.Government..

The state may use their programi grant funds - and many have for paying tuition

to 6 to niy '5/school'courses, too to special-training coursec.condueted by commercial'

enterprise or to.pay travel, per diem and support for peoplowhO g to arty appropriate
training source. °

Fu ther, EPA has made available felrowships.for a" full -ti year of `graduate study.

These a e now directed primarily toward'control agency employes. The Federal Gov.ern-

ment pr vides $6,500 in stipend plus tuition, fees and book,dfor attendance at full-'

time grAuate training, orpart-timb eaduate training tit. monies adjusted appropri-

ately. state can uo Federal program grant fundb.and Choir own funds to augMent

\ the °Lipp° t of people who are engaged in full -time training programs, if $6,500 isn't

\\ enough to support the trainee. °

We find that a few States conduct come limited training on theii own particularly
in the states with larger numbers of State and local air pollution control agency per-
sonnel. Included, for instance, among, them would be Ohio, Pennsylvania, New York and

Texah. ,These states, we believe, froth a 'rather incomplete survey, have conducted about
200 man - weeks of training during the pact year, not including a large amount of training
on visible emission observation. 'About 28 states do conduct visible emission training.

A rough estimate would be that about $100,000 wao-spent by State agencies on the
conduct of titinitig. of their pOople, not counting the time or the salary equivalent of

the person!) being trained. This works out to something around. two-tenths of one perms

cent of'the total funds available to State agencies indicating the low priority that

the states place on conducting training for t4eir own personnel. We find more'atten-

tion being given to training now,:as the statd%programs mature. They're beginning to

think more about training_and finding funds and manpower to do it.
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The local air pollution control agencies conducted somewhere around 400 man-weeks
6of training, not including that associated with visible emission training.

We think that the kinds of training that,might be conducted by all states,fall
into several categories. They would include:," visible emission observation; general
orientation courses in aiiloollution; presentation of packaged and self-instructional
courses that are availble from the Federal government or elsewhere; and an-tte-job
training. The State agenciescan foster motor vehicle mechanic training and motor
vehicle emission inspection training by other organizations: Almost all states can "

do some, if not a great deal, of.those kinds of training.. But they cannot do other
kinds of training economically and efficiently. They can do it; there's no question
about that, given the money. But we think it would be uneconomical and inefficient
for them to conduct the more complex and specialized kinds of courses.

There are, however, about'10 statesin the country where upwards of 300 people
are employed brothe collective State and local agencies within that state. In those_
10 largest states, rather extensive air popution control agency personnel training
activities might be undertaken including those that I just mentioned that all states
might conduct. They also may conduct specialized training for professional people in
air pollution' measurements, source inspection, source controland other'kinds of air
resource management activities: They would probably use standardized materials avail-
able.from others, hopefully the Federal Government. We doubt thatany states will
want to conduct the rather costly laboratory training, or training in highly special-
ized fields in which there are only a very few people employed, such as in the fields
of meteorology. and statistical analysis of data. Typically there are only one to
possibly three persons of such categories in any one state. The economy of estate
training program of that kind is not very goad.

The states can use their,program grant funds,for these kinds of training activi:
ties. We will be encouraging the larger states to do considerable training and the
lesser states to do some limited training on their own. They can use program grant
funds for those purposes, either by maintaining trainers on the 'staff of the State or
the local agency or for contracting with existing educational institutions. If the
state air pollution control agency wants vehicle emission inspectors trained, they
can take some of their grant money and hand it over to an institution equipped to train
people in that field or to hire a commercial organization to conduct training. EPA
does have dome control over programs and activities the states would engage in. EPA
will generally agree with any kind of training that a state agency wants to do, using
program grant funds, so long as it isn't needlessly repetitious or grossly inefficient
utilization ofthe state's limited resources. That determination, of course, gets to ,

be judgmental and sometimes the EPA doesn't agree with a State and local agency. But
men of good faith and in good bargaining situations can usually work it out.

EPA will try to support state and local air pollution control agency training ac-.
tivities through the proyision of self-instructional courses, through the provision of
training packages and instructor's manuals, and various other materials, Frank King,
who, is here, knows all about those training materials and if anyOne wo4d like to find
out further details on that subject, he's available. He is in charge of EPA's air pol-
lution training activities, from top to bottom, and cover to cover. Thank you.

MR. SHURA: thank you, Jean. The next personon the program is Edward Richards,
who is theActing Chief of StateProgram Branch, Water Planning Division, Office of
Water Planning and Standards, EPA, Washington, D.C.

MR. RICHARDS: I'm going to talk for a few minutes about the state controlled
agency grant in water, particularly frOm the national perspective and how these. grants
relate to state training. My remarks are addressed primarily to the state people in
the audience, although they will have some relationship to particularly educational
institutions. After I talk for a few minutes, Jim Marth, from our regional office in



Chicago,, will be going'int8 more detail on the actual negotiation of these grants
between the regional offices and the state, and I hope that together we'll set the
stage for some discussion afterwads.

I'd like to begin by.describing in general terms hoa'and for what purposes we
made'grants 63 state agencies. As many of you know, under Section 106 of the Act,
grants are authorized by the state,agencies for a wide range of activities, such as
management of municipal facilities programs, permitting, monitoring, enforcement,
et cetera.

These grants are negotiated between the EPA regional office and the state agen- I

cies on an annual basis. 'The state submits its proposed program in April,:and in its
submission, it makes problem assessments; it describes its strategy in dealing With
the problems in each program area; and itcommits itself-to producing specific out-
puts in the course of the subsequent year. These outputs would be such things as
number of permits to be issued, number of compliance Monitoring ipspections'and that
sort of thing. .

Now, in considering the states' applications, the regional office adapts our q
tional prograM guidance to the specific situation in that state. For, example, in AD r

national guidance,:for a given year, we stress a particular program activity or ac-
stivities. For example, last year issuance of permits was a major priority and wit in
the total grant for the state, when they specify in this guidance the percentage t
go, for example, to- permitting activities. However, the region has considerable d s-
cretion to change the priorities depending on, again, the situation in the particu ar-
state, and these priorities do change from'year to year. For example, next year, I
would expect compliance monitoring and enforcement will have a higher priority th n
last year..

The point I'm trying to make here is that each of the program areas, trainin
enforcement,,monitoring, et cetera, must compete for the funds available. They c m-
ute Nal:thin the state program for state dollars and also for the EPA dollars. No ,

in this competition, during the fitst two years under the Act, training received a
total of two percent of the total funding, that's state funds and EPA grant fund to

the'states. That means that both EPA-and the states have afforded a rather low ri-

ority to training relative to other programs..
In FY'74, $2.3 million out of a total of,$116 million was spent on training, and,

FY'75, the comparable figures are $2.5 million out of a 'total of $125 million. ir-

tually all of these funds were used for operator training. This relatively/low pri-
ority given to training, in my opinion, does not stem from the fact that people don't
appreciate the need for training. Everyone talks about training needs:- We mig t say
if this talk about training isn't translated into programs that perhaps people, re
paying lip service to training, but I think that-the basic problem here is, the Act
mandates certain new activities, and those program priorities, especially in t e last
twa_years - permitting and municipal grants - havereceived such stress, parti ularly
in our funding guidance, that, there just hasn't been sufficient money left ove for

training.
I should point out that in the next few years, EPA hopes the states will e tak-

ing on increasing responsibilities, particularly in municipal facilities manag ment,
compliance monitoring, enforcement, and the start of a 9-point source control rogram.

We expect that Section 106 appropriations will continue to rise, although that's by
no means certain, and the trend is for state appropriations to continue to ri e, the
other programs in demand are going to create'a very competitive atmosphere fo the

available funds. Now, having said this and perhaps somewhat discouraged you n the
process, let me point out how I think that you can more effectively compete f r the
funds that are'available.

The first point I'd-like to make is that EPA's emphasis will lean on enc uraging
state self-sufficiency in training. Thus, our policy, will be to respond possibly to
well thought-out state training programs.
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Secoridly, and perhaps most importantly, the states themselves. are providing about '

two-thirds of the funds in state programs, with EPA supplying about athird nationally.
So, we'`11 be, looking'at the willingness of states to commit their own funds for train- '

ing at the.time we look at, their,grant application.

As I said earlier, the process ok determining the funding of each peOgram eleMent
within the program is a competitive process, and think for training to achieve a
higher priority implies that those people concerned with training must do a more con- .

wincing job of selling_your program, both 4ithin the state agency and with regard to
the EPA'regional office.

If you, s'can convince your own agencies and your own legislatures to devote fund
for traihing, and if you devise effective strategies for training_within your state,
I think you'll find apositiVe'attitude on he part,.of EPA, in increasing funding for
this aefivity. -

The need for increased training, as I. said before, is apparent. With increased
state emphasis on training, expressed in terms of more state funding and well thought
out programs, EPAis ready to cooperate by considering.funding increases for training'
in our own grants.

In devising your state program, I think as a minimum, .the program ha's to assess
the training needs for the agency and for, the state agencies concerned as a Whole.
Determine priorities and indicate.how trainingfits into your other program activities.

iFor example, ONM and compliance monitoring, how it supports those program areas.
If you're able to do this, I think that there will be a response from EPA in terms

of increasing the funding that will be available fOr training.
.

MR. SHURA: Thank you, Ed. The next sfeaker will be Jim Marth, who is the Direc-
tor of the Office of State and Interstate Programs, Region V, EPA, in Chicago, where
I also work. I've had the privilege of working with him for the past five years be-
ginning With the Federal Water Pollution Control Administration, and now with EPA,'.
Jim has been very instrumental in our.region in our ability to impact.state program
grants.

Jim's really at home here in Arizona. I remember when.I approached him about be-
ing on this panel. He was very eager to come, and I found out why., Not just bpcause
of the sun, but this is where he got his education-at Phoenix College and,Arizona State
University, and he began his career in governmeht right here in _Phoenix with the Ari-
zona State Employment Service. He worked with the State Employment Security Co isSiOn,'
as a Senior Program Advisor and Auditor and then joined the Department of-Inte for in
1963 as a Financial Analyst in Washington.

Then he served seven years in Denver as an Operational Auditoryhere he.special-
ized in the evaluation of program effectiveness, from canal and power plant O&M pro-
grams, to aerial surveillance of wild life refuges and land usage polities.

During the past four years, he's been with our agency in Chicago where he's be-
come the Director of our Office.of State Programs. He and -his staff are responsible
for assisting the State and interstate-agencies in developing and self-evaluating ef-
fective air and water control and solid waste managment programs.

MR. VARTH: Thank you very much, Chet, and it certainly isa pleasure to be here
with you today. I must say that this is one of the more effective and efficiently pUt
together conferences that I think I've ever had the pleasure to attend or participate
in, and the people who made this possible and the arrangements I think are certainly'
to be commended for the excellent way in. which this has been carried out to, this point.

I think it was Bob Crabtree, who.said that' he would probably alienate two-thirds
of. the people here. At least he left a third for me to, I guess alienate or something,.
with the exception of perhaps a few of:us who've got broad shoulders. I'd like to make
a few general comments before I talk about program planning and one of the techniques
that we've tried to convince the State water and air Environmental Protection Agency
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administrators of what prograM elements are most important. One of my feelings is that
progress without people jugt ain't progress.

Onoeupon a time, things used to be tough down here in Phoenix:- It was really
difficult°to get a job. The unemployment rate was pretty high and I come back here to-
day and find that things are just about the way I left them; just about the'way they
were when I first came to Arizona. A Bachelor's degree didn't tuy anything more than
a cup of"coffee, if you had a dime; and a Master's degree might help you to get a job

pumping gas for Standard Stations if they likdd the way you parted your hair. I re-
member applying for a job with Standard Stations, Incorporated, and they had something
like 140 applicants fort three openings. Most of the fellows either had Bachelor's or
Master's degrees and they ranged all the way from accounting to the fine arts, and
from philosophy to history, and you name it, they were there.

Well, I landed one of those three positions and went into training for two weeks
in this training center. The supervisor of the northern area, to whom I was to,be
assigned came tb me one day and said, "Jim, I've been watching your progress, and you
are doing a fantastic job. I don't think anyone is selling more products and demon-
strating the type of courtesy that we would like to see extended to the people that
come ,po our stations, and I'm very pleased with your progress." T e day before the

fraid we're going
iy ?" He said, "I'm
. said, "Furthermore,
rous."
he type of job
e of diSciplinary
attended to, that

course ended, the training manager came. to me and said, "Jim,
'mto have to let you go." I was kind of:dumbfounded, and I said, "t

afraid you just can't pack front wheel bearing fast enough," and h
I saw you ,miss two grease points in a car and-that could be disast

So, there was a message there. My training was just not for
wanted done. Perhaps, if they had selected someone who had the ty
background that could be attentive to the things that needed to be
person would have been much more successful than I was. '

I had some other very interesting experiences here in Phoenix which proved to be
very frustrating. One of the first positions that I landed back in 1956 or late '55
was as a trainee on a three-year training program with one of the nation's largest
insurance companies, as a life underwriter. For those of you who aren't familiar with
the life insurance business, a life underwriter comes out analyzes your needs and
tries to develop,a program for ydu. He's called an "underwriter.

In anyfevene, I was with this firm for about six months and they had this train-
ing program where they would go out and watch you make your canned sales pitch and try
to analyze it afterwards and tell .you where you could beef it up or something like that.
I also found out and they shared with me, their national statistics, that for every
200 calls or contacts you make, you might expect to line up appointments with 40 people
Of those 40 peoplp you. might succeed in. making 10 presentations. Of those 10 presenta-
tions', you would,be highly successful indeed.if you sold, say, 1.3 or 1.5 packages or
plans out of that,10.

I found thisto.be very negative impact on my type of personality, although I was
ahead of the game; and the planned compensation program that they had was most gpneroup

. for those days, it comparison to what salary levels were here in Arizona. In fact, I

took a $200 a month decrease to go with the State Employment Service as an Employment
Service Interviewer I, the entry professional level. But I had to get .out of the life
insurance business' because I couldn't stomach the negativism; Contacting so many people
and experiencing sp much failure.

Sp, I went from there to the State Employment Service and I happened to be in an
office in northerh'Arizona. where we had some unemployment. We had some factories and
we had other industry that had opportunities for people, but we didn't have the trained

work farce. So, Ilsaid to the manager one day, no you mind if I go out and contact
some of these companies and see if we can't develop some programs to utilize the skills

and talents that are available in our community?"
He' said, "Absolutely not. That's not our job to go out and find jots for people.

Weyork with the people that come to us and the employers that comp to us, and we have
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this Dictionary of Occupational Titles. If we have a man who comes in and he's been
classified as a.9.-14.03, or whatever it is, construction industry laboret, and we have
a job order that comes in that's classified according to that, then they just match

-up. We have a placement."

Well, I found out that I mas spending about 25 percent of my time collecting sta-
tistics on how-many veterans I had seen, how many of those veterans were female,_how
many of those veterans were a member of a minority group,'how many minority group mem--
bers we-interviewed, how many were professional, sales or clerical, or skilled, semi-
skilled'or unskilled. By the time I got done, I was too tired, and I had no time
available to find jobs for people, let alone even contact prospective employers to
develop training programs. So, we found ourselves,spinning our. wheels and doing the
usual bUreaucratic thing.

Well, this was a menopausal type cycle in my life that I went through, known as
frustration and I was determined after that that there must be a better way to earn
a living; where you can do something in the government. Instead of leaving govern--
ment and despairing, I went on from there into other positions in the Employment Se-
curity Commission here and then eventually to work with the Federal Government.

I don't have much time today for people who tell me, "I don't knovi.how- to'get it
done," and they refuse to identify and look at what ,can be done.

I say that progress can be made. 'I say that some progress is being made, but
there's a lot more that can be done, and you people are the people who are going to
do it. If you don't do it, Wire all going to be inotrouble. Thig group controls
the destiny of environmental protection, at least during the next decade, if not: the
next two decades.

The most important thing I think that needs to happen in up as individuals is a
cognizance of what can be done. A positive approach is the-only way, in thy mind,
that our manpower development programs are going to succeed on a timely basis, to be
sure the job will get done.. There's no doubt in my mind aboUt that,'but will it be
done in a timely, efficient and performance effective Mode. In other words, is
it going to take up a gillion dollars to do what we might have been able to do with,
a few million? I. think that we need to look at this anti look at the opportunities to
utilize the resources that we have. I don't think we're doing that now.

It's very refreshing to hear successful renditions of acComplishmento.fromHpeople
like John Wright and Chris Beck yesterday. I must disagree with the :gentleman from
California that we didn't hear any messages that meant something. yesterday. I think
we'did hear some messages, but were we tuned in? Were we on the right frequency?
Are we ready to hear someone who did get something done, especially in a State where .

I think the odds are really against you, and that's New Mexico. At least they used.
to be because that was my neighbor when I was here in Arizona.

I'd like to come back here next yeat, perhaps not here - maybe it'll beAnchorage,
Alaska - and ask how many of you can now match John's successful story or are starting
to reach toward needed staffing authorizations that you need, at the authorization
level, that Chris is accomplishing in Connecticut.

I asked- Ernie Bennett yesterday, "Ernie, do you remember when we started out in
'1970 how large your staff was?" Ile said, "Yeah, it was me, and: that was about half
time." MOst of the time he was collecting statistics, and het..Tas supposed to be look-
ing at all the compliance and monitoring reports that were coming in monthly andl.you .

know, I think he was supposed to sweep his office out each night before he .eft for
home:

Now, the thing is changed come. Ithink he told me that he had five or nix people
that he works with. Plus he has key people in the universities now who do have an in-
tereot, and in vocational education'facilitien, and I ocil resources. I pee resources
identified and I pee programs that can be accomplished. Perhapa-it's because we
started so late that we fill some frustration in not being able to move fast enough
now, but I think we need to concentrate on what can be done.
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There are three major areas of deficiency in our-mode of operation that in

these times of economic disadVantage and energy'deficit impact, that could subatan-

tially impede any meaningful,progress at the nationalas'welf as at the local level

in carrying out our Federal and state statutorily mandated goals to achieve.an en-

vironment in which man can live,apid thrive.' These are goals, and they all spell

ciedibility," no matter which way 576,11 want to slice it.
In my mind, we don't have the luxury any longer of the lead time that we did

have. We burned it up at.the national, regional and state level. We need to stop

worrying about the impossible and do something about the possible.
The first of-these three deficiencies, as I perceive them, are: 1) Public in-

volvement; 2) Equitable opportunity; 3) Effectiveness and e ficiency of operations

by capable employment in the public service areas. I'm no going to analyze these

problems in depth because time just doesn't permit it, and the first of these two

items requires treatment in depth and in different modes, at various leyels of,en-

vironmental program management - that need to be addreose perhaps in a subsequent

conference.
The first one: public involvement. We're not creating meaningful opportunir

ties for the public who mandated these programs that we administer, to truly parti-

cipate., If you're going to operate a Mexican or Chinese food restaurant in Phoenix,

you better be attentive and responsive to your clientele or there won't'be any clien-

tele. If-you don't have the concensus of'your constituency, you're not going to get

a commitment from the people,,speaking through their governor or their legislators

in the budgetary pro-cess.
The second point - equitable opportunity. Are we creating opportunities that. .

the socially or economically disadvantaged can really avail themselves of? Ate we

still saying, "A woman engineer would get snowed by the environmental control manager

of the local tractor pihnt over a two martini and lobster thermadore lunch? That'd

be the end of her day. We wouldn't get any production.".
Are you really sure that the 60-year-old lab technician who's always checking

on bow the boys took their samples off the bridge couldn't get a full day in the field?

And by the way, why couldn't a woman collect some of those samples, as-well as a-man?/

Remember how often we hear, "Capable human resources,are our shortest commodity.'{

Why? It sure isn't because we enjoy a full employment rate in this country today.

We Americans are known as wasters in other countries. Well, that's one thing that nY

all of us here are very much aware of because so-called waste matter causes pollutiont

of our environment. I think it's high time -that we'otopped wasting our human re-

sources and otaited using the resources that God gave us.

I suggest that our mandate for manpower development and a real, meaningful, af4-

firmative action program truly could,complement each other, and we have an opporturtity

to make a pocial contribution to this country and to its posterity, second to none4i

The third one needs little introduction to you It's as simpie ao this. A On-
dred fifty thousand emitter permits, fifty-four SIPS, forty transportationicontro;

plans, eighty-five thousand NPDES permits, or whatever the numbers are, aren't going

to mean a Tinker's damn if we don't have the people who can translate the technology

into safe emissions, potable water and crops that won't poison LIG or their grow(ro.

Now, let me talk just for a few minutes, if I may, about how we can get thel job.

done. The job, from my standpoint, is developing a credible program that you dna sell

and how to sell it. I'm not talking about grantsmanship. I refuse to recognize that

as a viable form or mode of government. There's no magic to this' process. It involves

leigic, innovation, perseverance and persuasion.
I think moot of you are familiar with the program cycle, at least from the state

standpoint, as to when you are required to have a program developed and submitted to

your branch chief ar to your division chief, and from there on up to the agency direc-

tor oo that he can submit it to the Governor's office, and finally, it goesIto the

legislative committee at approximately the same time that the Governor is giving his

1
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State of the Budget message at the beginning of the calendar year. At sometime be-
tween the preceding November and February come the budgetary hearings.

And finally, here coined EPA along with its guidance in about February after
you've had your budgetary hearing. OK. What do you do in the absence of firm guid-
ance that we can use to develop right now our FY'76 and FY'77 programs? I would dare-

.

say that in this room, half of yoU are locked in already to your program commitment
and to your resources' through June 30th of 1977. At least, we are in several of our
states in Region V. -

What I would like to say to you is, these are the days that you've got to develop
a meaningful program that tells what you-call get done in a prioritized fashion, and
secondly, what-it will take to do the job. Don't sit down and start worrying about
how many people you need, or how much travel you need, or how much contractual money
you need. Worry more about what the priorities are and set them down-on paper. Es-
tablish what program objectives need to be accomplished in order to interface with
other control dates, such as the June 30th, 1975 primary ambient - air standard com-
pliance.' The 1977 date in water. These are the things that you need to be concerned
with."

How many new sewage treatment'planto are going to be built or are going to be
expanded, rehabilitated, are going from primary to secoridary or tertiary treatment
that need operators, after June 30th, 1975?

How many of you can say that back in your office, those of you who are state man-
power planUd.o; that y©u are truly aware of what your needs are over the next three-
year period, at least?

The next item is to put this down on paper in the most succinct terms that you
possibly can, and then price the thing out. Then, uoing the most positive approach
you can muster, look at what a win-win situation is. You win your program, and the
boos who has responoibili.ty perhaps for coordinating the total program, enforcement,
complianEe and line of training, looking at his needs and what he needs to accomplish,
one of the wino is for him. The positive approach must be taken, or we're all going
to `be loot.

There are tools that are available to help you, but'you've got to make your needs
knOwn. If we don't hear from you - if the man in your agency who's responsible for
aggregating the total program for your air pollution control program or.the water pol-
lution or the solid waste management program - if you don't make your program objective
and your program priorities and what you peed to accomplish within a certain time known,
you can't expect him to give you much but lip service-when you say, "I need - I want."
It isn't going to work anymore. These are the days when we manage by objectives.

And what can be done to evaluate your own-program? Are you merely waiting for
someone else to come in? I'm not going to come in and evaluate your program for you.
I don't expect Chet Shura to come in and evaluate your program.

What I do expect is that hand and hand you will look at what the goals were and
the commitments that you made and how realistically they were accomplished. Where
there are problem areas, I expect you to jointly evaluate theoe problems. Eventually,
I would look for you to perform the evaluation of your own program and give us the
conclusions of your evaluation, and then Chet Shura and his staff in Region. V and the
others in the other regions that are here will then sit down and try to help you with
identifying the critical areas that can be resolved for next year.

I suggest that there are many resources that are available to us in the way of
money that aren't even tapped. One of them is right within'the 106 program. How many
of you can tell me how much your state is looking forward to - for FY 1976 in 106
monies? I saw one hand. John Wright from New Mexico. I told him last night I wished
we had him back in Indiana. We could really use hits.

But, let's make a decision that you will utilize people that are available, and
if it takes two, maybe three phone calls to get somebody. down from Denver to your
state ag,ency or up to your agency, to'your local air pollution'contiol agency; make
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those calls and get the persbn out there, but let's make a determination that this

is going to be done in a positive approach, because, believe me,'this is the way the

- permit people are doing it; this is the way the'cOmpliance monitoring people are doing '

it, and.it works. Let's make some real responsive progress this year and really win

big for everybody.

MR. SHURA: Thank you, Jim. We're open now for questions to panel memberse as

well as myself.

MRS. KMEPE: I'm Jocelyn Kempe from Region VI in Dallas; doing the same job that

Chet does. -I would like to have either Mr. Marth or Chet please give a summary if

you will of what your 106 training state plans do have in them because I know that

you have some things probably that in our region and some others we don't. I think

our state people .would like to know that..

MR. SHURA: I willtry 'to summarize without any hard data in front of me. May-

be what I can do is estimate from about three years ago what we had in each state in

Region V and what we have now.
Illinois - Ernie, correct me, if I'm wrong - as of about three years ago, you

had maybe up to Part of a man year (most of that was in the certification and licens-

ing function) and today you're up to about four and a half man years?

In Wisconsin - Wisconsin has really gone maverick and shown their independence,

and in a way, insolence and arrogance. You must admire them becaUse even though they

are provincial, they foresaw decentralization years ahead of us, and they asked us to

help them, assist them, two or three years ago when they had about -a halfuan year*

operation. We worked with them on a few grants here and there. We proved the point,

helped prepare their justification for their existence to the state legislature. Lo

and behold-, they came up with eight new people in training, axd they decentralized to

each of their districts, and now they're talking about adding additional trainers to

each of their districts from CETA funds.
So, I think Wisconsin has jumped from about a half a man year up to an eight man

year program, and that's in just water during the past two years.

Michigan has moved from a half man year to 4 1/2 man years of effort.

Indiana is sort of the maverick in.our region, holding down our batting average.

But even there, they've moved from nothing to the beginnings of a manpower function.

v.
Ohio has progressed from about a half man year three years ago.. to about six man

years of effort today. Jim Marth was Project Director, by the way, for a study that

led to the creation of the EPA in Ohio. I was appointed on this study committee, and

somehow, within our recommendations, we had q manpower planning and training function

established right at the top. Bill Bunner froth Ohio --he's here - is the State EPA

Training Officer. He works across the board.

Minnesota. I don't know how Bill Sexauer stands the guff up there. He's a little

workhorse - they get more work out of such a small, dynamic fellow. He's been offered

jobs paying twice as much as he earns. He's so dedicated he won't leave because some-

how Minnesota just,can't get along without him. He feels that his present job is more

challenging than anything else. He's up to about two and a half man years, but he gets

plenty more mileage as a catalyst. IPIVIsmftlistened to the vocational education dis-

cussion this morning, you know he's getting ,a lot of_help with the voc ed system and

through Minnesota's community colleges. He has infused himself throughout the system,

and somehow in Minnesota, there is a lot more going on in environmental training than

is apparent in the State environmental lead agency.
Sometimes we confuge success with the size of our establishment. There are many

ways of getting the job done. Don't think in terms of how large you can make your

staff or you can make other state staffs. Identify your needs and priorities and by

any alchemy go and get the job done. There are many ways of getting it done. The
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vocational,education people are there to help. If can be done in many ways, and it
is being done in*many ways.'

°

MR. BRIDGES: Paul Bridges, Illinois EPA. Clean Water. I want to direct a ques-
tion to Ed Richards. 'You mentioned in your presentation about an increased emphasis
on the state's role in training, and granted that that's not only inevitable but de-sirable. I'm asking what resource data or material will EPA be prepared to provide
to justify those budgetary increases in manpower?

And, specifically, I'm thinking in terms of, number one, a commitment continual-ly or through varioucommunications as to a change in this philosophy, and indicating
through writing to our agencis,or to the states, the states will be responsible for
the programs, and number two, a possible compilation of staffing and funding levels
of all the states in the various training areas which, in essence, could be used to
reflect hour far down or up an individuhl state is on the-spectrum.

MR. RICHARDS: The point I was trying to make was that the way that training can
receive increased emphasis and funding. thi4k it has to begin at the state level.
I think you have to doa selling Program within your agency, and put-the state's ob-
jectives and program requirements in _your grant submission to EPA. I think if you do
that effectively you'll get response from the rpgionaf EPA office.

What I don't think,is going to happen IS'that somehow EPA at the national levelis going to mandate a change in the funding priorities or set aside Senate'funds for
training. I just don't think that's going to happen because of the other funding
priorities,. I think the way to get' the emphasis is to begin at the state level.

s

MR. BRIDGES: Well, I understand that and,-in essence, it follows down the line
that if monies are not to be expected in potable water from the Federal Government.

,The justification we need at the state level for staff improvements - and I hate
to say that after Chet just said it wasn't really necessary - but for staff improve-
ments or funding improvements would be enhanced considerably if we had data, if what
you verbalized in terms of the state taking a more active role', or if you funded or
had available a study showing-where the states stand, showing that 1.5'man months of
effort on a program is really inadequate as compared to the neighboring city. It'sthat unit of information that we don't have.

MR. RICHARDS Well, it sounds to me like'you're asking us for help iu developing
t4aining as aspriority within your state. We have those statistics available, andI'd be happy to send them to you or to. anyone who's interested.

But, I don't think we have the analysis, per se, that Michigan has an adequate
program 'and Illinois does not, you know. I think that our assistance to you in fight-
ing that battle is going to be limited. I thihk the regional manpower people in EPA
can give you a lot of assistance in that regard. I, think that that's the most effec-
tive way to get help, Co talk to them and get their assessment of how you stack up
against the other states in the region, because it's the region that's going to be
funding the grant.

MR. SHURA: "Vre there any other Tiestiono?

MR. ZAMCO: Miles Zamco,-Illtuois EPA. I'm a little disappointed in hearing that
you cannot use incentive funding in order to establish manpower priority training, be-
cause; believe me; from the State of Illinois' feeling anyway, your incentive funding
has had a lot to do with establishing our priorities, ad I would hope that that same
concept would be used in anarea that we all feel is important.

,Z1R. SHURA: I think, Miles, in answer to that, we need feedback from, your level
,
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upward. It's got to be expressed upward through the channels in order to impact

these kinds of priorities. If we,get enough peqple from states such as yours who
have your view, I'm sure the Fed's would reconsider the kind of standards they es-

tablish at the national level. .-

MR. MULHERNE: I'm Tom Mulherne from Fresno, California, and I have two in-
terests_in phis Conference. Since 1972, I've been coordinating training of mosqui-
to control people for the Vector Control Section of the. State Health Department of
California, and second as Executive Director of the American Mosquito Control Asso-

ciation. I'm concerned about the training of mosquito control people throughout the
country. .

The specific question that I will ask in just a moment is one of whether, or not
there is a possibility that EPA or someone may be able to compile a directory of all
of the different potential aids for training which have been mentioned at this Con-
ference today and which may be available elsewhere.

Now, the extent of the program that I'm talking 'about is probably reflected by
a few figures, and in California alone, there are 85 differentjocal agencies that
are,involved in mosquito control, involving approximately a thousand people each year.
In 1972, with reading the EPA legislation, we did anticipate that there was going to
be a need for upgrading in training. The California Mosquito Control, Association

came to the State'Health Department and said: ."Will you help us get ready? ". So, we

agreed to do this. And, since then, we have conducted training programs from this .

training manual. Since we had this published in 1973, it's already out of date
because of the-changes-in laws. But EPA has"given us a grant, and we are presentlY

revising this manual. It,will be ready very shortly.
We have conducted two certification examinations. Out of 714 candidates, we

have certified 650 people. Reading the recently published standard, we are assured
in our own minds that our people are qualified by EPA standards as well as our own.
Our own go beyond EPA standards because we are taking into account biological con-
trol and physical control as well.

Now, we are presently engaged in, with the. grant from EPA, rewriting a community
test and related record control manual which our department prepared in.cooperation
with the Pest Control Association in 1969, sit also is obviously out.of date with

respect to changes in laws. So, at this moment we are in need of all of the training
aids, all of the helpful procedures that we can find that anyone else is working out
because thin has turned out to be an extremely demanding task.

In our Vector Control Section in 1973, when'we were conducting training for these
local agencies) approximately half of our staff was involved for about three months by
diversion from their regular tasks at from not less than 50 man months of continuous
labor, and we have a continuing program going on now, and we will conduct another cetr
tification examination for specifically mosquito control people in the spring. By the

lot of July, we expect to be.in a position to also conduct a certification examination
for general vector control people in health departments.

So, again, let me come back to the Specific question. Is it possible that a di-
rectory of all of the things thatare available through state or local agencies or
EPA or whatever can be made available so we know where to turn for training aids and
where to turn for training services that can be had by request?

MR. SHURA: Are you speaking only of pesticides, sir, or.across the whole environ-
mental gamut?

MR. MULHERNE: I'm speaking opeCifically about vector control. I would think that
the same sort or thing would be equally useful in the other fields.

MR. SHURA: All right. There are directories of training aids available, and for
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your purposes, specifically in pesticides and vector control, I would like to rimer
you to Mr. Bill Currie, Pesticides Training Officer of our national office. He may
give you some assistance on that. -

With respect to wastewater andair, I'm sure these. kinds of directories, com-
pilations have been made. Frank Kirig could help you for air. Joe Bahnick has a lot
of material for wastewater. I think if you check with your manpower officer in your
region that he'll be able to get additional inforMation to you..

MR. MUfHERNE: Thank you very much.' We've found the San Francisco EPA office
very helpful to us. Those grants they've given us haven't-been so very much, but
they've made the difference between being able to accomplish some things and not being
able to accomplish them, so we're going ahead, and like yoU said befote, if the states
do what they can, maybe EPA can find some way to help us out.,

MR. SHHRAt I want to thank the panel and thank the audienCe for some very in-
teresting questions.
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STATE TRAINING. CENTERS - 109(b)

JOHN L. COAKLEY, JR., Panel Moderator,

k

-.MR. COAKLEY:; I'm Jack Coakley, EPA Regional Mahpower Officer in Region VII,
Kansas City. I'd like to observe that I've heard some comments around the meeting,
some people are saying, "Well, what's in ,this for me? I've heard about CETA, I've
heard about voc ed, but what's in it for me?"

Up to this point, you might look on thfs meeting as a trip to a lumber yard and
building supply Acire. We have the lumber and the building materials presented to us.
It isn't always obvious wherpyou look at ^a load of lumber that tht's a house in the
rough. le; up to you, the state administrators, to identify what your needs are and
take these building materials adapt them to fit your heeds, and we in the regional
offices aneour supporting ele ents in Headquarters wil try to help you with that.

The building materials, t at are available may not be the materials that you'd
like to have, but they ar the materials that are available, and we'll halle to use
them, and we'll try to help o e them. It's'up to the state. administrators and
their programs to determineaif some thing is meeded and to proceed to do the best we
can.

. -

Most of the state administrators are probably in the environmental field, probably
engineers, and engineers are.used to working with the.; available materials to produce the
product thtt's needed. I don't think we're out of the element in proceeding with that.
So, let's ook at the thingsAhai have been presented so far as the listing of the
materials that we have to work-with. 4 "

Thispanel, in one way,4e another. section Of that building material yard. At
the same time, it's starting tp tie some things together.. We're going to try to show
this afternoon how you caneloe some of these'separate materials and build an envifon-
mental training program.

Section 109(b) -is an element of PL 92-500i the Federal WaterPollution Control
A t. This is one of the shorter sections of Pt 92-500, but its brevity - only three

tences should detract from its importance and potential.
Billions of dollars have been expended in building treatment plants. Many more

ollars and effort have been expended in research and development to prove the tech7
nology of pollution control.

These are impressive statistics, but I would like to have'youiumember that
statistics are what a football team accomplishes between the goal lidgU statistics do'
not win-the game. We need qualified manpower, personnel to operate these facilities,
to monitor theh, to see that they produce the effluent that they are capable of pro-

,,ducing, and to meet the requirements that are imposed on them now Thii takes qualified,
personnel.

It's up to our agencies to work with the materials available to provide the pro-
grams to produce the qualified tersonnel..jf we don'tcome up with the personnel'who
are needed and a training program for them, utilizing the material we have, we may be
like the football team that runs up 600 yards of total offense, and looses 2-0 to a
team with 50 yards_in total offense. Incidentally, I'm a Kansas City Chiefs fan,and
they didn't do very well this year I just hope we can do better in the environmental,
manpower field than the Kansas City Chiefs have done this year

The hit-Or-miss, or often neglectful;'methods which have been,used in training
personnel for environmental fadilities of the past, and still too often the methods'
used today, are no longer adequate. We need to come up with more concentrated and
'orderly approaches to training, and that's one of the things we hope to ,accomplish as,
a result of this meeting.
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Section 109(b) provides that EPA may pay 100 percent of the cost of construction,

up 'to $250,000,-* a state center.for training and - upgrading waste treatment works oper-

ators and maintenance personnel..
Andther provision=no more than one such grant may be made per state or.to.a

r,

group of stateS.
Third, the funds cOme'from-the state allotment under Section 205. Those are the

construction grant funds that build'municipalswastewatertreatment plants.

Fourth,:the state must make a commitment to carry out an appropriate program of

training at the center. Such a state training ,'center can serve as.a focal point of'a

statewide training effort in wastewater treatmentqperation and maintenance;

This type concept could also apply to other areas --solid waste, water supply,

pesticides, and so on. While 109(b) is specifically for wastewater, the concept is

universal.
Steps toward development of a 109(b) Project'include the state placing it on its

priority.list. Construction grants are allotted on a priority system. This project

must be on that list in order to be funded.

An application must be made through the tegUlar_thannels of construction grants.

It mustjollow the procedures which:have.been established there. The state water pollu-

tion-control agencies are very-familiar with that

This procedure requires close:coordinationbetween the grant applicant, the state

..water.pllution control agency, and.theregionai office-of EPA. We have good- support.

and encouragement from our Headquarters units, but the authority to make these grants

has been delegated to the regional adm4istrator, It is the regionalladministratOrin

each region who makes these grants,. so-3TO need to work closely with your state water

pollution control agency and your regional office.
.

On our_paneltoday, we're going to show hol4 different elements can work together

in one of these projects. Our first panelist you met at noontime, Mr. Eugene 2: JenSen;,

the Executive Secretary of the Virginia State Water Contra. Board. Mr, Jensen was

formerly one of the top officials in EPA in WaShington4 and in that;role.he played a

big part in getting Section 1090) into legislation. We appreciate his. forethought and

guidance in atComplishing,this: Mr: Jensen.

MR. JENSEN: You know, your-first mistake was in mentioning the Kansas City'

Chiefs. I think you second one was associating me with ,Public "Taw' 92-500. You could

probably do ar45bd-30 a. lesser favor.
About fair or five-years ago, whenever the infamous 92-500 was being put together,

Senator Baker from Tennessee became rather interested in the potentials for constricting

these operator training facilities in connection, generally, with the state university. )

He'd had some experience like that in Tennessee and was, I believe,,convinced that this ,

was a good route to follow. He thought -that it would perhaps help to answer some of

the questions which would be ultimately associated with the effective operation and

maintenance of the nation's growing investment in waste treatment plants.

So, as 92-500 was formulated, these three lines crept into the Act, and they

stayed theie through a whole series of negotiations back and forth between the-House

and the Senate.
I'm going to talk today just for a very few minutes about how we're attempting to

use this particular section of the Act in Virginia, and I think, In order to describe

this, I have to tell you a little bit about Virginia.

It's a state with a population of slightly under five million people. Geograph-

ically; it's either large or. zmall, depending upon whether you're from Rhode Island or

Texas. It takes about four hours to drive it north to south; east to west, it extends

from the Atlantic Ocean more or less as far west as Detroit or Cincinnati, something

like that; so it's a peculiarly shaped state - quite large.-

We have 95 counties, 38 independent cities--and they are independent--and 192

incorporated. towns. Serving this population group, We have some 255 municipal'city

treatment plants. They have a total. capacity of about 400 million gallons per day.
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r'MOStly, they're secondary treatment plants,' although they are also mostly hybrid
plants. Because the Water Control-Board has been very interested' in the operation
of these plants, almost allirof the municipalities. have added chemical addition systems-,

.in front of.these--or.they've added them one way Dr another, these biological treatment.plants %.

We cutrentY have only two advanced waste treatment plants in the state, with
about13 or 14 more under construction which will be coming on-4ine in the next couple
of years. Additionally, we have perhaps five or six hundred very small waste treatment
Taants that are operated by motels, etc. °We have some 6,00 industrial waste treatment

° plants, some of them,,Very large. We have'about 10 or 11 large. paper mills, in the state,
for example, and we do:have some very, very large industrial waste treatment systeMs:

Ike have mandatory certification of operators for both mUnicipaland'industrial
plants; We 'currently have about 1;400 certified operators. In addition,we have, of
course, a rather sizeable work -force of-operator helpers, lab.technicians, and so forth.

I'm going tomention our community college system. We have some 30, community
CollegeS scattered throughout the state that tie together into a statewide system of
community colleges. One that rill going to mention is the J. Sergeant Reynolds Community
C011ege: It happens to be located in Richmond, the 'state capitol, of course, and more
or less in the center of the state. It happens also to be exactly where the two'major
north -south and east-westAntergiate highways intersect.

The.State Water Control. Board has been quite activein the training of municipal
waste treatment plant operators and industrial waste treatment plant operators for
about fourot five years. Initially, we worked just with Virginia Polytpchnical Insti-
tute andStateUniversityin a cooperative- short course such as many olhar states have
had. This was kind of a. one -shot, once-a-year $ffort.

over, the years, has evolved using largely Department of Labor funds (some
half - million- - dollars worth of them over the years) into a relatively well-institution-
alized training program.'. We have a Division.of Training; we have,about aix or seven
people in ii full time.

We have nO delusions though about being able to get our sewage treatment plants
tooperate.juat by'having trained operators. The Board also has a rather well-organ-
ized, I think; System.of inspection about once a month for all of our larger plants.
We do efficiency surveys at the rate of about one a year We have self - reporting. We
have a permit system that predated- NPDES by a couple of decades , We have'lab 'Certifi-
cation. We publish the operating results of all the sewage treatment plant itr the
state-allOf the rarger ones. This information is published about .every three months..
It's available to'anyone who wants to look:at it,'

In some cases, the Board has ordered the operating units to publigh the results
; in their local newpapers, so we'try to keep a ldt of publicity iocusedron olir,operating

results., It does encourage the operator to try to do a good job. It also o-encourages
.the municipal policy-makers:to support-their operatdra.

We decided then, about ayear ago, to try,tp.go with the construction of acen-
tralized training and we started to do this by establiShing a task force to'
advise on what we should do. and how.we should do it. We asked the Virginia,Water
Pollution Control Association, the Municiplai League, the. Water and Wastewater Operators
Association,. and the Virginia Society of professional Engineers to join together and
set up a small task force to consider the opportunities:that might be present ii the
Act.

We also contracted with Rust Engineering to advise' us on the opportunities that
might go on with a packaged sewage treatment plant facility. We asked-the representa
Lives of the community college to try tO.present their views on why we should go the
educational route. .We asked the managing director of one of the larger municipal sewage
operating agencies in Charlottesville to make. a case for associating with one of the
municipal authorities.

And.finally, our own staff undertook to defend the concept of bench-scale training.
It turned out to be a rather interesting exercise., We. started largely with the,conclu-
siOn that we were going to build a pilot plant, probably.in connection with a large
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municipal system. We completely turned that around in the couree of our deliberations

and decided, instead to go the route of small bench-scale units associated with the

J. Sergeant.Reynolds Community College in Richmond. Further, we decided to make that

a part of a statewide system. .I think the rationale behind it all was a focus on the

word education rather than sewage treatment plant.

The Operators Association felt that the educational environment would far out

weigh any of the other advantages that would go with hands-on facilities. They felt

we were involved in upgrade training. By encouraging their members to become asso-

ciated with educational facilities and the community colleges, it could lead over a .

period of yedrs to a rather substantial increase in neducational levels for many of

their members.
We're not going into a lot of details. The whole prograth that we hope to under-

take will be tied in to the community college system; the people who attend our

training courses will get college 'credits for taking these courses and, hopefully,

will go on and further their education, either through the community college in

Richmond or the many other participating colleges throughout the state.

MR.-COAKLEY: Thank you, Gene. Our next portion of the panel is going to be a

panel within a panel, with three representatives from
I

Iowa because Ictwa has received

the first 109 (b). grant in the country. ,

The three agencies represented are the Iowa Department of Environmental,Quality,

Kirkwood Community College, and the Iowa Department of- Public Instruction, and they

have .worked, together to put on a program.. I think this panel can further the illus-

tration of how some of the building planks we've had previously may be put together

into a training structure'for the environmental needs we have.

Dr. William M. Baley is Associate Superintendent, Area School and.CAreer gducai

tion, Iowa State Department of Public Instruction. Michael Crawford is Directo

Development, Kirkwood Community College. Charles C. Miller is Chief of Planning,

Iowa Department of Environmental Quality.

MR. CRAWFORD: Thank you, Jack. When the three .of us were first'contacted,

was mentioned that we were to talk 10 or 15 minutes apiece. Then it went down a

little bit, and then it went down a. little bit more, for good reasons, I'm sure.

We've gotten it down now to one presentation.
We do have the grant approvedunder 109(b).- What caused this success? I think

if we were to point to one thing, it is something that, was discussed this morning;

It's something that has come up a number of times in,the discussions hereand that

is cooperation.
Our discussion may also sound like everything is terrific, which isn'tthe'case

. .

all. the time. We ardoopesate in Iowa, and I really think that that is a very impor-

tant key.. The reason we received the contract at Kirkwood ie the very fact that

these two agencies'did what they did in cooperation with EPA.

Today, Bill Baley is going to tell you aboUt the Sate. Department of Public

Instruction and Charlie Miller Will'discdss the Department df-EAVironMental Quality.

'I'll bounce 'back and forth.
We in fowa' and Bill will tell you about till's, have all education programs

approved 1y.thethe State Department of Public Instruction. Also, any facility that we

build on our campus must be approved as loTeliminary. specificationS and.as'final speci-

fications by the Statel3oard of Public Instruction.' We just, went through a series of

meetings with this state ageilcy, and it was very encouraging to. receive their support

in,allowing us to move as quickly as possible..

So, with that, Bill, why don,"t you take over.

MR. BALEY: Thank yau, Mike.
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Some background information is appropriate in order to place my remarks in the
proper perspective. In 1965, -the' General Assembly of the State-of Iowa recognized the
need to extend and expand post-Secondary educational opportunities to the people
through' the creation of a statewide system of comprehensivedommunity colleges and
vocational-technical schools. Fifteen of tilive institutions were created with twenty-
six attendancecenters'to serve the State of Iowa. These two-year postsecondary
institutions, which offer programs of two years or less, were brought into being,
through the,anaciment of legislation contained in what we refer to as Chapter 280A of
the Code-el-Iowa, which states in part, "It is hereby declared to be the policy of
the State of Iowa...to offer to the greatest extent possible educational opportunities
and services in each of the following areas, when applicable, but not limited tow°
and there are 10 points cited in the law. I'llNconfine my reference to thosetperti-nent to this topic.

Subsection 3 of the legislation states, "We should provide programs for in-
service training and retraining of workers."

Subsection 9 states, "Training, retraining and.all necdssary preparation for
productive employment shall be provided all the citizens ofthe'State of Iowa."

This historical overview provides a brief description of how our post-secondary
educational delivery system was established, but more importantly, the purpose forwhich it was created. This is obvious* one of the reasons Iowa is in an excellent
pbsition to initiate and a6elop strong'and viable state training centers. It may beof,interest to you,thatat the present time 42 of the 50 states, have some form of .

post-secondary two-year institutions.
Since John Ropes Mentioned in his Getter to the conferees, that panel'memberswohld be able to offer you many how-to-do-it ideas that have worked 1.n various' states,

I strongly recommend to you that if you have not, already done so, that you contact the
state director of your community'college system and vocational -- technical schoolt aswell as the state director of vocational education. these people are in,an excellent
position to help you implement training and retraining programs for the people of yourstate.

Our agency's organizational structure is somewhat unique and contributes to ourability to rapidly respond, to local, state and national manpower training needs.
Both the state director of'vocational educational as well as the state directorfor community colleges are in our agency and under the direct, supervision of-my.oqice.

Coordination and cooperation pose no problem. Bureaucratic red tape has-been elimina-,ted.

Our philosophy at both.the state and institutional level is to identify. indivi-\dual and sobietalmeeds.,- and in turn develop educational programs to.meet these needs.,This is dcinein.cooperationyith
our locally. based community colleges and vocational-technical schools. Once a.need-is identified prescribed procedure, too lengthy to

go'into here,'-is applied which enables us to impleMent progtams within a short period.of time.
We encourage institutions- undet our jurisdiction to identify and initiate pro--

grams to meet the emerging manpower_needs. of society.- Certainly, the wastewater
treatment training program at.:KirkWood Community College.falls in this category. An
advisory committee made up of people knowledgable. in skill training in a Specialtyarea is always .utilized. Thus, the product of'the program develops skills identified
as those needed by the prospectiVe.mployers.

Mutual respect, along. withfaith and confidence in the profeSsional ability
the institutional training center to adequately meetthe urgent. nd critical needs of
the people, is obviously easential. In Kirkwood Community College we found all of.
these characteiristics.

Our advice. is to avoid,i.f at all'possible, institutional infighting within thesystem. This is devastating to say the least. Also avoid pressure over locations
verses expertiSe. It's obvious which of-the two should receive the top priority.
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And, aboye all,,place programs above local-and state pqlitics.
Our agency strongly supports entry-level training and upgrading of workers.

Cooperation between state and local agencies is obviouslyessential in meeting the
manpower training needsof people. A mutual trust and respect between agencies must
he maintained. Input, both vertical and horizontal, isA.mperatiVe.

A commitment to bring educational training to the peopleis the k y to success
in this endeavor, .; -

. .

Who is best qualified to do the job/ This question must be answered in the
selectiwof the institution to provide a one-8f-a-kind type of manpower training..
Resources necessary are money* facilities and personnel. .-

Place your program where,the best resources existlithin your state. It was on
this basis that we chose to place the wastewater treatient:training facility'at.
Kirkwood Community College in Cedar Rapids, Iowa. It's an excellen institution, with

-1-strong, dynamic leadership and a dedication to bring educational ser ces to peOple.
Our agency also administers the vocational educational component of the new

federal legislation tailed tETA, replacing the Manpower Development and Training
Program, which was also Underopr jurisdiction. .

Implications for environmental manpowex planning under this act should be recog-
nized*and utilized. We certainly plan tb do so in the State of IOwa in cooperation
withdesignated prime-sponsorp Under-the act. Be sure to explore the training and
funding, possibilities in. this new area. ,

The winds of economic change and current unemployment statistics-suggest' that a
federally subsidized employment program authorized by Congress may be appropriateto
cope with our present economic conditions. If such federal legislation'is'enagted,
it behooves all of us seriously to petition members of Congress to consider the feasi-
bility of utilizing a portion of these funds.to meet the environmental:training needs
of our society. We plan-to do' so. State training centers can do-Much to alleviate
unemployment and alecYprovide in- training menpOwer to meet our 'current environmental
needs.

In conclusion, I would like to thank. Dr. George Pratt and Mr. John Ropes, and'
the staff of the Office of Education and Manpower Planning of the United States
Environmental Protection Agency, for the opportunity to be.with you here as a panelist,
and we look forwar&to working with these fine gentlemen in the.future. .:

We would also like to recognize sincerely the fine spirit of cooperation
extended te,our'agency by Mike Crawford at Kirkwood 'Community College and Charlie
Miller in Iowa's EPA. Without the helpbf these gentlemen and tWagencies they
represent, the rapiCprogress. that we have enjoyed in reaching our state training
center goal could not have been achieved. Thank you.

MR. CRAWFORD: Bill said one thing I would'particularly like to emphasize, and
that is that aril these responsibilities are centered in his office. Under his respon-
sibility and authority id everything necessary fortis in getting the job done. Some-

body onthe vocational education panel this morning made reference to the fact` that
stateenvironmental agency staff need to get together with state education staff, and
in this instance, we've dohe that.

For examples the Department of Environmental Quality offers a number of training
programs, but we have cooperated with them in that endeavor. We provide them with
classroom space, whatever kind of supportive services we can to hel0 them get.the job
done, and.in turn it is particularly significant to note that the} have supported us
On any of the programs we've offered in environmental education. They recognize the
fact that we.have expertise wheh it comes to education, and we can do the job for them,
that they don't necessarily need to do the job themselves.

MR. MILLER: Thank you, Mike. I'm going to tell our involvement with this
training facility. We have a certification board for wastewater and water trptmen
plant operators like most states do*.butpa're kind of, I trould say, unusual to many
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states, because our population is pread out. Somebody once told me we have a perpon
every square mile, and I believea .-1 We have'nine hundred-and-sixty-some incorporated'
communities in Iowa. I think there re over eight hundred-and-some wastewater treat-
ment facilities in Iowa, so it give you an idea that we're talking about one heck of
a lot of operators of various skille levels.. , .

In the past, we've tried to ha e training for these people, both--as Mike men-
tioned DEQ has had training programs,\extension service from the university has had
training. programs and the community colleges have particularly been involved in these
training programs. However, this kind of training is more or less laboratory or

.

lecture type, and many of ehe.operators \ whom we certify will be the head man in a
.small facility, right out of the_certifcation, as soon as he passes his test, whichi

. means -the man will never have an opportunity to actually operate a facility prior to
being in charge of one. This is, shall We say, not the desirable situation.

Even those operators who are fortun'ate enough to be allawed to apprentice in a
metropolitan area, in a large system under a trained operator, don't get the oppor-
tunity to play with or upset a plant to. see the various alternatives of what happens
and to correct these things, because an online facility must not pollute the river.
Therefore, we need, and we've for a long time recognized the need, for a training
facility where the operator can actually get his hands on the plant,.upset it,
straighten it out, what have you, and we've been very interested in this.

.

Mr. Jerry Svore, the Regional Administrator for Region VII, wrote_us a letter
in January of 1973 urging us--and, incidentally, it was a letter to all the states in
our region--to get on the ball and get this training facility going. It as a letter
specifically pointed for us to get the move on and it takes' something like that to
jar us loose. We looked at'it and we decided it was not a bhd idea. So, we did, and
we got to thinking where .should we have it. ,

Well,'we made a decision that we'd like td' have it in Cedar Rapids, Kirkwood
Community-College. We decided to have it at Kirkwood Community College because they
have" been foremost in the education of environmental training in Iowa. They've had
some of the best programs, so it was an immediate decision on our part.

We wrote the Mayor of Cedar Rapids and asked him if he would be interested in
having such a fattlity at Kirkwood, because the facility must be operated in conjunc-
tion with a municipal treatment plant. The Mayor was excited about it. He got a hold
of Dr. Selby Ballantyne, who happens to be the President of Kirkwood Community College,
and within two weeks they had a letter drafted back to us which we-sent to EPA, indi-
cating that they were interested in applying for this grant, and building a facility
at Kirkwood. I imagine at that time they had already contacted DPI and did all the
footwork, so we really didn't do very imuch except call them up and say, hey,let's get
it going, and that's what we did.

.

They jumped at it and within about two months the application was in our office.
We noticed that it wasn't exactly compatible with any of the municipal waste treatment
facility applications, and we, like everyone else, have formulas by which you rank
these various facilities for putting them on ,a. priority list.

Well, this training facility was not compatible with any of our formulas. It
would not have worked out. So we just made'a decision to put it at the top of the
list. We didn't justify it or anything else; we just stuck it at the top' of the fist.

When we went to our Water Pollution Control Commission, we said we must have this
at the top of the list. We need this facility; we need to train people; we want it
there. They agreed With us. They said put is there and let's go. ,

So we went to public hearing. Not one complaint. °Now, we probably could have
gotten in trouble at the public,hearing, but maybe we did a good job of selling the
need for trained, operators. But there was no one who complained about having the
training facility at the top of the list, so it went right on through.

Went down to EPA and they approved the application, and I believe the thing is
under construction now. So, as far as DEQ is ooncerned, we're very, very happy to
have this facility in Iawa; we need it desperately.
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IR. CRA FORD: Charlie, it's not under' construction yet. It's presentl in the

hands of EPA engineers-for final specification approyal.
I did bring with me a mock-up of the plant facility. As some of you kno 'vwe

also did an implementation study for EPA concerning 109(b) at Kirkwood in conju Lion

with J-TEC Associates, a firm in Cedar Rapids:_ Out of that study came the desig for

our training facility, and that basic design remained almost exactly the same as to

final specifications we sent to Kansas City about a month ago. That study was th tefore

very significant.
As I said, I did bring the mock-up. I also flame a copy of the fihal specifi**

tions with me. If anybody is interested in looking at them, I would be happy to t
the time to do so. jwo-hundred-fifty thousand-\dollars for the 109(b) grant isn't /

enough, but it's a start. We have tied some of our own money into the project bee Se
we felt committed to do so. I1111111r

l;

MR. BALEY: We at the state agency obviously are willing to put Our share ofV I
CETA funds into this-type activity, but in addition - and more importantly - we're, I

also committed to channeling vocational education training monies into this type
training activity. I mention this only because those of you who may wish to contak,

the state director of vocational education.in your state might cite Iowa as an ill

tration of the fact that we have placed this, type training high on our list of prio

itiLs of people needs. Some states are reluctant to make this type commitment with

no good, valid, justifiable reasons.

MIL.COAKLEY: I think that illustratea how-7$250,000 is not a lot, but through
cooperative action, it in:effect-is seed Money that can produce effects far beyond.ti

$250,000. A

Our final speaker on the panel is Jo Elen Zgut, Division Director for Community

and Personal Service Occupations at the ComMunity College of Denver.

MS. MUT: Thank you-, Jack.. It's a real privilege for me to be here, even though,

it was a little bit complicated getting here. But I'think that it was an advantage

to be able to attend both conferenced, because I se" the same thing being talked

about - both here and at the American Vocational Education Association Conference about

the needs Of people for you and me And everyone involved in any way serving people'

means cooperating with them to get these needs met.

I won't go into the various types of.cooperation that are necessary. I would

assume that you know.that the sky is the limit when it comes to cooperating, and you

can make things happen if you Will by cooperating,with others.
The thinking and talking 'staged of the proposed Colorado State Wastewater

Training Center began in the fall of 1973. The Community College at Denver was com-.

pleting its last contract with EPA and MDTA for. the training of. waGtewater plant

operators prior'to the time of the state picking up the funding of:tha program.
This project has been quite successful, and a.great deal of communication and

cooperation has been generated through it with the Region VIII EPA office, the Colorado

Depattment of Public Health, and many of the wastewater plants in the area.

The local wastewater plants have .accommodated all of the on-the-job training

which was necessary to the project, and in doing so became very aware of the value

of the trained employee. Simultaneously, the college was offering courses leading to

an Associate degree In Water and wastewater technology. This program was approVed by

the Colorado Commission on Higher Education and the Colorado State Board of Community

Colleges and Occupational Education. The stage was therefore Get and evidence was

available that the Community College of Denver was able to provide the necessary

training to meet the needs of this profession. .

The industry became aware of the -services which were available to the college as

more employee operators and supervisors began participating, in the training available.
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A very active advisory committee, made up of individuals in the-field at various
levels, has been working with the college since 1971. This group has been invaluable
in their assistance in the development of curriculum and recruitment of students, and
now they provide additional asbiStance nd support in determining the need for, the
value Of, and the .use of 4 training facility which would meet their-training.needs

The excitement generted in the industry by the possibility of having a state
training ,center.encouraged the college personnel and administration to mekea greater
effort to bring this center to a reality.. The college'S lead teacher in the water/
wastewater technology program, Carl H111,an experienced wastewater plant. operator -and
teacher, was given relief-time from his teaching assignment to concentrate on doing the
research aipl-m4king-his efforts in the writing of this proposal.-

The regional EPA office -and the Coloradb Department of Health staff provided
almost daily assistance and counsel as to the direction the college should go. Manage-
ment and labor personnel from the'more-than-eleven wastewater' plants with which the
college is associated were 'asked for -opinions and advice.

The pros and cons of remodeling a soon- to -be- abandoned wastewater facility in the.
metro Denver area was investigated. This idea was discarded in favor of4 building a new
facility op the college campus due to location of the facility, its capabilities (or
lack of), hnd due to the additiOnal services and opportunities which would be available
at the college site.

The'following factors are-some which entered into our decision to build on the
college site, or at least to propose that we build,on the college site.

One. _The college has available land on campus that,it would be willing to commit
to such a project.

Two.), Collection lines could provide an adequate amount of flow for the designed
plant, and they are located near the proposed building site.

Three. The effluent from the facility would be returned to the colledtion system
transported to the municipal treatment facility,,thus eliminating. the.priahlem of meeting
standards for receiving water and ,Opening the door for state treatment,upset and correc-
tin withbut the concern of p011utipg receiving streams.

Four. The availability and Close proxiiity of the achobl to the plant would make
more areas:of training, Such as libralky,,labs, and other instructors,' much word -acces-
sible to the students, and would,expose them to an atmosphere of higher learning which
would motivate them,and upgrade their thoughts toward.the field of wastewater, treatment.

Five. Other programs at the college would utilize the plant to enhance training
in this. area.- An example of the programs which might benefit from the training facility
is the'environmental technology program which we have, as well as the general areas of
science--the sciences, such:as chemistry, biology and even business.

Six. The college I.s.in,close proximity to a variety of living units and transpor-
tation, as well as restaurants and this type thing. The-college also has several bused
available which could transport studenton field trips, to training sites, and to other
related training functions. Also, the college can provide, or there. are facilities near
the college for shopping center, Movies, recreational areas, and co on.

Now, these were points `which were made mainlybecause it is a. community institution,
and this would be important for us to include in our proposal at:this time._ It was alc6
decided that the location of such a training facility ih the Denver area would allow for
maximum utilization for the following reasons

-Denver is centrally. located in'the'stateand has the largest concentration of popu-
lation in Colorado and also in Region.VII;'irandportation by buses, trains and airlines
is readily available to and from the Denver area. There are many wastewater treatment
facilities in the region which have expressed an interest, in the proposed training
facility project, and they have analyzes( how- it could be utilized for their needs.

Ideas that have been mentioned whidh would be possible to implement with such a
facility would be:

One. Benefits would be realized from such a facility. in that upgrading of opera-
ters already in the field, who axe operating a particular type of facility or system
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and would be likely togain more knowledge'about this particular system, or the possibility

of being able to gain knowledge of othesystems with which they are not familiar. Also,

individuals who would like to learn particular laboratory procedures could utilize these
facilities for sampling and testing in the particular analysis they are interested in

performing.
Two. The possibility of using the plant to conduct experiments on upgrading their

operating procedures and research for other facilities May also be of particular. interest

for. these reasons - because the planned connection of the effluent to lines of the pri-

vate,plant and collection experiments which -upset the plant could be conducted. Prob-

lems of plants, having to build Mock-up units to perform experiments could be eliminated,

resulting in a savings of valuable time and money.
Also inthis situation, operators, instructors, and-other interested individuals

could gain valuable knowledge which theymight not'otherwise receive. Monies might also

be saved on such items as chemicals that would not have to be used in such large volume

as might be required in natural plant operation necessary to maintain standards.

The pilot plant facilities will be used for holding seminars on particular types

or aspects of treatment for groups or individuals who will be gathered from different

areas with a particular area of interest. These types of seminars could be very bene-

ficial -to individuals who could not commute to the facility on a daily basis, but could

arrange to spend periods of time on a limited basis for concefttrated seminars.

Even though a partiCular benefit will be realized from this faciIIESTana the

training of entry-level operators and the upgrading of'people already employed in the

operations field, the facility will also be used to train in different areas, such as

maintenance and collection. The plant will afford an excellent opportunity for the

individual to be able to receive hands-on training in the servicing, and repair of

mechanical equipment.-
The plant, combined with the labolatory facilities, will be used tor the training

and upgradingof laboratory technicians in the field of water and wastewater, or in other

fields that can apply this type of instruction to their particular area of training.

The question of howluany people will be trained at a-time in a particular field,

and the curriculum which should be taught, should remain flexible, dependent uponthe

different situations and circumstances that 'may prevail at any certain time for any

certain.. group. .

With this concept in mind, it ia*felt that the different objectives of individuals

can be met and training would-become more 'beneficial. In training in,any field, the

importance of hands-on training cannot be overemphasized as a significant learning

process. -Theory, plus application, makes a winning combination.
Our water quality program is conducted through our Department of. Public Health,

and efforts that are being made at the present time to transfer the training that

is available there to the new training facility, or even to the college bekare the

training facility is available.
There is so much I'm sure, that we'would all like to tell, you and could tell you

about the ins and outs and many, many pitfalls, but the pleasure is that we've all

gained from being able to work in this area And learn so much about it. I thank you

all for having me here. And I especially thank Kirkwood College. They've helped us

tremendously, although we never visited them and they never visited us; but they set

some foundations that we were able to follow.

Now, because I'm going to be leavirig this evening, and maybe you'would like to be

able to talk to someone from the Community College of Denver who has been very involved

in the development of the proposal, I'd like to introduce to you at this -time the coor-

dinator and instructor of our wastewater program, Mr. Carl Hill. He Can giveybu the

particulars. Thank you.

MR. COAKLEY: Thank you, Jo _Bien. I want to thank the panel, and we're over time

now; and I'm sure that if you have any questions, they will be happy to answer them
,..
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if you will just contact them:

While we're changing panels, I want to recognize Bob Rose, Chief of State and Local
Training Activities,in the Water Programs, who has some further material on 109(b). He
is one of our national resources on this, so while we're changing panels, Bob, would you
talk?

MR. ROSE: Thank you, Jack. This morning, at the registration desk, I laid out a
series of documents relative to 109(b) for those of you here who are interested in the
technical concept of an application and the process by which one is approved. So on
your way out today, if you'll stop by the registration desk, I believe there are ample
copies there. I had about 200 of each document.

The first item is the Program Guidance prepared by our office in submitting for an
application under 109(b). It contains the requirements of the narrative, the justifi-
cations for (midget -. this type of information.

Another document at the table is the General Counsel's legal interpretation of what.
is allowable and not allowable under a training facilities project. There are a lot pf
alternatives available to a state or local agency or educational institution buying and
constructing a 109(b) facility. General Counsel's comments on this are also at the
table.

The third item available is the actual application for the grant, under 109(b). It
is EPA Form 5700-32'., An additional item is the Construction Grant Title 40, which has
throughout it the requirements of applying for 109(b) as it pertains to the construction
grants process.

Not available at the desk, but which can be obtained fram the various regional
manpower offices, is a copy of what Mike Crawford spoke to you about, and that is the
pilot demonstration study that we funded in conjunction with Kirkwobd, the feasibility
of constructing a $250,000 facility, including the general specifications and the various
component parts of the facility. That is available through the regional office, so
contact your regional man for that, if you're interested.

I might reiterate one point that Jack made, and that is this: The 109(b) applica-
tion is to be submitted for approval to the regional office, not to Washington or any
component portion of the Washington organizations. The application is subject to the
approval of the Regional Administrator as any,other Section 205-funded project.

MR. COAKLEY: 'Thank you, Bob. Are there any questions pertaining to this topic?

MR. ROPES: I've got a couple that I know they want to ask.

MR.,C6AKLEY: All right.

MR. ROPES: I think this panel so well displayed how agencies can work together.
I want to ask Bill Baley,"who mentioned the use of CETA and voc ed money, how theSe
monies can be used.

MR. DALEY:. Well, the state educational agency receives a portion of these CETA
funds for vocational training. We also have the regular vocational education monies, so
those are two different pots. But in Iowa, for example, we have over $500,000 which has
been ailoeatedto our agency through CETA for vocational training and retraining of peso-.
ple. We plan to utilize these funds to bring about this type, and other kinds, of
training for the benefit of people who are underemployed and unemployed. So there's a
mix of two funds,you can call upen, and, hopefully, you can link the two.

MR.:ROPES: NOw, Gene Jensen. Gene, now I'm sure, in selection of the Community
College. at Richmond, they'll be using institutionalized vocational education monies
there to help continuo the program. Is that correct?
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MR. JENSEN: I'm sure that's the way it'll workout. We've worked,befOre with the

use of MDTA funds, for the past four or five years. We currently have a small CETA-

funded project, and I would anticipate as this project is completed, we'll work out

better arrangements for the use of CETAwfunds, . =

-MR. ROPES: All right. Jo Elen, would you respond ?< Are you using voc ed monies,

too?

MS. ZGUT: Yes. Our community colleges are state supported, and all community

colleges that have occupational education inVolved in them do use vocational funds as

well as state tax dollars,andswe will be working closely with the CETA people, too, as

soon as we both get organized.

Mk. ROPES: So, a new-entry person could come in from CETA and go through and be

paid astipend.while he's going through the course, taken-as a new-entry.

MS. ZGUT: Yes. We'have the capability right now, with the funds that we have from

the state agency, to take individual referrals under CETA, probably Similar to the way

they went through on MDTA.

MR.' ROPES: One final question that I know somebody asked.backthere. Would you

see these plants being used for upgrading, bringing people 'in to upgrade? Maybe start

with Jo Men? I think you said yes.

MS. ZGUT: Yes. W very much feel that. We find that the majority Of Sour students

at the present: time,are upgrading students. In fact, we're desperate for preYseivice

people right now, and this is definitely where the CETA program could help us, because

we have many positions goingliegging; .90 percent of our students are upgrading students.

.14R. ROPES: Gene, are you. going to upgrade?

'MR. JENSEN: Yes, it'll be used for upgrading.

MR. BALEY: Yes, John; and we feel very strongly about this and want to encourage

this effort.

MR. ROPES: Iowa? Well, you both responded together.

But so much concern was expreSsed, and I think rightfully so, that we've missed

maybe one of the targets here. Because of the great need = such a gteat need - in up-

grading, I would see these combined resources together as one approach; not the only

approach,'but at least one approach to get at upgrading.

M. BALEY: John, :I think that in addition to what we've said here, the key:,to

this effort is to. link money wherever possible and maximize the utilization of those

funds.

MR. COAKLEY: I think another good thing that might be considered, too, is that

this need not be a fixed base operation. There's only one training center we can fund

for a state, but the capability there can serve the whole state. That capability can

go out to the parts of the state that can't necessarily come in to the center at any

particular time. And that spreading across the state--I think that also involves the

vocational education and CETA funds.

Thank you.
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STATE LEGISLATED TRAINING CENTERS

FRANKLIN J. AGARDY,- Panel Moderator

DR. AGARDY: 'Well,Jadies and gentlemen,' we're going to start what now turns:
out to be the last session of the afternoon. We're going to try to limit the indivi-
dual presentat ons by the speakers because I have a hunch that there may be some
questions at he end of this session; and since we're not constrained at the other
end, we can af ord the luXury of-perhaps running over a little bit.,

The title of this particular panel is "State Legislated Training Centers," and
all of the panelists have been asked to direct their remarks to programs that they
are involved-in--in terms of the cost of the program and the funding of the program.
And, of -course,. this problem of funding is an age -old problem, and it lives with just.
aboUt every bureaucratic society. And here in the United States, we have this ideal
circumstance where we giveour tax money to Washington, then they try to figure out
some way to:give it back.

But it-really. isn't a new system. The Romans used much the same sort of
arrangements with all of the provinces, which they one-by -one managed to conquer to
make up their on empire. They also were bogged down in certain types of bureau-
cracies, and.they tried to use some sort of bharethe-,wealth programs.

So what they would. do - -they knew how mud: tax should be coming from each of the
various provinces that they controlled; and they would let the local province submit .

a formula or.mechanismbywhich this money would be broken down, with part of it going
to Rome and. part of it remaining in the local environment to take care ofA.ocal needs.
And, as many bureaucracies' have a tendency to-go, these plans came An and were not
very thoroughly reviewed. Generally, they were approved in concept, and then every
thing. went-hunky dory; and the money would roll into the coffers of Rome, and period-
ically their equivalent of the.OMBvpuld go and find out, you know, whether they were
getting the appropriate revenues. -And-they discovered that one province somewhere in
Central Europe had submitted a plan which had been approved, but for some two years
no'money was coming to Rome.

So they cent out one of their representativeafrom l'Ibmcto find out why the
money wasn't coming. When he got there, he met with the locai-officials, and he was.
told rather matter of factly that the local entity was- indeed following the formula
that had been submitted to .Rome and 'Upon which they had had approval.

The fellow couldn't understand. The,people were living extremely.well; there
seemed to be plenty of money around. -Why Wasn't any of thin tax money coming to Rome?
Se fie asked them to review the procedure by which they divided up the funds--the local
monies versus the government funds--and he Said, well, what we have approved from Rome
was the formula. we use here. We collect our money monthly. All of this money is then 01
taken to the town square and representatives of our local government take this money .

and fling it up in the air. Everything that stays in the air goes to Rome, and what
comes back on the ground stays locally.

A lot of us feel maybe that'systei should be. applied once again,and maybe we'd
get a better apportionment of dollars between, the federal government and the local
political entities.

Nowr my role on this program as moderator has very little to do with training
as such. While my background includes'some eight years to ten years in the academic
fieldwthe organization I presently work for is only peripherally involved in training.

I actually represent on this panel the taxpayer0.4nterest, and so I'm vitally
concerned with,how-the tax dollars are spent, federally and locally, when it comes to
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training programs.
Needless to say, I'm not "Only a contributor in terms of tAxes, but a contrib-

utor in terms of waste load; so I'm interested in seeing to it that the plants
operate a little more efficiently at the other end of the system.

Now, we have, epresentatives on the panel from four states, and each of these
represiplaqves is-going to, tell us a little bit about how their state operates, with

hason the costs and the funding for the program.
California has the unique distinction of having two representatives on the panel,

because we are a long, narrow, state, divided north and south,"so we have one repre-
sentative from the northern part of the state and a representative from the southern
end of the state, bedause that's the only way Californians are allowed to attend con-

, ferences outside the-state--equal proportionment.
Bob Daigh'id by ,title the Section Chief, Operator Training and Certification

Division of the Administrative Services, State. Water.Resource Control Board for the
. State of California..

,The title is a rather fancy,one; however, Bob is a pretty basic kind of guy.
Hells 'been involved in wining for a fairly long time. He's been active not only_
regarding the seatetprograms,, but also in the professional Organization programs . .

within the State of"California, and I think he. is 4 most adequate individual to speaks
on lifornia's training program for wastewater treatment plane personnel. Bob?

MR. DAIGH: Thank you, Frank. I'd like to tell you for one moment our plans
that we have in Californiaour training plan--and we do have a plan. We dop't have
the EPA set-up in California; everybody operates on their own. Well, that may be forT
tunate or unfortunate.' I'm not sure which.

We are the Water Resources Control Board. We are the Water Quality Control
Branch of the state government, and as such, we have a training and a certification
program for wastewater treatment plant operators.

Back in 1970, the state passed what they called their Water Quality Control Act.
There's a small section in the back that says that the Board will conduct training
programs throughout the state. It says that, but they didnit give us any money.

So, we were relying upon the,EPA for a number of years for our programs. Now,
we do have a State Training Center, which is called our San Marcos Training Center,
and. I'm not going tosay a word about that because,another speaker will tell you all
about that program.

For four years, since 1970, we have operated MDTA programs. We have trained
about 475 people in this program,,at a cost of about $280,000.

In California, we have 750 plants, thereabouts, and we estimateabout 3,500
operators. Like other states, we are still growing. Perhaps we should take some of
those signs back." 'a

And as we grow, of course, the pollution problems become more;. and with these
we need trained people to,operate these plants, and this is our goal.(

Now, together with the San Marcos program--again which yOutll hear about in
_just a momentwe have spent, since 1970 through June of this year,.$586,000. "About
half of that has gone to the Pan Marcos center.

For the first time, the saw fit to put,a budget item in,this year!s budget
for training, and we had tried as I say for,about four years to get this, into the
state budget. °

Being an austere and'cutting budget, it was hard to get a new program in the
state budget, but we did succeed. Now we hope to get increases in the years to come.

I think one thing that has helped our training program is our mandatory'certifi-
cation program, which went into effect last year. We have given two exams in this

otime to over one thousand applicantg, and we have passed, I would say, about 50 per-
cent of these applicants. :I'would say about 25 percent had been in the Grade 1, which,
is our starting grade.

And,this has done much for our training program because we find that the
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operators, again, are eager for training andincreasing all the tike.
The more you hear about, this CETA program - -I'm not too sure about the proposal

that see have justsubtitted, whether. it will be OK or not,'hut we have submitted'a
proposal to,our State Planning Council; and, hopefully,this will be given an,OK so
that we can expand our programs. We hOPe to expand this in aar mobile lab program as

well as sponsoring what We call a 24-week program throughout. the state..6 .

This is the'program that we sponsored under the MDTA-project, and,we'Ve.found
they work out very well. The men went to schobl twice a week; they have their own
jobs, on-the-job training, and they had 'to, have six one-day seminars throughout that -.

24 -w,eek program

There is another prograM being started in California which is using the simu-.
lator trainer. Maybe some of you have heardthis;I-think theydq have one in Charles
CountyoMaryland. We're sure that this will be,another way to train our people.

-. I'm going to leave Chuck McElroy to tell you all about our San Marcos prograt.
Thank you.

DR.AGARDY: Our next speaker is Chuck McElroy, who is the Director of the San
Marcos TrainIng Center in Southern California. ;Again, the background which Chuck has ,

for this particular job, I believe, is interesting-. By way of introduction, hehas
Worked for the Department of Wa'ter Resources in theState of California, for the.
Department of Public Health, and also for one of the. Regional Water Quality Control
Boards in the state, so be has been involved with many aspects of water anclwapte
water within -the State of California and'brings these credentials then to his job as
Director of the Training Center.

MR. McELRO: Thamk. you, Frank. For my part of the_programol,I'd like to relate
to.you some of our experiences in operation of the San Marcos Training -Cehter. Also,

I'd like to give you some of our cost information. To start off, I do want to mention
again that the San Marcos Training Centerlian agency of the State Water Resources
Control Board, and' we are included in the state'Sgeneral fund.

To give, you a little background: The Training Center at San Marcos was estab-
lished with 104(g)(1) money in 1971,y In San Marcos, at that'time, there was a
300,000-gallon-a-day activated sludge wastewater treatment plant which had been aban-
doned about two years previously by the San Marcos County Water District.

With the federal money then from l04(8)(1), the State Water Resources Control
Board went in and rehabilitated and remodeled, and added classroom facilities to the
existing wastewater treatment plant. It cost about $97,000 to go through this reha-

bilitation. As you can imagine, a plant that has been sitting abandoned for two years
does require extensive rehabilitation. 6

Also, we built in some variability as far as flow pattern and loading,conditions,
so that we could demonstrate different modification bf the wastewater treatment plant

,processes. .
The existence of the operating, full-scale treatment plant at San Marcos is a

'unique featut*and it_does give us the ability to talk about a particular process or
piece of equipment, and-then take the.man out intO)the plant and let him get his hands

on it.. It is a very effectiye program.
The effluent from our wastewater treatment plant'is discharged into the collec-

tion system for another treatment plant on the coast. This gives us the flexibility

to upset our plant or to bypass our plant or really do anythingwe want to with our

plant for demonstration purposes.
It's a flexibility that I think is really critical if a training center is going

to have an operating treatment plant on site. Obviously, being the state's regulatory

agency, we could not be in a position where we might be invoiVed in enforcement action
by our own agency.

Out in the registration area, I.do haVe some of Our catalogs, and I'd like to



invite each of you to take one of these. The catalog goesinto a little more detail
and description of onr facilities. -AlSo,_it liStS the kinds of classeS that we give.
Most of our,,,clasSes_are about one week in length,.and they're on various aspects of
thd wastewater treatment process.

.

. .

.- At the present time at .SanJlarcos, our operating budgetis.$120,000 a year.
That -$120,000 represents the cost cf putting on training programs as well as opera-.
Lion of the wastewater treatment planti About 75 percent'of that money, or.$90,000,
is directly related to:the training facilities, and the other $30,10D is for opera-
tion of the treatment plant. . ''

To break the operations portion down a little bit--the annual utility bill
averages about $7,00M(this is_primarily for operating the air compressors and blowers
for our activated sludge system); our operator salaries and benefit's Are about $17,000
a year;and supplies. and repairs are about $5,000 a year. .

.

Thebiggest
)
s ngle item in our budget at:SanMarcos is of course the salaries

of our instruCto We have a full-time staff of five instructors, inaddition tor,10

our operations people. Salaries with benefits for our instructors are about $78,000...
a.year.- .

. .

In order to make these costsreflective of the.setvicesreceived; we've broken
.

it down into dollars- per - :trainee day. That's doneby multiplying the number of stu-
dents who come through our Training Center.during,a given month by the number ofAays

, of classes, and then diViding that into our total budget cost for that particluar
month. . -.

As an example: In :October of 1973, last October, our total attendance at San
Matcos was 57.: Multiplying 57 by the number of days of classes gives a total of 238
traineedays. Dividing that into our budget for the month of October, our cost-per-.
trainee day duringthatmonth was $42.02, For all of 1974, to date, our operating
cost in dollars -per- trainee day haS been'tight at $50.

..

We. feel that $50-Per-trainee-day is.about our levelling-off;point,and that's
aboutWhat it's going to cost usto operate our Training Center at San Marcos.

The cost in calendar year 1973,per trainee-day, was $94,500--substantially
,.

greater than it was in.1974. We reduced our cost-per-trainee day primarily through
promotion and public relations. A-big part of my job at San Marcos is promotion of
our-Training:Center: I do this by sending Out. proMotional mailers and speaking to

.

grn4ps, and being as active as I can in water pollution control activity in California,
By letting people know about the facilities that we have, we are able to in-

crease our attendance to very near the optimum without any additional increase in the
total operating budget.

Our.104(g)(1) money setus up and ran us for about two years; and then as
planned, Unble Sam said, OK, that's enough, yoU've had .t. Now is the transition
time--take over.

. .

-The .State Water Resources Control Board considered 'several alternatives, and
.-I'm happy to say they dedided to continue the program, In July of this year,- we were
added.to the State General Fund, which hopefUlly giVeS us. a Certain amount of perpe-
tuity:

When.we did become part:of the State's General Fund, we were required to start
charging a tuition fee. Official state policy required that we recover 20 percent of
our operating cOst'AU tuition fees. The tuition fee amounts to $10-per-day-per-
student, $50-far a five - day class, which Itbink is a pretty nominal-fee. Most of
Our students are sent by agencies around th$ state and they haven't considered the

o uitipn to be excessive. .

I:- When,we first.started charging the tuition, our enrollment dropped signifi!7-
cantly. In fact, we had to cancel some classes in July and the first part of August.
Since that time, our enrollment has been coming back up, and we're right about to the
point now where we were before we started,charging the tuition. The imposition of -the
tuition fee doesn't seem to have had any lasting effect on our attendance.

V.
0
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Just very briefly, toonention'two other programs that we have. One is

our mobile laboratory prOgram. We have a 35foot'Dodge van equipped .as a mobile
water quality laboratory, which. We-send to all-parts of the state to put.on four-day:
seminars in wastewater treatment plant laboratory analyses. The results of the tests
area.pplied to operatfon of the specific facility where the mobile lab seminar is

I 0

held.
In addition -I want to Mention.that we are coordinated with the.California

" Community. College System. This allows us 6 offer college credits for ell.Of our
classes. We give two units of college credit for a five-day class. Wete:able to
do that because-oUk concentrated courses give us. as many hours of. instruction as-a
full semester, two-hour-i week clapawould give st:a community college.

The units of college:credit are in addition to educational points.required for
mandatory operator certification in California.

' The community college that we coordinate with, in return, receives ADA (average
daily attendance) money from the State of California for each.student who goes through
our training center It's a mutual, beneficlal.tonsortium.

Also, they have provided us with a full-time instructor. He works,at the
Training Center full time, but his salary is paid for by the California Community
College System.

It's workedut very well, and I think it's given us a responsive; dynamic
program in California,. one that wefeel is meeting the needs of our trainees.

DR. AGARDY: Thani6rou, Chuck. Our next spealer is.Dr: Robert F. Crabtree from

Idaho State University. Dr. Crabtree was introduced to you earlier in the day,_. so

the only comment I'll make regarding his introduction is.that, although heA.s to some
of us Dr. Crabtree, he prefers to go under the title -of Bob.

,

DR. CRABTREE: We are funded as a vocational school from appropriated funds
from the State of Idaho, prabably one of the first as far 4s any specific funding" ;

that has been directed toward this type of training. We do have a Co7funding between
. ,

vocational money and CETA money. . .

i NoW, there has been some concern as to whether CETA money can be used for up-

grading or not. I guess that maybe, if you interpret the law-no, that it can't: If

you reinterpret the law - -yes, it can I think that the law states that:a person must
be out of work for 30 days. Most people can bdout of work for 30 days, and then be

,referred into a program. If there is a will,.there is a'Way; and .I'm going to leave
it at that before I go to jail before the afternoon is over.

It can be done, it can be done. We initially began our training efforts through
the efforts of MDTA.. It,was a fantastic experience, and unless any of you have gone
through 'a congressional investigation because4of the training that you didn't chi, you
don't,know how' to appreciate the program known as MDTA. .

.

We were reasonably successful when we finally got our heads screwed on straight,
and for the amount of $104,000, we did train 32 people. Out of thothe 32 people, there

are 26 that are presently employed within the state. Out of the 26, there are 22 who

are in a supervisory capacity. We don't feel too shabby about.this.
We,are at'the present time just completing a third go around of 104(g)(1) money

on OJT -type training. We do utilize a mobile situation. again. We also have capabil7
ities of facilities at the Univerdity to provide the training, if that is desired at
that, entry level. .

.

. For state institutions to .develop -a satisfactory traihing.plan, a.number of

faCtors must be available. .

. NUmber one. A person or persons who are knowledgeable:and can articulate the
mission, goals and objectives of the training.

Number two. The'resources and technology available and required to achieve

the desired objectives.
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Number three, An accurate data base that can be collected and utilized, and
can define the direction and boundiOies andlimits'of the training; and at

least one person who can identify, analYZe and describe the most significant issues
or problems that relate to the training:need.

In short, the minimum training, planning capabilities.that;must be available to

/ state training centers is the ability to at least identify, define and assign prior-
ity to those training. requirements absdlutely essential to achieve the center's
objectiv.es. /

For the most part, few local communities have the resources to carryout-
comprehensive training to their needs in the water pollution. control field. However,
large cities and a, growing number of other urban population centers have.initiated
modest efforts to carry out metropolitan regional training, and this recent develop:,
ment in the national strategy for'improyed water quality management offers the state
training institution an excellent opportunity to participate with local organiza-
tions as.a member of the statewidetraining plan.

Such membership will put the state training agency in direct communication not
only with training,bA also with those who offer funding and technical assistance,
that can be used in planning programs to upgrade workers now on the job, or to train
nex4-worker's for a future job opening. .

.-

Local comMunitide,IOcal communities will probably 'continue to'look to state
agencies for programs for training and upgrading of Workers. now employed in local
plants. :

Sobe of the steps to be appliedand there are four of them:
\

Determine that segment of the water'pollutiOn 'control field for which _manpower
training is being performed.. ,Then take an inventory of your existing plants, the
type of occupation, theexisting training opportunities., and then, is there a career,
ladder? ,

Number-two. Determine the relationship between training and control; the.legig-
lative authority; water quality uses and criteria and the budgetary history.

Number three. Determine selected characteristics of current, and expected
.

employinent.or.unemployment.. I heard on the news this morning that when it comes to
unemployment, things aren't nearly as bail as they could be. 'The commentator who was
giving the information - the statistics - said that-things weren't at all bad; that
he could remember in-the Great Depression when 'a hitchiker didn't carp'which way he
went. We're not quite- to that po nt.

t"
Measuring current employmen characteristics; projecting future employment

characteristics; additionalmanpower needs. -Analyze manpower problems in recruitment*,
retention and utilization. I6 it'necessary to have I5'People in a plant trained as
engineers when maybe three.of them are doing engineering services?

Develop-training plans. and,action steps in response.to current and expected
training needs.

.
,

Then we ask theM justone simple question: Are you willing to appropriate the
funds that are necessary to allow us to'carry out these training objectives? The
answer was affirmative. '

.

I- assure you that each one of you have the, capOility of doing just that. We
have been called together as a, group of experts. Mot of. ou have your own defini-
tion of an expert. Let me give you mine in closing: Experts are those of us who
have been called in at the last minute to share the blame.

'DR. AGARDY: Thank you, Bob.
Illinois.

.

Ernie Bennett is Manager of
Water Pollution Control, Illinois'

Our next speaker Tomes to us from the State of

the Operator Certification Section, Division of
Environmental Protection- Agency'. Ernie?

.

MR. BENNETT: Thank you, Frank. I'd like to explode a myth this afternoon.
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-Sedtion 109(b),provides a quarter-of-a-million dollars to any state for the
construction of an operator training center.

Scientific Observation--it tain't so.
In' 1967-, thP:Illinois State Legislature desigritted Southern Illinois. University

as the site for a water operator institute_and a wastewater operator institute.. 0F
legislature did not define what'they meant by, institute, that is, whether an insti
tuts is a structure (:). organization. .

.

.
However,.it dick decree one or two advisory committees to the institute.,

Southern IllinoisUniversity.- The option was that theycould have two six-man
advisory committees --one for water and one for wastewater - -in each case: composed of .

three operators from-the respective fields, plus three university people; or one nine -
man advisory committee composed of three wastpwaterand three water operators and

three university people.
It appeared with that action and the subsequent appointment'of those committees,

that at last the importance of operator training had been recognized and something

was going to be done about 'it. Subsequent Apropriation requests were not honored,

and so the committees didiaot become viable;. and Operator training. continued to limp

along at a woefully inadequate pace in Illinois..
Approximately 2,000 certified and an unknown number of uncertified wastewater

operators in Illinois had to be content with whatever training programs could be-

developed and carried out 'by a staff of one or two individuals, supported by whatever
volunteer help we could manage to elicit.-
' Minimal funding from the state level, plus those federal funds whi ch could on

occasion be obtained, were. inadequate for any -program expansion; and while DOL MDTA

morkeyt although limited, did permit-some training.to be carried out at SIU East

Campus, in short, there warn't much vin' on.
Ther with the Federal Environmental Protection Act'of 1970, new hape'arose by

virtue of Section 109. Here was a quarter-of-million bucks with which the state
could construct a training.facility'for the training of operators in wastewater

treatment facilities.
In Illinois, we,explored this avenue, feeling that perhaps now, at last, we

were .going to be able to do something meaningful. We had a designated school loca-

tion and it appeared -there was some available money.
Once again our hopes were'dashed because upon careful inquiries to the Federal

EnvirOnmental Protection Agency, we fearned,that the money under Section 109,must come

from construction grant ffinds.
In a state where.the applicants for federal,-stateconstruction grants number'in.-

the 1iundreds, while the numberWhich will receive funding carobe counted in the doz-

ens, the only response that we could expect--and, parenthetically, it was the -one we

got--wag, "No way." r
Then anotheropossibility presented i tself. The citizens of the State of.Illi-

nois had voted the State Pollution Control Bond IssUe,,whose primary purpose'was to

improve pollution control facilities throughout the state. What better and more

appropriate way was there to.invest.these.fdnds, we felt,'than to provide for the

training of operators.
Now, it's a pretty generally heldconcensus that an'intelligent, well-trained

Operator can make 'even a mediocre plant do a quality job, while the best of plants
under an-untrained operator's hands may well turn out to be a most.unsatisfactory

experience:.
,

Furthermore, in Illinois, with 'far more municipalJties seeking.fundefor the

construction of new'facilities than there were funds to construct, would it not be''

possible that in many cases existing facilities would beadequate.and new facilities

not necessary if trained men were placed in.control7
On this basis then, we approached the Governor, asking that he consider the

possibility'. of investing a quarterof-a-miliion dollars in state'bond monies in the
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project. We were asked to_describe the project more'coipletely and indicate the
total necessary resourc

We pointed out .t that time that $1.8 million would be necessary, that we'd
like to request a mini um of $2 million for capital construction of the project.
Governor Dan Walker i dicated his approval, and subsequently (to assure the support
of the Illin6is State Legislature) the Legislature was asked to, and did,_ appropriate
$2 million for const ction of what will be known as the Environmental Resources k
Training Center.

. -

Although init ally it will undertake the training of operators of wastewater
treatment facilities the Center can be'expected to ultimately undertake the training
of operators in many f the other Relution control fields, with the earliest entry
probably being public water supply oper4tors.

Interpreting t e '67 legislative designation of institute to mean a facility,,
there was no question that we were going to locate this structure on Southein Illinois
University Campus at wardsvi/le, Illinois, which fai by the way, in the St. Louis
metro area.

There were some added advantages. There was more. than sufficient land on the
campue for the constru tion of the facility, allowing it to be separate and away from
the main campus, and yet a part of the main campus. There' was an existing waste
treatment facility,.and. in addition, it appeared that'the marriage might be much
smoother in a state - owned -, state-controlled facility,than to attempt to coordinate
and work with.a municipally owned,facility. ..

..
.

,The concept of the Environmental Resources-Training Center goes far.beyohd a
training school located somewhere in the state to which operators must ,go fOr training.
Although direct on-site training will.be an important ftnction at the Center, its.pro
grams will reach out across the entire State of Illinois through-the community college
programs already started on 18 community college campuse's across- the state.

The Center will provide course curriculums, teaching materials, audio- visual
model aids, and a continuing pursuit of the present, instructor development.program to
support these local Ongoing,area programs.

It is expected that, through the cooperative effort of .the Environmental
Resources Training Center and the community college program, it will be possible to

. offer .a. course of study which, although completed at one or pore of the community
colleges, will conclude with the issuance of .a certificate or degree frqd the Center.

Consideration is. also being.given to the conceptfthat,.upon the completion of
therescribed program of study (including the demonstratio$otknowledge Of each of
the courses at the conclusion of that specific course), a ceitificate'of competency
might be issued without the present three-hour certification examination. And, with
proper administration, I submit it is.quite conceivable that such a program might be
far more valuable'°,than the'present Certification process:as used'by most of us at
state government level. -;

.

In addition to the training of operators--either directly or indireCtly--and
. the development of training resource_materials and curriculum, the unique advantage

of a training center such as we are proposing permits research or study into opera-.
tional problems and their solutions.

NoW, it is not intended that the .Center should ever enter into the development
of new treatment techniques or treatment devices, but much work needs to be done in
the area of study and research of operational problems associated with currently used
treatment methods, and even in the area of problems with a specific plant.or plants.

We also believe that close proximity to a major university, plus its'own
. unique characteristics, will make operational-problem study and research highly feasi-
ble. And while not as centrally located oin the state as what might be most desirable,
the Center will be located in an area of high population density and an area with
many, many operational problems. Being on the campus of a major university, the
entire facilities of the university are of course available to the Center without, at

g
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the same time, destroying the autonomy of-the:Center itself.,
The federal program under Section 109 provides for a quarter-of-a-million

dollars for the construction of such a center; and, by virtue of its statement, evell
implies that this is a hundred-percent support and, therefore, a center can be built
for that sum..

ISUbmit to you thatIllindis i8 investing $2 million of state.bond money in
the capital construction of the renter. In addition, Southern Illinois 'university at
Edwardsville itself has already invested a considerabac sum in the planning and pre-
design of the Center. This does not provide for operational money.

I do not feel, nor do those with whom I'M working, feel that this Center is
some elaborate, far-out facility. It is, rather, in our opinion, quite conservative
and will need further investment befote it is complete. Nor does the investment con-

''sider all the expenses that will occur as we deVelopnew programs and expand opera-
tions.

I make these comments to suggest that, An my opinion, it's unlikely that a
. feasible training center can be constructed for less than two to three million dollars.
While I've been told that other's -are accomplishing it, I have some reservations as. to-
whether or not they haVe counted the entire cost or whether or not they are under-
taking anything nearly as ambitiously as Illinois Environmental Resources Training
Center; or, in fact, whether they are investing enough to-do the job that must be
done. It is my firm conviction that in the .final analysis, pollution control will
not beaccomplished on the drawing boards of design engineers or the fabricating
shops.of equipment manufaCturers,:but in the hands of accomplished, knoWIedgeable,
trained operators.

I believe that Illinois, with its Training Center, represents a giant step
forward in the recognition of the important role of operators and their need for com-
prehensive, viable training programs; and I believe that it further brings to focus
that, while many fineldeas begin in Washington and while the federal EPA is sincere
in its desire and efforts to help us do the manpower training job, in the final anal-
ysis, it's going to be up to you and me to get it done.

I'm not knocking the EPA or any of its people; frankly, more than satisfied
with,our relations with Washington, with the National Training Center,'and particularly
with the people in Region V who have been a lot of help to me all along. I have'found
them helpful and sincere, and I indicate to you that this meeting is an evidenCe of
their sincerity. While they do not have funds, they recognize our needs, and they're
trying to find ways_ to meet them through alternate mechanisms, such as CETA, etc.

But, geniiemeit, let me just for a moment crawl up on the.soap box and get just
a little bit angry. It's up to us in the States. 'It's up to us to decide that we are
no longer going to be placid, simpering table pets waiting.for a.pat on the head and
a. few crumbs from our master's plate; but, rather, that we are going to be an angry,
snarling pack, baying at the doors of OMB, and snarling.at the portals of our state.
legislatures, frankly.raibing hell to get the. resourceb that we know we have got to
have if we're going to meet manpower needs in environmental control protection.

We are going to have to decide that we age going to dictate training priorities,
that we are going-to determine resource needs; $116-'04 we are going to demand mean-
ingful responses from state andl federal levels. 1;T

I look forward.t6 sharing with you over the coming years our accomplishments
and our failures in Illinois as we moVe ahead with our Center; and I believe that it
will be the most 'advanced and yet down-to-earth, practical operating training center
in the nation, and that it will be a model for thereat of you.

I know some of you go through the frustrations of trying to get.funds and try-
ing to accomplish training, as I do. And if you are in the middle of the frustra-
tions as I am, perhapb in closing you'll enjoy this little bit of poetry from Funky
Winkerbean It goes:
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Twinkle, twinkle, little Boeing,.
How If wonder whdre yOu're going;
I wiSha were on you tonight;
'Cause I could sure use a champagne flight.

DR. AGARDY: Ernie, that was a very efithusiastiepresentation. Our final
speaker do the panel. comes to us from the State of Maine, and,the speaker is Art
Baker, who is Director of the New England Regional Wastewater Institute and Depart-
ment Chairman of Wastewater Treatment Technology; Southern Maine Vocational Technical
Institute.

His backg1.6und is rather diVerse. I think that-the area that I would like to
bring out for you is his certification in the operation of water pollution control
plants as well as water and distribution systems, so he comes to us with a strong
backgrOund-for his presentation today. A'

MR, BAKER: Well,-at last. I didn't think I would get here, but you Paid my way,
so I'm going to stay--and you'.re going to stay.

I wish to thank EPA for inviting me out here. I wish to thank the EPA .from
Region I for the, help they've given me. I wish to 'hank all the people in the New
England area who have assisted ma in my program. ,

, .

The unique New England Regional Wastewater Institute is an organization that was
envisioned by many New England state water pollution control agencies over the past
years...

During 1966, the New England Interstate Water Pollution Control Commission (the
New-England Interstate Water Pollution Control Commission--please remember that) was
given the task of establishing a training program for wastewater treatment plant
operators and wastewater collection systems personnel in all the New England states.

. Now, the New England Interstate Water Pollution Control CommissiOn Executive
Committee (the Executive Secretary is Mr. Alfred Peloquin, whom many of you know)
ptoceeded to make plans for in-Service short courses as well as year-long entry-level
programs which were urgently needed. Several sites were propoSed, with the final
choice between Btadley Palmer State Park in Topsfield, Massachusetts, and the Southern
Maine Vocational Technical Institute in South-Portland, Maine.

The SMVTI campus was ultimately selected because of the location, joint utili-0

zation of the faculty and facilities, with no large budgetary costs for instructor
personnel, construction of dormitories, shops and laboratories at that time.

The New England Regional Wastewater Institute is the end result and entity of
.the.New_England Interstate Water Pollution Control Commission. So, we are an inter-
state school, which differs from the state legislative schools.

The New England Interstate conformed to thd good,tducational practices and
standards established by the State of Maine Board of Vocational Education.

I was employed oh 'March 1, 1969, to pet up and operate the program. The first
claim was a pilot prog am of 12 weeks, coim

t
encing April 7, '60 and ending June 27, '69.

The pilot program rove led that a regional program of this type could be successfully
operated for, entry -level personnel. The first full -year class was held September. '69
to June '70, and a full-year class has been held each. year since.

,

The New.England Regional Wastewater.Institute has graduated thus far 141 stu-
dents--a real'small school. The rest of you've been talking, millions and billions
and hundreds, thOusands. We're small. A hundred-and-forty-one students we've gradu-
ated,,and 101 of those students are employed, for a 71.6 percent employment rate. We

"'work as hard teaching them as we do trying to get them jobs when
.

it's over. This does
not include the Present class that's in session.

. Of the 10i...employed, 16 are superintendents and asoistantG; 73 are chief opera-.
torn and assistants; and some are lab technicians; some work in the sewer departments;
and one has returned as an instructor: .
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The New England Regional Wastewater Institute has been approved, for initial

membership and accreditation with New England's Association of Schools and Colleges

for a period of five years.
The presentfinancial support for the New England Regional Wastewater. Institute

through the New England Wastewater Pollution Control Commission is derived from contri-

butions by the six New England states and. New York State, as required by interstate

law, and by EPA program grants for the remainder of the budget. Grants are funded

through Section 106.
The students have been in part funded by federal funds, MDTAand WIN, for those

requiring financial assistance. Enrollment is also:open to regular, self-supporting

students, male and-female. This is where we get the majority of our present students.

The program is'also-approved for VA, through the Southern.Maine Vocational Technical

Institute. Half of my class this year are veterans.
I'd like to add at this point that Mr. Peloquin wanted me to mention this to

the Conference (and I join with him)--to see that the efforts and the final results

of 'this Conference be brought to bear pressqre upon the Congress--not to trim money

from this type of manpower need, but to expand CETA.
Average cost for'aself-supporting student inrstate is $1,245 to. be exact.

Out-of-state is $1,545 for the School year '74-'75. The-student attends school eight

hours a day, five days a week, for 38 weeks, less holidays, for an average of 1,400

hours for this one-year certifiCataprogram.
The student is introduced to actual wastewater treatment during his second week

of training' by actual operation of the wastewater treatment plant under the supeOlsion

of instructors.
The student spends four weeks of on-the-job-training at various wastewater treat-

ment facilities located in and near the Institute,.and rotates-between these different

wastewater. plants during the training period. This gives the student actual training

in different types of treatment processes and operation. This is accomplished during

his last month of school.
. During the school year, the student is presented,with the normal, basic; subject

waste-

water

that is found in most-trade schools for entry-level-type training for

personnel--and these are all around .the country by the dozens. The method Df

instruction is lectures, audio-visual presentations, laboratory, shop work, guest

lectures and field trips.
There are only two instructors in the School - resident instructors - and a

part-time secretary. The other instructors are from SMVTI, Southern Maine Vocational

Technical Institute, and they are paid only for-the hours they actually teach, so we

havj no large overhead.
The New England Regional Wastewater Institute also operates one-week resident.

short courses for in-service personnel during the month of June of each year. Ninety-

three students have graduated this program so far.

Subjects are varied each year, with the students' requests on a critique shot

atothe completion of the course. We hand out a critique sheet--what do you want next

year, fellows- -and they tell us.
During late 1971, the New England' Regional Wastewater Institute placed a mobile

training facility in operation, a 25-foot modified mobile homei costing $16,555.

There's over $14,000 worth of trainiltglequipment aboard. It's a library, audio-visual,

a. complete lab set -up, everything-7sAigh thing that's in the classroom.

Initially funded by EPA under two separate grants for two years, the New England

Interstate Water Pollution Control Commission now supports and funds this program. We

have taken it over:
The mobile training facility was shown at the conference in Atlanta in 1972,

if you were there. Two assigned instructors are with the mobile training facility,

and upon request, it travels to any wastewater treatment plant in the New England

Interstate Compact Area. The mobile training facility has traveled over 45,000 miles,

visiting personnel from more than 150 wastewater treatment facilities, and.has given
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partial and upgrading training to over 850 men during the past 40 months, and is
utilized for public relations work when not on training assignments.

More than 34,000 visiXors have been oriented and briefed by our instructors on
these public relations visits. These are high schools, seminars, fairs; career expo-
sitions--kou name it--the van is there if it's not out training.

The mobile training facility team is closely tied in with the State Water Pollu-
tion Control training, officials, who are conducting local training seminars in the EPA
Field Study Course, Sacramento Course. The mobile training facility supports the local
instructors when so requested. It just finished last week in the State of Vermont, and
I think this week it's in Rhode Island.

Unique also to the New England Regional Wastewater Institute is the operation
of a package wastewater treatment facility and pumping station that are located on
campus and connected to the wastewater collection system, so as to treat the waste
produced on campus.

The wastewater treatment facility has the proper discharge license, and instruc-
tor-operators are also licensed. The wastewater treatment plant and pump station were
acquired through a grant from the New England Regional Commission, another organiza-
tion in the New England area.

This gives the New England Regional Wastewater Institute's student total train-
ing. We balieve the purpose of the New England. Regional Wastewater Institute has

"borne out the fruits of our labor, with down-to-earth, hands-on training programs
with a special 'emphasis on job placement. The student can continue to receive further
training upon graduation by utilizing the Institute's summer short courses for, up-,
grading and assistance of the MTF can 5e used at the plant should the need arise and
he should ask.

DR. AGARDY: Thank you; Art. Now"we're ready for some questions.
I think, in suhmary, if we listen to what the four states' representatives had

to say, it is clear that the impetus now is moving toward the state, the justification
for these training programs having been fairly well established under prdVious funding
programs, and it becomes somewhat an easier task to go to the State Legislature with
the importance of training. And certainly* now we have in h d some numbers and some
facts and figures based upon the earlier programs with which to make a lucid and real
argument for local support of thesd programs.

We're ready'for questions. If you have any, you may address them to the panel
as a whole or individuals on the panel. No questions? In which case, I guess we can
adjourn. Thank you very much.
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RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN

NATIONAL PROJECTS

GEORGE L.B. PRATT, Panel Moderator

DR. PRATT: Frank King, who is the Diredior of the Air Training Institute at
Research Triangle Park, has been in education and training in the Navy. He has
been President of St. Peteisburg Junior College.,. He's been a professor atthe Uni-
versity.of Southern California. He helped set up the Environmental Management
Institute there.

He-hasalSo been in training in local government. He was Assistant City Man-
aggr for- training for the great City of Miami, so he's been on both sides of the
fence and all around it. Frank will talk to us about direct training for State
and local government officials conducted by EPA at Research.Triangle Park.

MR. KING: Thank ,you, George.
My career matches George's to some extent but I think there tfie comparison

ends; we're somewhat "different in size. He was a high school football coach and
so was I a number of years ago and as I look at the size of him now, I only wish
that he might have been one of my players. As a matter of fact, I've preceded him'
all through the years by about 20 years so he could have been one of my players.

I coached a team one year - I won't mention the name of the community Ilecause.
they're, trying to live it down - that not Only didn't win'a game; they didn'it score
a point all year. Now, looking at George, I could have used him to play one whole
side of the line.

I'm still suffering from severe nosebleeds for two days here because in the,
high altitudes and the rarified air that I've been hearing of 104(8)(1), 606 mil-
lion, 105, 800 million, 109(b), 68 million. We operate a poor little program,
meeting about 30 percent of the need in the air pollution field for a mere million
dollars. I hope you'll forgive an urchin up here.

I feel like the poor little kid, you know, with his nose against the window
glass of the candy store. I'm looking longingly at all that money that's being
spent and we get messages passed out to us that are tapped down the line, and
they're tapped on my head. "How can you cut back?" "How can you phase this out?"'
"What else can you do to reduce what you're now doing?"

If I may, I would like to have a show of hands - and not to include the man-
power development officers in the regions - how many people here who have at least
one-third or some responsibility for air pollution?

Oh, great. I feel a little more comfortable now. I thought; I was sompletely
inundated by water and I was completely swimming for three or four days. So, may-
be there are a few of you out there that I do have a message for.

We are in the training business and we're trying to meet expressed needs. We
would like to be able to do more but there are constraints.,

My boss, Jean Schueneman, covered the field so very thoroughly and so well that
I would be doing a disservice to. Jean if I were to try to illustrate to any greater
extent what we have already done. I shall attempt, to outline today in a short period

,of time, and try to make it brief, to indicate to you some of the newer trends, some
of the thinkingas to what we might best do to serve you.

I would like to take this opportunity, if I may, to recognize the people Who
have been very, very helpful and made our program as successful as it has been.

First of all, to my boss - Jean Schueneman. Without him, I'm sure we would
have been down the tube a long time ago. He truly believes in what he says and that
is, he puts his mouth and money and heart right into it; he believes in training.
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When he was the Air Pollution Control Officer-for the State of Maryland, we

enrolled more students from Maryland at the Air Pollution Institute than any other

state; so he truly believes in people having the opportunity to receive training..

I should also like to acknowledge the support and goodwill of the Regional

Manpower Offices,
Since we do not reach about 20 percent of the, training needs, we developed an

issue paper whereby we said.we' could reach about 80 percent of those training needs

by doubling our present effort. That is, by doubling just about' the amount of

money we use and about doubling the staff that we employ. Alt was a wild dream,'

I can tell you. And it probably will never.materialize. We hope it might but

chances are rather slim.
We're hoping we Can hold what we new have and expand as best we can through''

utilizing our facilities and our personnel more effectively.
Back in 1970, when I first came to this program, one of the main courses of-

fered was an introductory course entitled, "Orientation to Air Pollution Control".

This was a two-week course. At that time, there was a staff of 27 professionals

and 800 students were enrolled each year. Most of those 800 student6 attending

this course were lined up knee deep, months, and actually in some instances, a

year in advance wanting to get into the course.
It seems ratheiridibulous to send people back to Durham for two weeks merely

to'sit and liSten to.instructors talk.. Actually, if it is necessary to send any-

one to training where they have merely to sit and listen to someone talk, it's a'

waste of time because that could be raped and sent to students. There should be

something more involved than just listening to someone speak.
We have tried to present most of our courses so that there is interaction and

interplay, some kind of activity:goingen, a gave-and-take and some true behavioral

objectives.
The orientation courseI referred to we now have on tapes. MoSt of you have it.

It's in all of-the State and local agencies and in the regional offices; it's now a

15-hour course, consisting of 12 cassette tapes, and appropriate manual material..

Counting' the number ofpeople who send in the test to receive their certification,

that course is actually doing, more of a service now then when people actually spent

their money.and two weeks to come to Durham to take the course.
We are continuing to package some of these courses. We hope to do more of this.

At one time we had a staff of ten people who did just this. We now have two and

they do not have the full capability of producing these programs, so we are going to

haVe to seek outa new way, a new method of doing this, perhaps through contracts.

By the time you get back to your State and local agencies, you should have

another packaged course; the one on Special Topics. It is my understanding that it

was being.mailed out beginning last week. This one will include the special topics

of maintenance of air quality standards, significant deterioration, transportation

control plans, an Odor package and indirect sources, too.
We will have the course #439, "Visible Emissions Evaluation", completely

packaged with the accompanying film, and there should be, 'perhaps, about two or

three more package 0 courses by the end of this fiscal year.
Our problem is, and this is.where I would like to elicieethe help of the Van-

Power Training Offices in the region, if we are to do the kinds of things that we

should be doing, of developing the newer courses, getting out on the so-called -

forgive ma the expression - the cutting edge, we need the time and manpower efforts

to develop the courses and to present these courses.
We would like to farm out as many as we can of our repetitive courses. We are

thinking, of course, of the Visible Emissions Evaluation Course. .We no longer can

keep Denny Holzpchuh as a permanent one-man air force flying all over the country

giving that course. We're hoping that every state and many of the larger localities

will have the capability of conducting that course.
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We wouldaike also to be able to have the same capability in the local areas
for such 'courses as the "C4trol of "Particulates", the "Control of Gasedus-Emis-

.sions", "Air Pollution,Control Technology" and "Field Enforcement %- We already
--contract out our course, "Combustion Evaluation":

We would like to have you consider ways that youean offer these courses in
your own localitiea. We can provide the - _course outlines and the agendas and .the
materials. We would prefer perhaps-once or twice to send a faculty member out to
help launch the course and-then perhaps youi through your own facility and your
own capability, can-direct that course on your own when you need it in your area.

We would- 'still like to be able to offer a,few ofthese courses. - not too many -
on a national scale so that if agency personnel are not able to take a course that
you,offer, and you wouldn't have a sufficient enrollment to'conduct that particu---
lar course another time of the year, they could come to some national location
Where the course would be offered'.

We would still like' to have a 'national bulletin,oa national 'program of
courses that will be offered-in the various regions, sponsored by us with your
assistance.' We would like more, however, to see you develop your own capability
to conduct these courses. As we develop new courses and present them a few times,,
and they become in a sense repetitive, we would like then to be able to farm them
nut to you..

So, for the rest of this calendar year, I would like to spend quite a bit of
my time working with you, the manpower traifiing.officers in the regions, and with
your state air pollution officersin helping you to develop the capability in your
own areas to carry out the kind of program that meets your needs.

I had one more thought to pass on to you because I thought maybe Gary O'Neil,
my good colleague.from the State of California - there he is - do you have your
mountain climbing shoeson, Gary? I don't want you to start climbing up and down
my back regarding the WIN program and CETA and many of the other fine programs.

I would like to take just one more minute to tell you that.I graduated from
college in 1933 and that was back in the height of the Depression. The very first

,position that I ever had was one that the superintendent of schoors arranged for
me to have.through'the State of New York on the first adult education program or-
ganized through WPA and at the end of four years' time, that program phased out
but it was highly successful. jtarting with nothing we ended. with 200 teachers
and over 2,000 students in five counties in, western-New York State, and this was
done by taking people who had no educational background at all. For example
taking a capable seamstress and making her a home ec teacher; unemployed secretaries
taught typing and shorthand and laborers were employed as assistant janitors -
taking capable 'people who had not had teacher training, getting them certified.
Some of them - it's been 40 years now - have since been successful teacherSand
have already retired. I believe you' have to go Out and do the job. It won't come
to you and it isn't easy; but these things can be done and CETA can work. I think
'there ought tq be more WPA, PWA, CCC and similar programs. I believe perhaps'pro-
grams like this are in, the offing, There are 'people who want to work and need,to
work; they need help to get started again.

DR. PRATT: Thank y9u very much, Frank.
fl

It can he done. Yon can be pessimistic or orimistic. You can - some people
look at things and see them as stumbling blocks;:others use them gas stepping stones.

A lot of people say if life pre6ents you with a lemon, you know, find away to. ,

make lemonade out of it.
Harold Teter is Frank's counterpart in Water Program Direct Training at the

National Environmental Research Center at Cincinnati:
Harold went to work in the Public Health Service back in 1949; he went to work

'as a research bacteriologist, but he has been in training for 20 years and imminently
qualified. Harold?
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MR. JETER: George, thank you for inviting me to participate inthis meeting.
I really.appreciate.a chance to talk with you. I've enjoyed the last couple of days

of talking with so many of you that I''ve seen before. :

As a matter of fact, in our capacity of training at Cincinnati at the National

Training Center, and its predecessor with other agencies, we've been in existence

in training functions since 1948 on a continuous batis. ,

During that period Of time we've never been terribly large but we have'had a
fair dumber of students, year in and year out. The last estimate that I've seen was
that has been upwards of 50,000 people attended our short courses of, one or two weeks'

duration over that period of time. L
During this week I've seen many familiar faces, people wilt, have attended short

courses at/Cincinnati, many familiar faces who have = even more closely associated
with me - participated as lecturers and as instructors in our short Courses that
we've conducted; and. getting yet a little cloter to home, some of you have been my
bosses at one time or another so I've got to walk softly here at times.

I know you didn't ask me here to talk about history. You're more interested,

I'm'sure, in what we're doing now. What's going on now, today, at the National

Training Center at Cincinnati.
And perhaps if I can try to look ahead a little bit, yhat we oadguess will 'be

happening in the near future. Ithink we can recognize, as has been coming out all
week, thatin the past few"years there's been quite a climate of change in our ac-

tivities. There have been several factors that are implementing these Changes.
To cite only 'a few, we've been talking about Public Law 92-500; we've been

talking about permits; we've been talking about manpower studies; we've been talking
about effluent monitoring and compliance; and all these things have'had and are
having a tremendous influence on What we do in a training way.

The manpower studies have been demonstrating the need for.the training of lit-
erally teni-of thousands of people in the many skills involved with waste treatment
/and with effluent monitoring.

I'm sure you'll recognize that a small unit such as we are at Cincinnati can--

not possibly, or the iegions working with us.- and working with the regions - that
we cannot possibly act alone to meet the total training requirement.

Obviously0t's a requirement for a joint effort of some kind. Now, recently,

Mr. James Agee, the EPA Assistant Admidistrator for Water and Hazardous Materials,
has called on us to make some shift of approach in the training activities and we've

been hearing comments about this one way or another during this week.
One of these directions of shift is the calling on you, the people in the states,

to take on an ever-increasing load of the training, develop a self-sufficiency to
the fullest possible extent of meetigryour own training requirements.

inAt
the same time this is goingto leave us with a large role, an increasing role

in providing support, providing support through the development and thedissemination
of training materials of all,kinds, to9helpyod in' the states in training your train-,

.ing personnel, to make available to them Whatever resources we can to assist you in

getting this job done.
At the same time I.think you'll recOgnize with me that when we talk. about this..

we are still ignoring trevendous numbers of people who are deeply involved in pol-

lution control work arbund the country.
I'm talking about the other Federal agencies. I'm talking about industry._ I'm

talking about people in the private sector. That there are still tremendous numbers

of people in these areas who have to be reached one way or another. So, I think

that we will continue to have a rather large role in this training area.
Now, in connection with the permit system and compliance with permits and the

effluent monitoring requirements, we are well,along the road in planning and develop-
,

ing several short -term training courset Tor,delivery to you in the states for your
use in carrying out training activities in the State agencies.
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Many of you representing the State agencies have received with a letter from
Mr. Agee; or perhapa from your'regional administrator, a letter describiag'efforts
in this direction and transmitting a Sample copy of a prototype manual - such as
the manual I'm holding up - Basic Parameters for Municipal Effluents.

This is a student reference manual; the agency has offered to provide it at do
charge to each state, up to 100 copies of the manual, for release and use in'the
state's training effort.

We have received quite a response from this offer and the printer at present
has the order; they have the material under production and we'll be beginning to
deliver this to you for your own use within a very, very few weeks. I can't give
you an exact date - printers have a way.of delivering when they're'ready to deliver,
as you well know. But, in any case,dt is at the printer and will be available'
shortly.

There is an associated effort, a whole series of courses. This was one Of
several and there will be other materials and other courses coming along of this
type.

There's one, a short, one-day orientation type presentation, which we Have
entitled, NPDES Compliahce ptien'tation. It's directed at treatment plant operators,
city fathers and others who have been asking questions of us, calling on the phone
and saying, When are you going to tell us some more about wHat this-is all about? ..

When are you going to give us something that'we tan look at, or hear or pass-around
so that others.can know what are our responsibilities?"

Unfortunately, a lot of this is not being di'Sseminateckinto the ranks; we can
vouch for this and

t

can document this point by many, many inquiries that have been

Fp

coming into my office.
:There's another course it will be a one-week short course, another of the

efflUent monitoring series. It'll take about' a, week to- teach that one also. It's
one on analysis of nutrients. There's still another one.odAnalysis of Metals in
the Effluents. There's another one coming along in the program for municipal pre
treatment requirements for industrial effluents going into municipal systems.

Now, as for when these will be ready, as I've °indicated this one is ready now.
We can deliver the one on Orientation now. The one on Nutrients will be ready for
our first delivery in April. The one'on Industrial Pretreatment Programs will be
ready in April. The one on Metals.Analysis - June.

So,'we are moving along; we are on schedule in terms of what we have committed
to ourselves to have ready during the current fiscal year.

. .

In this connection, I think I ought .to Say that it isn't our group atCincinnati
workings alonethat's developing thid material. Joe pahnick talked a little bit about
this on Monday and he painted out.that a lot of this is in a cooperative way, that
we're working.with several junior colleges throughout,'the country. They're making
contributions into this; they are making some of the prototype presentations of
these courses'before they're released for general dissemination. We're'working with,
I think it's three or four different community' colleges right now in this.

One of the things,that we found out very quickly is that many of the people who
will be doing the:self-monitoring procedures are really ill-qualified, ill-prepared
togo to work and do any of these laboratoiY analyses and monitoring tests, so that
weave had to back up rather sharply; and, working °with one of the community colleges,
have been developing a basic lab skills course: They've done paractically all, the,
work an that and are ready to deliver instructional material for basic laboratory
skills at this point. I'm speaking of Charles County Community College in La Plata,
Maryland.

With reference to the training
we're convinced'- in our own minds,
use - we think we can help you more

So,. in January, beginning next

.course manual that we're now preparing to deliver,
at least that just to pass this,tout for your own
if we provide some help for your instructors.
month, we have announced`- I think many, of you've'
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heard about this - that we will have a ten-day course for instructors from your state
staffs who will be carrying on this instruction and work through the course manual,

work through the material on our ideas about hog} to presentthis instructional ma-

terial, and for this purpose, there's still another manual that will be ug'ed on this

one in smaIl quantities available to each state at this time I've brought with me .

three or'four copies and I've:been sneaking them to a few peoplp, but obviously, I

couldn't btingenough fOr everyone so these will be available to you ,on your specific

request.
I might say to any of you who want to get this material horn my office, the pro-

gram of this session I.note has the names of all the speakers angLI think my name is
at the bottom of one of the columns,in the speaker's list there. 'If you'll add to

that name and title there in your blue program, just write the zip code 45268,.and

anything you address me by the zip code andthe address in Cincinnati will get to me.
Don't worry about street addresses.

This work on these courses, on self-:Monitoring alpne, is causing some dislocation,

some disruption in our-schedules. The result is that we hayg had to cancel a few

courses,and wg have been forced to reschedule some others. Accordingly, we are.re-
leasing a new schedule, of courses for the period January to June and that will be sent

out to our full mailing list within the verynext few days. '
I have brought with me 100 or 15O copies; they're dn a table in the outer room

for those of you who, need this information to carry them with you. In the meantime,

we will be sending lead copies of the schedule changeg to the regional offices, so we

will do everything we can to keep people abreast of any changes in our scheduled ac-

tivities.
I fulow that I'm leaving a great many things unanswered. I'll"do my best to an-

swer-questions as wego along in a little trap-up session but I think you can see
from this that we are deeply engaged in this work and will continue to go on with it

as long as we're allowed to.

DR. PRATT: I'd like to add a little footnote to what these gentlemen said I

think I'd be remiss if I don't wind up.this little session on EPA conducted direct

training by sayfng that, as you,see, we're doing what we can to support you with

_technical assistance and with' training materials for those courses that are amenable

to inclusion%in a state system.
It is not useful, nor is it good management to ask a state to offer courses when

there are only a 'few peopleinterested, when the course is not required every year and
wheA it requires sophisticated and specialized equipment.

A negative economy of scale exists when nationally you,need to train a thousand
people, `where Tihen you break that down by states and some states do not need a person
trained in that particular skill, even every year.

So, I am optimistic about our announcing In the fairly short run, a change in
policy on charging tuition to. the employees in State and local gpl:Ternments.. We ex-

pect to be able to exempt those individuals, but we will have a tuition charge for
other than state and local government people but that will be, an incremental or a
marginal cost which'will be much lower than that Ue have Veen talking about.

MRS SCHUENEMAN: ,I'd like to emphasize one thing Frank King forfgot to mention

and that's what we call our Control Agency Fellowships. In the air pollution con-
trol field we have the capability to, pass out each year about 70 fellowships for
full-time, graduate training at universitiesto State and local agency employees.
If you take those fellow6hips And play them just right, they can be excellent re-

cruiting aids and retention incentives. You can bring 'a fellow on board with your

agency, telling him that if he's a good man, he does his work well and he remains
interested,oyou'll consider him for a year at school with nearly full salary and

.tuition 'andlees and'that he can get himself a master's degree if he'll give
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you two years' service after he gets back. In thiS way you get a new employee into
a five-year sequence that will probably:ptoduce a career employee. And you get a
man that's well prepared. We encourage State and local agencies to use those ,fel7
lowships for all they are worth to retain people and to recruit people.
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STATE REACTIONS

TO .FEDERAL PROGRAM STRATEGIES

CHRIS BECK; Panel Moderator

MR. BECK: Our assignment as a,group was.to react in part to the sessions that
we've heard over the last two days. When our group got together and triad to read
some of the feedback that we have been *perceiving from the individuals present in
the room, we felt that it would be appropriate to get a great deal of your reaction,
and that it was also appropriate that we structure our presentation a little bit.
differently from others,. and try to build.on one another's comtents.

So, we've outlined an approach this morning that, hopefully, will lead us to
some sort of conclusion where we can get an Overallreaction from the group as to
what:we've learned. We've broken it up this-way. We'te going to first try to spell.
out what'the problems are - we've heard a lot of*the problems in.the first two days,-
and we've had some people on our panels who were eminently'qualified to discuss
these problems

Then, we're going to talk about' the utilization of funds, such as CETA,WIN;.7
voc ed, direct training funds wand whether they're really going to.eolve the problems

. that we have, base cl..0nwhat we've learned over the'last two days. And, as George
.Pratt, said, if you have aA.eMdmi- you.dan make7leidonadeThe:question is, do 'you,.
really want lemonade, and that's the questionthat-we're going to be trying to answer
today. And finally, we're going to be ending up with where do we go from here? ..Tohn
Wright is,going to share that part of the session, and he has-Soma thoughts that he's
been able to elicit from people that he's been talking with and Members of the
Committee, and hopefully, at the conclusion of that, we can get some reactions of
people presentin the audience - not questions,of the panel as much as-just state-
ments in terms of position. .

I'm going to be presumptuous, and I'm going to take the reactions of the panel
and what we've heard through the last couple days that have been transcribed, and
try to summarize those comments and transmit those to.the policy-makers in EPA,
that at least that's communicated to them.

Our first speaker is Charles Miller. Charlie has a B.S. from Parsons 'College
immath. He also has a B.S. in mechanical engineering. He's going to be talking
today on solid waste, water, and air program needs, and whether in fact they're going
td be accommodated by these funding programs. Charlie is.the acting head of the Land
Quality Division for Iowa, and under his purview is the,solid waste, hazardous
mate4als, agricultural, piNmicals, and radiation programs.

MR. MILER; I get the'job of pointing up the problems, so I'm going to point
.up the problems as I see them, from my'point of view, and I'm going to try to explain
them. Now, I'm reacting to the panel on Monday, which talked about air, pesticides,
solid waste, wastewater and water. But I see the training problems in these areas
are all the same. I'm not going to speak to each one. I might use one or two as an
example. I think that these problems are (1) recognizing the manpower needs, (2) the
type of manpower we'need, (3) the private sector, and (4) timing, which is a very
important thing.

Now, recognizing the magnitude of the problem. I don't think that we do recog-
nize the magnitude Of these problems. For example, we have training courses, we have
training programs, and we've trained-that vital core of indiViduals who work for

. .
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state government. But that's not who is affected mostly by these federal programs.

For example, the Construction Grant.program. In Iowa,we're spending about $40

milliofra year in building wastewater treatment facilities, Now, the handful of

engineers at the state agency who review and comment, and review the design and

encourage the cities to build these facilities, are not really the ones who have to

operate-them.
So I say the magnitude of the problem-then is not these 45 or 50 people we

have, but the eight-hundred-and-some wastewater treatment facilities which are

becoming increasingly complex because of the federal legislation. We no longer have

a lot of little lagoons. We're going to package plants. The old guy who used to

sweep the streets and mow the lawn, and who wasQthe street crew guy and then went out

and took samples at the lagoon, is no longer capable of opera4ng it. So we're talk-.

ing about a whole new classification of people.
In recognizing the problem, we've got hazardous waste. This is a new problem

on the federal scene, and I don't even have any conception of the magnitude and the

type of problem we're going to run into in hazafdous waste. I didn't even know

there was a hazardous waste problem until we told all these-landfill operators they

couldn't put anything hazardous in them. So now, every week, people call us up and

say, "What are we going to do with 900 gallons of toxaplene?" and I don't even know

what toxaplene is. It's not educating me, educating those people out there to the

type of. product. This is the real tang.
All right, let's take the solid waste landfill operator. Neie's a guy who has

operated out here for 20 years at this little dump, 'And_do you know what his job

has been? He sits in the shade on this 'chair with this little umbrella over his head,

and you drive in with your car full of trash, and he says, "Over there, buddy, over

there." NoW, 'we're asking htm to run a very sophisticated piece of equipment, a

bulldozer; and run a landfill, which will cost you ablaut $3,000 an acre by the time

you get the tiring- approved and in operation. And we're asking this man who has sat

there for 20 years underneath the shade tree, who's said, "Over there, buddy," to

operate this landfill. We've got a real type of problem here. We're talking about

taki a sow's ear and making a silk purse. That's what we're talking about, and

I'm not sure we can do that. *r

.Let me ask you this. I don't know how many engineers are in the audience. I'm

an engineer - you went through four or eight years of college, and haw many companies

or state-agencies gay.e you a half-million-dollar piece of equipment to play with,

right off? Nobody gives you that kind of responsibility. Well, we're taking this

guy with eight' weeks of not very intensive training; and we're turning over to him

a million-dollar operation, and saying, "Go! *It's yours." I don't think we're

coming to grips with the type of problem.
I can take that back to' water treatment if you want to. We've,, got the guy out

here who'ran the lagoon for 20 years, and'we Put in a sophisticated package plant, and

say, "Run your own laboratory, friend. Here's your plant," and he looks at you with

sad eyes and,says, "Huh?" He says, "What are you talking about, man?" "And if you

'don't run.it right, since we've got you on a compliance monitoring program, we're

going to come back and nail you if you don't have your effluent just right." You

know,.he's not too excitied about that at a $600-a-month salary, and I-don't blame

him.

OK. Now, I want to bring up the next point. This is the private sector. We

here - we're always concerned about the public employee, right? We've got to worry

about that private sector, too. Now, let me give you just a little example.

.We've got this National Discharge Permit System, and we've issued all these

permits-in Iowa, and we've finally got some certified operators in the municipal

facilities, and all the industries are assigned their permits and are happy with

,them and everything, but starting in Jahuary, we're going around and start monitoring

these guys. Here's industry over here on the river, and we go around and monitor him,
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and he is in violation, se he gets to go around. with us for a while. And after hegoes around with us for a while and we look at his process and everything, we say,'"Sir, your problem is you don't know how to run it." And he goes, "That'S right, Idon't.know how to run it." "Now, what you need to do," we say to him, "is take your
. man and train him in this facility to do this."

.

.
Now, you know, his factory is in this town; and there's a guy oyer here that%s

..Lrmmninga municipal treatment plant that's been through all the EPA and state train-
ing, and:he isn't making very.much money, and he isn't getting into trouble with. usbecause he knows what he's got going. Well, it doesn't take this industrial man very
long to realize it might be cheaper to hire that.guy than to train his own. 'So, all
of a sudden, we lost another operator out of the publicsector, and he goes into the
private sector.. So, that is a very big problem, and we're going to have more_and
more of that when we get to hazardous,waste and we increase this water pollution con-trol program.

-;MY last point here is timing. I think timing in this training%business is
absolutely critical. Now, I'm going to give you hm example here, and this was

,.. brought home to me Monday. We have to.certify and train pesticide applicators. Okay,
we have two categories: general use and restricted pesticides operators. We have to
have this program operating by, I think it's July of '76. What'S a restricted-use
pesticide? T don't know. But we have a restricted-use pesticide, and we're going to
have to have people trained and certified to apply it. Now, are we talking about the.
handful of private applicators, like Orkin and so on? Or, are we talking about
132,610 farmera; individually owned farms in Iowa?

. Now, ladies and gentleMen, do you realize the difference in magnitude of 1,000
pri;/ate applicators to 132,000 farmers ?. There's a little difference in the area of
training that we're going 'to have to apply, and we're going to have to go to the
state legislature and say, "We need a little money to put on a training program."
They're going to say, "How big is that training program?" "Well, we don't know.
It's liable to be anywhere from 1,000 people t 132,610." And I'm afraid, gentlemen,

at, us with a littl bit of doubt as to whether. we know
that they're going to.look a 4
what we're talking about. And, the answer is, we n't.

I want tq, talk a little bit about state legislatures anyway. We operate on a
biannual budget, every two years. We're going in right now for our next two-year
))udget. And these guys--Iyouthink you've got trouble getting federal legislation--
these.guys like to have us tome before them a couple of times, so that they're sure
we know what we're talking about; but'no, we've got to come in every two years with
a crash program, and that makes it a little difficult. And again they look at us,
and they don't argue the need Of the program, but they look out there and'say, "W.
had a dry August, and our corn crop's dead." And,..boy, it's hard.to fight that..
You know, logic doesn't really fit. ,

So I want to sum it up saying-that what we've got to look at in training is
recognizing the magnitude of the problem, the type of the problem we're dealing with,
the private Sector, and timing; and t think the federal government fihould take the
lead in this.

MR. BECK: You certainly hit some of the'key issues right on the. head. Our
next speaker id Charlie Frommer. lie's a career employee with the New York State
Department of Conservation and Environmental Protection. He's been in the ConserVa.,,
tion.Departmentlong before it became the Overall organization. In 1968, he took
over responsibility as Superintendent of the Bureau of. Forestry and Insects and
Disease Control.

One of the things that he ways on his biographical,-statement one of his chief
responsibilities in that position.- was to take care of the gypsy Moth, and'I think
that I might just digress.for a second to tell you a little bit about the gypsy moth;
for .yOupeople who aren't from the East Coast. .The gypsy moth has been something
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that's been plaguing two atates,.mainly New York and Connecticut, for the last two

years. It manages to take away our'Fall, because it defoliates all of our trees, and
it's probably one of the most emotional issues that we've had to deal with in the
environmental area for some time.

.I'm kind of an optimist, and I think it's been a good program. I used to be

director of air pollution when we had d'big gypsy moth problem several years ago, and.
the gypsy moth problem really sollied My open burning. problem of leaves in the fall:
I was _kind of sorry that Charlie and my director of pesticides ended tip killing all
Of those gypsy moths, because the open burning problem came back.

At any rate - maybe they'll come back sometime in the future - Charlie is
presently, and.has been since 1970, head of the pesticide program-for the State of
New York, and he's had a very progressive program there. One of the things that we
thought was important in terms of just redefining our needs was to highlight in a
little bit greater detail. some of the problems with the pesticide law, because we see
that as a major manpower training problem we're going to be facing in the environ-.
mental area.

. MR. FROMMER: Thank you,Chris. One of the things that Chris did not add to that
-remark-about the gypsy moth program-he did mention that it was a very highly emo-
tional issue in the NortheastWas that when I started workingin the pesticide unit,
before it became a'bureau, I began getting a pretty good feeling for what. I was get-
ting myself into. Everyone that I talked to said, "If you take that job, you're
crazy." When the Codmissioner finally came to me and said, "Would you take that
job ?" I said, "Does the gypsy moth program go along with it?" He said, "No." I said,

"I'll take it."
rwould like to delve a. little bit deeper into the pesticide program as it

relates to manpower training. Pesticides is a very, new program; I think most of you
here probably do not have a realization.: of what the states are getting into and the

numbers of people that must be, dealt with.
I think Charlie Miller, in the last_presentation, made reference to it and the

numbers that he's quoting might not be that far off -- 132,610, was it, Charlie?

MR. MILLER: That's right*

MR. FROMMER: That might not be such an out-of-the-ballpark figure. In New

York, as Charlie mentioned, we will be certifying two different groups of pesticide
applicators, commercial and private. These group. breakdowns are based on federal

legislation. The first group is the commercial pesticide applicators. These are the

exterminators, the tree-sprayers, the nurserymen, the people who, as a rule of thumb,

'apply a pesticide for hire on someone else's property. We, in turn, are saying that

anyone in a supervisory position within these groups must be certified. We, at the

present time, have a business registration program, whereby companies register with

uo as pesticide applicators, and, at the present time, we. register nearly 5,000

businesse6. We feel that there will be an average of two people certified per
company, which means we will have to certify 10,000 commercial applicators in the

State of New York.
To make matters worse, these" commercial applicators are broken down into ten

separate categories because there is such a wide range of pesticide applications, and

such differences between a person doing say structural pest control work and another

man doing aerial application work. For training and examination purpobes they must

be broken down into separate4ategories, and'we feel in New York that even the current

breakdown isn't sufficient. We have-developed over 20 subcategories which further

break down the initial ten categories.
In the private application field, we amnoW basing our estimates on.the

Restricted Pesticide Law that we have in New York State at the present time. Federal
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law says that any private applicator or farmer who is applying a restricted pesti-
cide must be Certified. We are assuming --and this'might be a wild assumption - -that
the federal restricted-pesticide list, when it is-promulgated in 1976, will approx-
imate the one that'we have been working with in New or ince 1971. Based on this,
we feel that all of the farmers in Neir York State, i the exception of the dairy
feriddig-, 'Wail have to be certified, because'they wi in one way or another be using
a restricted pesticide.

This means that somewhere in the vicinity ofrA00 farmers are going to have
to be certified in the State of New York. If the federal restricted-pesticide list
islonger than we expect and. contains any pesticides that are used by dairy farmers,
then we can add another 25-or-304000:larmers to'that list,-bringing it up to about
55,000.

The figures-are overwhelming. Where do you start with a program of this type?
We have made arrangements in New York with the State Cooperative Extension Director
for him and his staff to handle all of the training aspects'Ofithe prOgram with the
exception of the City Of New York. We expect the City Health Department to handle
,,training there. Cooperative Extension will handle the training aspects; and the
Department of Environmental Conservation will handle all of the regulatory aspects.

We are treating this program as probably the finest opportunity that we have
ever had in the past, and probably will ever have in the future - atleast in the
foreseeable future - to train. Training, we feel, is the foundation of the whole
program. Certification is a piece of paper that is issued to a person saying that he
has successfully passed an examination. By itself, it is nOthing'more than.a piece
of paper. It's what went into getting that piece of paper that really counts. On
top of that, a point that I think has been missed completely by those who have-spoken
to you in regard to pesticides, is not so much what went into getting the piece. of
paper, but what is going to have to go into keeping that piece of,paper. We are
planning an annual training session'being offered to all ofthese certified applica-
tors. In addition. we plan to recertify all of the commercial applicators once every
five years, and all of the private applicators once every six years. This will be
another certification program all over again.

' As you heard, I think on Monday, the_hoped-for plan is 40 hours of training for
the commercial applicators, eight hours of training for'the private applicators.
This is being presented to us as a goal on one hand, and on the other hand, we are
being told that training funds are running out, but everything must be completed by
October of 197.6. Here we sit as states, starting from scratch, and stuck in'the
middle between what we feel are unrealistic goals in a very short time span. on one
hand, and a lack of the tools to do the job on the other.

Presently, we have a CETA plan drawn up in. the sum of $100,000 to train those
whom we consider to be the untrainables, thoSe people who cannot, for one reason or
another, pass the examination. There are those people who tighten up at the thought
of an examination and could not pass one if their, lives depended on it. There are
also those others in New York who have a language barrier baSed on an ethnic back7
ground or lack of education. The $100,000, if approved, will be used to train these
people..

In addition, we will be charging fees to try to offset our costs, but believe
me, it is extremely difficult to go to a farmer and say that he has to pay a fee to
take a training course so that he can take an examination to do something that he has
been successfully doing for the last 20 years. It is very, very difficult to convince
these people that this is a program that is in their best interests, and for which
they should pay a fee.

. But considering the fact that we have a Bob Knox in the regional training office
here in News York, whom we have a considerable amount of faith in, and a Dan Campbell
in our own office, who is a real training pro, we feel that we will be able to get
through this one way or another. As George Pratt said, "If we are handed a lemon, use
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it to make lemonade." It is. extremely difficult, however, to make that Lemonade.
With your hands tied behind your back. I think that if we had our'hands untied and
some of these constraints taken off, we would make all the lemonade people would need.

MR. BECK: You know our next speaker. I've heard an awful lot about him in my
career as Environmental'Commissiener, but I really didn't know.quite how impressive
a career this gentleman has had. Bob Lounsberry has been for the last several years
SeCretary of the Department of .Agriculture for Iowa. Of course, In Iowa you have to
run for. reelection, and he put togdther - at least his organization put together - a.
little profile of this gentleman.

It starts off a few years ago when he was back in.high-school and college, when .

' he was a scholar. He had many varsity letters; he was Who's Who in America; he went
from college into theArmy--in the Air FOrce, and he won many distinguished awards
there - the Distinguished Flying Croths, the Air Medal, the Four-Leaf Cluster. He

went on to be a farmer for many years, and while-he was farming, he just didn't do
that--he was a member of about 60 different organizations where he played an active
role, public service, in part. He was in everything from the PTA to the Story County
Pork Producing Association. In November of '72, he took over responsibilities as
Secretary for the Department of Agriculture. Any of us who have known how much that
organization has progressed in the last few years know it's to a great extent because
of this gentleman, and he's done an awful lot to reorganize that Department. But, I
think the most outstanding achievement that he's been able to do in all of his career
is as a Republican in this last election to get reelected. Bob Lounsberry.

MR. LOUNSBERRY: Thank you very much, Chris, Ladies and'gentlemen,, after
hearing the two Charlies precede me, I was reminded of a story about the son'who came
down to his mother's breakfast table and said, "I'm not going to school today." She

looked at him and said,'"Just what brings this on, son?" He said,."The kids don't
like me, the teachers don't like me, the superintendent's trying to transfer me, the,
bus drivers hate me, the school board's trying to get me to drop out... Even the
Ustodians have it in for me. .Naw, I'm not going to school today." She said, "Son,
this is ridiculous. you're healthy, you've got a lot to learn, you have somet4ng to
Offer others, you're a leader. Besides that, you!re 45 years old and the principal."--

I would like to Take just a few general remarks tb this title that we were
assigned, "State Reactions to Federal Program Strategtes." I think all of you are
aware that in nearly. every state in the Union, the Department of Agriculture has
numerous cooperative relationships with federal agencies, particularly with USDA,
FDA, and EPA. Because, you know, in nearly' every state, regulatory duties have
become greater and sreater and greater with the passing of time; and in ourstate,
since the DepartMent of Agriculture was created as a separate division of government
alittle over 51 years ago, we have mushroomed to 27 different separate divisions,
Which I'veattempted to group under three major categories providing a little better
opportunity to keep up on things by having' an administrative assistant in charge.''

Our five big regulatory divisiOns embody a number of inspectors operating out
of their bwn territory in the state. Associated with these controlling functions
is an extensive chemica1.1aboratory which runs analyses on samples of products more
or less on -a manitoring.basis until it approaches -the action level. And, like most .

other states, we have been concerned since the passage of the Environmental Pesticide
'..Control Act in October 1972, first to get legislation in our own state,-giving the
authority, and in this case the.authority waS granted through legislation in the
last General Assembly to the Department of Agriculture for implementing the Federal
Environmental.Pesticide Control:Act.

-I: was- assigned to talk mostly about CETA because we've been encouraged' through
our Region VII to seek CETA funds for training programs. I want to make these few
observations about the CETA program. You know, we spent a considerable amount of
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time earlier this summer attempting to pry loose some CETA funds to take Care of at
leaSt part of the training resource and demand. MDTA funds and others have been incor-
porated into the CETA program, so we were - turning to CETA, Titles I, II, and not very
probably, III. But, of course, I, II, and. Ill have-potential there.

First. of all, the limitations of the CETA program. CETA doesn't meet all the
direct state environmental agency's needs. That's the understatement of the yeat.
CETA's prime-sponsors won't automatically, or even after serious effort, provide
funds for environmental needs. CETA provides only services and-programs for the
CETA-eligible persons.. These are liinitations. There are abouP nine that I jotted'
down here. A large amount of CETA funds was effectively precammitted to programs,
agencies,and contractors that have received funds through programs for which CETA is
a successor legislation.

Membership on the state CETA council basically-.only includes persons who repre-
sent the traditionally labor- funded community, and therefore only primarily considers
plans and proposals of this particular group. Environmental agencies are not members
of this group. CETA was designed for relatively good economic times, and obviously,
the current unemployment rate does not represent good economic times or conditions.
You have to be willing to commit a significant amount of time and effort to plan and
make the contacts necessary to get some of the.CETA funds. The Department'oflabor
and the-state CETA staff generally view environmental agency needs as low priority,
it they have any serious 'interest in them at all.

There, is no one way to get and use CETA funds, and I'm sure we're all awarep-of
this. CETA funds are gotten state by state and program by program, and certainly
you have to develop your own strategy, and it's obvious .that you have to purSue,the
political route to even get any consideration. We haven't. been able.to pursue the
right route yet, but having come downaiere and talking to some of these other fellow's
and seeing. where some of them - like Connecticut - have been successful, I'm going
back with a new vigor and try to get a bigger club and go to the right person, I
guess.

I would like to say, though, that of the benefits, I have three here. It can pay
for public jobs in the environmental field, using Titles I, II, or III. Funds can
provide training and employment at entry level for Public jobs, and because CETA
decisions for funding and programs are made at the state and local levels, in the
long' run, a more direct.relationship can be established at the state level, and hope-
fully funding could be more-uniform than it was when you had to deal with only
the-federal {agency,

Now, Ilthink my time is about up, but I would like to say in conclusion that I
feel, in our otate at least, federal-state relations have been for the most part
66d. The only handicap that I see in bur state is the fact that nearly all of my
predecessors shied completely away fromanything that looked like it was federal.
They've been extremely conservative people,, and it's been a little difficult to open
up communications lines in some areas. We do appreciate the cooperation we've
received and certainly intend. to reciprocate. Many of the problems we've experienced
have not necessarily been thd result of federal people.

The immediate past and current federaiadMinistration seems determined to shift
more and more of the existing programs to the state shoulder, sand certainly this.
approach can be a good approach, because the states do have individually geographical,
sociological, and economic problems,-and can. respond more meaningfully to the regional
approach as opposed to the monolithic, national policy.

I realize that if. Iowa or any other statels going to share in the authority,
we must also share in the funding. To be consistent, though, I do think that,this
thought ought to alsobe endorsed by the federal government. And.if EPA's going to
have a hand in the game and make it a rule, so to speak, make it a rule that they've:
got to play the game, you know. For example, if they are going to,have a hand in the
game--and they certainly do- -then I think that they should lean heavily toward, at
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ledst, a proportionate share of the funding for the programs. .

MR. BECK: Today now, we've heard three people speak. The first two talked in

summarizing, essentially, the needs that we have in the environmental program. Bob,

of course, just addressed the relationship Of CETA to solving some of those needs. .

Our next speaker is going to talk a little bit about how direct funding has in the

past - or direct training has in the past - served some of our needs, and we'll talk.

about what the likelihood of that direct funding solving some of those needs will be

in the future.
Bill Bunner is a graduate of Ohio State University, with a B.S. in Biology

Education and a Masters in General Special Education. Bill presently is with the.

Ohio State Environmental Protection Agency heading up their Manpower, Training and

Library Services.

. MR. BUMMER: I would like to take ten minutes to respond, to the information that

was presented on the subject of direct training. One of the, things that I have

noticed in particular are the differences between the various states. It is abso-'

lutely amazing how each state perceives USEPA differently. You talk to one state and

they don't have much regard for USEPA, and you talk to another state and they say1/4,

they're the greatest.
I also notice a striking difference in each state's capability of developing

their own resources. For the past two years, the Manpower Development Branch of

Region V has been telling u$ that their strategy is for each state to develop its own

training capability. Ohio has worked along these lines, and we have had excellent

support, not only from the Region V Manpower Development Branch, but also from.

Research Triangle Park, Taft Center, Ridge Road, pesticides offices, radioactivity

offices, the N.E.R.C. in New Jersey for spills, and any other office we've contacted

to help up develop training capabilities.
'We'vh had excellent cooperation, and our approach in Ohio has been to assess

the. training needs, implement training that is actually needed, and to evaluate the

results.,' Since walleye a consolidated agency ,for air, water and solid waste, we have

been able to work.it all three of these areas, and we learned immediately thatyou don't

work with each categorical area in the same way.'
Air - we have local air agencies in Ohio to which we delegate authority.

.
Water/Wastewater - there's not mud- of y union of the people there. In so far

as training is concerned, you have to work with almost every municipality and every

county separately.
Solid Waste Disposal - it almost entirely in the hands of private concerns, no

you have to work with'people in a different manner in terms of the training that is

needed.
Once we have assessed the training needs in these three different areas, both

inside the state agency and out, then we begin to identify the resources that are

available and to prioritize them. .You can use regular university courses to a

certain extent, but certainly not on a statewide basis.

We have regularly sent people to USEPA courses; we have ,synthesized our on

courses with our traihing staff; we have had USEPA bring courses into Ohio, which we

very studiously watched and then attempted to replicate ourselves, and we've asked

universities to do the same thing.
I would like to point out the fact that the different states do not have the

same capbilitieo. Some states have consolidated environmental agencies, and others

may have air in one separate agency, water in another, and co forth, and the ability

of the various stater; to develop their own training capabilities is not really very

far along; we're in an embryonic stage.
There are four points that I want to make that relate to principles of manage-

ment:
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1. Consistency - I think USEPA shouledecide on training poliCies for a
reasonable period of'time, and then stick to tfibse training. policies. An example
would be fee waivers. At first you have them, then you don't, and then you do again.
Course locations are the same, either you're icing to bring them out to the states,
or you're not going to bring them out to the states. If*USEPA is going to go with
self- instructional materials, that's fine;-but I would like to see them stick'to one
policy along these lines..

2. Communications - I think the states should, at this point, demand to-be
heard with regard to the fact thlt ttley have a need for developing capability in
direct training assistance. eJI

3. Basic Development Support - I have a defininte feeling that the planned
technical assistance mentioned this morning, "to go to the states and help them
develop their own capability," sounded good; but'I am relatively certain that there
is a serious lack in terms of USEPA staff and funds needed to really help the states
develop this capability.

.

In management terms, the growth and development of your workers isoa continuous,
ongoing thing. You don't say) "We've got. them all trained. Our staff is all set so
we can slack off." No, we're developing thousands of'new toxic wastes and pesticides
and the residues have to be handled and dealt with; so the needs go on and continue
increasing, but the training support'from USEPA is definitely receding.

4. Responsibility for Initial Development of Training - Since USEPA is in the
business of doing research and enforcing environmental laws, they ere really the only
entity that's in a position to effectively develop the new training courses that are
required to meet new needs.

The universities simply are not,in the "swim of things" as far as really being
able to stay current. Only an operating agency can effectively keep abreast of field.
operations and related training.

When we demonstrate to the people in our states the fact that we're lacking
training, that 'we don't always know what todo, we are also iemonstrating poor manage-
ment. If we have a spill, for example, and we rush out and discover that it is
radioactive, material, we may have to say that we don't know what to,do with it, that
we haven't been trained sufficiently. At that point we can be accused of being poor
managers also,-because we are not adequately trained.

MR. BECK: -In introducing our next speaker, it reminds me of the apostle story .

of the, fellow who always complained about having no shoes until he meta man who had
no feet. Sometimes, I think I take a lot of crap, but here's a guy who takes 1.1
billion gallons of it a day. He operates 14 treatment plants, five.sludge vessels,
80 sanitary and storm water pumping stations, 68 miles of intercepter sewers, and
300 combined sewer overflow. regulators. He's been with the City of New _York for 13,
years, and is presently in charge of that very,-very awesome responsibility. Ed
Wagner is going to be talking to us about the potential uses of vocational education
in solving some of ourproblems.

MR. WAGNER: Good morning. I feel it's a special privilege to speak at this
Conference because, as one ofethe few operators here, I'm pleased to be able to-give
my reactions to federal program strategies since I'm on the ultimate receiving end'
of both the manpower strategies and the pollution control strategies. There seems to,
be a contradiction between the two.

Pollution control strategies have been determined by the legislation of recent
years, and EPA has been charged with implementing this legislation within very short
perioda of time. The Water Pollution Control Act Amendments of 1972, for example,
spell out an extremely difficult objective to be achieved by 1977, and through a
construction grant program providing 90 percent federal-money, has compressed a
generation of construction into a.few short years. Three billion dollars a year of

r".
4
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categorical federal money, and we in New York are trying to get that increased .t
the full authorized amount, is being funneled through a centralized program to
achieve uniform nationwide standards providing little flexibility for local dondi-

fions.
And Yet we've heard'here that manpower strategies are to be, decentralized, and

that federal money is no longer available specifically for lederally mandated pro-
grams. It's all in the revenue-sharing pot, andwe must compete with local priorities
for human development needs. We'hear that 'states and localities are responsible for

education. We've heard that .,the 104 programs, the only ones that have hada signifi-
cant impact on water pollution control--in New York anyway- -are to be phased out We

are advised that in order not to become old dogs, new tricks are to be learned to be

played with local and state planning and educational councils, to convince the
entrenched group's to divert money from established programs into developing manpower
to achieVe the federal pollution control-program.

I have been asked to give special attention in my comments to how vocational
educational funds can be used for Manpower development for environmental needs. It

appears that these funds have the most potential to-provide upgrading training, which
appeare to be by overwhelming concensus here the grgatest need.

EPA's own figures show that five-sixths'of the total.training need is for
,upgrading. New York City's experience is the same. Right now, I have 1,100 employ-

ees, and each could be said to be responsible for a million-dollars-worth of plant.

In the next few years, I'll have to operate facilities with triple the present value,
more sophisticated equipment, and under stricter demands for operation and maintenance.

Some new employees will come, but few can be without some.skills. There just isn't

enough time, and it will be the present operators and supervisors who will determine
whether the improved facilities will be operated to their design potential. These

employees cannot provide the federally mandated requirements unless they are given the:
needed training and support.

After direct assistance from EPA ends, it seems to me that, ofsthe alternate
resources presented, vocational education programs seem to have the most promise.`

Present workers are not disadvantaged; they're not unemployed or underemployed; and ,
vocational education support is not limited to those groups..

Secondary vocational schools and `communitycolleges provide a broad range of

levels to fit the particular groups within an organization needing training. Instruc-

tors are, available, although in any gxperienceoperators,trained to teach are far

superior than teachers trained to operate. ");
The facilities available are widespread throughout the siate,'and more and,more

are-freed up with the declining school enrollment. Support educational programs and
facilities are readily available aid` often basic curricula, such as for Mathematics,

may be adapted easily. Evening instruction, when the scliools are less.used, fit* in :

well with training employed operators.
Vocational education funds can also be used for training or preparing new

entries through cooperative and work-study programs, allowing possible direct entry
after, graduation flom special high-school or community college'programs.

However, the question is can the present vocational`education resources meet
the need for environmental training? It appears to me that there just aren't enough'

funds, at least not enough federal funds. We've learned that under Part B, fol Basic
Grants,,$420 millibn is provided: for an extremely broad range'bf programs. If we use

that figure of.one percent of facility cost to be provided for training, one percent
of three%billion$ or thirty million, would - amount -to more than seven percdnt, and
that's for/wastewater treatment plant .operators alone.

But we've also heard that the federal share of vocational education prokrams

is to be only about one -sixth or one-fifth of the total, and will the states and
localities furnish the rest?
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Another problem with using this route is the longlead time required to deveibp
programs,because of the built-in school-year cycle in academic planning. Needed
flexibility may be impossible because of low limits on class size, and educatorg who
think in terms of semesters may have trouble coping with short course formats. For
Upgrading, it has been seen that the most immediate, widespread, and substantial
overall impact is achieved through specialized short courses training largenumbers.

other concern of mine ks that the control of the program may be lost since the
instructors work for the school or college and not the environmental agency.

Certainly, vocational programs do not answer the need for training profes-
sionals and, cannot substitute for the highly specialized and direct training ilow
provided by EPA. Some have found that the most effective route to obtain vocational
education funds is a direct approach to Odividual colleges and school boards which
are looking for business. But while effective in the long run,this method'precludes
proper attention to environmental needs by those who do the planning and set the
priorities. On the balance, therefore, vocational education, while unable to provide
the scope, depth and flexibility now possible with direct EPA training'programs,. may
be all there will be in the future to upgrade employee in the existing systems.
Having learned the new tricks, we'll also have to live w th the scraps.

MR. BECK: All right; we've finished.the two major'sections of our presentation
today, and the first,.ofxourse,. was the need. The second was then summarizing what..
CETA, voc,ad and direct training ,seems to be doing to fulfill those needs.

I think the last 'question to be:answered, and the last thing that we need to
discuss beforeve open up for the:group's reaction, is: Where do we go from here? .

John Wright has that assignment. Of course, yoWve all met John. He's been before
you "several times in the sessions already. 'He's a native Hoosier. He has a
Bachelor's in.Civil Engineering. He hag-a Master's in Civil Engineering from the
University of Indiana. He is presently, and.has been since 1965, the State Water,
Pollution Control Administrator for New Mexico. He's been very active in EPA on ,

technical adiiisory groups in the wastewater area, and he has been a very, strong infiu.7.
ence in-trying to direct EPA into-assuring that the necessary support and resources
are forthcoming so that thestetescan fulfill their mandates. John?

.

this.MR. WRIGHT: Where do we go from here? I think we understand that i is an
EnVirommitalManpOwerPlanning.Conference, and I take that to mean that we are here
to considerhevarious alternatives available to meet the environmental manpower
needs. of thIla nation in- the Short-run and the near future.

We are not here-to spiVe the economic probleMsof the world, td direct the
irectibn of the Comprehensive EmplOyment and Training Act, or to solve the poverty

problem. We must, of.course, Consider theseand-Other influences.when we make any
decisions on what path to take. T '

We've been here for two-days, listening to success stories and complaints.
We've heard from 24 federal employees from EPA; the Department of Labor, and HEW on

.

what laws and whet programs could be Used to effectively control environmental
manpower problems \ We have heard frosi' 22:state and local employees and four Contrac-.
tor-types--for lack of a better definition-awesome success stories,nd their experi-
ence in the efforts necessary to make these programg work to cover the needs Of their
particular-areas. We know that some important programs are being considered to be
phased out, and that some new ideas are-onthe horiz-qn.

Management decisions of OMB and others have been criticized, and they've been
discussed in the reality of the pOlitical scene. I've heard that thereere some 384
sources of federal funds that could be imPacted upon the environmental manpower needs.
Sounds'like a helluva mish-mash to figure out where to go from here, but I'll give it
a try.
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We'll discuss these points that, I've heard from what I think are least important
to what T.think most important. 0 , -. ;

: One Would EPA please publish a list of conferees who were.here'at this meeting?
Include their names, their addresses, their titles, their agentyaffiIiatiOn'and their
responsibility and take that list available'to.every participant.

wo.' EPA Regional ManpoWer Development Officers should research those 384 sources
of funds and give EPA line administrators, state administrators, and local environmental
administrators and labor agents a realistic probability of success. of.obtaiOing.funding.
for various programs. ..

Three. The Environmental Protection Agency Water Strategy paPer,lrage 45, covers.
many points that have been discussed at this meeting. It is the EPA strategy to help -,

state and local agencies to assess the needs, and'EpA'sresponsibility.to7compile the
nationwide needs, fund state training program,. and carry forward with construction of
state training faCilities,:under 109(b)... . ..

Joe Bahnick has done the Water Quality Manpower Inventory, Now, Schueneman, --

Whittethore, McElwee, Warren - please get on with it. .Give us the air, pesticide,. solid
waste, and water supply manpower needs of the nation, and don't complain about the
crystal ball not being perfect. Use.your judgMent and at least put on the line how
much manpower is needed-7tO figure out how much manpower is neede4!

Four. Continue the EPA direct training programs'that are operable and maintain
efforts to hold OMB back on the phase-down of efforts in this area. -

. .

,

. Five. EPA must reevaluate the phase-out of the graduate fellowship program. I

daresay many in this room would raise their hands if asked if they got a Public Health
Service Fellowship to attend graduate school: How many here have received fellowships
from either PHS or EPA for graduate school training? The coming of the.FedefS1 Drink-:
ing Water Standards will increase the demand for combat-ready environmental, managers ,,-

and environmental operating personnel who can't afford to drop this 'program.
Six. Robert G. Ryan, EPA Office of Legislation, must work diligently to repre-

sent the needs of EPA line administrators, state administrators, construction, enforce-
ment and service programs and their interface with educational and training, institutions
of this nation, in order to continue to be able to answer Congressional .inquiries and
be an effective lobbyist for the environmental movement. Jean Schueneman and Joe

D t
Bahnick, et cetera, should be close to the Office of Legislation in order-that realis-
tic testimony can be based on experience and iudgMent-frOM year of fightingAthe battle
Of environmental -pollution, on up the ladder of EPA activities. -

Seven. We've heard legitimate criticism of OMB decisions to require tuition pay-
ments for direct training and later decisions to waiver those- requirements, and the .

.

effect that these management decisions had on interfacing with state budget cycles-
the ping-Ong problem. EPA personnel must enter the Washington,seene as full-fledged

J
bureaucrats and make sure that upper management decisions are.hase4 On knowledge and
Understanding of the consequence of those decisions.

. : .

Eight. A request that EPA muster all the moxie-available to assure that any in-.
tergevetnmental memorandums of agreement with the,Department of Labor include the ' '0

environmental programs of this nation-7that's.,seate, Federal,. or localas priority,
programs for the use of manpower funds, because of the social good of setting such
a priority'andthe potential.reality of environmental jobs being available. This is

. %.

"a marriage license of John Ropes' proposed marriage between EPA and,DOL.
..',? Nine. Now, for the rest of us: We.must all that manpower, ready to
db a job, is not a two-week course, not a shortL4ime, sometime thing. We'lot to,
include that consideration. Development of manpower is a continuing effort and must

, interface into all phases of, our planning efforts. .
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Ten. In the short rm, CETA seems to be the big money program. Let us realize
that the Department of. Labot, the Governor's Comprehensive Manpower Planning Council
have the ball. Environmental types had better learn dimned'fast how to say, "MS',
suh, boss... When; where and.hoW much?" So, realistically, the human resource people
want to piovide employMent to the unemployed and put people to work, and the enviton-
mentalist types have jobs and a job to be done, but we must learn. to compromise and
learn new tricks and hustle the banker.

Eleven. What can be done with CETA? If it is a comprehensive employment and
training 'act,.then les got to be comprehensive and train,'and it should effectively
_cover upgrade training for training's sake. It should address the goal of improved
skills for a better, more productive labor force.- Upgraded employees, in many cases,
leave vacancies for entry-level persons of the unemployed classes: When we leave
this Conference, you should hustle your state Comprehensive Manpower Planning Councils
and governors for short-run solutione, and we should seriously consider the bandwagon
approach to CETA, and maybe request our Congressional delegation, when the upcoming
amendments for CETA are considered, that environmental manpower be a priority item
directly, considered in the ACt, and that:upgrade training certainly have an equal
stature with entry-level training.

Twelve. An additional resource to be-considered over the long haul - two to
five years-- is vocational educational training. We.must seriously consider the
vocational educational training as'a reasonable, permanent place for technical and
operational manpower development.

Thirteen. We 'have heard the comment several times -% don't settle for the
crumbs of federal agencies made by the speakers at this meeting. I hope that no
one leaves this Conference and falls into the lethargy.of our-respective jobs. We
must realize that the public is relying upon a'professiOnal environmental employee to.
present environmental problems to public decision-making bodies in the administrative
elm of government.,-Please carry your individual manpower needs to your governor,
state. legislature and Congressman." Make reasonable proposals to meet your needs,
and then hustle the political scene with all theoMoxie you* can muster.

Finally, joint action. Fted Bolton and Richard Bruner, as well as.othere, have
alerted this Conference with the real possibility of accelerated public works funds
and/pr increased service job funds under Title II of CETA, if the-unemployment condi-
tions in the country continue. We'should decide. on a contingency for any task forces
of environmental or labbr types to look at the possibility of this action and what
action needs to be taken.

Now, I'd like to read a prepared statement, and let the record phow that it
indicates the essence of this Conference: It is. time for environmental management
agencies,at the state and local levele.to break down the technical barrier built up
as a result of the.holier-than-thou attitude that has precluded the engaging in the
management, planning. and political activities necessary to utilize human resource
development programs Tor environmental manpower training. And it is time for the
human resource and development agencies at alllevels of government to.realize that
environmental protection prOgrams are vitally important to our nation, and provide a
significant number of public service employment opportunities, or get off your high
horses anti get 'on with it, boys.

MR. BECK: I think it's appropriate that I just tell you.a little bit about what
I did to this panel yesterday.. Most of them had prepared texts that they were going
to give to this session - long before they came to it. Obviously,,because of their
staffs, of course, that's an easier way to deal with a program like this.

And when we.got together yesterday morning, they said,- you know, we really
should try to do something a little bit more meaningful, something better for the
group;,and frankly, I think that John Wright's pant-that he spenCa great deal of
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time nil yesterday afternoon, yesterday evening, certainly indicates that this group
put some time into-making at least the conclusion of this presentation very meaning-
ful. 'I'm happy-to be the moderator for the panel. We'd like to hear your reactions
UOW.

We're not here really to answer questions. We're all state employees. We're
at the receiving end of many of the mandates, as you are, and I'd like to hear from
people, present, in 30 seconds or 60 seconds, statements 7 just reactions that they.
haVe which, in "part, I'd 'like to communicate to Russ Train.

MR. SHEEHAN: My,name is Kevin Sheehan, and I'm with the,New York City EPA.
What I'd like to say will be in the form of a comment, bUt there are implied several
-questions, so any response from any of your gentlemen will be welcome..'

One of my jobs is to implement CETA in New York City's EPA, and as such, I Can
wax: two hats. One - I have to find out how the CETA legislation is really helpful
anct',useful to the professionals in my agency who have environmental concerns. The
second hat I have to wear is to find out how the legislation and the, social implica-
tions of that legislation can be carried out also in my agency.

Now, when I talk to the pros and the engineers and the managers and try to
analyze their needs, ,you know, rightfully or whatever, their needs as expressed to me
are often couched in terms that they need very skilled labor to dO the job that,they
are mandated to do, and they need training for the labor that they already have.

And when I, look atwhat that skilled labor means, it really%isn't covered by
the CETA legislation,.as you know, and eo.I either can decide to employ an individual
by using part CETA funds, and part city funds and getting a highly skilled individual.

That kind of bothers me when .I wear my other hat beCause then I.know that if
do employ, through the CETA program, a disadvantaged I have to end up
diverting him from what are strictly environmental concerns, and he gets placed
perhaps in a clerical -type supportive position, or in a position that is not recog-
nizeable at all as an environmental-type job; and the interest, by the way, that
could be really planted in an individual from the disadvantaged labor pool--the
interest in an environmental career, the interest in (perhaps after a little experi-
ence) of going on to vocational and adult education training and upgrading his own
training, so that he can get into a more-skilled position, because he doesn't get into
that. kind of a position in our agency.

So, I've beeri trying to think that there's a little bit of a dilemma here, and
I think it's been expressed in many different ways by many different speakers. One
of the things I've been asking myself is whether or not some of the environmental
skilled positions and jobs that have to be done,whether or not the pros or perhaps
the acadethic types could think about breaking up these jobs, as it were,and to take ,

the less-skilled aspects of theth and have them performed by the less-okilled labor
pool.

Now, I know there are a lot of difficulties and problems with this kind of an ,

approach; but I'm sure, for example, that there are some aspects ofan environmental
job that a $15,000-a-year man has to do that could be performed by a lesser-salaried
person, which would then allow me and others like met() get the disadvantaged labor
pool into really environmental-type jobs.

As I say, that's a comment. There are lots of questions in it, and I don't
pretend at all to have a fixed point of view on this, but I would appreciate any
comments that. any of you gentlemen might have..

MR. BECK: bWell, I don't know whether this is the appropriate panel really to
gille a reaction to 'our question. I know that Bob's done some looking into the CETA
funds, and of course, we have, too; but I think that your comments are right on
target and very consistent with the points that Bob was pointing out, and thank you
for making them. Can we try to make the statements a little b.it shorter, because

a
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there may be more people who would like to .react, and I'd like to give them the time
if we're running out.

A VOICE: Now, Monday I asked a question of Mr. Bolton and Mr. Bruner which
was--it was dealing with EPA and the likelihood. of legislation being passed that will
mirror the EPA projects or the Conservation Corps of the 1940s,'and I'm new at this,
and that's all I've got to offer.the people here today- -that due to the rapidity in
which, that type of legislation is to be developedin Congress, its going to have to
be simple, it's going to have.to be open-ended, and I-think it's going toMirror those
types of projects that were set up, and that's all I've got to offer the people here
today - spend some time and study those old haws. You can take a little bit". from

. history; and I think we'll be ahead on the game, and we'll be in time. Like Mr. Miller
says, timing is the most important thing; and I think that provides the most opportu-
nity for us in the short term.

MR BECKI Is your position then that with the inevitable emergence of legisla
tion which is going to be making available public service jobs, that EPA should'be
very open with COngress and make sure--

A VOICE: I think. EPA:should make our needs known and develop. a very good
working relationship with the communities that are involved in developing that legis-
lation.

MR. BECK: That's a good point.

A VOICE: I think one of the problems we're, going to have to face when we have
ppeRminglegislation which would permit a large athount,ef money to go into the cities,
is the fact that why should we hire, under WIN and under CETA, when we can hire
directly somebody who is already technically skilled under these upcoming manpower
programs.

Second point -.to reinforce Mr. Sheehan r you've got to have job restructuring
to permit some upper mobility for the low -level WIN and CETA people.

The third point, and prObably most important, is,-jurisdictions here have to:
really consider the transition from the soft money programs to the hard funds. Other-
wise, we're going to get into that perpetual job, revolving-dobr cycle of having poor
people come into our agencies, getting fed up when they find. out they're no longer
going to have a permit and are just back out on the sidewalk again.

And then my last point, and again, I want to talk about affirmative action. I
haven't heard any words yet - and' it was promised the first day that the Conference
began that the Conferende would address itself to that issue, and I haven't heard
it.

MR. BECK: Well, I think your first, three points' are excellent, right on tar-
get. The fourth one - I really can't help you with. Is there one more statement?
Very good. One more. °

A VOICE: I'Ve heard the-pesticide situation - and the magnitude of the farmers,
the ranchers, in every state. We have a vac ed department in most states, and I'm
speaking for Colorado right now. I was sent herd to represent Colorado vocational
education, so therefore I'm going to speak my piece. Voc ag has a young farMers
program and an FFA program that reaches every young farmer in Colorado, I know, and
they Could help in this large job that has to be done, and I'm sure they could do a
fine job, so I would approach them.

MR. BECK: I just want to, in closing, say a couple of things. First of.all,
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I really'appreciate what George Pratt and Al Alm and John Ropes and the entire staff..
have done in terms of pulling together this Conference. I_think that it's really
given'us an opportunity to learn; I think that wasvthe major'objact and I think
it's just a wonderful thing that they have done.

I think that the Arizona Department of Health should-riallybe congratulated.
They've done an awful lot to make this program a success.' Jim,GOffyif,coUrse, has
been very active here, making sure that these people had all the'neoessary arrange.L.
ments and accouterments for A very enjoyable time. I also want to thank all the
people who worked on the committees, because I'll tell you that T'veAlad as much.fun
outside of this Conference as I've had in it. .
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GENERAL SESSION AND WRAP -UP

Robert .1: `Knox, Moderator.

Manpower Development Branch:- EPA Region II ,

George L.B. Rratt
-AlEfiee.of'Education and Hanp6Wer Planning - EPA
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GENERAL SESSION AND WRAP-UP

ROBERT KNOX, Panel Moderator

MR. LOSTUMBb: Our last panel will be. Mr. Robert Knox,, whom you 've heard about
since his name has been mentioned several times the last few days.

As you know, he's the Regional Manpower Offider for Region II, New York, and
he's been doing a great job for EPA in terms of utilizing these other mechanisms in
attempting to solve some of our problems.

MR. KNOX: Thank you very much Frank.. I really had some thoughts about what I
was goingto say, but since Chris Beck and his panel did such a tremendous wrap-up job'
for me, there's no way I could add to what they said--it was seven to one.'

So, I'm not even going to attempt to add anything that they've done, and I. think
that they did an .excellent job and that they deserve commendations for the way they
handled it. They answered a lot of questions and posed a lot of problems. In fact,

I've been keeping notes all throughout the Conference so that I could sort of synop-
size some of the presentations. But after listening to them, ,I really don't think.

there's a'need to do any of that.
I do think that,. contrary to opinion, we will try to answer a lot of questions.

I know that there's still a lot of questions, and people have been asking me about our'
successes that we've had in Region II, for example. We've been lucky in impacting CETA
and in being able to get some mileage out of it.

.We've used ib-and we've worked hard. That's the big secret to impacting CETA.
We didn't take a lot of Chances; we wrote a lot of the plans ourselves. My staff,
Louise Drake, Charlie Tenerella and Eileen Ioannou, did a lot of hard work in writing
plans. The key factor to remember is that you're using CETA money for the disadvan-
taged, underemployed and unemployed, and this is the target group. You've got to

design a plan that's going to meet their needs.
Now, usually when we go in and sit down with people at the Department of Labor,

we-tell them what we can do for them, what we expect CETA to do for them. We're try-

ing to identify jobs for the disadvantaged and also, as someone mentioned, we're
talking about doing task analyses of jobs and the restructuring of jobs.

All these things are difficult and most people don't like to downgrade jobs
because of the dangers involved. People of lower grades are more difficult to super-
vise and they don't have the skills or experience. Ironically, if you do downgrade
jobs, you stand the risk of having your own job downgraded. No one likes to see engi-
neers doing menial tasks, but a lot of work has to be done, and, through task analysis

and restructuring, more jobs can be created for people with lesser skills. You have
to negotiate with people; you have to sit down with people and try to convince them
that they have a responsibility an43,contrary to the things that I hear about this,
everybody has a responsibility for the country's problems.

Someone mentioned yesterday that a lot of people, about six-and-a half percent of
the entire nation, are unemployed. These people aren't unemployed because they want to

be unemployed. I think that people like us, who are in a position to be able to create
jobs, to be able to identify jobs and get some people working, have a responsibility to
that group%

I've worked in the environmehtal field all my career--over 20 years.»-and I
started in water pollution back in the times when they didn't refer to it an water
pollution. They had other terminology for it.
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I'm concerned about the mission and I'm very mission-oriented. J. know what the
EPA id trying to-do. But, of codrse, I am a minority, so I know that there area lot
of:people-whO are unemployed. 'And a lot of my friends are minorities, and a-lot of
them are unemPloyed;'sa I recognize that theres an opportunity to impact some things
and do a lot of good.

_

And's°, I can get pretty excited about the work that we do, and pretty dedi-
catedtoJWhat we're trying to do, and-I,take my responsibilities very seriously.

I think that, when you go in to talk to CETA people, you've got to talk to them:
in terms of what their target groups are and how you can meet their needs You know,
we're Selfish and we tend to thinkt,.well, I need a certain type of person.

. I've seen
plans that xe unbelievable. They CoMe:out and they say I need this, I need that, and, .

we did this back in the old days under CAMPS; we used to write plans that would train:.
engineers and top-level people and reallydo a lot of upgrading. Well, theTweren't
helping the DOL people at all. I don't think that under CETA you're going to get away
with that. .

A

I think-Ahat the plans will have to be a compromise between some of the things
that you want and some of the'things they want. You're not going to get everything
that you want; you're going to have to trade-off some things.

For example, people who\have budget cutbacks and want to hire with CETA fundsJlave
problems because, as you know, under CETA you can't fill budgeted positions. The
Labor Department now is reevaluating its position Concerning this inability, to fill
certain positions

. -

Now, what if you want to hire an engineer, but you also need to hire laborers
and people in other areas2 So yoU can say that, well, through CETA we can hire people
at the lower level, people eligible for CETA funding, and then use some of our own
funds for hiring the professionals. So, don't hire -your typist, don't hire your labor-
ers,.and don't hire people like that with your own funds. Use CETA funds to hire them;
you can hire yopr professional people with the limitd4 amount of; funding that you have.

This is the-kind of thinking that you have to put Into the plan. We wrote'a plan
for the pesticide program that Charlie Frommer mentioned this' morning. We'll be sub-
mitting that to New York's Manpower Services Council. We're going to sit down And talk
with them and tell them how we wrote the plan.\

,Charlie iiientioned a hard-core'group of unemplOyed--a hard-core group of people'
who are difficult to train. We recognize what the environmental control people are
looking for and we also understand what the Labor people are looking for, so we sat
down and we analyzed what the Cornell Extension Service wanted to do. We looked at
what they wanted to do and what the EPA is trying to do, and we tried to work, some-
thing out becaude,we qnderstand FIFRA as well as CETA.

Just to digredb for a second, there Is a chortage,of environmental manpower
development specialists who can understand what the requirements. are of the environ-
mental side on one hand, and what the requirements are of the labor side, on,thelother
hand. These opecialiCts must also be able to balance the two, mesh it together, and
come up with workable programs.

So, anyway, this is what we did in New York. We looked at their program and then
we rewrote what we wanted to do. What we do is to just simply ask people to tell us
what they want to do, how they want to run their program, and the number of people they

, need and that sort of thing and then come up with some figures. Then we try to put it
in Labor Department language, and in the terms of .CETA.

Well, with New York, about eight percent of the people don't need a great deal of
training and. probably could take a manual home--a home-study type of thing--and, after
a short while, be able to come back and pit down and take a certification examination.
New York felt that they really didn't need funding for people who wouldn't be difficult
to train.

But there is another group. This includes the field-hand type, the hard-core
tenant farmer, people who have language barriero people who have limited educations.
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This, they, felt, would represent about twenty percent of the people. They also felt
that this group would need funding because of the necessary support services and all
the other things that CETA offers such people.

So'we wrote the plan up and we were very honest in the plan. We talked in

terms of what EPA was putting up. The. EPA, in this case, through.a pilot effort, put
up $126,000, which is being used throughout the entire Northeast region."

Also, the Cornell Extension Service was throwing in about $100,000 for. the
instructors that they would be using through the extension service.

. Then we asked for $100,000 in CETA money to impact this hard-core group, which
includes about 6,000 farmer-type people. Of this group, we're looking at tenant-
farmers, migrant farmers--the people who really need help. We're not going to ask for

money from CETA for people who don't need help.
This is part of the effort in being sincere. You've got to be sincere with the

people who really don't need it So, we have to try to find ways to use our own
resources to see how we can get to the groups who need the help. And, by the way, all

our plans are submitted on this basis. We're only trying to get funds through the
Labor Department from CETA for people who in fact really do need the help.

Under CETA, you also have the four percent Governor's,,discretionary money, and
there you might be a little more flexible and you might get away with some things that
you wouldn't be able to get away with normally in CETA. We initially go in for the

four percent money.
"I don't think that there's enough money at the state level to really do the job.

Ed Wagner mentioned that a lot of talk has been going on here at the regulatory agency
level, but you and I know that the people who are really responsible for pollution con-
trol and are doing all the work are at the operation agency level. Were talking about
the people who are not really employed by the regulatory agencies, but the people who
are employed at the local agencies who are, in fact, trying to control pollution.

'In fact, I think Jean Schueneman'mentioned yesterday thg'high-pressure boiler
operators, who represent one of the biggest polluting groups in air pollution. They

aren't properly trained and have never been to adequate training programs. You have

reservations from the people themselves about even taking training, so this group is
really hard to get to.

You can try to, design all kinds of training programs for them and, many times,

they don't really want-to betrained. They look at it and, like the Labor Department

people,,they say, "What's in it for me?"
Then, if you train them, they're going to be asking, for a raise and all that sort

of thing. You also have a union to deal with. Ed Wagner has a large program, he has a

lot of people in New York City, and he has a union that is just out of this world. And

dealing with all that type of thing is really quite difficult.
So, I think you need environmental manpower development-type people who under-

stand all these situations and who possibly, I would Gay, have a background in pollu-
tion control and abatement, and at least a good understanding of what the EPA is all
about and what it's trying to do. Of course, they also have to be people who undoubt-
edly understand CETA and the world and national problems, because when you talk about

using national money, you're talking about national problems. So, if you're going to

take on the responsibility of decentralized monies, you're going to decentralize
responaibilities.' So you're talking about the fact that, if a 1601 community or
state thinks it's important enough to fund the type of program thatyou're bringing to

them, they'll fund it;
You say, well, the state people and the local labor. people say, q have all

these social programs that treat ex-offenders, drug addiction, and , lot of social

problems. We have the WIN programa that are designed for people wh are on welfare,

the Job Corps, and these programs are much more important than the\environmental area.

Well, I'don't agree with that, as you know. I think that what we're doing is

just as important as any social program. Actually, it is social, slime every one
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.pollutes. We don't know the nultof people who die"annually because of air pollu-
tion, but we know that it has a sizeable impact. We also know that there are a lot of
problems with the water supply--enough eo scare people to death. Dan Rather's trying
to scare everybody. But.we know there are a Lot of problems around; and I think it's
incumbent upon people like ourselves to go out and be heard by people who have the
funds and who can assist with the funding. If you can't be heard, then I would say.
that, if you don't think that what you're doing is important, you probably shouldn't
be in the game; you shoUldn't be involved in,pollution control.

If,we can't compete with the other social programs to get at funds, to fund pro-
grams that we'think are important--what the hell could be more important than water.
supply? What could be more important than pesticides? And what could be more impor-
tant than growing food when you have a worldwide food shortage?.

And when we go and'sit.down and talk to people, we take our program person with
us, we take a state person with us, and we sit down and talk to Labor people and we
let them cry crisis. "Look, guy, if you don't fund our pfogram, the whole state's in
trouble." And this is the only way to do it.

Now, there's a fellow here from New Mexico who mentioned that--that you've got
to use--we don't have any chits--I'm afraid to even say that word. We aren't pulling
those, but we do lay it on the line to them. We let them know that the state's going
to be in trouble unless they do a good job. We let them know that we can, in fact,
identify a lot of jobs. We want to see people employed.

And, frankly, I believe in manpower. I believe in it as much as I believe in my
Baptist faith, and I believe in that. I believe in manpower. I believe that there
are enough jobs in this country for everybody to be employed. I'm always amazed that
there's so much unemployment--when I go visit a sewage treatment plant, you
wouldn't believe it. They have every man on the shift working 12-hour shifts, every
man in the plant, and they are working six days a week, 12 hours a day, and everybody
is walking around there dragging, no one is doing a decent job. They probably could
use at least twice the number of people they had working in the plant, and this isn't
unusual. goes on and on and on. The average operator working in a sewage treat-
ment plant makes two-to-three thousand dollars annually in overtime, So if there's
that much overtime, there must be a lot of jobs out there.

You know, Jean Schueneman also mentioned the fact that a lot of the states
actually cut back on the number of people they should be employing because they don't
want to be hassled by the EPA. We approve construction grants where we know that
they should have more people employed inl'the plant than what they identify.

Now, those are the kinds of things that we've got to go after in order to get
the number of people employed who should be employed, and I've got a theory about that.
Everybody doesn't agree with it. I was telling Ed Wagner and he didn't agree with it
either, but it goes like this;

If you have a situation where you have four people working in a plant and, of
that, you only have two of them who are doing a decent job anyway, then I pay let's
increase t4T number of people there and have maybe six people working at the plant.
Then we still have the name half who aren't doing a decent job, but at least we have
three who are doing a decent job and we're ahead of the game by at least a fourth. I
believe that in any situation. The Marines have a saying about how you only need a
few good people, and that's all you ever get--a few good people. So you've got to
identify the few good ones, and it's not the easiest thing in the world. how do you
identify the people who are good? You have to get a larger number of people to make
sure that you have enough good ones among the people that you have there.'

This is the kind of thing I mean. You've got to be resourceful when you go in to
assist people and write the plans. I normally don't like to take too many chances
with writing plans; I'd rather write them myself. Of course, when.you, start to get
down to the local level, you can't go around writing all the plans.
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Someonesaid,,Well, how about having a guideline for writing plans? I don't'

think that you can do that.' I've worked in Region IV in Manpower Development in

Georgia, Missis'Sippi; and places like that. There's'all the difference in the world

between Mississippi and New York State. It's just that they're-not`he same thing.
You have to write a plan for the specific community.

Now, we write plans forPuerto Rico. When I write a plan for Puerto Rico, I feel

as if I'm in Puerto Rico and I understand the needs,;. and I have a feeling for the prob-

lems that are in Puerto Rico. This is the kind of feeling that you have to have be-

cause the people who are going to review that plan are native people--they're natives

of the state or the commonwealth or whatever, and they're'going to look for things that

peopleare,familiar
lau.can't hang up here and say, well, we're engineers and we're only concerned

about our needs, and we're not going to write plans for laborers' needs and that sort

of thing.
There are not enough training funds around--there's not enough manpower around

to do the moils. There's a shortage of manpower in, the environmental area; yet every-.

body's unemployed. Isn't that amazing?
Well, I feel that there are not enough funds around to do the job, and,, really,

you're going to. have to go strongly toward the local communities. I thiqOach local
community, like the states, is going to prioritize environmental` manpower, people and

training. And, incidentally, I think that first of ail, there's a manpower shortage
in the environmental area, and secondly, training must be an important component of

manpower. But you've got to get the people before you can train them.. So, first of

all, you've got to get people on, and thenthe second thing is to train them. You say,

well, if I go after people under Title-II, but I can't train...well, don't be concerned

. with that. Just get the damned people on board; then figure-out a way to get them

trained. Everybody has some kind of in-houSe training program; everybody has some kind
of on- the -job training program. We know it's not adequate, but you have different

resources for developing programs. Harold Jeter and Frank King, for example, are
developing in -house programs.

You may not always have elaborate-type programs to get people trained. They're

working on decentralization. There's enough work to be done involving tommunity-col-
leges; universities, colleges, extension services, continuing education--there's
enough work to involve everybody. Then maybe we'll evenAmt a dent in restoring the

environment in this country,
So I think that what we're saying ip. that we've got'to work hard. It can be

done,' and you've got to believe it. YOU have got tobelieve it. You know that

Eastern commercial about believing. You've got to believe; and 1, for one, do believe.

that what we're doing is not only the best thing in the world; I'm convinced that man-.

power development is important, with training certainly an important. component. of

manpower. You can hire a sizeable number of people without prOperly training them.

We're here to think about the problem and.try to identify it. Once we have

identified it, we try to come up with come answers to the ptoblem. My staff gets very

annoyed with me occasionally because it doesn't take a hell of a lot of talent to talk

about problems--to be a fault finderand it doesn't take a lot of, skill. I do,belteve

that it takes a lot af talent to come up with solutions to problems, so_I don't like to

see people wasting their time identifying and talking aboutproblems. I'd rather see

them talking about solutions because I can come up with my own. prOblema.
I'm always talking about my wife. Once I got stuck but on a highway late at

night, and here ram with a flat tire, no spare, and it's pitch black--you can't see a

thing--and I'M waving a flare out there to try and flag someone down while she's giving

mea hard time because I don't have a spare..' _

She's adding to my problems and I don't need that,' I need her to come up with °

some answers. I need her do try and help me figure out how in the hell we're going to
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get out of here and get home.
s

0

I sincerely feel this way,,that there are problems, ion don't have,to loqk for
them. People will bring them to you. You need people who can come up with solutiona.
You need people'who can be resourceful. Take the education that'you have,.how you got
through school,, how resourceful you were whenyou didn't have funds to get thrOugh.
school, and you didn't think you were going to get ther,e;'but you figured opt ways to
do it. Whenyou really think about it, Americans are pretty resourceful people, and we ,

can usually come up with answers to things.
I think that we should steer ourselves in that direction, to try to come up with

solutions, although no one can give yqu any magical way to find solutions temeet all
your problems.

But we've managed to hang in there when sometimes things looked -,so dark--I won't
say black- -but looked so damned bad you didn't know if you were .going to be sable to
hang in there or not But we've been managing to hang in there over the yearg; and I
think that we really hairen't even put too much of a dent. We've done some things,',and
'we've had some successes; but there's still a hell'of ,a lot of work to do. We still
need all the resourcefulness and all the ideas. Edgar Bernard, my counterpart up in
Region I, always accuses me of stealing anything-- anything anybody says-Land I admit
I'm probably the biggest thief in that regard. I'll steal any idea, use anything'we
can to get the job done.

Malcolm X once said, "If you're not part of theesolution, you're part of the
problem." I don't believe in being part of the problem. I think that we all should
be part of the solution. And I think if we all concentrate our efforts on finding
solutions to our problems, then we will be at least somewhat successful in what we're

rttrying to do.
I"d like to, At this time, break off and Cry to entertain a few more questions;

and if anybody has any solutions to some of the problems we're talking about, we'd be
ii,terested in hearing them.

I'm'here. John Ropea-is still hert, and some of the other panel members.are 0,

still here; so maybe there are some people who didn't get their questions answered,
and maybe we can still answer the questions. But I'd like to quit right iloW. n.

MR-. COAKLEY: Bob, I think you'd make a good replacement for Henry Kissinger if
he ever needs a replacement. In the way of a question,(pne'of'our state people was-,
asking me this morning: What is the status of national negotiations in Washington
toward getting the Labor Department to be more receptive to the environmental priori-
ties, so that we don't'necessarily have to fight the battle 50 times over?

MR. ROPES: Well, as you all know, we've worked in the past with interagency
agreements with the Department of Labor, starting back in 1969, and these interagency
agreements spell out a relationship: This is the last one--it expires this coming
June. Hereafter, the relationships are all at eild local level, so we're working now
-on an interagency cooperative issuance that will spell out what the,Labor Depktment
assistance will be and what our needs are. The issuance will go from Washington down.
to the regional level, which will develop a formal working relationship between the
EPA manpower people and the DOL manpower people.

Perhaps this could be even parlayed further by getting Health 'and,Education to
sign it and bring in voc ed; and, those issuances then'will go on down to state employ-
ment services, state prime sponsors, and other DOL-relted agencies as well as the
Departments of Public Instruction if the Office of Education will sign a similarDepartments

So, it will be a formal working relationship-just sending kind of.a goal and
policy and idea down to the-regional and state levels for encouraging local prtite spon-
sors and others to work together.
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It fits yen'? with whit John Wright mentioned this morning: to work,
together and to have:therkrecognize some of our-problems as well as our recognizing
theirs.- 0

KNOX: The gentleMan here?

MR...QUINN: Quinn from Colorado again. My director of vocation education will
probably wish Iliad stayed home after I'. get through opening my mouth, but I hope'to be
able to have the chance to offer a solution to-some of the problems; and Ilmoffering

,

vocational education in.Coldrado to help your problem.

AMR. KNOX: Thank you very much.

MR.._MRIdHT.:. Mr. Knox, you'seem to 'be pretty knowledgeable about the environ-
mental problems, and I catch the good knowledge of how the Labor Department thinks.
And I'd just like to ask you if you think it's time to attack the Sacred cow-that only
Labor can manage MaripoWer development funds?

MR. KNOX: hadn't thought about it too much, John. And I tend not to--
only because I'm the kind of person I guess who's committed to work within the struc-
ture. Our efforts have generally been designed to work within the framework of what

was there. I think you heard quite a bit, of that talk. Bolton, ; think it was,

Mr. Bolton mentioned work within the framework of what was there.
I'think that there's room for a great deal of change. I certainly agree. I

think there's need for it, but I don't want to spend a lot of energy thinking about
the need for Changes when I really put all my effort and all,my energy a hundred per-
cent into what we do and how you work in the framework ofIfiat is there.

MR. LOSTUMBO: To make one additional comment to that, as John just described,
our attempts at the national level--it really .takes the type of dedication and motiva-
tion that ,Bob has exhibited, not only at the regional but at the state level as well,
to reallymake it work; and that's what's most important.

MR. KNOX: Yes, sir?
o

A VOICE: It would be useful for those of us at thisConference if we had some
kind of list of people on state'level and local level whoare in vocational education
and health education, and who are handling manpower programs,- m the state level and
federal-level.

MR, KNOX: I think, Kevin, that's in the package that was given out to you at

the meeting here.

MR. ROPES: No, it really wasn't; but Bob Knox is going to get. a Con of stuff
next week, and he'll be sending it all out to the participants.

MR. KNOX: Helen?

MS. WIETZ: .I'm Helen Wietz, Manpower Training Group in Seattle, Washingtori.
I'd just, like to take this opportunity to thank my regional people-for being here.
think.ihat if this Conference has done nothing, else, we've gotten to knoW each other,-

ansiltalk to each other. think. we'need each other, and I think-we can'help each

otliernd I just want to thank them.

MR. KNOX: Thank you, Helen. M . Schrader?
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MR. SCHRA1ER/ Yes, Bob, a point of personal privilege. I take great pride in
that statement. that was made at'lunch about you and your accomplishments, and I won't

i bore this group with that story of that airplane_ride from Atlanta to Mississippi you
and. I took many years ago; but it's good to see this happen. to'borrow what they say
about Jerry Ford: "You've come a long way, baby." Bob, you've come a long way, and
You've got a long way to go.'. The future's yours. °. ,

The thing that I--aside from that statement - -I've heard the words .equal oppor-
tunity employment and affirmative action. 'We do have a_state CETA plan, and that state
plan has built into it the monitoring ofpur,affirmative action officers in each state
agencyk, and. it will .be monitored by. them. But more importantly, as we go out and use
this_CETAtooi to ptovide entry-leVel training and employMent, we're going to be put7.
ting the pressure on public works department directors and heads/Of county agencies to.
bring incpeople at more than just the entry level to bring about a more reasonable,
equitable distribution of those jobs.- 0 .

MR. KNOX: Thank you very much, Dave.

MR. LOSTUMBO: Bob, I'd like to make a comment on what John Wright asked about.
While CETA does not addressupgrade training, I think DOL is becoming more aware ofthe problem, and a forum such as this one will greatly assist them in finding some solu-tions.

MR.. KNOX: Okay. I'm going to yield and turn, everything back over to FrankLostumbo.

MR. LOSTUMBO: Before you go, I'd just like to make .a special recognition toJohn Ropes and his staff for the fine job that.they've done in pulling this Conference
together;. and. I'd like to yield to Dr, Pratt to make the final, closing statement andwish you all well. Thank you'all very much for being very helpful.

. DR. PRATT: Continuing just a little bit, before you leave, let me addressmyself to your questions about upgrading under CETA.
That's something that is under active discussion in. terms of the guidelines and

regulations between ouf,Office and the people in Labor, so it's not somethingon whichthere is unanimity. It is a policy now, and it is a priority situation, and therd are,some awfully good heads in Labor who are working actively on this to try to get more upthe career ladder, and the relationships and the combinations that you get from an
entry-level upgrading and public service employment-type matrix.

,I don't have anything to add except to say, thank you very, very much. I appre-ciate so much the optimism that I think we're winding up on. While I was listening to
Bob Knox talk, I thought of the story of the fellow who had twin sons, one of whom was
an inveterate optimist - -like. Bob is--and one who was a pessimist.

So, he thought he, would teach them a lesson. For their birthday, lie got the pes-simist every kind of toy he could think Of, and he Was really downcast. He said, "Whyare you sad?" And he said, "Well, this stuff's going to break. I've got the responsi-
bility for looking after it. My brother is going to use some of it and I may not wanthim to. lose it, it'll wear out, and I'm just really depressed."

For the optimist, however, he set out a burlap bag full of horse manure, and theboy was really tickled. He was running all around the house, whistling and humming and
looking behind the barn and everywhere. The father asked, "What do you have to be sopleased about?"

He replied, "Dad, I've got a pony around here somet,ihere. I just haven't foundit."

I think that we've got same ponies'around here, and I want us to get busy andfind them.

Thank you so much for being here.

- ri--;7)
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Program

SUNDAY -- DECEMBER 8, 1974

.1:00 7:00 p.m.

4:30 -- 6:30 p.m.

MONDAY -
8:00 9:00 a.m.

9:00 9:45 a.m.

Registration

Reception

DECEMBER 9, 1974

Registration

General Session
Welcome
Goals of Conference
Opening Address

SAFARI CONVENTION CENTER

James D. Goff, Moderator
Arthur Vondrick
Alvin L. Alm
Clyde D: Eller

r,

9:45 -- 11:30 a.m. Panel: "MANPOWER IMPLICATIONS OF FEDERAL ENVIRONMENTAL
PROGRAM STRATEGIES" Francis J. Lostumbo, Moderator

'Air i Frederick W. Whittemore
Pesticides Wendell McElwee
Solid Waste Joseph Bahnick
Wastewater James E. Warren
Water Jean J. Schueneman

11:30 12;00 noon

12:00 2:00 p.m.

2:00 3:20 p.m.

3:20 3:40 p.m.

3:40 5:00 p.m.

5:00 6:30 p.m:

6:30`r- 8:00 p.m.

8:00 9:00 p.m.

"SELECTED ENVIRONMENTAL LEGISLATION: MANPOWER IMPLICATIONS"
Robert G. Ryan

Open Lunch

Panel: "HOW ENVIRONMENTAL MANPOWER NEEDS CAN BE MET THROUGH CETA"
John M. Ropes, Moderator

Overview Richard E. Bruner
Discussion George Chartrand

Shirley Sandage
Fred' C. Bolton

Break

Panel; "PROGRESS REPORT ON UTILIZATION

National Survey
State Agencies: CONNECTICUT

NEW MEXICO
Local Agencies: Gary, Indiana

, Reception

Dinner

Keynofe Speaker:
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William F. Hagan, Moderator
Darold E. Albright
John R. Wright
George A. Kinias
Chris Beck

Arthur Vondrick



TUESDAY DECEMBER 10, 1974

9:00 10:40 a.m. Panel: "UTILIZATION OF VOCATIONAL AND ADULT EDUCATION FUNDS"
Darold E. Albright, Moderator

Federal C. Kent Bennion
State: COLORADO Roy Gillaspy

IDAHO Robert F. Crabtree
MINNESOTA David McCullough
OREGON Howard W. Brock

10:40 11:00 a.M. Break
11:00 11:50 a.m. Panel: "UTILIZATION OF STATE .PROGRAM GRANTS" Chester J. Shura, Moderator

Jean J. Schueneman
Edward F. Richards
James A. Marth

12:00 1:30 p.m. Luncheon

1:30 1:50 p.m. Luncheon. Speaker: "NEW DIRECTIONS IN EDUCATION AND TRAINING" '
George L.B. Pratt

2:00 2:50 p.m. Panel: "STATE TRAINING CENTERS ; 109 (b)" John L. Coakley, Jr, Moderator
VIRGINIA Eugene T. Jensen
IOWA Michael Crawford
IOWA William M. Baley
IOWA Charles C. Miller
COLORADO Jo Elen Zgut

2:50 3;40 p.m. Panel: "STATE LEGISLATED TRAINING CENTERS" Franklin J. Agardy, Moderator
CALIFORNIA Robert Daigh
CALIFORNIA Charles W. McElroy
IDAHO Robert F. Crabtree
ILLINOIS Ernest C. Bennett
MAINE Arthur A. Baker

3:40 4:00 p.m. Break
4:00 5:00 p.m. Panel: "RECENT DEVELOPMENTS. IN NATIONAL PROJECTS"

. George L.B. Pratt, Moderator
Direct Training Francis J. King

Harold Jeter

WEDNESDAY DECEMBER 11, 1974

9:00 --r 10:20 a.m. Panel: "STATE REACTIONS TO FEDERAL PROGRAM STRATEGIES"
Chris Beck, Moderator

IOWA Charles C. Miller
IOWA Charles Frommer
NEW MEXICO Robert H. Lounsberry
NEW YORK William R. Bunnpr
New York City Edward 0. Wagner
OHIO John R. Wright

10:20 10:40 a.m. Break

10:40 12:00 noon General Session and Wrap-Up Robert Knox,Moderator
12:00 noon Adjournment George L.B. Pratt
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Speakers I Moderators I Panel Members
DR. FRANKLIN J. AGARDY, Vice President, URS Corporation,
San Mateo, California.
DR. DAROLD E. ALBRIGHT; President, National Field Research
Center, Inc:, Iowa City, Iowa..
ALVIN L. ALM, Assistant AdMinistrator for Planning and Manage-
ment, Environmental Protection Agency, Washington; .

JOSEPH BAHNICK, Chief, Water Quality Control and Manpower
Training .Branch, Municipal Permits and Operations Division, Office
of Water Programs Operations, .Enviteciniental Protection Agency,
Washington, D.C.
ARTHUR A. BAKER, Director, New England Regional Wastewater
Institute, South Portlond, Maine.'

: DR. WILLIAM M. BALEY, Associate Superintendent, Area School
and Career Education Branch, Iowa State Department of Public
Instruction, Des Moines, Iowa.
ECKHARDT C. BECK, Deputy Commissionercionnecticut Depart-
ment of Environmental Protection, Hartford, Connecticut..'
ERNEST C. BENNETT, Manager, Operator Certification Section,
Illinois Environmental Protection Agency; Springfield, Illinois.
C. KENUENNION, Director, Occupational and Adult Education,
Department of Health, Education and Welfare, Region IX, San Fran-
cisco, California,.
FRED C. BOLTON, Chief, Division of Prograni Techniques and Mate-
rials, Department of Labor,Washington, D.C.
HOWARD W. BROCK, Specialist in Conservation and Forest Prod-
ucts, Oregon State Department of Education, Salem, Oregon.
RICHARD E. BRUNER, Manpower Development Specialist, Man-
power Administration, Department of Labor, Region V, Chicago,
Illinois.
WILLIAM R. RUNNER, Chief of Training, Ohio Environmental
Protection Agency, Columbus, Ohio.
GEORGE CHARTRAND, Deputy Associate Regional Manpower
Administrator, Department- of Labor, Region III, Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania.
JOHN L. COAKLEY, JR., Chief, Manpower and Training Branch,
Environmental Protection Agency, Region VII, Kansas City, Mis-
souri.
ROBERT F. CRABTREE, Adult Education Supervisor, School of
Vocational Technical Education, Idaho State University, Pocatello,
Idaho.
MICHAEL E. XRAWFORD, Director of.Development, Kirkwood
Community College, Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
ROBE RTV DAIGH , Senior Water Quality Control Engineer, Califor-
nia State Water Resources Control Board, Sacramento, California.
CLYDE B. ELL ER, Director, Surveillance, and Analysis Division,
Environmental Protection' Agency, Region IX, San Francisco,

CHARLES I . FROM MER, Director, Bureau of Pesticides, New York
State Department of Environmental Conservation, Albany, New York.
DR. 'ROY E. GILLASPY, Director, E71141810718 Control, Industrial
Sciences Department, Colorado State University, Fort Collins,
Colorado.
JAMES D. GOFF, P.E., Assistant Director, Arizona Department of
Health Services, Phoenix, Arizona.
WILLIAM P. HAGAN , National Program Development Officer, Office
of Education and Manpower Planning, ErivirOnmental Protection
Agency, Washington, D.C.
EUGENE 7'. JENSEN, Executive Secretary, Virginia State Water
Control Board, Richmond, Virginia.
HAROLD JE TE R , Director, National Training Cent er; Office of Water
Program Operations, Environmental Protection Agency, Cincinnati,
Ohio.

FRANCIS J. KING,.Chief, Air Pollution Training Institute, Environ-
. mental Protection AgencY, National Environmental Research Center,
Research Triangle, Park, North Cjolina.
.GE4RGE A. KINIAS, Chairman, Environmental Technology
Division, Indiana Vocational Technical College, Gary, Indiana.
ROBERT KNOX, Chief, Manpower Development Branch, Environ-
mental Protection Agency, Region II, New YOrk, New York.
FRANCIS J. LOSTUMBO, Assistant Director, Office of Education
and Manpower Planning, -Environmental Protection Agency;
Washington, D.C.
ROBERT H. LOUNSBERRY , Secretary of Agriculture, State of Iowa,
Des Moines, Iowa.
JAMES A. MARTH , Director, Office of State and Interstate Programs,
Environmental Protection Agency, Region V, Chicago, Illinois.
DAVID. N. McCULLOUGH, Coordinator of Adult Vocational Pro-
grams, Minnesota Department of Education, St. Paul, Minnesota.
CHARLES W. McELROY , JR., Director, San Marcos Training

`Center, California State Water Resources Control Board, San Marcos,
California.
WENDELL McELWEE, Senior Sanitaricin, Office of Solk1 Waste
Management Programs, Environmental Protection Agency,
Washington, D.C:
CHARLES C. MILLER, Chief* of Planning, Iowa -Department of
Environmental Quality, Des Moirre. Iowa.
PATRICIA. F, POWERS, NationatiTraining Officer, Office of Edu--
cation and Manpdver Planning, Environmental Protection Agency,
Washington, D.C. .

DR. GEORGE L.B. PRATT, Director, Office of Education and Man-
power Planning, Environmental Protection Agency, Washington, D.C.
EDWARD F. RICHARDS, Program Analyst, State Program Brunch,
Water 'Planning Division, Environmental Protection Agency,
Washington, D.C.
JOHN M. ROPES, Assistant Director, Office of Education and Man-
pricer Planning, Environmental Protection Agency, Washington, D.C.'
ROBERT G. RYAN, Director, Office of Legislation, Environmental
Protection Agency, Washington, D.C.
SHIRLEY M. SANDAGE, President, Garrity /Sandage Associates,
Inc., Mason City, Iowa.
JEAN J. SCHUENEMAN, Director, Control Programs Development
Division, Office of Air Quality Planning and Standards, Environmen-
tal Protection Agency, National Environmental Research Center,
Research Triangle Park, North Carolina.
CHESTER J. SHURA, Chief, Manpower Development Branch, Air
and Water Programs Division, Environmental Protection Agency,
Region V, Chicago, Illinois.

ARTHUR VONDRICK, Director, Water and Sewers Administration,
City of Phoenix, Arizona.
EDWARD 0. WAGNER, Chief, Division of Plant Operations, Depart-

, ment of Water Resources, Wards Island, New York.
JAMES E. WARREN, Chief Special Study Section, Programs Opera.-
tions Branch, Water Supply Division; Environmental Protection
Agency, Washington, D.C.
FREDERICK W. WHITTEMORE, Acting Director, Operations
Division, Office of Pesticides Programs, Environmental Protection
Agency, Washington, D.('.
JOHN R. WRIGHT, Chief, Water Quality Section, New Mexico
Environmental Improvement Agency, Santa Fe, New Maker.
JO RUN ZGUT, Division Director for Community and Personal
Service Occupations, Community College of Denver, Golden, Colorado.
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Manpower Development Specialist
Environmental Career:Center, Inc.
1001'31,0 Street, S.W., Suite 110
Washington, D.C. 20024
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Sanitary Engineer
-Vermont Agency fin Environmental ,

'Conservation
Montpelier, Vermont 05602

Abell, William
Department, Attorney
Nebraska Dept. of Agriculture
P.O. Box 4756
Lincoln, Nebraska. 68509

Agardy, Dr. Franklin J.
Vice President '

URS Systems Coiporation.
o 155 Bovet Road ,

Han Mateo, California 94402
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President
National Field Research Center, Inc.
P.O. Box 287
Iowa City, Iowa 5220

Allbright, Pat
Manpower Development Specialist
EPA, Region VI
1600 Patterson

'Dallas, Texas 75201

Alm, Alvin L.
Assistant Administrator for Planning

and. Management
EPA - 401 M. Street, S.W.
Washington,-D.C. 20460

Bahnick, Joseph
Chief, Water Quality Control

Manpower Training Branch
Municipal Permits & Operations Div.
Office of Water Program'Operatlons
EPA - 401 M Street, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20460

04.

Bailey, Nora
Manpower Development Specialist
Air and Water ProgramsDivislon
EPA, Region V
230 S. Dearborn
Chicago, Illinois 60604

117Po
.Jar.

Baker, David
Chairman , .

California State Solid Waste Control Board
Sacramento, California

Baker, Art. A.
Director
New England Regional WaStewater Institute
2 Fort Road
So. Portland, Maine 04106

Baker, Michael
Training Coordinator
METRO.
410 W. Harrison Street
Seattle, Washington 98119,

Baley, Dr. William M.
Associate Superintendent
Area School & Career Education Branch
Iowa State Department of Public

Instruction
Des. Moines,owa 50319

Barber, Carlos Jiminez
Executive Director
Environmental Quality Board
P.O. Box 11488
Santurce, Puerto Rico 00910

Bass, Delno L.
State.ManpoWer Administrator
Comprehensive Manpower $ervices Division
State of Kansas - Office of the Governor
535 Kansas Avenue, Suite 900'
Topeka, Kansas 66603

Beautrow, Phil
Senior Civil Engineer
Ventura Regional Co. Sanitary District
Ventura, California

Beck, Eckardt C.
Deputy Commissioner
DepartMent'of Environmental Protection
Division of Environmental Quality
Hartford, Connecticut 0611'

Bell; William F.
Administrative Assistant
Division of Manpower Planning
Governor's Office of Education & Training

.3825 Ridgewood Road, -Suite 182 .

Universities Center
Jackson, Mississippi 39211
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Bennett, Ernest C.
Manager
Operator Certification & Training
Illinois Env. Pretection Agency
2200 Churchill Road °

Sprihgfield, Illinois 62706

Bennion, C. Kent
Director -
Occupational & Adult Education
Department of Health, Education

and Welfare, Region IX
San Francisco, California 94102

Bernard, Edgar. L.

Chief
Manpower Development Branch
EPA, Region I
JFK Federal Building; Room 2207
Boston, Massachusetts 02203

Biery, Freeman
Director
Weed and Pesticide Division
Kansas State'Dept. of Agriculture
State Office': hdlding
Topeka, Kansas 66612

Birdcell, John
Dean-Director
Indiana Vocational-Tech College
1440.East 35th Avenue
Gary, Indiana 46409

Bishop; William
Chief
Manpower Development Branch
Air & Water Programs Division
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San Francisco, California 94111

Bolton Fred
Chief
Division of Program Techniques

and Materials
U.S. Department of Labor
601 D Street, N.W.
Washington, D.. C. 20213

Borgerding, Joseph
Senior Sanitary Engineer
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Ventura, California ".

Bounds, Leo
Chief
Human Resources Section
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Division of Planning Coordination
Austin, TeXas 78701
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Chief of Training,
Texas Air Control Board
8520-Shoal Creek Boulevard
Austin, Texas 78758

Breitlow, James C.
Environmental. Planner
Nevada Bureau of Environmental Health
Carson City, Nevada 89701

Bridges, Paul E.
Manager
Operator Training and Certification
Illinois EnVironmental Protection Agency
2200. ChUrchill Road
Springfield, IllinoiS 62706

Brock, Howard W.
Spec. Conservation &Forest Products
State Department of Education
942 Lancaster Drive, N.H.
Salem, Oregon 97310

Bruce, E. Nick
Federal/State Coordinator
Berkeley County
SouthCarolina

Bruner, Richard E.
Manpower Development Specialist
Manpower Administration
U. S. Department of Labor, Region V
300 South Wacker Drive
Chicago, Illinois 60606

Bunner, William R.
Chief of Training
Ohio Environthental ProtectiOn Agency
Seneca Towers
361 E. Broad Street
Columbus, Ohio. 43215

Bush, Jim
Director, Comprehensive Manpower Program
State of Kansas- Office of.the Governor
535 Kansas Aveinle, Suite 900
Topeka, Kansas 66603.
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Bustamante, Evangeline
CETA Research Assistant
County of Imperial
Imperial, California,:

Calaby, Sam
-Office of the Commissioner'
NJ Dept. of'Environmental Protection
P. 0. Box 2807
Trenton, New Jersey 0862

Campbell, Daniel J.
Acting Director
Office Of.EnVironmental Manpower
NYS Dept. of Env. Conservation
50 WW1 Road
Albany, New York 12233

Campbell, JOhn A.° 7-
Extension Education & Trng. Spec.
Dept. of Natural & Economic Resources
Division of Environmental Management
P. 0. Box 27687
State of-North Carolina
Raieigh,.North Carplina 27611

Cannata, Joseph.,
Manpower Development Spedialist
EPA, Region IX-
100 California Street
San Francisco-, California 94111

Carnegie, John W.
Department Chairman
Linn-Benton Community College
.Albany, Oregon 97321

Catanach,° Leo D.

County Commissioner
County of Sante Fe
Santa Fe, New Mexico

Chartrand, George o

Deputy Associate Reg. Manpower Adm.
U.S. Department of Labor - Region III
P. O. Box 8796
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19101

Chenault, Elmer M.
Chief
Manpower Devel. & Training Branch
EPA, Region VIII
Suite 900, 1860 Lincoln Street
Denver, Colorado 80203

Coakley, John L., Jr.
Chief, Manpower Development Branch
Air and Water Programs Division
EPA, Region. VII
1735 Baltimore Avenue, Room 249
Kansas City, Missouri 64108.

Combs, David
State PrograM Manager
EPA, Region VIII.
1860 Lincoln Avenue
Denver, Colorado: 80203

Cook, Harold V.
Manager
Department of Public Works
Denver City & County Rldg.,-Room 379.
Denver, Colorado 80218

Coulter, James B.
Secretary
MD Department of Natural Resources
Tawes State Office Building
Annapolis, Maryland 21401

Crabtree, Robert F.
Adult Education Supervisor
'Sehool of Voc-Tech. Education
Idaho State University
POcatello, Idaho 83209

Craven, Elinor M.
Project Director
LA Governor's Council on Env. Quality
3101 37th Street, Suite 201
Metairie, Louisiana 70001

Crawford, Michael E.
Director of 'Development
Kirkwood Community College
6301 Kirkwood Boulevard, S.W.
Cedar Rapids, Iowa 52406
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